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PREFACE

An attempt has here been made to set up the Hindu temple conceptually, from

the foundation to its finial Its structure is rooted in Vedic tradition, and primeval

modes of building have contributed their shapes The principles are given in the

sacred books of India and the structural rules in the treatises on architecture The3^

are earned out in the shrines which still stand throughout the countr}^' and which

were built m many varieties and styles over a millennium and a half from the

fifth centurj?' A D
^

The purpose of the Hindu temple is shown by its form It is the concrete

s5unbol of Reintegration and coheres with the rhythm of the thought imaged in its

carvings and laid out in its proportions Their perfection is a celebiation of all the

rites enacted dunng the building of the temple from the ground to its pinnacle

Nothing that is seen on the temple is left unsaid in the verbal tradition noi is any

of the detail arbitrary or superfluous Each has a definite place and is part of the

whole

The Hindu temple is the sum total of architectural rites performed on the basis

of its myth The myth covers the ground and is the plan on which the stiucture

IS raised



Diacritical signs are used on Sanskrit words

Tor tjpographical reasons the^ arc parth omitted on small headings

Pronunciation a, at the end of words is scim mute

c, like eh in cinpel

e, IS alwa>s long

h, following a consonant is to be pronounced

n, palatal
,

n, lingual

o IS alw a\ s long

r, like p
b (palatal) and s (lingual), like sh
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‘*The gods ahvays pla^^ where groves are neai
,
rneis, inoiintaiiis

and spnngs, and in towns with pleasure gardens
‘Brlnt vSunhitri’, LV 8

‘BhaMS3a Piu:ma\ I CXXX 15

‘‘Yama (Death) has given (us) the residence on earth Yaina
indeed rules over the earth and it is he who grants the sacrificcr n
residence on this earth

”

‘6atapatha Brlhinana’, VII 113



I

THE SITE
TIRTHA AND TEMPLE

T
ife as a pilgrimage from birth to death has many stations In India

^ death is but another station and in itself does not bring final release (moksa)
Final release from all conditions of existence, from all limitations, is gained
through Knowledge (Brahmavidya)

, and Knowledge, the realisation of Supreme
identit3^ is the means and the end itself it gives and is release Some
attain it while alive (jivan-mukti), others at death To the great mass
of people, who are without the faculties and training to make them fit for the
realisation of the Supreme Principle by Knowledge, other roads lie open which
aloo lead to the Centre Pilgrimage is one, it brings 303^ (bhukti) and release

(moksa) to those who have achieved control of their minds and of the actions of

their hands and feet, who have sapience (vid3^a), and who have practised austerities

and have a good name ^

The places of pilgrimage are distributed through the entire countr3?^ and
are called Tirtha and Ksetra The number of these sacred sites is large, the
‘Mahabharata’ speaks of hundreds of places of pilgrimage ^

Tirtha is the name of a place of pilgrimage on the bank of a river, the sea-

shore or a lake The meaning of the word is a ford, a passage Water, the
purifying, feitilizing element being present, its current which is the river of life

can be forded in inner realisation and the pilgrim can cross over to the other
shore The place of pilgrimage is the end of the journey to the Centre, but it

IS not itself the goal and only the means for ciossing over to the Centre For this

reason the number of Tirthas and Ksetras is indefinitely large ^ For this very
reason too no journe}^ need be undertaken at all

^ ‘Agnipurana*, ch CIX ib-2a
“ ‘Mahabharata’, Adiparva, II 2 , Vanapaiva, Tirtliajatrapaiva
^ Ksetra is sacred ground, a field of active power, a place where hiioksa’, final lelease, can

be obtained The ‘Garuda Purana’, I XVI 14, enumerates seven cities as givers of hnoksa’
Thev are Ayodhya, ]Mathura, IMaya, Kasi, Kahci, Avantika, Dvaravati The sacred

geography of India recognises the w hole country as a field of more than human activity It is

earned by the rivers, from the celestial region where they have their prototype and origin,

down to the earth ^aiva tradition knows the special potency of certain places (pitha) in India

lesultmg from the fall to earth of the dismembered bod> of the dead Sati, a form which

3



THB HI^DU TEMPLL

There is one Tiitha where one should bathe and this is the Tirtlu o

the mind (manasatirtha) It is deep, clear and puie ,
its W'atei is truth (satya) md

metaphysical knowledge (Brahniajnana) Those wdio t ike this bath see the

Principles, the true n'lture of things (tatti adarsin)

The Tirthas and Ksetras on Indian soil aie potent sites where a presence is

felt to dneir Its support is in the place itself Whatever makes the site

'conspicuous oi memorable is reinforced in its effect b} the attention of the people

directed towards and concentrated on that spot In such places the gods are

seen at play'’

-*'The gods always plai where lakes are, wheie the sun's lais are warded off

by umbrellas of lotus'^ leaf clusters, and wlieie clear watei paths are made hy swans

whose breasts toss the w^hite lotuses hithei and thithei
,
where swans, ducks,

curlers and padd3^-birds aie heaid and animals lest nearb\ in the shade of KicuH

trees on the river banks

The gods alwai^s play where rners haie for their biacelets the sound of the

flight of curle3^s and the voice of swans for their speech, water as their garment,

carps foi their zone, the flowering trees on then banks as earrings, the confluence

of rivers as their hips, raised sand banks as breasts and the plumage of swans

their mantle

' The gods alwa3^s play where gioies aie near, rivers, mountains and
springs, and m towns with pleasure gardens " (‘Brhat Sainhita*, LV 4-8,

‘Bhavisya Pnrana', I CXXX, 11-15) ‘Tt is such places that the gods lo\t and
always dwell in" (^Bihat Samluta', 8, Comm ,

quoting Kasiapa)

Mahaiiia>a had assumed Where its paits came to he, the encr£l^ assocnted with the special

part or limb was added to the earth, strengthening tint particuhr spot and leading to an
attaminent of the corresponding faculti b\ man Distributed ni 51 centres the power of

Jilahasakli is integrated in the soil of India (Svlnii Karpltriji has explained the ‘Secret of
the Sacred Places" in an article on 'Pitha Ralias\a", in 'Siddhmt', Ko 35, Benares, 1941)

The realisation of the descent of more than human power to earth makes India a sacred
land Kear the water and at other definite sites its presence is more strongU felt Some of
these consequentl> are laid out in a particular w a\

,
such as Kunik^etra w here the 4 comers

of the potent field are marked each b> one place of pilgrimage and the middle is occupied b\
the place of central sanctity ('IMahdblrnata’, \^anapar\a, ch DXXXI 207 , Cnnnmghani,
‘Aichaeological Survey Report", Vol II pp 214 217), or Pitaliputra, in the middle of 4 towns
(P Mus, ‘Barabudur’, ‘Bulletin de I’Pcole Fraiwaise d'kxtrCme Orient", \ ol XXXII, p 669)
In view of the "descent" of the sacred power to the earth, it is ontologicalh its own jirojcction
from the bejond, along the \ertical axis Tins SMubolisui belongs not onl\ to the sacred
geogiaph> but more ostensibly e\en to the sacreci aichitecture of India (Pt V)

^

^
"Mahabharata", Anusasanaparva, CLXX 23, 12 13

places on earth, etc
, and 111 the mind, are spoken of iii the "T^Iatsy apurina’

(XIII 26-54), chapter CII 5 5, enjoins that three and a half times ten millions of Tirtlns
111 heaven, earth and the atmosphere should be conceived as in the water where one takes
th? ritual bath bv realising within it, in a square of four cubits, the sacred Ganges, the most
holy of all Tirthas {cf ch CVI 53)

1

Mahanirvaiiatantra", X 105, knows b> still closer identification, that the ‘"three and
*1,” r'

ten nnllions of Ththas and all the gods, Brahinl, etc
, reside in the body of

the Xaula and all the shrines and holy places which are m this world the% all abide in thebody of the Kulasann\ asm (the highest class of ascetic)'" , ib
, XW 174

4



THF SITE

Where the^gods are seen at play, in all these places, it is but ‘the one God
engag^ in eternal pla}^’ ^ Play is the modalit3 in which the Supreme Spirit

display's his 'presence in the world It is in its effortless movement and in the

perfection of corresponding forms There is no other reason for the appearance

of the world than that which is m Brahman itself It shows itself most con^uncingl}’'

at certain places They have beaut}^
,
for it is there that the celestial intelligence,

—the gods, intermediate betv een the Lord and man,—has its sport and displaj^
®

The gods are installed not onty in Tirthas, on the banks of nvers, lakes

and on the seashore, at the confluence of nvers and estuanes, but also on
hilLtops and mountain-slopes, in forests, groves and gardens, near the abodes of

the blest or hermitages, in villages, to^vns and aties or in any other lovel3^ place

(‘Tantra-Samuccaya’, I i 28, see Frontispiece)^ Rituall3^ the site of the

temple is a Tirtha wherever it is situated The ‘Visnudharmottara* (Part IIIj

Chapter XCTTT,^ 25-31), an early compendium, speaks of the installation of

consecrated images (area) “Installations should be made in forts, in auspicious

cities, at the head of shop-lined streets , in villages or hamlets of cowherds
where there are no shops, the installations should be made outside /m gardens,

Instaffations should be made at riversides, in forests, gardens, at the sides of

ponds, on hill-tops, in beautiful valleys and particularly in caves At these

places, the denizens of ^heaven are present In places without tanks, gods
are not present A temple therefore should be built where there is a pond
on the left, or in front, not otherwise If a temple is built on an island, the
water on all sides is auspicious “ The presence of water is essential, but if it is

neither available b3^ nature nor by artifice it is present s3^mbolicall3^ at the

^ '^Eko de\o nityalTlanurakta”
,
'Radha Upamsad’, IV 3

®
‘‘ICa pra> ojaiia\ atu^at , lokavat tu lilakaivalvam” ‘Braknia Sutra’, II i 32-33

"Brahma’s creative activity is not undertaken by way of an)* need on his part, but simply
by wa> of sport, in the common sense of the vord” A K Coomarasv am3^, in ‘Lila*,

‘Journal of the Amencan Oriental Societj’^*, 1941, pp 98-100
" More than a millennium of textual contmmty and identity of metaphysical foundation

accompanies the practice of building temples in all their vanet> in the different parts of India
at the vanous phases of its history The elaborated later temples and expliat texts are an
exposition of the meaning vhich is present m the form, from its beginning

The authorities quoted are referred to m the present context not in their chronological
sequence, but irrespective of it, in the meaning which they have m common Their histoncal
and geographical relation to the monuments however are considered m a later Part (VII)

\»here the termmologv of Indian temple architecture, their types and ‘styles’ are explained

The text-books of Vastu-Sastra, the science of architecture, are records of oral traditions

which go back into an undefined past The ‘Brhat-Samhita’, for instance, compiled by
Var^amihira in the middle of the sixth century A D is based on the authority of master
architects whose names are Maya, Visvakarman (ch LV, 30), Garga and jManu The ‘Brhat
Samhita’ is but a bnef account of their treafases (ib ^31) It is the earliest datable source
on Vastu-Sastra The ‘Vi§nudharmottara’ is of the seventh century approximately The
‘Tantrasamuccaya’ of Xarajanan Xambudiri of Kerala, Malabar, belongs to the fifteenth

century

The Frontispiece gives a general vuew of Amarakantaka m Rewa State, central India ,

this IS the Omkara Ksetra The great sage who practises austerities there becomes a ‘jlvan-

mukta’ The ‘Matsvapurana’, CLXXX\^I and CLXXXA'llI, praises this Tirtha Its present

temples date from the eleventh century^ to recent times

2 5



THE HINDU TEMI’EE

consecration of temple or image Thus it is described ho« during the nte of

‘adhivasana’ by which the divinity is made to assume its abode in an inngc

about to be installed, the image of Visnii is laid terrest on Uiejorld •’C-g

(Ananta), on a ford laised foi this purpose in n'cr, hU oj t ink Oftctings

are made to the Lord (Yogesa), to the feabda-Brahnian,—the principle oj arti-

culate sound, or the Woid,—to the oceans, mount mis, Siges (rsi), lathers

(pitr) and Spirits (bhuta) Vanina, the presiding divinity (of the v ders) and

Siva, the Lord of the sacred Tirtln are woi shipped, should neither rncr, nl c

nor tank be near, three jars of water are placed in the Brnlnn istlian i, the centre

of the sacred site
^

Temples are built where Tirtlns arc, their touenne: shapes to the last point

of their height teem with forms which liave the urge and fullness of Indnn nature,

step by step, level by level they lead the C3^c and mind of the de\otcc from this

world to the woilds above The temples rise from a broad base difterenth built

according to specific types, they have their vanations in time and place incl their

shapes were elaborated in man^'’ schools As thc}' are to da\ in southern India

their high superstructures ascend in p3Taimdal fonn, uhilc in northcni Indi i the3

fling their curxalinear faces towards a meeting point abo\c the sanctu ir3
®

Sometimes the temples form cities of God with mnn3' buildings of great extent

and complex design, or the temple is but a small chapel only \Vheie\cr a Hindu
temple stands, whatever age witnessed its growth, and to uhale\cr sj/c, as house,

body and substance for God (the Essence) to cluell in, it is built in principle on
the same plan, the Vastupurusamandala

Although tins ntual diagram is neither the ground-plan of the temple nor
necessanly the plan of tlie site, it regulates them It be cotemunous with
the site of the sacied precinct, or uith the extent of the tinin temple building
(prasada) onl}^, or it may be drawn on an altar, and of standardised sjre It is

drawn on the ground prior to the building of the temple and on it tlie temple

*
‘Vaikhanasn^ama*, ch XXXI

, siunnnrx of the rcspccluc
® The South Indian temples arc chstnbiitcd o\cr an area winch in evtent js one fifth

onb of India

The ‘Brhit Saipluta’, ch LV lo, presenbes the Vlsluimndal i of 6t for
temples Ch LII 42 54, gives the Vlstumaiid'ih of Si *^tiinrcs, aho for otlar Innldinys, nnd
for towms, villages, etc

The 'Agnipiirana*, ch XCIII 42, h>s down 5 cubits (Inst a , 7^^ feet) square as standard
size of the Vastu, if not otherwase specified

,
its ‘best’ measure ho\ c\cr is equal to lint of the

building which contains the sanctuary (gfln prKida), the temph proper The httcr definition
IS also given in the 'Saniamiganasutradhlra*, ch LTX where liowc\cr the plan to the
end of the two diagonals of the Praslda or Vimlm, the temple proper, is stated to In\c Si
squares This is m agreement with ‘Isamsi\agnnidc\apaddhati’, Pirt III ch XXVII «;o
(translated by St Kramnsch in the 'Journal of the Indian SocicU of Oriental \rl* \ ol* IV*
P 167)

, . *

In ch X, 4, 69, 7S-S0, of the 'Samar uicatnsutradh“in’, the \ 1stii of 61 ‘squares,
however, compnses the entire building site of a [fortified] town (pun) or of a at\ (menn)and ms seems to apply also to ullages (grlma) and hamlets (Uicta)

The w^hole building ^te,^the entire planning of town and temple and of the building of

IiIa
or Vun'ma, conform with the Vlstupuruiinnndah. so tint

tne gods dw^eil there m peace

6



THE SITE

stands either in fact or s3^mbolicall5^ In principle it is always square and is the

record of an aichitectural rite The loiowledge of its correct execution forms the

first part of the science of architecture (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, ch XTV 2)

The square is divided into compartments and the*"diagonals are drawn “'"'The name
of the square is Vastupurusamandala Purusa is the universal Essence, the

Principle of all things, the Prime Person whence all originates " Vastu is the

site, in it Vastu, bodil^^ existence, abides and from it Vastu derives its name In

bodity existence, Purusa, the Essence, becomes the Form The temple building

is the substantial, and the ‘plan’ (mandala) is the ntual, diagrammatic form of the

Purusa Purusa himself has no substance He gives it his impress The substance

IS of wood, brick or stone in the temple

The foim of the temple, all that it is and signifies, stands upon the diagram

of the Vastupunisa It is a ‘forecast’ of the temple and is diawn on the levelled

ground it is the fundament fiom which the building anses "Whatever its actual

surroundings, forest glade, seashore, hill or town, the place where the temple

is built is occupied b3’' the Vastupurusa in his diagram, the Vastupurusa-mandala
That it is surrounded bj’' the streets of a town, walls of a fort, ravines or fields,

becomes of secondary importance, for its particular topograph}^ is but the hinge

by which a changeable panorama is linked with the structure of the universe The
site IS ntually levelled each time a temple is built, the ground from which the

temple is to rise is regaided as being throughout on an equal intellectual plane

It IS at the same time terrestrial and extra-terntonal It is the place for the

meeting and marriage of heaven and earth, where the whole world is present in

terms of measure, and is accessible to man

SITE AND BUILDER

Man here is the patron or Yajamana (lit the sacrificer) on whose behalf the
temple is built by the architect who is guided b3^ the pnest m the pnnciples of his

work In the diagram of the Vastupurusa a communication is established between
man (purusa) as the patron of the w^ork and the Purusa, the Essence of all things
At the definite time and place where the temple is to be set up, all times and all

places congregate in the symbolic diagram of the Vastupurusa On this ritual

drawing rests the super-structure of the temple, which is the manifestation (murti)
of God The ntual diagram of the Vastupurusa is drawn wherever the site is

” 'Hanvaipsa*, ch I
, R Gu6non, ^Quelques Rcmarques sur le Nom d’Adam*, ‘fitudes

Traditionelles*, 1931, pp 726-31
*‘Once heaven and earth were united Separating, they said Eet what is suitable

to the sacrifice be common to both 'Taittirlya Bralimaiia’, I i 3 2-3 , 'Tancjya Brahmana’,
X 6 1-3 , etc

Heaven and earth, once joined, subsequently separated The beings, the 5 classes of
them, gods, men, and so on, did not keep peace The gods brought about a reconciliation

of these worlds Both contracted a marriage according to the rites observed by the gods
Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati*, Pt HI, ch XH 16 , JTSOA, Vol X, p 225

7



THL HINDU TLMl’LL

nrenared for this purpose The preparation is in the readiness .and discipline

of tlie mind and heart of the patron and of those who arc entnisted vilh the

work because they have the competent skill The piicst h.is the j,nnd inee, the

architect, who builds the temple, works in coiiforinity uitli tlie knouledfie of tlie

pnest

A Pilgrimage oi visit to a temple is undertaken foi the purpo^-e of UkiI ing

at It (darsana) with the sight of knowledge Darsan i is tht- name of the « i\

traditional points of view or methods of cognising Inilh The arehitecl of the

temple was not only a master of the 'ocean of the science of irclntcelurc

Balanced himself in body and mind, he had to be lersed in the lraditioji.il science

(sastra) m its various brandies, and as tnudi in the knoulccKa of jlnlhnis

(chandas),'= mathematics and astrononi} as in the conditions of dilTerent pkwes,

etc (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, XLdV 2-4, and 'V istiuidi i', 1 The

various arts and sciences bad to be known for one and the SiUnc purp’i^c, tint

he could apply them in his woik which w’as to be an image and reconstiliiUon

of the universe

In the 'Samaranganasulradhlrn', a treatise on arcliitetinre, the author.

King Bhoja of Dhara, who ruled oier Mrdaia in the first p irl of the tier tilth

century, says “He, who begins to work as an architect (slhipiti) without 1 nov-

mg the science of architecture (vlstnslstra) and proud witli false knowledge nuist

be put to death by the king as one who nuns the kingdom (rljahimsal

,

dead

before his time, his ghost will w'ander on this wide earth lie, who though veil

versed in the traditional science is not skilled in the work will f iinl it tlie time of

action like a timid man on the battle-field He, who is expert oiih ui his vorl-
manship, but unable to understind the meaning of the traditional scieme, will

like a blind man be misled by .atnone” (S S XLTV G-30) E\eii so, he vlio
knows >the traditional science and its meaning and masters the crift, is not as
yet the perfect architect For immediate intuition, a rcidincss (pr ttuUp inn i)

of judgment (prajfia) in contingencies, and the abilit; to fuse them into the .ecpiire-
ments of the whole, are the distinctions of a tnie Sthapati ''

It is then, tlwt the
builder himself, once his work is completed, is struck willi wonder and exclaims
"Oh, how was it that I built it

“They are Ny5ya, Vaisefika, Slaklua, Yoga, Miiirnps-, and Vcd'mta Wink \ ttL.i'ta
cannot be realised witbout Yoga, Darsana, a direct seeing of the nu ininr winch tic tc ink
demonstrates, presupposes Yoga

“ This refers to the rhjthmical disposition of the ground plan, for cv implc (Pt \ ID
“ lb

, verse 14, paraphrased

“This IS expressed in a copper-plate inscription from Baroda of 1 RlMral nta line of

the 'VaiXdf b° T I'kira (f Ilpura), a Lrlannn winch

best of t ^ "<’»‘krful l.n.ldine on winch 1. c

Sin?
chariots, struck with wonder tiniil much coiis.anih.

1 r? self-existent
, in a thing miidc In art such Ik nit^ is not sThe Silpin (architect) of tins temple in consenuence of the fiilurc of ht*' cncr^.\ tclhhe construction of) another such work, was hmisclf suddenU struck with wmder saMivOh how was It that I bu.lt it (Tp.graph.a Ind.ca', Vol I, p , 40 . g C lllmid irk ir '1 heRa§tidkuta king Kr^narlja I’, ‘Indian Antiquarj Vol XII, p jig f )

’
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THE SITE

The architect, Sthapati,'® is the foremost of the craftsmen (silpiii), of whom
there are four classes, Sthapathi, Sutragrihin, Taksaka and Vardhakin, the

designing architect, siir\e3''or, sciilptoi and builder-plasteier-painter These
craftsmen cari*}^ out the in^ructions of the Sthapaka, the aichitect-priest, who
has the qualification of an Acar3^^ The relation of piiest and executive crafts-

man corresponds to the nile laid down for Christian ait in the second Council of

Nicaea (787 A D ) *Tdis art alone belongs to the painter, its organisation and
arrangement belong to the clergy It is defined in the ‘Silparatna* (I 29-42) in

nhich it IS said of the Acana or Gum, who is the Sthlpaka

‘‘He who uishes to build Milages, etc
,
or ro\al palaces, etc

, tanks, etc
,
or

temples, should select a Guru and Silpin for this purpose Let the Gum be a
Brahmana of high bom fainih, uho has performed all the sixteen purificatory

rites, uho knows the essence of the sacred texts, the Vedas and Agamas,
and who ob<?er\es the nilcs of conduct according to his caste (varna) and
stage of life (asrama), ulio has recened initiation (diksa), js competent, exerts

himself in his work (tapisMii) and is a bc]ic\cr (Istika) in tlic sacred tradition

Sllnpnti, ni *
5raiit'i S^sln^ XXII 7 6, designates the Yajainlm, the

5ncnficer who is to be con^ccntcd as pne^-t As builder of the Hindu temple, the »^th ijnti,

b\ Ins specnl Hiov ledge nmled b\ the SthlpnKa is competent to net for liis patron, the
^niamun {*I<innM\ngunult\ ipaddlnti*, Pt III, ch XWI

, JISOA, Vol IX, p 152 f)

The patron is also dc^^ignatcd as Klrala, uho males tlie architect, the Karlf, do the work
(*Sam ariljgan a^jutradh’lra’, L\ I so;?)

The Sllnpati uho is called \ iMal arml, in 'Ma\nnnla\ V i-; f ,
is de'^enbed as a (b^^ciplc

(anUM<^\a) of the Sthlpala, ib XII 35 f This essential relation is ignored h\ P K Achar\a,
111 his ‘Dictionary of Hindu \rchitccture\ s \

The Sutragrllns or Sutradhlras, uho hold the cord (sutra, suUa, rajju, etc) fongiinlly
the bamboo rod (\cnu)J in the construction of the Vcdic altar, ha\c been, it ippears, dc‘'Cnbed

b\ Demoentos (440 B C ) as Harpcdoinplai ^

The dewnt and fnll of the Hindu architect and the craftsmen, from their ccleslnl

origin, and from Vcdic tradition is told in the ‘Bralinn\ ai\ irt i Pur nia’, I X 20-23!

Visvalannan begot nine illegitimate '•ons on a *?ridra uonnn 'Ihej arc inmtd MlHklra
(garland malcr), Karmal "ira (bind snnth), Saul haklra (conch shell caracr), Kiuindaka
(uca\er), Kumblnklra (potter), (metal uorJcr), ‘^utrullura (architect, carpenter),

Citral Ira (painter), S\ann) Ira (gold'^inith) All of them are expert in the arts (1 aPi) but the

last three being cur’^ed b\ a Pr-ihnnpa became unhoK and uerc deemed incompclciil bv the

S"istr»s to oficr sacrifices

Visyalarnnn cursed bv Gliftlci (an Apsarl) descended to eirth and was born bv a

Brihmana vomin Visvakininn when he came to the world as a Brlhmana was regarded
as an unparalleled architect in Mcu of the \cr\ grand, c\trnordniar> and roval mansions
which he constnictcd Ho nl*'0 instructed ordinar\ people on matters relating to arclutccture

in \*arious wav*'

Svamakara became outcasted and unhoh on account of the curse pronounced against

him b\ a Brihmana uho<^e gold lie had stolen Sfitradlilra neglected to earn out the orders

of a Brihmana to collect fuel for sacrificial purposes, and being cursed b> him, was likewise

degraded Cttral Ira transgressed the orders of a Brihninna in respect of a picture the com-
position of which V as defective and not according to the rules and underwent the same fate

It vas then that the original function of art (silpa) was lost The destination of works
of art as defined in the ‘Aitarev i Brlhnnn i* VI, 5 27 “Silpini, worl s of art of men, arc an

imitation of divine forms, bv employing their rhv thins a mctncal reconstitution is cfTcrlcd

of the limited human personalitv (Irans bv Coomiraswam> , in 'La Nature du rolklore’,

L T J937, pp 206 18)
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THL HINDU TDMPDI

Kirst a Sthamti is to be selected—one well versed in tbe 6)lpa-4astns, siniil irh , a

Sthanaka also knowing the 6i]pa-sastras and possessing all the qinhfie \tions of

ffAcTrya! being se7ecfcd by the pitron, should perform the .irehitectiinl ntes

(vastu-kLma) The temple (vinima) or any other (consliiiclion), begun b> these

kvo should be continued b\ them only and by no other In ease the\ lie not

able the work should be done b} either then sons or disciples uho aie competent

in the work” Then follows the description of the four classes of criftMiien

(silpin)

"The Sthapati should be fit to direct (stliap ma) the eonstuiction md should

be well-versed in all gastras, the traditional sciencas, fierfect in liodi ,
ruditeoiis,

kind, flee from malice and jealousv, a Tantnk and well-born, he should I now

mathematics and the Puranas, the ancient compendia of m^ths, etc
,
punting,

and all the countries, he should be joyous, liutli speaking, with senses under

control, concentrated in mind, free from greed, carelessness, disease ind the seien

vices (‘Manu-Sainhita’ VII 47-48), famous, h nmg fiiin friends and h.ning tro'std

the ocean of the science of Vastu

The disciple or son of the Sthapati is the Sutragrlhin He should ah’ass

carry out the orders of the Sthapati, should be e\pert in ill sorts of vo»-I , and

should lenow the proportionate measurement bj' the cord (sfitri) and tckI (dmda)
as applied to the whole building and its parts (see Pi \ II), the hon/ontal and
vertical proportions (mana, unmana)

The Taksaka is so called because he tuts ofT and caries (tal s) the large piece*

and the subtle detail He is ilso expert m working in tlaj He should oe

qualified, able, ind capable to perform all sorts of work on liis o/n iiiitiatnc, in

the right waj*^, devoted to the Guru, cvet cheerful, and obedient to the 8thipili

The Vardhakin is so called because he increases (irdh) [In plating tngtlher
what the Taksaka has caned and bj' adding to the finished vorl

,
the pmiling]

and he always follows the Sutragralnn

Without these four nothing can be undertaken Therefore all these four,
the Sthapati and the others, should always be honoured ”

Vastu-sastra, the traditional science of architecture, is subordinated to, and
forms an auxiliarj' part of the Veda, the primordial Knowledge, in it intcllectua!
intuition IS laid dowm as sacred word

^

Vastu-sastra belongs to, and is, applied astrologj Varlli imilura, in Ins
‘Brhat-Samhita’ introduces the chapter on architecture (LII) sa\iug "Vlstu-
jfiana (the knowledge of Vastu), architecture, will be explained 1)\ me for the
^easure of the astronomers and istrologeis, as it has been transmitted from
Brahma to our days through an unbroken scries of sages ’’ Building is begun
under favourable stais They are consulted when the ground is laVeii possession
ot and when the nte of depositing the Germ of the temple is iierfomied The
regents of the planets and the stars have their allocation in tbe diagram of tlie
temple and their images are cammed on its w ills Bv them ire rcgnl ited the

uhole building and its parts
,
the lifc'of the donoi (a aj iin-ina),

Zi likeness of the nnnerse
Its reduced image The aichitect of tins world im ige, the temple, is looked

p n as descended from, and m lus sphere alike to, Visvakinnin, who made all
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THE SITE

that exists in the universe The architect in charge of the building is therefore

generally called Sthapati The name means ‘‘master of what stands or abides’’

The science of aichitecture, called as a rule, Vastu-sastra, is also named Sthapatya-

sastra-veda It is the knowledge of ordered and planned extension (vastu) and is

put into practice by the master who makes existing things (vastu) abide in order

fc?thapat3^a-sastra-% eda is enumerated as an Upaveda, a lessen applied knowledge
subordinated to the Atharvaveda ^ Vastu-sastra in its fullest exposition belongs

to Tantra which is the applied knowledge of the Atharva Veda As a ritual,

architecture is moreover doubl3^ linked vith the primordial Knowledge, the Veda,
and is included in two of the six Vedangas These are appendices which are

auxiliar3^ to the Veda The fifth Vedanga, astronomy-astrology, Jyotisa, and
the sixth Vedanga, Kalpa, in which are laid down the rules of the sacrificial acts,

the ntual, are both, ih parts, essential constituents of the science of Indian

architecture The Sulva-sutras contained in the Kalpa-sutras, represent the

rules and give proportionate measurement for la3ung out and piling up the Vedic
altar ^ On them, basically rests the building of the Hindu temple

The Vastupurusamandala, the diagram of the temple, is a Yantia (‘Vastu-

vidhana’ of Narada, Ms 1602, Adyar Tibiary, Vlll 26)^ A Yantra is a

geometncal contrivance hy which an}^ aspect of the Supreme Principle may be
bound

(3^antr, to bind, from the root to any spot for the purpose of

With regard to the making of the universe, Visv^akarman is the working, Brahma the

thinking aspect of the Supreme Pnnciple

The other Upavedas are Aviirveda (medicine), attached to the Rg Veda (acc to Susruta,

I 3, to the Athan^a Veda) , Dhanur Veda (military science) attached to the Yajur Veda, ana
Gandharv^a Veda (music) attached to the Sania Veda , cf Apte, Dictionary, s v

Sthapat3a Veda, the science of architecture
,
Ayurv^eda, the saence of longevity, medicine ,

Dhanurveda, military science, and J>ob§a, the science of the luminaries,—astronomy and astro-

log3i—are enumerated b> the side of one another, in the ‘Samaranganasutradhara% X 77 ,

also ‘Brhadsilpasastra^ I 10

Tantra, as a rule, is enumerated as Upaveda attached to the Atharva Veda Tantra
includes Vastu-sastra

According to the ‘Sukraniti-sara’, IV 3 27-30, Silpa-sastra is included in the 32 Vidy^
Silpa-sastra is defined, 58, as the science which treats of palaces, images, parks, houses, etc

The SIX Veddngas ' are Sik^, reatation (articulation and pronunaation) , Chandas,

metrical science or the science of rhj thms ,
Vyakarana, grammar , Kalpa, ntual, Nirukta,

hermeneutics, et>iuology, Jyoti§a, astronomy-astrology (‘SukranTti-sara\ IV 3 2S-29)

The mam subjects included m the general education of a Hindu were Lipi or Lekha
(the alphabet, reading and wnting), Rupa (drawing and geometr>) and Ganana (arithmetic)

These subjects were taught from the age of 5 till the age of 12, and in their higher stages up to

the age of twenty-five The Hathigumpha inscription, 163 B C says that King Kharavela

spent g years, from the age of 16 onwards m the stud3 of Lckha, Rupa, Ganana
A Imow ledge of form (rupa), number and proportion was an indispensable equipment ,

mathematics and architecture had their root in the Vedic altar The indissoluble connection

of number and form remained a consciously employed knowledge throughout In the middle

of the ninth century A D the mathematician Mahavira, in his ‘Ganitasara-samgraha’, I 9-19,

speaks of the use of the saence of number (ganita) in architecture and in all that constitutes

the peculiar value of the arts (B B Datta and A N Singh, ‘History of Hindu Mathematics*,

Pt I, P 5)

The IMS is m Grantha script ,
Chapters VlII and X are pubhshed in the Appendix,

m Devanagari
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TOT lilNDU TnilTI

1 T+ io TTi 'iitifice m ^\]ncll tlic ground (bhuini) i*; convened uUo the t tent

rtt\an^2teru^ fornde.s cnl.t> uluch r homul ,n

this case to the spot withm the square in lUflah is knoun lieneeforlh a* \ * tu-

punisa The components of the artifice ire the ground on vhuh the nnnd.h

fs drawn, the form of the mandala, and its name together v itli the n «ines tom-

prised in its form

THE STABILITY OF THE SITE

The temple must be binlt according to definite rules, nnd it mm I K firm

(drdha, Tsanasivagurudevapaddliati*, III ch XX\^II <^2, uMi mas ir 'nn »

ch VII) The latter injunction scema loo olnious to line been made But it

does not pnmanly refer to a subsltUition of flimsy nnlcrnls, mkIi miuL sand,

wattle nails and bamboo posts b3 those of gicalcr pernnnente, nor to the

avoidance of careless constniction in bncl or stone nor to the dcsnabihl\ of such

additional wall strength ubic\i uould withstand enrthqinles With partieuhr

emphasis the earth itself is eiohecl as firm (drdhl) in the Rgseda {X 121

X 173 4) and firml}^ established (pratisthl, Sitipitln Brlninana*, VI 1 3 I")),

and Earth, the goddess, is invoked to st ind firm for our vclhbcmn (‘\ Ij i* nie\a-

Samhita^ XI 69 ,
‘Taittirij a Samhitrd, I\ 1 9 2, B \1 6 2 0) Wften i house

IS about to be built, an oblation is poured into the pit to the "steads one", \ IstO'.*

pati (‘Asvalayana Gth^^a Sutra* II 8 15, ‘Plraskara Grin a *^1111 i* III 1 '\) A
feai IS allayed by these epithets, oblations and nnocations It F the fe'^r of

uncertainty, of the changeable and transiton Bj benie' 'firm* the einh Ikcotucs

secure and a reliable support For ‘before she ua*. fi\cd, mother earth* is

of as ‘the ever wandering* (AV V 2 6) The rule of order under wind) bniklinus
can be set up and in which men and ctods are at home, is not from tiie b yinninn
There was unrest and instability Y'ama, the god of Death, the first ul mortals
who preceded men on the path to hea\cn (RV X IJ I) assigns i station to
everything that is movable Yama, the Order of tilings in the cosmos and
Righteousness m men, who is the Dharmaraja 'Kmg La\*, ostibhshts m this
manifested world the 3mmutabiht\ of tlie Supreme Principle "Yami indeed
rules over the earth (S B VII 113) As it was in the beginning, so js it
repeated wnth each building, Yama gnes tlic residence when man builds the smill
world of his own, his house, or a temple in tlic likeness of the world, whidi is
God s residence

to the builder, such a settlement too tikes jilacc in the intellect
itself at the moment when its work is being gnen concrete form The substincc
IS Its support and fom is the nature of its actnit3 Tlic form of tlic concrete

Yama «
process which leads to it, it bears the impress of

(vaksjefonfi'^Bra^fflanthe’sSemektLinT^^^^^ '“Softl
Fern, (rupa) for whateverSsS (nS mLd Tom

^
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THC SITE

King Blioja, ni tlie ‘Saniaranganasutradhara’ (VI 5-27, VII 7-34) recounts

the afflictions of men ulien tlie u ishing-trees (kalpadruma) which m the Krta
Yuga had been their home and sustenance, and when the gods too withdrew to

hea\en ^ It was, then, tint King Prthu, the first of men who was installed as

a king, attacked Prthivi, the earth, with liis bow in order to level hei {^Samaran-
ganasiitradhara', I G-24) for she was full of mountains, obstacles to communica-
tions and order which he had set himself to establish But she ran aw a} in feai,

changing her sh ipe into that of a cow and took lefuge with Brahma, the creator,

whom also King Pitlm then approached Bralimd mediates between them, makes
King Prthu the protector of PrthnI, the eartli, and makes her jield to him the

crops and the sites for building towns of men and gods
King Prthu does his work at a definite stigc in the Miistorj’'* of the world

his prototype is Yama, the Dharmarlja, ‘King Law and Order’ King Prthu
who has made the earth 3 ield, and sue, tlie wide, the ‘broad one’, Prthm (S B
VII 4 2 6), are thence connected in fact and name Her fugitne, errant state

has found rest ^ The eaith will no more iiin awa\ She exists protected b^

law and order This contract is seiled when her plains are ploughed and her
ground is leielled foi buildings It is then that the earth is a place of abode
(a^atana) for all gods (6 B XIV 3 2 4 )

and the building ground (bhumi)" the

share of the gods (‘Slnklia} ana Grin a Sutra’, III 3 2)

Full of life IS the eaitli it lurks in her and hovers abo\e her The ‘genu
loci’ are man3 ^ It is ncccssar3 that tlie\ sliould depart wlien a particular spot

on the surface of the earth is chosen at the pioper time for being commuted into

the le\el and plan of the temple The site is taken possession of for that divinit3
whose presence will be nu oked ind beheld in the temple Those entities that

were active in the site hitherto would be redundant,^ they are asked to leave, with
the rh3 tlnmc fonnula (mantra) “Let spints (bhiita), gods (dev a) and demons
(raksasa) depart and seek other lubititions Fiom now this place belongs to the
divinilv whose temples will be built here” (‘Brh it Snnhitl*, LVIII 11 ,

Tsanasna-
giirudevapaddhati’ Pt Ilf, ch XXVI, 73-74, ‘Mavamata’, IV 1, f, ‘Visnu-

TJie ICfta Yuq:i or Sil>a Viira, which is the Perfect or Golden acre, is followed b\ tlie

3 rctl, Dvipara and kali Yuj'as siicccs‘'i\ch Then durition is, rcspcctueh, 4,000, v»ooo,

'’,000 and 1,000 ^cars of the e^ods One du of the fi:ods is equal to one >car of men (*Manu
Sinrti*, I 6r) 400, 30a, 200 and 100 twiliehl \cars of the ^:ods precede and follow each Yuga
The four \ugns with their Sandhv'is arc one \ugi {iiiairt} uga), of the gods

This slor> IS told in other versions 111 the Pur'ina*, 1 Ch XIII and in other

PurInas
" 3 B \TI 4267 Earth, the wide, the broad one, is Prthni

,
Earth, as substance,

is Bhil , Earth, as ground, is Blifnni

“"In the last verse of the \anaparva, EXXXI, of the ‘Mahibhirata*, the sacred site of

Kunil§ctri is known as the bttara Vedi of Brihrnl (p 4) Its four corners bear the names
of the resident Yal sss, Ratiia, and so on The Yaks*is arc held to be the rc^sidcnt divinities,

also b3 the Buddhists , sex S Iv<:!\i, 'Catalogue G^ographique du Yaksa dans h Mahlmljuri'

(s-4th ccntur> A. D ), ‘Journal Asntique*, 1915 , I p 19 ^ »
‘SitnnngalaviHsini\ S B B III,

Pt 2, p 92 , cf P I^Ius, ‘Barabudur*, op cit
, p 660 “The gcomanccrs recognise the divi-

nities down to a depth of vo cubits Heie dwells a Xlga, here a Yaksa”
3 B VII I I 5 “With a Palasa brancli (he sweeps) The Pallsa tree is the Brahman

He thus s\»ecps awa> those alrcaidv settled
”
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THE HINDU TEMPLE

samliita’ XII 36 f, ‘Agmpurana’, XXXIX 16-18, ‘Man^ara’, V 4-9, etc)

wS offerings, gods! spirits and demons aie bid to leave Tins gracious gesture

releases their forces and sets the site free from ill particular associations In this

way, too, it is steadied and expurgated Emptied of its former contents, it retains

its receptiveness and the power to assimilate new ones, finally it will have to be

levelled and the plan and forecast of the temple wall be laid out on the ground

PURIFICATION, INSEMINATION AND LEVELLING OF THE SITE

Befoie this can be done the fitness of the soil has to be ascertained by several

tests A pit IS dug and the earth wdnch has been taken out is put oack agun

In a descending degree of its quaht}^ it then either exceeds the pit in quantit}
,
is

level with it or low^er, or, water is put into the pit ovei night the quality of the

soil IS judged according to the quantity of the winter found theie in the morning,

or, a flame put into the pit burns, or else is evtinguished, in the latter instance

the soil IS unsuitable and has to be abandoned These uicl other practical tests

are described in the 'Brhat-Samhita' (LII 90-92) and elsewhere, ° tliey are per-

formed after the sound, smell, taste, shape oi the consistency and colour have

been examined, finally, the feitility of the soil must be tested The ‘Matsja-
purana* (ch CCLIII 12-18), prescribes according to the colour of the soil, vhite

earth for Brahmanas, red for Ksatn^^as, yellow for Vaisiuns, black for 6udras
The castes and the earth correspond magically to the colours Then comes an
examination of the flaiour of the earth, whethei sw^eet, pungent, bitter, astnn-
gent, and its suitability is determined m the same 'hierarchy' When the
suitable land has been acquired and the ground is ploughed, seeds are sown and
the qualit3^ of the soil is tested according to their germination in 3, 5, or 7 nights,
etc

, and according to the size of the j’^oung plants All this is being done to
assure oneself of the fitness, and iitual purit}^ of the soil Foi the same reason
all extraneous matter (satya, 'thorns') has to be 3emo\ed from the soil,"** so tint
it does not stand in the way of the divinities who hencefoiward will be assigned
then places, its presence also forebodes evil to the builder and is felt as an un-
easiness and local irritation in various parts of his body Magic is actue and
dmnatory science establishes the correspondence between the soil to be built on
and the bod}^ of the builder Either has to be made pure by the i espective i ites.

ch CXXX 45-46, prescribes tint this pit should be cliitc in the
middle of an area of 4 cubits (hasta) square Its measure should be 10 aimihs (the width of
the upper phalange of the thumb) square and one cubit deep

'See also ^Majamata', III, IV , 'Kas\apasilpa’, I 5b 57 , ‘:Mlnasara\ V, etc
*Isanaslvagurudevapaddhatl^ Pt III, ch XXVI, 92 f

consists of actions expressive of a will for realit> The correspondence is con-
structed as a token of identity between the soil winch will be ‘transubstantiated* into the bodtof the Vastupuru§a and the person of the patron as Yajamlna or sacnficer The external stemsare a superstition a residue of the belief in the identitj of sacnfice and saenfleer, and wUh
of man^lhe patron”^^^^'

identity of the sacrificial structure and the transformed bodv
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read}’ for setting up the temple, beginning each \\ork on an auspicions da}’, and

under i favouraWe star The puiificition of the soil is complete when the ground

has been plouglied lepeatcdly (‘Kas} apasilpa’, I 42-5G), wateied, sown and
planted with all kinds of gram and when these liave flowered and ripened Then
It should be ploughed again Tlien the earth is clean ('Visnu-Sanihita*, XII
36-42)

At the beginning of tlie \anous phases in tlie construction and consecration

of the temple, the “rite of the seeds and then germination’* (ankurarpana) is most
important It precedes the building of tlie temple (‘Vaiklianaslgama*, ch II) and
again the rile is obser\ed before the last brick or stone is put into the superstructuie

(lb ,
ch VTII), and once more prior to the nislallalion of the main image and

before the iite of opening its e\cs (al si-mocana, ib
,
ch XI) and also prioi to

the conseciation of tlic sacrificial ^c':sc]s (ib
, ch XXIX) On the ninth,

se\entli, fiftn or third da}, piior to the pciforniance of an} of tliese rites, the

seeds of difTcient \aricties of nee, kidno-bcan, pulse, sesamum, mustard, etc

arc p] iced on a copper \c‘:scl, in front of Soma, the ]Moon, Soma, the totality of

all oblations, the I^rd of geinis, the dninilv ns ho picsides oser formation The
10 \essels used in this ntc irc ciuiilai lihc tlic lunai disc, tlie numbei coi responds

to the digits of the moon, ind furthc, lunar s}mboIs persade this ntc Their
potenc} IS gnen to tlic plants as thc\ giou, to each n uicU in due sca'^on

Vedic rites introduce ind iccompany tlic building of the temple Tlie

ploughing and the sowing of the sacnficnl giouiid with all kinds of gram
preceded the piling of the Fnc alia- ( igni-ca} in i) ^ After the intioducton
libation (pra}ani\ i) of the i^om i sacrifice, liic iltir site was ploughed by Iwehe
o\cn, twehe furrows weie made '^nd then tlie seeds weie sown From
the making of the Mahasedi of tlie Fne altir and the sowing of the sacrificial

ground, the rite of uispicious geninn *tion (niangaJliikur i
,
'Karinklg inia*, XXXI

38, etc
) lias icmamcd an mdispcnsable preparation of sacied irclntecturc “Even

as this broad Euth reccncd the germ of ill things that bc“ (AV V 2j 2), is

the Germ (giibha) of tlie tcmnlc deposited in hci The structure of the temple
tint grows from tins Geim idsjios the essence of the earth and transmutes it

Its shape is produced from the power of the earth (bhu), and its form coiTcsponds

to the plan laid out on its IcNcllecl suif ice (bliunii)

The spirits th it pre\ioush occupied the site IiaNC been isked to leaie Tiibnte
has been scatlcied to them it night nid agim when thc\ depart before da}-bieak ”

When the ground is tilled, the p ist ceases to count, undei auspicious stars new^ life-

IS entrusted to the soil and another c3 cle of pioduction bcgiiis, m assuiancc that

Aho *\
'll! hana'-li^aina*, ch XIII Ulioiit the ntc ‘aukuilrinna*, nil rites perfoimed

are futile* (ib
, ch XXX)

Or also of barley, wheat nnd other altcinatucs
‘Vaikhinasl/jaina*, chs XXIX, XXX

,
sixteen vessels of each I ind if the Yajanrnn

IS a Ilrlhniana but 4 less respcctiveh for a Ksitnva, Vaisja and j5udia
^Klnva Sandnfi*, XX 3 4 ,

*Maitra>aTma Saiphita*, III 2 45 ,
B

,
MI 2 2

^Manjari*, quoted m I P
,
Pt ,

HI. Ch XXVI, f
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THE HINDU TEMPLE

the rhvthm of natuie has not been interfered nith The sou mg of the gram is a

final offering to the memory of the spirits who hare left the place and gone clse-

uhere, in peace It is at the same time a first offermg in the neul5 acquired luid

so that the temple, the substance of God and his manifestation, might exist Their

germination leads to a fulfilment of all their potentialities The grim ^Im

nature of the sacrificial essence itself for it is said in the featapatha Br ihmana, from

man the sacrificial victim, this essence passed to the sacrifici il animals, it entered

into the horse, ox, sheep and goat, and lastly into the earth u ilh its i ice and barlei

,

etc (SB I 2 3 6-7) Their seeds aie sown in the eartli, they will germiiialc,

grow, ripen and bear fruit on the site nhere the temple is to anse The \ital

Lsimilation of energies of the soil into the giam and plants is c rrted further and

through vegetation to the cattle on the pasturage The Sthapati, the chief

architect, should graze cons uith bulls and calves on the land tiff it is stamped

down by the cows and homage is paid to it by their breath, its impvuities arc

cleaned an ay b> the bellowing of the bulls, it is washed with the mdk and froth

dropping from the mouths of the calves, smeared uith con dung, decorated with

hoof-prints and fallen cud, scented with bovme odour and purified uith sacred

waters” (‘Mayamata’, IV 4-8) That the cattle star’’ on the land, ensures its

further purification (‘Manu Smrti’, V 124) The uhole process of ploumg, soumg
and reaping, of grazing the cattle on the site of the futme temple should be re-

peated after one year (‘Mafijari’, quoted m I P , 1 c
,
78-f) The plough being

consecrated by the touch of the Guru, the chief architect should plough the first

three rounds (‘Manasara’, V 85) The preceptor and the builder perform the rite

of ploughing and Sudras complete the u ork

Now the earth has been ploughed up repeatedly and has become pure
and even, so that it only needs to be finallj' leielled to be readjf for the drawing
of the Vastupurusamandala, the metaphysical plan and foiecast of the temple

“The ground should be perfect!}' even all over, like a miiror” (I P , Pt III
ch XXVI 79) PrthivI, the Earth, is here the levelled ground from which the
temple rises Her terrestrial surface (bhumi)" has now been properly prepared

,

as far as the building ground extends, the earth has yielded to the demands of
King Prthu It has been made even and symbolically raised to a new level The
levelling of the earth as a rite is an execution of the First King’s insistence that
order should be established in a wild, unruly, and errant world This is done in
turn by the builder of every temple Once, it is also s ud m another connexion,
the earth itself became level This took place at the birth of the Buddha who, as

” Siniilarl}, the axe which is to cut the tree for the sacrificial post is invoketl while it isempJoed O axe, hurt it not”, and prior to the fatal blow', a blade of Darbha grass with its
point upward IS laid on the tree after having uttered the words “O herb, protect it” (the
samficial post)

,
(S B

,
III 6 4 10) Afterwards an oSeriug is made above the cut surface,

a 4 andV"' (‘Apastamba

ti
broad one, was perceived first bv Prajapati, the Boar, on a lotus leaf.

-1,
existence (abhfU)” hrom this, earth is called •bliiimi'(‘Taittmja Brahniaiia’, I x 3 5-6 , cf 'Taittiroa Samhita’, VI 2 6 3 v here tl at ^

site is called ‘firm’ or established which is even on all sides)
' ' sicnticial
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soon as born, stepped forth upon the eartli and beneath his steps the earth lay

smooth and even, for hy Ins footfalls the Law (dharma) was earned throughout the

world and became universal The levelled earth became its substratum

After the ground is rendered as level as the surface of water or of a mirror it

should be made a perfect square ('Haj^asirsapancaratra*, VIII 136) In practice,

the actual size of the square need not necessanly be co-evtensive with the site,

nor even with the building of the temple It may however be equal to any one of

these or else of a definite size The ‘square field’ is a symbol and its meaning
remains unchanged if its measure is given as five or eight cubits square

The ‘Satapatha Bralimana’ (I 2 5 7 ) explains that the sacnficial ground is

called Vedi because the gods obtained (sam-vid) the entire earth by encompassing
the sacrifice on the four sides The sacnficial ground or altar ground (vedi) is a

S3’'mboI of the earth
, as large as is the Vedi so large is the earth

The surface of the earth, in tiaditioual Indian cosmolog}’', is regarded as

demarcated by sunrise and sunset, tlie points where the sun apparently emerges
above and sinks below the honzon

, b3^ tlie East and West and also by the North
and South points It is tlierefore lepresentcd bv the ideogram or mandala of a
square The identification of the square ivith the Vedi is in shape only and not
in size and belongs to the S3unbolism of the Hindu temple The Vedi represents
and IS the levelled earth, a place of sacrifice or worship “No part of the ground
should nse above it, for it was from tliere that the gods ascended to heaven”
(SB III 111-2) The site, the earth, should be even and firm, for it IS the starting

place of the ascent (S B VIII 5 2 16) The link between the earth and the end
of the ascent stretches upward into space, the intermediate region (antanksa)
From it also It leads downward and rests on earth In it the temple has its

elevation The Vastupunisamandala, the temple-diagram and metaphysical plan
IS laid out on the fniii and level ground, it is the intellectual foundation of the
building, a forecast of its ascent, and its projection on earth

Mus 'Barabuchir’, BllrrO, \o\ XXXIV, p 210

'Saradatilaka', ch III 3 comm ,
quoting ‘Malilkapilapaficahitr'i’ , see note 10

«RV I 164 35 , ‘’^ndhynndma Snnilnfi*. XITI 62 . S B HI 7 2 i Vedi=Prthiw ,

PV X no 4 ,
Alt B I 5 28 , Tait B I II r i , S B IX 4 2 3 , 8 2 36

** The square does not refer to the outline of the earth It connects the 4 points estab-

lished b> the pnmar3 pairs of opposites, the apparent sunrise and sunset points, East and

West ,
and South and North Tlie earth is therefore called 'caturblif^p*, four cornered (RV

X 5S 3) and is s>mbolical)> shown as Ffthivi mandala, whereas considered m itself, the shape ^

of the earth is circular, RV X 89 4 , S B VII i i 37
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^r^4ii mcj srrf^d IRII

“Name and Form are in the Residue The world is in the

Residue Indra and Agni are in the Residue The Universe is in the
Residue Heaven and Earth, all Existence is in the Residue
The water, the ocean, the moon and the wind arem the Residue ’ ’

^Atharva Veda\ XI 9 T2



II

THE PLAN

F rtliivf, the element ind goddess Earth (bhii), yields her surface, it is the ground

(bhiiini) of architecture ntinl, as it is the realm of manifestation, and of

bodil} existence, “it is the place wheie mortals and immorials reside (vas)

The following four are considered as Vastu, residences, by the ancients who were

experts in aichitecture Bliunij, the ground, Prasada, the temple or palace, Yana,

the con\e3'ance, and Sa^ana, the couch Bhu, the earth, is considered the main
Vastu, It IS the underl3ung stratum of existence Those that originate therefrom,

the Prasadas and othci works of arclntccture are Vastu (duelling places, planned

sites), because the3 aie Vastu (existing tilings) and ha\e their support on Vastu
(an existing, concreteh real thmg)“ ('Ma3^amata’, II 1 -3 1) Of these four

classes, Bhu, the earth, is described first in the 'Mavamata', and the other

treatises on architecture because “it is the first of the elemental principles (bhuta)

and a support for the eMstence of the world*’ (ibid II 9)

*

Vastu, IS pnmanl3^ tlic planned site of the building Its shape is square as

a rule and its full name is VastupumsamandaH This name consists of three

parts, Vastu, Purusa and Mandala
Vastu here, is the extent of Existence in its ordered state and is beheld in the

likeness of the Punisa The image of the Supern il or Cosmic Man, the Purusa,

is congruous and identical to the planned site

Punisa, Cosmic Man, the origin and source of Existence (aparl-prakrti), is

its instrumental or cificient cause (niinitta-klr ina) and causes it to be of His
substance as its material cause (upldrma) This is liow He is known in the world,

the manifested aspect of Himself, the Para-prakrti
,
the Bc3^ond-Existence, the

Av3.ay<a Purusa, the immutable, Siipieinc One (Uttama-Purusa) In his identit3^

with the 'plan*, Purusa is shown in Ins conditioned aspect The plan makes the
site of the building in his image whicli is his foini The plan of the building is

in the likeness of the Purusa, or of the totalit3^ of manifestation

Mandala denotes any closed pol3'gon TIic form of the Vastupurusaniand ila

IS a square Tins is its essential form It can be converted into a tiiangle,

hexagon, octagon and circle of equal aica and retain its symbolism ('Brhat-
Samlnta’, ch LII 56 , comm )

* The 5 *blultns**c-carth, water, fire, nir and ether—arc the first or lowermost of the 24
principles (tattva) of the world of dinhty (1tnn tattva)

Vastu, with long 1 is derived from Vastu, with short a
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Thf' relation of Vastupurusamandala to the site-plan, ground-plan and

vertical seSiou of any building is similar to that of the tonic and any musical

composition The Vastupurusamandala gives the principle of all planned architec-

tural form and the prototype of its various rhythms Vastu-sastra speaks of

Talacchanda oi Adhaschanda, the rhjdhm of the level and of Urdhvacchanda, the

rhythm of the elevation implying the proportionate measurement which connects

the ground-plan and the vertical section of a building

The Vastupurusamandala is the plan of all architectural form of the Hindus

The site-plan, the ground-plan, the horizontal and vertical sections are regulated

by Its norm
’ Onginally and m practice the site-plan is laid out_ according to_ the

Vastupurusamandala ,
and the ‘general form of the temple (samanya prasada

,

Part VII) given in the earlier texts, rests on the Vastupurusamandala

SQUARE AND CIRCLE
VEDIC ORIGINS

“The shape of the Vastu for gods and Brahmanas is prescribed as square”

(‘Mayamata’, III 1)
‘ The square is hteralty the fundamental form of Indian

architecture Baudhayana’s prescription how to make a square (caturasrikarana)

requires a cord (sutra) of the desired length of the square, its division im lialf,

fiiang of poles in the middle of the east-west line and at the cardinal points, and

the drawing of circles from these points with the length, and half the length

of the cord respectively as radius The extenor points of intersection of

the four circles about the eastern, southern, westein and northern poles with

a diameter equal to the length of the cord are the four corners of the required
square field “ The square is the essential and perfect form of Indian architecture
It presupposes the circle and results from it Expanding energy shapes the circle

from the centre
, it is established in the shape of the square The circle and curve

belong to life in its growth and movement The square is the mark of order, of
finality to the expanding life, its form

,
and of perfection beyond life and death

Square and circle are co-ordinated in the architecture of India from the Vedic
Fire altar, Agni The Fire (Agni) and its support, the altar, are one fn name
The Satapatha Brahmana’ and the ‘Sulva Sutras’ giv'e the rules for piling up
these hearths or altars In the sacrificial shed (praclna-vamsa-sala) are three

“Also ‘Vastuvidhana’ of Narada (Ms 1602, Adyar Librar}), VTII See Appendix

..t

° Sulya Sutra’, I 22-28 The verj' same method of constructing the square
with the help of circles is prescnbed m later texts uith reference to the square of the

u,
^ Similar to the method pre-

t ^ tamba Sulya Sutra’, VIII 8-io
,
XI i where a bamboo rod is rotated

^rthpr however not the only one Three
further methods are presenbed injhe ‘Sulva Sutras’ (‘Apastamba Sulva Sutra’, I 7 ‘Baiidhl.

brt\?stret!hmt’ f ‘'f
‘fpastamba Sulva Sutra’, I 2) uhere the square is constructed

Sulb?, Si S.62) si'ako Part VII
®
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altars* two of tliem on tlie cast-west line in the middle, the ‘casterl}'' spine'

(piacina\anis i), and one to the south of tlic line Of the two altars on the cast-

west line, the one at its eastern end is sqmre, the other at its western end is

circular The square one, on wliicli burns the* ^In^anija fire, denotes the

hea\ca (d\aii) world, from this celcsti il fire all other files arc subsequently

lighted
* The eirculai one, the GlrliapaUa hearth, denotes this tcrrestnal world

The third hearth, winch is tint of the Sonthein fire, DiKsiirigni, denotes the

air-uorld (S B MI i 3 3)
^

The square Aha\ani\a heirlli at the ca'^tern end of the sacrificial slicd is in

the middle ol an nrci, one fathom (w Inn) square In the Sonn sacrifice, the

highest of all s'lcnficcs, uter the initiation of the sicrificcr, tlie square Ahavanna
heirtli makes way on the first Ljnsad da\'' foi the new onck-built *^arid\an,M

G*irhapit\a wlncli Ins one f 'thorn sqmre foi its arei (S B VII 1 ] 37)* and is

round in sh ij)c

Outside, to the ca**! of the sicnficnl siied, it i gnen distance a plot is

dennreUed, tins is called the Mihl\cdi * The squate High altir, Uttara Vcdi,
IS oa Its casteni side ^ 3'hc bttara \edi, loo, s\m!>oli/es tlie hca\enh woild
B \ II 3 J 27) In the centre of the I tl ira \cdi is a small square, its

*in\cr (n1bln), one spin (vitasti) squ uv fAj) S \ II 7 1)

The square is the *lnpv of tlie Ulliri \cdi, the Hndi altar, it js also the

slnpe oi the hcirth of the exk'^tnl Tire, the \huani\ * Vgni
,

it is tlie slnpc ol

the centre, Uie Nlbin, i»f the bit u i \ cdi, uui ilso o* the b) In, tlie pan in winch
tliL celestnl fire is <. ^jricd nom the \ln\anha Agin

* r L 1 re I Ju hu<j h* r/ » iro-I riii K he nth I ro \ the GlrJn
i^tr i tin Inc ts lo lie At mu i JctmJj

'be rule*' r nn r the trrJ tla \ oh futn jn the hr Unmans (c

I C) 'iit n j tb Iv'irn “intnii, the rnk-s fur tb iHr/orunnce </ the ^ ieritlcnl

ntc^ Tie (r j hC) ctintaia tb nilts (cr the nk onliiiieU In the

\ c’* b**ch *^1 ^ us to 1m\c Int! it-v '^nl I'Mitri, or stctnin tk ihn/> v ilh tit

1 ciMrc I It* -at' ilk hc'^ Ur\ ‘ tl c atn—'lb \ t'eh j tlu irrec! j-mmitl naisurtti out

t?c ( 1} , r\ \ in TO 1*^ In fin nutlu jtr Uimanh VIJ i r y; ,

\ Jl r 2 fi t rl e'^t <3 c V j, toi-. tie fiirHint i niul \In\rni\ i he irlh

*'l}t I 1*1 -c na tl ko ) tie ioiuicrce kii! to the conipkljon of tie nltnr

( i n
^ ^ni , \cl \I III, p \ \ j! n, a fitbnj, i the ih t nice hel \een the tips of

tb ? 1 *MJe i , 1 bn the * uc ^-trel^bsl nit hor/ojjt'jlh 'Jin lenttJi of a f ilhoni is

o tb b b </ I *-n, fro n th< *^/>k to the ront of the Inir on the forehcid, aiul rennins
throt n Ota Ind nfi i ri and *nd>oh m the perfect ji oj^ortion , cf Uehcr, *Iit(h*che huuhenk
\III, p 2 2

* 3 h* ^^'»l^l\eth 1*. t ir a* ^’unt, a p '^ci* or innMK line in tlie I -W direction itk 1*^111 e**

•6 unit ('prilrnia* or tb <
*"1 ide c? unit , tik vt i •'idt units j prilrnnn”

; pidi I iXn t i'^s tin o** nl o r. 1111^ Cl iitt ^ irpli \ \ I 2 , 5 »
un

^ il t c, eh I\
) 'i b M »ht\tnli J tl o cilkd ‘^tunnb \edi nnd i lUnltd in the open

to the Cl i of the *>nc*"}ricMl ••hed fprkan iv nip^ ivd t) for the puii>o*-e o* the Vniu sacnlice

T/ 1 \ tell in the *hul, hn t*n the tliree he trih
,

1 rt'ct^iu tihr with coiicue, cureenl sick^

(if the dra\ iru n Jl I ,
\oI \X\3 , p ^7S and W C d ind \ Hciir^ Xmis^tonn*, I

IM J\ ) Neither of the e \ ed»s ts Mpi ire

* flu I Itirt Vedi r the jirincjiul -nnd prinnn—\ c'<h
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E

The Ukha, the earthen fire pan (S B VI 5 2 8) hat the shape ol , cuR

It IS the earthen ‘womb’ of the Fire (Agm, b B VI 5 Vi Uic >boma

Smfice the celestial sacnfieial fiic js transferred daily from the Ahavaniya

hearth to a seat of Udumbara wood by the sacrificer in an mitntion of one year s

duration, the fire is transferred in the pan, the Ukli i (Ukliyi Agni) M.r\ing is

Ahavaniya Agm On the first day after the initiation, a iicu round Gdrlnpitva

hearth is built Its new site is the space of a f ithoni square in the centre of whicji

was the original square Aliavanfya licarth Tlie new Glrliapatia (‘’d'-

dvarya), neai the eastern entrance of the sacnfieial shed, is Iniilt of brick
_

Its

area is equal to one fathom square It piesenes its identity in its name, Glrha-

patya, and in its round shape The domestic fire (G'lrh ipa^ i) of the s icnficer

has now been transferred to the place of the celestial fire (Altar infra) not onlr

by Its position but also by its extent The circle of the G'lrhapalv i, nov situ iled

in the east of the sacrificial shed is equal to a squ ire of one fathom Its niicleiis

in the centre is also square

The Purana Garhapatya, the old Garliapitya lieartli, was of tcrrc'^tn il n ilnrt

This now, at the completion of the initiation, is coinmutcd in llic

Garhapatya, to its celestial nature and destination

The centre of the new Garhnpatja hearth is ] nd out lU the ‘^hape of a cross

four large rectangular (2 ‘pada’ by 1 *pada' each, double squire) bncl s, in one

line from North to South, to which ire added two bricks at the bad and two
in front (1 square pada each), that is West and Eist, these four bncks arc half

the size of those North to South To tliese are added furtlier bnds ulncli fill

the corners in the intermediate directions of the square area inside the round
Garhapatya hearth To these, further bricks are added, tlic}" fill the round
penphery wath its 21 enclosing bricks (6 B VII 1 ] 17-19) Tljc new Glrlia-
patya hearth has the shape of a circle equal in arei to a square fathom (\w5Tna=a
man’s length)

I

Each hmd of sacrifice requires au Agni (altar) of prcscntietl >-hap. ( iiid •i/l) ? icrifices
tre (i) obligatory, daily or seasonal aud (2 ) undertaken for the purim-. of \ I'-li fulfiliiiLiit

The wain altars for the daily (nitva) sacrifices arc the Aha\aiu\a, G'lrhapatv 1 and Dak^iria
Amongst the seasonal or recurrent sacrifices, the Soma sacrifice nccc'-silatcs a \tdi- altar-
ground. outside the saenfiaal shed, the Mahuedi or Satimiki \edi. and on it, the I ttara
Wdi, and a Fire Altar (Agm) Their construction, form and meaning as ud! as tho l of the
aboeementioned hearths, are fundamental)> important *0 tlie Hindu temple '1 he Sum sacn-

building of the Agm, the Fire Altar, uhieh is piled above the l-tt .ri \e<h on
the Mahayedi This nte is called Agmca>ana, the piling of the lire Mtir The ‘SatapathaBrahmana gives its rules and meaning This big sacrifice must be perronned in . k tdic Hindufamily at least once m three generations

p
bnck-built Girhapatja altar is proper to tlie Soma sacrifice Weber, 1 c \ ol XIII,

About the Kamya Agms, the fire altars of different shapes for sacrifices performed uitli
^‘^3imng definite objects, see Thibaut, ‘On the vSuha Sutns’, J i*?"

Altars Vcdis and Agms’. JISOA, Vols \ 1 1 and Mil
’

tecS felS to

cit
,

Daksmagni, or uitli notvlj made fire W^cber, op
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''The Galhapat^a is this (teriestiial ^^orld) and this world is cucnlar*'

(SB VII 1 1 37) The eaitli as the teiiestiial world, m Vedic tiadition, is

sjinbolised hy the circle, and hy the round Garliapatj^'a hearth in contradistinction

to the square of the Aha\aniva hearth nhich stands foi the heaven woild During
the 3^eai of initiation the round health of the earthl} fire is re-built, at the place

of the celestial fire and to the extent of its square site In this architectural rite

it IS transfeired to anothei place nhere it is identical, by measuie and position,

though not outwardh hy shape, to the site of the altai of the celestial fire Agni
IS the name of the Fire nheiever it bunis and the altai, Agni, is its support,

teirestiial or celestial, according to its shape

The Vedi, in Vedic tiadition, represents the extent of the earth It is an
area for sacrificial purposes The shajie of the Vedi vanes It is s3 inbolical as

a delimited area and not as i definite figure The Uttaravedi is square and it

is said "the Vedi is tlie earth, the Uttaraiedi the heaven world" (v^ B VII
3 1 27) This IS its sMiibolic value b^ Mitue of its squareness

In the Hindu temple, it is the squaie Vedi which makes tlie sacred ground
The circular aspect of the earth is left behind, it belongs to the world of ap-

pearance and its moi ement , the earth is beheld itself under the perfection of the

lieavenh’' world and, knowing this perfection, is drawn as a squaie “

On the last dai of the initi ition (diksa), tlie Mahavedi is measured ind

demarcated and on it the area of the Fire iltar which is to be built, so that the

fire m the Ukha can finalh be deposited on it, liaMug been brought from the

new Garliapat3'a (saladvar3 a) Of the Agni now to be built, first tlie bodv
(atman) is thrown up on tlie Maha\ech, tlie altir ground, which has been ploughed
and sowni during the introductorj sicnfice (praj 31113 am) on the day following

the last da3 of the initiation The Agni lies s} inmetricalh'' on the East-West line,

the middle line or spine of the Maln\edi, close to its east side ('Kat3’'Wana Si mta
Sutra^ XVI 7 31) The bod3 (atnnn) of the iltai is laid out square "Agni
piled up for the first time should be without wings md tail and measure one square
‘purusa* A bamboo rod is the meu;uie, it measures the length of the sacnficer

wdien he stretches up 1ns arms" (Aji S S XVI 17 8-10) It is also laid down
that the bod3^ (%nan) of the bird-shaped Agni luis an aiea of 40 square feet (pida)

or 4 men’s length (puiiisa) square in an area of 7 men’s length square (sapta-

purusa) "With man’s measure he (the sacnficer) metes out Man is commeii-

** Under this nspcct the earth is known in RV X 5S (caturblifsti)
,
VII 99 i (catiis-

snkti) , S B VI I 2 2Q (citiissrakli) On tins knowlcdi^c nrc b ised the square inan<iak
of the earth, Prtln\iinandnla, and the square Vlstupurusannndala of the Hindu temple (sec

Part 1)

"Of the bird shaped Aqiii it i^. said (‘s B VI i 2 ';6) or what object is this fire

(altar) built ‘IlaMiijr become a bird, he ( Vgin) shall bcai me to llic sk\', so sa\ some , but
let him not think so , for I?\ assumiiij;^ that form, the se\en bieaths [(prlin) in the sense ot

the Greek ‘pneuma’j became Pnj'ipati'* (cf \I i i 5*6) 1 assiimiiu^ that form
Prajlpati cieatcd the Rods, b\ assumiiiR that form the Rods became immortal and wlut
thereby the immanent breaths and Prajlpati, and the Rods became, that indeed he (the

sacnficer) thcrcb\ becomes'' (irans rggelmR, S B H XLI)
One 'punisa* is tlic IcnRth of man staudiiiR 011 tiptoe (or not) with raised aims, it

measures 5 'aratiii' (the leiiRtli from the elbow to the tip of the little finger, an ell) 01 *hasta*,

the distance between the elbow md the tip of the middle finger, or 10 'padavitasti' (span) ,
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3ur,te w.tl, the sacrifice >• (Te.tt Samh V 2 3 « "As
’'™f ^

arms extended, with so much a bamboo rod (the Fiic altai) is meted out

(‘Maitrayaniya S ’ III 2 4) He metes it out uith (the me isnie of) man (pmusa)

liUi avis emended ‘‘Verily the saenhee is a ‘purusa md henee bj it, ill these

aie measured, and that is its best measiue inasmuch as uith aims extended he

(man) has his maximum measure^ ^ (SB X - 2 G
)
Mm in his in ixiinum

measure is the standaid of measunng the Agnikseti i, the scjiuie riekl Oi Uie

Agni

The squire Atman within the Agnihsetia has two s))ines (\ unsi, ])istini),

the mam one, in the Eist-West direction coincides with the middle line of the

Mahavedi, the other cuts across it it a light angle ' Where the middle lines

meet the sides of the square 'body’ an earthen buck (logestak'O is hid clov n on

each side From the point, wdiich is to be the centie of the Atm in and of the

Agniksetra and wdiere a bundle of Kusa griss has been placed, the Uttar i-Vcdi is

now thrown up, a squaie mound or platform “ The eirth for it Ins been taken

fiom a square pit (catvala) of the same content Its height is in ide equal to that

of the earth bricks in the middle of the sides of the bod\ (atm in) of the Fnc iltar

The remaining area of the Atman is then filled up (with sand) to the same height

The Uttara-Vedi, the High iltar, is midc part of the fiist Iner (eili) of the Fire

iltar The 4 earth-bucks and the Kusa erass bundle in the centre ire counted is

5 ‘bricks’ of this first layer (6 B X 4 f3 14)

The Navel (nabhi) in the centre of the Uttar i-\edi, the High alt ii, is ^qu nc
and measures a span it is the centre of the sacrifice Theie, origin ilh

,
the fire

was laid and it is here that the symbohsin of the squire has its rcK>t in the Vedic
rites The Ukha, the fire-pan made of clay, in which the Fire (Agin) is earned
from the Ahavam3^a health, to the Agni, the Fne altai, piled ibo\e the Uttiri-

Weber, Ic p 239 ihese are relative measures , the\ \arv with the hcuht of the ^^ncnficcr
The cubit qiasta’ = 2 q)adas' = 24 miRuhs is the gencralU accepted umt ui Hindu ireUitc'Cture

\ ‘purusa* IS the measure of man with arms raised V\ama, Die measure of man from
the soles to the root of the hair on the forehead, is equ il to one fathom The httci is Die
standard of measure for the altars of the dailv sacrifices The Agni of the Soma saenfiee is
measured with nian*s greatest measure

The length of a ‘purusa* is standardised as 120 angul-s \iuriila is the width of i ftucr,
le, the thumb (see Part V) A V} ima has 120 or else ofa angiil is GentralU houeicr
'purusa* and Vjama denote a length of 120 anculas Tins o\pHnation is guen m the eom-
mentan b> Bhattabhaskara Misra of the 'Taittirna feamhitl* (M\.ore Oriental Librir\ senes,
Bibl Sansl r

. No 15, pp 1341^6) The ‘Samaranganasutradlrira’, IX 45, howeicr, giics
angulas as equal to ‘v>ama=^piimsa* Pc the different t\pcs of angnla, sec Part V

The Agniksetra, the complete extent of the Tire altar, has os increasing si^cs, the area
of each being increased by one-seventh of the original si/c (i MUiarc purii'^a)

, Weber, 1 c

ef akomeasurement of the Uttara-Vedi is gi\en m ‘a B VII 3 1h Agnistoma*, op cit
,
I p 75

IS
^ l°^M*Apastamba S S * VH 5 i)

F Johansson, ‘Die Altindische Gottm Dhisana*, p 51, speaks of the Httara Vedi

nnbh°h% RV^”l ^eT
34^ Prlclnavaiiisa —The sacrifice itself is called 'blumn-sra
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Vedi, IS necessaiil}^ squaie ui section
,
it measuies a span as does the Nablii It is

spoken of as the w omb, and its cube holds the entire manifested iimvei se, its under
surface being this world

,
the lower part of its sides is the air , the upper portion is

the sk}’' (6 B VI 5 2 22) This womb of Agni survives its name and retains

its function and to some extent its foim in the shape of the Phela, vhich is the

S\omb’ of the temple (Pt IV), and also m the Garbhagrha, the ‘womb chambei’
of the Einbr3^o, or innermost sanctuar} of the temple It also is generalh’' built on
a square plan and is cubical The navel and womb as places of generation and
continuity are images which endure The}?^ aie fitted into the square, not in aiw
wav as visual symbols, but in viitue of their function, the one accommodating the
celestial Fire and the other the Gaibhagrha with the image oi S3anbol of God

The square, as fundamental figure of sacrificial S3 nibohsm and temple
aichitecture, lends itself to many ^anatlo^s Baudha3 ana prescribes the
construction of the Sararathacakiacit and the commentator explains how’- to form
it fiist a small square wuth 4 bricks m the middle of the Agniksetra then to enlarge
this square, to one of 16, etc This metliod has become known m the West,
through Aristotle, as the P3J^thagorean ‘gnomon* It is in this wa3^ too, that the
various t3rpes of the Vastumandala are enumerated in Vastusastra 111 a progiessiie
senes of 1

, 2, 3, 4 units squaie, etc
,
the most sacred being the plan of 64 squares,

presemng the meaning of 64 w^hich is exemplified m “64 bucks form the spokes
of the wdieel, 64 the Vedi

In general a brick in the Brahinanas is one foot squaie, 01 its multiple 01

sub-multiple It is a natuial unit and its name ‘istaka*, which denotes a brick,

has leniamed the name of an3^ building ‘stone*

The description of the Garhapatya (saladvai 3n) as a ciicle equal in area to

the square of one fathom is given xii the ‘Satapatha Biahnnna* (VII I I 37)

^ G Thibaut, 'On the Sulva Sutras*, JAvSB
, 1^75, p 200 f , T L Heath, ‘Historv of

Gieelv Mathematics*, Vol I p 77
G Thibaut, 1 c quoting: 'Baudhli^aiia Sulva Sutra*, III, with refcience to the Sararatha-

cakracit In this particular instance, three consecutive squares arc constructed The central
one of 16 squares for the nave, that of 64 squares for the interior edge of the felloe, and the
third squaie as its outei edge These squares are then turned into ciicles

The Vastumandala of 64 squares is, according to Varahamihira, pi escribed for the temple
('Brhat Samhitl*, LV 10 , cf Part I) It is its original plan Utpala, however, commenting
on Til, 73, admits the Vastumandala of 81 squaies for all kinds of temples, regulating the

rhythmical disposition of their ground-plan (adhaschanda, talacchanda), etc, whc’-eas palaces,

etc , must have a Vastumandala of Si squaies —The ro>al mandala, it appears, is thus admitted
and established in the sacerdotal field

S B VIII 7 2 17 prescribes one foot square Ihe bricks are classified as 'pad>a,
ardhapad3a, padabhaga* according to their side length of one foot, a half and a quarter foot

1 espcctively (Weber, 1 c ) ,
the 4 bricks which form the 'bodv* of the Garhapatj a hearth are

1 octangular, twice the length of the square bnckb laid it the front and bacL, east and west ,

B VII I I iS _ This makes the centre of the round GarhapaUa heirth a squaie (p 253)
According to Ap S S ,

XVI 15 6 bricks ma> also measure one 'aratni* or ell, or the

length of the thigh or the uppei spine The unit of the measure of the sacrificial bod)’- which
the sacnficer builds up for himself is alwa\s taken from his physical body

In the 'Suha Sutras* various (approximate) methods are given for the circling of the

squaie and the squaring of the circle That for circling the square is identical 111 the various
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The squaie shape of the A]uivani3'’a health, of the Vttain Vedi aiul the otlier

sacred centres and objects cannot as an altet native be circular, whereas the

Garhapatya, fundamentally circular, may be set up on a square or circulai nea

according^ to one or the other school That rs, the earth may be thought of as

round, in its own shape oi squaie in its fignie ordered br the law of the ‘litaren

world’

Because it is the perfect shape the squire is sacied in the liieraicln of Indian

architectural symbolism, the squiie is of gieatei significance than the circle

Sutras, whereas alternatne methods aie ciicii in the Rritvic fnr n ,

circhng of the square 15 described and il^mous 1, cthod are gu en ll^V

. wrth icuTaA ,'X”n ss“ira "if I”’ "l' W'
lb either square or round S B XIII

*
8 i c Ro

* aali^ousb
, funeral mound (sni is'im)

Besfattungsgebrauche’rp 141
’ ^ Altind.schci, Todten iind
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THE SQUARE MANDALA OF THE EARTH
AND OF THE ECLIPTIC

The earth is round The Brahmanas repeated!}^ say that the whole earth,

once floating and mobile remained in this condition until the cardinal points,

becoming fixed themselves, also fixed the earth In its fixed position it is spoken
of as four-cornered (eaturbhrsti

, RV X 58 3) or four pointed (catussrakti, S B
VI 1 2 29) These points are where heaven and earth seem to meet, where
the sun appears to nse and set. East and West, and the other cardinal points

complete the square The earth, in its contact with heaven of which the sky is

the figure, is kept in position b}^ this contact, by the regular appearance and
disappearance of the sun, at these points, which are the seal on the marriage of

heaven and earth then contracted The four cardinal points, the four orients, are

beheld periodical^ and become known as peipetualty recurring, permanent m a

cyclical sense, by which the days are measured and time In Indian symbolism,
the earth, fixed and ruled over time, is known as, and correspondingly drawn
as, four-cornered, each side of the square ruled over by the regent of the cardinal

point situated at its middle Whereas the earth, as the surface of this world which
supports the movements and weight of our bodies, is round, the earth held in the

embrace of the sk^'' and subject to its laws is represented as fixed four-fold The
Prthm-mandala, therefore, is a square mandala or cakra (‘Vastuvidhana’, 1 c )

Thirty-two divinities are assigned to the outermost border of the square

Vastumandala (Fig on p 32) The number 32, geometncally, results from a

repeated dimsion of the border of the square It denotes four times 8 positions

in space The original value of 4 m space ire the four directions, 8 are the

cardinal points and the corners of the square in the intermediate directions This
IS the natural division of the bolder of the square The 8 directions are held

b}^ 8 Vastupuiiisas, each having his name and position These 8 are their

visualized potencies within the total Vastupurusa, they are each associated with

one of the planets and also with one of the leading stars of eight of the Naksatras or

houses of the moon ^

Bom from the contact of heaven and earth, brought about by the apparent

movement of the sun, the eight directions are presided over each by a planet and
its regent Their terrestrial powers in space are determined by celestial powers
in time

The square, with reference to the level of the earth, is the graph of the pair

of opposites initially marked by sunrise and sunset and caused by the daily

apparent movement of the sun These successive and recurrent critical moments
are given a permanence by the s3’'mbol of the squaie on which they are shown
stationed opposite one another The balance of their positions is made conclusive

The 'Matsyapurana^ ch XCIII, io-i6, moreover distinguishes between the regents

(adhidevata) and the secondary presiding divinities (pratyadhidevata) of the planets, etc
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hv markine the South and North points as the second corresponding pair of

Xosites and by connecting these points by strai^t lines, wtere they at

St aSlS are the intermediate directions North-East, South-East and so forth,

so that by a geometrically progressive series the original two points engender four

and eight sixteen and thirty-two These stations are marked along the outhne

of the^square diagram, 32 divinities are assigned to the 32 fields in the outer

border of the square (Fig on p 32) A cyclical sequence is held in the square by

the pairs of opposites They encompass all manifestation, in terms of space, as

It IS beheld on the level of the earth This initial translation of the rhythm ot

time into a pattern in space forms the basis of larger cycles than that of the day

,

they also are supported by the square drawn on the ground

Over the 8 Vastupurusas, over the eight points of the compass, preside the

regents of the planets and each Vastupurusa has his star (chart on page 38)

The planets, Jupiter, Mercury, Mars and Saturn rule over the four points of the

compass with reference to the Ecliptic

The Ecliptic, the great circle on the apparent sphere of the sky which the
,

sun and the moon seem to traverse, has its symbol in the square Vastumandala

The square compass of the directions symbohses at the same time the apparent

daily movement of the sun and the apparent monthly and annual movements of

the moon and the sun The former is shown by the lunar mansions, the Naksatras,

whereas the signs of the Zodiac are not entered m the Vastumandala

The Ecliptic IS drawn in India as a square and this coincides in the

Vastumandala with the square compass of the orients and all directions The
square symbol of the Ecliptic represents the different cycles and the enclosures

m space that are separately traversed by the celestial bodies and also the number
of units of time taken by the bodies in traversing such an enclosure ^ At present in

Indian astrology, the Ecliptic is drawn under the name of Rasi-cakra, the wheel,
a closed polygon, of signs, as a square Zodiac The astrologer bases his
calculations and predictions on this square of which he divides each side into four
The position of the heavenly bodies is represented by him on the ground by a

* The 8 Vastiipurti§as are called by the following names in the Trhat Samhita*, com-
mentary of the loth century, and the *V^turajavallabha^ of the 15th century Wilderness
or Crow, Elag, Crow or Smoke, Eion, Dog, Bull, Monkey and Flephant These are place
marks indicative of the favourable potencies or the auspiciousness of a particular direction
They repre^nt a chthonic correspondence ttr the eight directions of space and belong to a
tradition diffe^t from that of the one and comprehensive Vastupuru§a, in whose diagram

have their place Utpala speaks about them as forming part of the knowledge
of 'other Ac^as’ then Varahamihira

Barabudur’, BfiFEO, XXXII, p 420 The Hast, however, (chart on p 38) is
presided by the Moon, and Mercury (Budha) is assigned to the South-West

n
‘Sfiryaprajnapti* (G Thibaut, ‘On the Shr>aprajnapti’, JASB, Vol 49, pt I.

Inn
evplam 3 different motions of the sun (1) the daily motion The

through our field of vision, disappears in fhe west

,

till
^ course of a year through the circle of

tmva^^ the
^3) The motion in declension The sun ascends

Other half
^ descends towards the south during the
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sub'dmsion and bordering of the square, the four squares in the centre being

obliterated The 12 signs of the Zodiac are assigned to the 12 squares^of the

border The 12 signs of the Zodiac are identical in number to the 12 Adityas

who are the different manifestations of the one Sun god in the 12 stages of his

30ume3^

In the Vastumandala on which all architecture rests, the border of the square

cycle of the Ecliptic is not sub-divided into 12, but into 32 umts This original

number of the sj^^mbolism of space accommodates, within the border of the square

of the Ecliptic, the “32 Naksatras“ ^

The Naksatras are the constellations or lunar mansions through which the

moon passes in his monthh^ course They are a scale of 27 or 28 divisions,

capable of representing time intervals as well as spaces Each Naksatra has a

leading star and is presided over and sacred to a particular divinity The 27 and
28 divisions of the Ecliptic become fixed in position like a great, fixed, square dial

with the numbers ranging not along the Equator, but along the Ecliptic itself

The square, cj^cle of the Ecliptic, would thus have to be sub-dmded into 27 or

28 compartments Instead of this, the number of Naksatras is augmented to 32,

so that each field of the border represents a lunar mansion or Naksatra In the

Vastumandala their number is thus adjusted to the helio-planetary cosraogram^
of the Prthmmandala There, the four caidinal points, with reference to the

Ecliptic are the equinoxial and solstitial points in the annual C3^cle The solar

C3 cles of the days and 3"ears are shown in the Vastumandala together with the

Iimations, the monthty revolutions of the moon round the earth The solar-spatial

symbolism is pnraarv'' and the lunar sv^mbolism is accommodated within the
Vastu-diagram

The square 'cakra' or mandala is a closed polygon S3’’mbolical of recurrent
cycles of time Prthm-mandala, and Vastu-mandala are both squares, the one
connotes the earth ruled in its life b3’' the apparent movement of the sun and
filled in its extent by the equilibrium of the pairs of opposites on which this

order is established In its whole extent it is a Vedi, and this is also true of the
Vastumandala into w^hich it is incorporated In the form in which the Vastu-
mandala IS the 'plan’ of the temple and regulates the rh3dhms of its groundplau
(adhaschanda, talacchanda) a further accentuation of its squareness is the rule
In the sub-dmsion of its sides or borders from four to eight and up to thirty-tw^o,

the original geometrical progression, fixing positions, can be seen at work The
32 positions, four times eight in space, are held b3^ divunities identified with those
of the mansions of the moon, by some schools The border in its contmuity
is associated with the course of the moon, and inasmuch as it faces the eight
directions it is associated with the stations of the sun

The Vastu had come to be the place of the adjustment of solar and lunar
cycles The number 32 of the divinities residing in the squares of the border of
the Vastumandala is also the sum of 4 and 28, the number of the regents of the

C P S Menon, ‘Earlv Astronomy and Cosmology \ p 36
The 'Vi^nudharmottara’, Pt II, ch XXIX, 24, speaks of 32 Naksatras
Cf \V Brennand, ^Hindu Astronomy^ p 39

** P Mus, *Banfbudur*, op cit , p 420
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four planets who rule over the equinoxial and solstitial points referred to tlie

cardinal points, and of the regents of the 28 Naksatras Their location in the

Vastumandala shows a reconciliation of the motions of the Sun and the Moon,

and they have their nature in their number which is 32_, the_siiigle divinities who

make up this sum act each as a ‘locum teneiis’ In Vastusastra they are nearly

unanimonsly identified with the divinities whose nimes are shown in the border

of the Figure below, following the ‘Brhatsamhita, LII 43 f

VASTUPlIRU§AIiIANDALA

PAPA-
[yaksman

KUSUMA
DANTA

DAU-
VARJKA

AH/

;
RUDRA

. JAYA'^^

MRGA

MUKHYA pHALLATAj SOMA MBHUJAGA

.^^RAlA/^p pthivIDHAR a3
YAKSMANf

ADtTt om

p^APA

r-' AeANj

BHRNGA-1

RAJA
PUSAN

PAAjANrA]

JAYANTA

surya

satya

&HRSA

ANTAR

tKSA

ANI^A

<a
z

ARYAMAN

Padadevatac di +

^ of the Naksatras with the 32 gods, who are designated asPadadevatas, divinities of wfiom each occupies a square of the outer torder ofthemandala, is madein the ‘Visnudharmottara’, Pt II ch XXIX 18-30 Therethe names of the gods are listed, four in each of the directions and four in the

ThS’fre lntm?atS
to the text, the list of the “stars**iHese are enumerated in groups of eight, in the four directions Their namesare almost in eveiy instance identical to those of the PadadeimtL

, lierare n?t
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the names of stars, and only loughly correspond in their positions m the

Vastumandala with the presiding divinities of the stars (cf Fig on p 32 and
chart on p 34)

Agni, amongst the gods, is assigned the SE, Agni, amongst the presiding

divinities of the stars, is assigned the NE The latter position he holds in the

Vastumandala of the 'Brhat Samhita’ as Padadevata (Fig on p 32) The foimer
position however is assigned to him in most of the later texts, where Isana rules

over the North-East From this it appears that the star gods form the one, and
presumabty the more ancient, senes in the border of the Vastumandala, the

Padadevatas are but loosely connected with the stars and their special significance

IS given in detail in the 'Samarangaiiasutradhara’ of the early eleventh century
(Part III)

The number of the Naksatras, the ‘stars’, is 27 or 28 The latter is the

number of squares in the outer border of a Vastumandala of 64 squares The
astronomically, unsubstantiated increase of their number to 32 appears motivated

in two ways It makes them identical in number and therefoie in substance with
the 32 Padadevatas ,

and this assigns to each divinity a full square in the marginal
border of aVastumandala of 81 squares Geometrically, the mandala of 81 squares

IS a logical form of the proliferation of the 2, 4 and 8, directions, in a senes they
progress to 16, 32 and 64, in the ritual diagram of the architect, however, the

32 gods find each their unbroken place in the border of the square of 81 units

whereas in the square of 64 units the squares in the comers have to be halved
so that all the Padadevatas are accommodated in its border These two varieties

of the Vastupumsamandala, the one of 64, the other of 81 squares are its two
main types that underlie sacred architecture

The elaboration of the Vastumandala, the square dial of all cyclical time,

and its identification with the Vastupurusa, according to his legend, appear almost
completed at the a^e of the ‘Brhatsamhita’ and the ‘Visnudharmottara’ Only a
few traces like the double list of the ‘Visnudharmottara’, or the number 32 as

But for this and the corresponding changes m the intermediate directions, where Agni
occupies the South-East in the place of Anila

, and Anila who is Maruta who is Vaju, the
Wind, is placed m the North-Western corner, there are no major differences in the positions

of the Devatas in the Vastu of all the schools and at all times Roga (disease) in the later

Vastu-sastra is ousted from his position and disappears from the Vastu, while Papayak§man
and So§a remain m the retinue of Vanina

, their evil presence suffices In the inner border
Rajayak§man (consumption) is replaced by Rudrajaya, in the later texts, and Nirrti occupies

the South-West corner The other divinities remain the same under identical or else alternate

names or s>non>ms (Bhujaga, for instance, in the *Brhat Samhita*, is Kuvera in the *Vi§nu-

dharmottara* and the other texts ,
Agni is Sikhm, Sikha or Anala, in the Br S LH 43 and

Comm )

^ When Ar>aman, east of the Brahmasthana is replaced by I^Iarici, as in the ‘Isanasiva-

gurudevapaddhati'. III ch XXVII 4-7, his name appears in the South outside the Vastu
The entities stationed outside the Vastu, who occupy positions but of no definite extent, are

also mentioned in the early texts (‘Brhat Samhita’
,
LII 82, etc ) They figure m the ^Isana-

s^vagurudevapaddhatl^ 'Samaranganasutradhara^ etc (see Part III) and their names are added
on p 32 to the Vastumandala of the ‘Brhat Samhitk’, for the sake of completeness The
Devatas and their identifications are given in the 'Samaranganasutradhara' (see Part III, where
also drawings are given of the most frequent versions of the two mam types of the Vastu-

puni§aman^ala of temples)
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that of the Naksatias given b}' Utpala, comincntuig on tlic ‘Brlnt S imluil’, rcnntn

of the various traditions w Inch met in the V'lstn

Utpala, commenting on ‘Brhat Samhitl’, Lll 7‘i, gncs tin. ]>()sition of the

Stars and their presiding divinities, in the border of the V'lsHiin nul ila is follo" s

Tiic SrARS \nd TiiriR RicrNrs in nn Hopdir o\ tjii VX'arL. nt iin^ om p tih

Positions or tju Enti \nci ^
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The entrance to a building or settlement or else the j>osition of a building

on the site-plan is favourable, brings good lucl to the builder, at eertam of the

32 positions, and ill luck of \anous kinds, it others If the moon ind the stars

are favourable, then onl}^ should a building, on i site, or the entrinec to site or

building be placed in that position These istrological and other consider itions

are specially applicable to domestic arelulecture, \s here is the {positions ind direc-

tions of temples depend on further obscnances (Pt VII)
The knowledge of the \ astupunisanmidala which imjdics the settling and

forming (vikalpana) of the Vlstupurusa is the first limb of the IkxIn of Hindu

The 'ibo\e chart shows for each of the four dirtctions, IUl inttics cuht luinr iinn
sions, in the first hne , the numberb in t\ie second hnt belong to Iht unn'^ions in the ^tqiiLncc
in winch tlie moon enters them The third line gi\cs the name of the presuhnsj dniniU
each Nalvsatra (star) The chart is drawn up according to Utpala, 1 c , and Us lacunae irc filkd
from the *Taittiiaya Saiphitl’, 4 10, and the Thl’‘^tp'ir'i*>arahorl*

The names of 27 Naksatras are gnen while the number of Lulrauccs or their posUioiib
IS 32 Certain stars therefore are repealed, \ imI hi anpears Ihnct, and Uc\ Ui, Bharani and
Asvim twice each

The position of the Nal •^atras does not agree w ilh the rd Uu c suuation of the principal
stars, m the *Surya Siddlnnta’ E Rohm!, Aslc<i, Mfil'i S Hharaiu, Krltikl, Magh\
Revati \V Hasta, Dhani^tiri N As\nn, M^asiri^;, Pur\ i PluKum, \ islkhl. Puna
^§ddha, Uttara A^a^ha, Pun^a Bhadrapada, Uttara Bh'idrap ida Middle Pu?\ i (Ti;s\a),
Anuradha, Jye^tha, Sra\ana
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THE SQUARE l^IANDALA OF THE EARTH AND OP THE ECLIPTIC

architecture (‘Saniaranganasutradhara^ XLV 2), it is a prerequisite of all

architectural work, sacred and domestic

In the Vastumandala, the eight directions of space are held by eight Vastu-
purusas, over these preside the legents of the 8 planets and 8 divinities of the

Naksatras Its square thus houses the daily apparent movement of the sun by
which are determined the 2, 4 and 8 directions of space

,
it houses also the annual

movement of the sun, when the points of the compass are taken to refer to the

Ecliptic, and are presided over by the legents of the planets, and also the course

of the moon on the Ecliptic and its passage through the lunar mansions

The regents of the planets and of the stars rule over the destinies of men
The particular lunar mansions and lunar days have their presiding gods They
are the powers which rule ovei the Naksatras and over the actions of men and their

results on these days, the good or evil which they shall bring to man The house
and the life of the builder or donor, are connected and their fate is determined

by the stars The connection of man, his work and the cosmos, m the cycles of

time IS verified in the Vastumandala of which the entire extent is covered by the

one and only Vastupurusa whose legend is told in many versions and whose body
IS occupied b}^ 45 Vedic gods It is this complete Vastupurusa congruous to his

magic diagram, which forms the basis of Indian architecture Its square is

symbolical of all c3?'clical time, the day, the month, the year and the wider cycles

marked by the recurrence of eclipses

The 32 gods of the outer border, surround, and have their centre in Brahma
Along with Brahma, their number is 33, the number of the gods in the Apri hymns
of the Rg Veda In addition to these 33 gods, 12 more gods are stationed in the

squaie, magic diagram of the Vastumandala, they correspond to the 12 Adityas,

the sons of Aditi Either of these series of gods are the Lords of a completed
cycle of eclipses

,
at the end of an eclipse cycle the motions of the sun and moon

are adjusted Dhatar, the Creator, sets sun and moon in the same position as

before (RV X 190 1-3), and the time world goes on ^

The Vastumandala with its border is the place in which the motions of Sun
and Moon are reconciled and where their union takes place It is the Vastu in

which the decrepit, old Cyavana asked his sons, to put him down so that he
would become young again C3^avana, the aged decrepit (RV I 116 10) whose
story has several versions in the Brahmanas and Puranas, though always of the

same meaning, is the Moon and Sukanya, 'the lovely maiden’ whom he desires,

IS the Sun The 'Jaimmiya’ or 'Talavakara Brahmana’ says^^ "Cyavana, the

Bhargava knew the Brahmana of Vastupa He said to his sons I know the

Brahmana of Vastupa, put me down then in the Vastu and go forth They
went forth He, left in the Vastu, wished ‘may I be young again May I

R Shamasasfry, 'The World-cycle*, JTSOA, vol XI, p 117

lb p II8 , The number of the Adityas is 8 in the Rg Veda

Extracts, translation revised from the original, III 120-128 , W Caland, 'Das Jaiminiya
Brahmana in Auswahl*

, p 251 Vastupa or Vasto§pati is Rudra ('Taittiii>a Samhita*,
III 4 10 4)
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THE SQUARE aM^NDVE\ OF THE E VRTH AND OF THE ECLIPTIC

number 25920 It is foi this lenson that the Vastiiinandala of the temple, the

square diagram of EMsteuce, of time measurable in space, has two mam alter-

nati\e dispositions as far as it is the metaph3^sical and cosmological plan of the

temple It is laid out m 64 oi else in 81 squaies, either number is a sub-multiple

^ of 25920 which is 64 x 81 x 5 5 is the number of a Sam\atsara, a C3^cle of 5 lunar-

solar 3’'ears

The form of the squaie is the stage on whicli is drawn, while it is being
acted, the ino\ement of sun and moon and that of their 3'^eirs in their unequal
course, then meeting, leconciliation and the fresh beginning tow aids one more
coincidence Such inequahti

,
such imperfection arc the cause of existence, the

seasons similarh’’ are biough^ about h\ tlie axis of the earth being inclined to

the plane of its orbit Tlic obliquit3 of the axis of the earth, the inequality of the

motions of sun ind moon, pioduce tlie c\clcs in whicli w^e live Were it not so,

were all coincidence, life would be leabsorbed into perfection, into the infinite which
is be3"ond manifestation

On this Vlstii dial of cosmic mo\cinent wdierc obliquit3 and discrepancies

appear straight and square, care must be taken not to interfcie with the movements
and the wa3 s in which the3 are laid out, for on their courses depend the order

in the universe and the destinies of human lues The science of architecture is

part of the science of the luminaries
,
the time foi setting up a building, its place

and the direction it Ins to face nic ascertained on the magic diagram of

the Vastumandala
The ver3’' impcifection which is the cause of the existence of the woild serves

as the basis of all astrological forecasts and astronomical calculations Theie is

alwa3 S a remainder For ^lothing could continue if nothing were to remain The
place occupied b3^ an3 thing in the present, is in tlie residue of the past The name
of Vastu, derned from Vastu, realh existing thing’, signifies residence as well

as residue (S B I 7 3 18-39)

The position and orientation of a temple and of ain’^ building are detennined
analogous to the method according to whicli the place of sun or moon or one of

the planets is found m the circle of Naksatrns According to the ‘Sur3 aprajnapti’
the longitude of the ]iea\enl3

’' bod3^ expressed in minutes is to be divided b3^ 800,^*

the quotient shows the number of Naksatras thiough winch the planet has alread3

R Guenon, XTsolcrismc dc Dante’, 2ntl cd
, p Si 25920 is the number of solar 3 cars

in the P^tliagorcan Great >car R Giitnon, ‘Some rcnnrks on the Doclnnc of Cosmic
C\cles*, JISOA, Vol V, p 21 f “Ihc principal bise of c>clical periods in the cosmical

order is the astronomical period of the precession of the equinoxes, the duration of which is

25920
”

The period of the precession of the equinoxes x 1000 is tlie number of >cars which must
be added to 71 times the number of years contained in the 4 3Ugas x 14 (^Visnupuilna’, I,

ch III)

4,320,000,000 \ears is a da3'' of Brahml (see Part II, note 38) But a da3 of Braliml is

also 71 times a Mahlyuga multiplied by 14
4,320,000x71x14=4,294,080,000, o~ less than the preceding b> 25,920,000 (Wilson,

‘Vi^nupurlna’, 1 c Vol I, p 51, note 2)

See Part I, p 15 The Vlstumandala is the nictaplnsical plan of the temple, primanh ,

ts cosmological and magical implications are derived from it

The Ecliptic IS divided into 27 or 28 Naksatras of 13^20' or Soo' each
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THE HINDU TEMPLE

passed and the remainder the traversed part of the iNaksatra m which it is at the

time In a similar way is ascertained the position of a building in the cosmos,

that IS the direction which it is to face the measurement of the building is to be

divided by 8 The remainder indicates the particular direction which will be its

own out of the 8 directions This particular direction is Yoni, its birthplace

in the cosmos, where it is marked by its Vastupurusa The Vastupurusas, and

the respective remainders are given by Utpala commenting on the ^i hat barnhita^,

Ch LII , 73, according to the teaching of other Acaiyas, and not of Varaliamiliira

The Eight Vastupurus \s

NE
1

E SE s
1

SW w NW N

The 8 Vastupurusas Rikta
!

(Va) asa)

DInaja
|

Dlnlnksa
I

(Dhuma) '

I

Simha 6\a
(Kukura)

1

Vr‘^abha \ Inara
(kapi)

1

Bhadra
(Gaja)

Remainder 0 '

1

1

2 i 3
1

4 5 G : 7

Planets Sun Moon Rlhu
;

Wars 'Mercury Jupiter
;

\ uins
1

Satani

{Sur}a)
^

(Soma) (aiangala) (Bndha) (Gnni) (bukr 1 ) (Sam)

Nak§atras (stars) assign ASlesa Ki ttikl Bharaiu Wag]]a Dlnnis Rohini Dial 6rai anl

ed to the "'^astiipurusas pil
(•1) i

1

gum
;

(22)(9) (3) (2) (10) (23)

1

(11 12)

If the remainder is 1, then the Yom is Dhvaja, and the building faces East, if

the remainder is 3, the Yom is the SE, and so forth If there is no remainder the

building would have to face North-East This is to he avoided by all means, it

would be of evil portent were the building to face any of the corners of the square^^

,

similarly also the remainder should not be 3, 4, or 6, it must be uneven, so that

the entrance of the building faces the East, preferably, or also the West, and less

readily the North and still permissibl3% the South The lemainder is found in

different te\ts by taking account of various measures of the building to be set up
The perimeter for instance is multiplied b3^ 3 and dnided b}’’ 8 The remainder
is that of the Yom, should there be no remainder, the penmeter and proportions
of the intended structure have to be altered Death, destruction and varied ills

See also ‘Vasturajavallabha* The spatial symbolism of the Vastwpunisas is based on
the daily movement of the sun , it is substituted by 12 Vastupurusas, elseulicre

The corners must be strong- , no door should be there for it w ould admit evil influences
of the spirits and ghosts which are outside the precincts of the mandala or \abtu The corners
are e-vposed and vulnerable

,
they must be consolidated so that the bad influences stationed

outside, cannot attack the building there and enter it

commentary, *Brhat Samhita*, ch LII, 73 multiplies ^Iie ulterior length and
breadth of the building and divides it by 8 The remainder is the Voni Similarb ,

‘Vastu-
^ otner te\ts, the height of the temple is taken into account

( \ aikhanasdgama’, ch VI) while the *Tantra Samuccaya*, Part I, ch II 3, considers the
perim^er, and the 'Manasara*, ch IX 68 74, the breadth of the building Penmeter or
breadth are multiplied by 3 , this indicates an area equalling that of a circle with the breadth

?ar
building as its diameter 3 (instead of v'lo) is emplojed in the

lianabharata
, Bhumiparva and Bhl?maparva, where the circumferences of the planets are

stated in numbers which are the 3 fold of the numbers expressing the diameters
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THi: SQUVRE M^^DALV OF THE E\RTII \ND OF THE ECEIPTIC

result flora a urong onenlation If the building were to obstruct the couise and
order of the cosmos it would pro\oke disordei in tlie kingdom, and in the body
of the builder Yoni is an architectural foiraula, the remainder, gained tlirougli

it, assures the fitness of the structure in the oidei of things and the well-being of

the builder and bis surroundings The lemainder, particuHily, is however, the

Vastu itself

The drawing of the square plan, of the Vastupurusamandala, is imperative

pnor to building a temple The knowledge of its meaning and execution

IS the first discipline which the architect must master there is no text

on Indian architecture w hich does not^deal witii it or takes its knowledge for

granted At the height of temple building activit\% when sonicTofThe'^ libbdest lind

largest Prasadas were set up about the 3 ear 1000 A D
,
the actual drawing of

the diagram on the ground which the temple (prasada) w^as to occup}^ seems to

haie been the rule From the stretching of the cord, or the diawang of the lines

of the mandala, ever} one of tlie movements is a rite and sustains, in its owm
sphere of effectneness, the sicied building, to tlie same extent as the actual

foundation supports its weight These ino\enients, rites and meanings are not
accessora" nor iie the} a mere accompaniment to tlie building itself The}?' go
into the making of the Hindu temple, its shape ind pioportion md that of e\er3^

caned detail and e\ei 3 figuie, cith ib its proper place, with the iltythms and
gestures, appropriate to it

Tlie Yoni fonmiln is but one of si\ fonmil e, the ^uUarp'i, in which the iciinmder

detennmes the gam or lo*^s which will iccriie to the builder, the Nak^^atri (rk^'Oi the linnr

da> (tithi) and the solar da\ {\'iri) on which it is good to build tint particular building

These formul c belong to astrology m general
,
the> arc applied to the building ns though it

lb a living ciilitj whose destiny is to be dctennuied It is howe\cr onl> their cunuilUnc bad

effect which inal cs an> pen meter inausi>icious once the Yoni formul i is ‘Satisfied (V K
K 'Monoiif '6 Canons of Indian *\rchltccturc^ *Bullctm of the Sri Rama Varma Research

Institute', lg^4 , pp 67-77) The formul e arc not ‘canons' See ‘i\I'iinslra', XXX 16S lot,

etc and P Iv Acharva, ‘A Diclionarv of Hindu Architecture*, pj) 600 61

1

The Yoni and the other five formul c ire considered when no other, definite injunction

is given %\hcre the temple of a specified divinil\ has to face, etc (sec Part VII) 'Jhc power of

the specific divinity and its appropriate orientation outweigh llic A^ ldi?ad\arga
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SYMBOLISM OF THE SQL'MHv

Tiir KVCLosLur

The angles of tlic square clngnin he in the inlciineclt ite chieclion'. r!.c\ arc

the turning points md reqiiiic to be nnrhed Tlieie the in drn< n into the

ground and the coid is stretehed between tliein to ftiict off llie ‘quire 'V line

following the coid should be druui with i •'okUn nr sihei -tale or with tiiid oj

with pounded, nnlnisked rice (TP HI eh XX.VI, H')) I lui t’lcn

possession of, on all sides It le closed iiul is given its luei'ure Let liini fence

ail quarters so that no obstructions ])ioteed fioni tiieiii” ‘v%‘ tlie 'Mihiinrvmi

Tallin,’ (V 92), about the Digb iiidli iiia, the iitvid ge^tiue, the eiielosin - o' i

certain space b3 niovenients of hinds md fliineis vliicli is ii'ilo. nns to the iiiiti i!

architectuial procedure Th it a ecrlain site is delnniUd ,
tb it thi > site is In dered

by the orients of this visible universe, md tint its intisme n deiiveci f.oin, md
demarcates, the iiiovenient of the iiniveise, ill this is driwn on the ground v uh

the golden st}de which follows the lord stietehed betweeii tin four f>vgs it tne

comers This is the preparition ot tlie 'teniiile’ It is in toutiiiiiitv ol tlie iites

around the Fire altar “He diaws lines aioniid it He therein put* i inei iiri to

It” (S B VI 3 3 23—24)

TlIC ORXAMI \T (>I \ I'sV \K WI

'

Of all aichitectunl forms iii India the square is llic Lading sv nilvol The
‘Brhat Sainliit'i’ recounts how Visvakarnun, the archetvjiil 'vehilett* gave the
first ornament to the banner of India Tlic b inner of Indra, the King of the go Is,

was pioduced from Vismi-NIi n ana’s luslie It w n earned on the eight wheeled
fulgent chariot of the Sun " The flag of the eh mol of the Sun is Dha^m i, the
Order of things in the universe The gods presented this b inner with v.arions

ornaments The orn iinent given bv Visv ikiriiiaii w is of square sluo^, and its

circumference was a third of the extension of the banner Bi iliiiri and Siv a ni ide
the second gift, a var3’'-coloured girdle, the cvtle of the ve irs md of time It was

Templiiiii' witli tlio Romans, from where tlio name temple is detivetl, v \ the sq,> ue
plot whence auguries were watched and interpreted bv the 'conteinpiatine’ p-iests

"Visvakarman is Prajapati (SB) as the universal conslruelive pnneipk lie is cdkd
Visvalarman because he created the activJt> of evenlhins pBrliad D^vat'i', II so) His
name and function lend tlicneehes to maiu md more or k'-s speenhs^d apphe ilmiis ,^ ‘L’Homme ct son Devenir stion le Vcd’mta’, p sb, note

, ,

wheeled dianot is the dav, divided into eiglit •vamas’ of tlirce lour *Br
bamn

, XlrU 6 ConinieiiHr^ In the II \ III 4, the bod\ of the th mot
IS the iear and Dhama itb haR, also in Uic \ i\u» and ‘Bh 1 PurlM is’
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SYJ\IBOLISM OF THF SQUARE

by one eighth part smaller than the square and each successive gift from the other
gods was yet smaller by one eighth part By raising that standard, the King of
the gods annihilated in battle the host of the enemy, the children of darkness The
'Brhat Samhita’ (XLII 68) then says '‘A prince who respects this institution,

first established b}^ Vasu,^® the sk3’^-traveller, and always since observed by other
rulers, may feel certain that no danger fiom enemies shall befall for this
banner is that of rojml Righteousness (rajadharma)

The square symbol of the extended world in its order has precedence over the
circle of time, the second ornament Of the two, the first ornament, the square, is

the larger, the comprehensive form, foi it contains the cycles of measurable time

There were no children of darkness prior to the raising of the standard when
manifestation was not j’-et and the eight-wheeled effulgent chariot had not radiated

the lustre uhich it was to carry through all time When it began its journey, the
children of darkness arose so that against them its lustie became appaient They
are its natural setting, complement and antagonists Now the banner is radiant

but IS as jet without the ornaments of form and these the gods forthwith present
The square, first of all ornaments, is the perfect form, the perfection of order Its

identit}^ is established bj the pans of opposites b}'' which it is encompassed By
raising such a banner the host of the enemy is vanquished in disorder It is as

potent a weapon as Indra’s Vajra, the thunderbolt, wdiich also is square
(RV IV 22 2) Elsewdiere (‘Agnipurana’, ch CCCV 14), wdiile enumerating
the abodes of the diffeient divinities, it is said that in the quadrangle (catvara) Siva
IS present ^

Time in its course, beginning, enduring, passing in cyclical continuity, is the

varj’^-coloured zone of creation duration destruction aJExed to the banner of

Indra The circle of time, in the hierarchy of form comes after the square and is

enclosed in it in the Vastumandala Both these symbols are ornaments of Dharma,
the Older of things m the cosmos and the w^orld of man This is exemplified with

regard to Sacerdotium and Regnum, spiritual and temporal power The golden

handle of the fly-wdiisk and sunshade is squire for priests, Brahmanas, and circular

for kings (‘Agnipurana*, ch CCXLV 2)

The method of producing the sqiiaie, adopted in Vastu-sastra is that of

Baudhaj^ana (p 22) According to this method, the construction of the square

Vasu, the 8 Vasus, and Vastu are all derived from the same root See Part III,

notes 59, 65 and 72
In the residence of a king, the Indradhvaja is hoisted in the central square, the place

of Brahma, uhich must not be encroached upon b> an> building (*Saniaranganasutradhara’,

XV 47-4S)

With this four cornered Vajra Indra slays Vrtra

Catvara is the levelled (square) ground prepared for 1 sacrifice This does not imply

that the ground-plans of Siva temples are square in every instance Siva temples are square

and also circular
” In domestic architecture too, the buildings for Brahmanas are square Or nearly square,

if rectangular, the length exceeds the width by i/io onl> In the buildings of Ksatnyas the

excess is Kth , in those of Vais>as and Sudras, jSth and respectively (S S XIX 18-19,

Br S LII 13) The lower the caste the further remote from the perfection of the square are

the buildmgs which are suitable for its members
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presupposes circles The circle is a dynamic form It is full of tension and

pSSual movement for it is set into motion and acquires form rom the point m
the centre In its form is its origin, the point Onlologically it is dependent on

tue mover v

Brahma, the Creator, and Siva, the Destroyer, give the girdle of time as their

mint present to the banner of Indra, which is Dharma Tlie ciicuHi shape of the

girdle is also that of the Cakra, the wheel, a treasure of a Cakravartin^ oi norld-

rulei and as Dhannacakra or pnncipial wheel, a s3''nibol of the Buddha Ihc

wheel, cosmic order in its function, the Dharmacakra, keeps on rolling Cosmic

order is ruled over its king, the Bliariiiaraja Uis residence, which is its

place of abode and fulfilment is desenbed as four angled or squaic and with four

gates ("Ganidapurana*, XIV 5) Dharmarija, is Yaina, Death, who rules over

the earth and has given to men a residence on earth

The square is the arcbet3^pe and pattern of order In Indian ti adiUon

according^, the world follow^s it in its geological md social structure Mount Mcru
rises from a square base Each of the four castes is assigned to one of the four

sides of Mount Meru For this reason too, the four castes ire made to Ine in

towns or villages m the north, east, south and west respcctnel}^ (‘Brlnt-Samhita',

LII, 67-68)

Related in its proportion to /the square is also the perfect mcisurc of man for

it IS ‘as high as broad' Tins is the canon of his accomplished figure From the

root of the hair on the forehead to the soles of liis feet, his length is equal to the

width of his arms stretched out lion7ontall3% from the tip of the middle finger of

the right to the tip of the middle finger of the left Tins is the standard of his

proportion In this, the figure of man in its perfection is identical to that of the

'Mahasudass'ina Suttanta’ (S B E XI , S B B III)
,
'LnUlnnn Suuann^ (S B B I\ )

Barhut , Coomaraswamy, ‘Elements of Buddhist Iconograph> PI V It is caned on the
pedestal of images of the Buddha preaching his first sermon (S~imath image, Coonnrasw am3

,

HIIA, PI XI/II)
, preachmg to Bodhisattvas, ‘Elements of Buddhist Jconog^rapln op cU

R Guenon, *Lc Roi du Mondc‘, “In the figure of the celestial Jcni«^aleni tlic circle
is replaced by a square The sphere represents the development of possibilities In c\pans on
of the primordial and central point It transforms into a cube, when this development xs
achieved and the final equilibrium is attained in that cvcle“

The vision of Ezekiel (41, i) describes the Tabernacle as 6 cubits square The brazen
Tabernacle in the wilderness {E\od 27 i) and the oracle in the temple of ‘Solomon

(I Kings, 6 20) are square m plan The oracle in the Temple, and the hea\cnl\ cit\ of the
Apocal3q)se are cubes

Al-Bmini, Tn^a’, ch XXIII, p 243, quoting Brahmagupta Each side also Ins its
appropriate colour The East [Brahnnnas] uhite

, the ICorth [K;.itrnas] red, the South
[vaisyasj yellow

, the West [Sudras] black !Meru, the cosmic mountain, is a symbol of the
axis around which the revolutions of our vorld arc effected R Gufnon, ‘Some Rcmark>, on
tne Doctnne of Cosmic Cycles’, JISOA, Vol V, p cr

The positions of the Brahmanas and Ksatnyas are reierscd and similarU also the appli-
cation of the 64 and 8i plan, in some of the texts Varlhaimhira, in ch LII 42-55, cites
ascendency to the 81 squa^ pkn

, and also to the Ksatntas in their allocation in the List

Ri, a
®™t;Samhita, LXVm states that the 5 types of man, Hamsa, Sasa. Rucaka,

dovvn for^c^typr
proportion irrespective of the standard height laid
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SYIMBOLISM OF THE SQUARE

Mahapuriisa, Supernal man, the Universal Being This measure of a fathom is

also that of the square space in whose centre the Ahavaniya fire burnt and where
the circular Garhapatya equal in area to a fathom square had been piled up after-

wards fathom (vyama) that namely is the size of a man and the altar should
be of man’s size” (S B 1 2 5 14) This square altar of a fathom length is the

middle term between man (purusa) who is the sacnficei and the Purusa In the

Brahmanas, Prajapati, the lord of all creatures, takes the place of the Purusa
‘‘That same Purusa became Prajapati and that Purusa who became Prajapati is

this very Agni (Fire altar
, S B VI 1 1 5)

Based on the square, the structure of the temple arises in the mid-world
(antariksa) of air It is built in three dimensions, of different substances, brick, or

wood or stone They are cut or moulded to this purpose If injury be incurred

thereby he makes it good, but the living connection is severed and a tran-

substantiation is effected by which earth, tree and stone are made to enter the

Kingdom of the Dharmaraja
The Hindu temple is in no way deiived from sepulchral architecture As

the Smasanaciti is an altar specially used for funerary rites, so are the Chatns
for instance, cenotaphs set up by Rajput lulers to commemorate their predecessors,

related to types of temples which are represented in relief in Barhut, about

100 B C The Chatns, from the 17th century to this day are open, pillared

buildings

Measure implies limits and limits mean end and death It is by man’s own,
mortal frame that this knowledge of the structure of the universe is confirmed

The square, form of finality, is at the same time that of the pairs of opposites

,

manifestation is only through the pairs of contianes®^ and in their balance lies

the perfection of the square Its proportion embodies, and thus resolves, the

finality of limitation into a symbol of perfection Proportion and balance are the

form of the subtle (suksma) nature of the square, their residue is the order which
belongs to the cit}^ of the Dharmaraja, who is Death and a son of the Sun ^ The
other son is Manu, the protot3qDe of man who gives its law to each cycle of

existence

The Buddha as an embodiment of the Mahapuru?a has this perfect proportion , Krain-
nsch, 'EmWems of tlie Universal Being', JISOA, vol III, pp 148 f

cf Ap S S XVT 17 10 , and 15 where it is laid down that also “the Agm piled up
for the first time should measure one square puru§a**

The square throne of divinity rests on the following pairs of contranes Order and its

negation (dharma and adharma) , Knowledge and ignorance (jnana and ajnana) , Dispassion
and Its opposite (vairagya and avairagya), and sovereignty and its negation (aisvarya and
anaisvarya) The positive values support the throne, as its legs, in the corners, in the inter-

mediate directions Their negations are situated at the shafts, in the cardinal directions

‘Isanasivagurudeva-paddhati*, Part III ch XII 25 (trans JISOA Vol X p 227)
Similarly, the finality of architectural form houses the life of man and is a seat of the

living God
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' THE REMAINDER

tHE FORM OF :MARTANDA

At sunrise anotlier day begins, and time is added to time There was a

yesterday where no sun shone and time did not exist, tlierc was ncitlicr beginning

nor end to anything so there was no thing, no limit The non-limilcd, bc\ond

limits, be3^ond the conditions wdiich bring about the limits is Brahman Being

beyond all conditions, Brahman is all and everywdicic and ncccssanlv also m tho';c

conditions So they too are within Brahman Tlius it is said ‘‘there are two

forms of Brahman, time and non-tmic {‘Maitrri3 anf Upanisad’, VI 13) The one

IS deathless, the other is mortal , the mortal form of Brahman is the Sun This

Sun, whose children are men, is called Martanda “

Martanda is the eighth son of Aditi, him the Boundless
(
= Aditi) brought

forth inarticulate, a lump of bodil3
'' matter, as broad as it was liigh Some how-

ever say that he w^as the size ofamanfSB III I 3 3)

The shape of Martanda is the result of Aditi’s lubns The ‘Ivlaitravanna

Samhita’ (I 6 12) tells the story Aditi, wishing to get children, coohed rice

She offered it to the gods and ate the remnant The result was that two

sons were born of her Again, she cooked nee, offcied it to the gods and ate

the remnant Tw^o more sons were bom of her She repeated the performance
and again the result was the same In consequence she concluded that

she bore each time two sons because she had eaten the remnant of her offering

So she was tempted to eat first and then to offer the remnant The result was
that the two eggs within her w^ere blighted One rcco\crcd, the other ippcarcd
as dead and when bom w^as Martanda ^

Leaving aside the many implications of this ston
, the Sun Mlrtanda, the

son of Aditi, born of the unconsecrated remainder, is the father of Man and of

Death (Manu and Yama) Each of the other se\cn sons too, is bom of the
‘remainder’ From the Remainder, Aditi, the Boundless^ brings forth the Sun
in its various forms, the measure of time, the condition of mortal life

Time in its cyclical appearance is m'lnifcstccl bv the sun, moon and plnncts It ts the
contingent aspect of duration Duration is bejond du ision, it lias no parts \ct it is didcrLiit
from the uncondiboned, unqualified Brahman (nirguna) of which it is the first qualiiiLd a*^pcct
The unconditioned, unqualified Brahman is be>ond duration and time Duration is the prin-
ciple of time and of death The Sun (Martan(ia) is the Father of Death, and of Prototipal
man, Mjmu, the Law-gner of each c^cle {Manvantara

, 4,-^20,000 tears [This is iox4t2,ooo,

^ number of syllables of the Rg Veda]) Duration as the principle of ctclical lime is Si\a
Bhairava or ^la Mahakala (see ch on Rahu

, Pt VIII)

"Mart^ya**^
'Maitrayanija-Samhitl’, 1 6 12 The egg winch appeared as dead,

^ Adlt\^s, the sc\cn ind one suns ,
aruna, Dhata and Ar>anian, Amsa and Blnga, Indra and M'lrt'iiHla are their



THE REMAINDER

VASTU, THE REIMAINDER

The shape of Martanda which is that of the Sun as father of Man and of
Death,—the shape of the remainder, born fiom the boundless, is ‘'as broad as it

IS long** Of this shape the diagram is a squaie Its eight main points situated
at the corners and the middle of each side, at the cardinal and intermediate
directions, are occupied and identical to the 8 Vastupurusas, who themselves are
but ‘remainder’ in each paiticular instance (p 38) Altogether, as its name
implies, Vastu is the remainder

The remainder or residue is that which remains or subsists when everything
else has come to a conclusion If something is complete in itself, perfection,
nothing IS left over, there is an end of it If there is a remainder there is no end
to it So the remainder is the germ and material cause for what subsists It is

the concrete reality of a thing
The residue of the sacrifice is called Vastu (S B I 7 3 18-19) What has

been left over, should not be added later on For it is left over for Rudra
(‘Maitra}^ani3^a Samhita’, I 6 13) A hymn of the Atharva Veda is sung
in praise of the Residue of the offering “Name and Form are in the Residue The
world IS in the Residue Indra and Agni are in the Residue The Universe is in

the Residue Heaven and Earth, all Existence is in the Residue “ (AV XI
9 1-2 a) This lesidue where all existence is set together, is Vastu Rudra is

called Vasta\ya, for a remainder (vastu) is that part of the sacrifice (8 B I 7

3 7) And the ‘Taittiri^a-Samhita’, III 4 10 4, says Vastospati (the loid of

the Vastu or remainder) is Rudra
Rudra is Vastospati Vastospati is but another name for Vastupurusa, the

Punisa nho is Vastu The Vastu, in which reside (vas) the gods, is the residue,

and the place of the germ of things to be and of the order of the extended, the
plan, in principle, of the temple Before dealing with the Vastu as Punisa
(Supernal Man) the Vastu as mandala (diagram) has to be explained in its parts

and range, so that the whole Vastupurusamandala becomes clear in meaning and
application

names m the ']Maitra>ani>a Samhita*, I Here the remnant is of food By eating some kind
\ of food children are born to the immortals, or bv mlnling some scent, or bv mere touch

Cosmogonically
,
the Sun is produced from the Boundless and the Remainder Ontologi-

cally, the Remainder, Vastu, Existence in its cosmic order, is the diagram where the Sun and
the other Luminancs are shown in their respective places

The passage can cqinlh’' be rendered “The site of the sacrifice is Vastu** , for when the
sacrifice is completed, and all is burnt up or consumed, wdiat remains of it is but the site where
the offering took place This site is the Vastupurusa just as the sacrificial altar is the Puru§a

The Vastupurusamandala is discussed here, as every thing else concerning the Hindu
temple m three of its aspects ,

metaphysically (para), in its subtle aspect (suk§nia), and desenp-
tively (sthula), in its physical aspect, its delineation

45
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THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF THE VaSTU DIAGRAM

A THE MANDALA OF 64 SQUARES

The ‘Brhat Sainliita’ spealis of two U^pes of diagrams, one consisting of G4

equal squares (pada) and the other of 81 squares In chapter LV 10, it is enjoined

that the area of the temple should always be divided into G4 squares bimilarlj

,

the ‘Hayasirsapancaratia' (VIII 150) lays down that the diagram of Gl squares

IS for the construction of shrines, and a diagram of 81 squares for the cmistructnm

of houses The Tsaiiasivagurudevapaddhati' (Pt I XI 7 4and^Pt III XXVII 2)

makes it clear that a Vastu of 64 squaies is for worship by Brahinanas, and one of

81 squares foi worship by kings These views aic not quite the simc, but it is

obvious that the Vastu of 64 squares is meant for the construction of shrmes and for

worship by Brahmauas and the Vastu of 81 squares is foi the couslruction of other

buildings and for worship on behalf of kings (Ksatny is)
,
or that the diagram of

64 squares and also of 81 squares are fit for temples, but the first is for w 01 ship

by Brahinanas, the sacerdotal power, and tlie second for worsliip on heh ilf of the

temporal powei (Ksatra)

The special saciedness of the mandala of 64 squares is stressed in other texts

the ‘Vastuvidhana’ (IX 2 ) enjoin^ that the pedestal (pitha) or heailh (dhisnj a) for

the woiship of Vastu (vastupuja) should have 64 squares, while in ch X 1-G

(ibid
)
it IS stated that the Vastumandala in winch is situated the bod\ of the Vastu-

puiusa should consist of 81 squares Tins is corroborated, for instance, m the

Trayogapanjata’ (chapter \"astu-honia, 1-3, p 91) TJiere' the Vastu of G1
squares is prescribed for the ntes of initiation (diksl), the installation of images,
(pratistlia) and for sacrificial offenngs (yaga) whereas it is said that the mandala
of Vastu has 81 squares

There is a difierence m meaning and purpose, on one basis in common
between the two mam types of the Vastupunisa-mandala Tlie prototj pe is the
one of 64 squares The mandala of 81 squares is drawn in closer conforinit} with

^he 'Brhat-STmhitn*, I<II 73, coninienlata
, points out m exception to the rules of

ancient Acaryas Visvakarman has not explicitly spoken of the nnndah of 6\ squares (he
includes it m that of Si squares , m the opinion of Utp'ila)

Purana*, ch CCIflll, 47 '‘Bralunl has enjomed the wiawd da of 64
squares for Prasadas” , ‘Bhavisya Pur un’, ch CXXX 17 *'The place of the tenude should
be divided into 64 squares' »

‘Agnipurlna*, ch XCIII i "After Innne laid down the
cords for the Prasada make the Vastumandala (the text has 'Vistwiuandapa') of 64 squares
In house and citj (nagara) one should worship m Si squares" ‘Slrad'itihka*, III 7, comm
(a) 64 squares for the Prasada

,
(b) Sr for a house, quoting (n) Somasambhu, (h) 'MahTkapila-

pancaratra
, nevertheless the ‘Matsya Pur ina* describes in the first place the Vasuipurusi-

mandala of 81 squares (ch CCUIH 19 , ch CCUXVIII)
, also the ‘Brlnt SaqilutV, LII 42«55

hour factors (i) temple, (2) non-temple, and (3) Brlhmaiias and (4) Kings Ksatn\as
are referred to in this passage, crosswise , its meaning is unmistakable
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THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF THE VASTU DIAGRAM

the ^body’ of the Vastupurusa, and appears to have been used by Ksatnyas m
contradistinction to the cosmic plan of 64 squaies At the time of the construction of

the temples which yet stand and of the treatises about them, this distinction, though
still ivuown, was not necessaiily also made Varahamihira, m the sixth century,
speaks of either type, specifies the use of the mandala of 64 squares and gives major
importance by describing it in detail, to the mandala of 81 squares At the climax
of the temple building activit}^ (about 900-1100 AD), the ‘Isanasivagurudeva-
paddhati’, after having clearly distinguished between the two plans decides If of

81 squares, it is fit for Prasadas, and kings too (III ch XXVII 3), and concludes
b}^ prescribing that 81 squares are drawn on the square floor of the Prasada to be
built (lb 58-60) The ‘Kamikagama’ (XVII 107), after discerning the types

sums up its position 'Tn this text-book (sastra) it is said that ever3^thing is fit

for alP* While this was held at the time when the temples were actually

built, the implied difference of meaning on its common basis leqmres to be
investigated in the two mam types of mandalas which are relevant to the temple

Altogether 32 t3’'pes of mandalas aie given according to which all works of

architecture are planned or regulated These mandalas form an arithmetic

progressive series from 1 to 32, the respective numbers indicate the units into

which the side of the square mandala is divided in each case The senes of

mandalas corresponds to the geometrical method of gnomonic extension In the

Sararathacakracit (p 27), a square of 4 bricks is made in the centre of the

sacnficial site (agniksetra) By gnomonic extension, the square is incieased to

one of nine bricks by adding five
,
this is increased to one of 16, etc The bricks

themselves are square, each measuring one foot (pada) general^ (S B VIII 7 2

17) So there are 8 bricks or squares facing each direction, in a square of 64
equal parts

The numbers 8 and 16 which form part of and produce the square of 64 Padas,

refer to the Sun and Moon During the 8 Praharas of the day, from sunrise to

sunnse the sun enters one bv one the 8 quarters ('Visvakarmavidyaprakasa*, 126)

Thus it can be said there are 8 suns The 16 digits (kala) of the moon represent

the sum total of its phases 16, the square of 4, is the perfect number and is

embedded in the mandala of 64 squares But the square of 8 units has the wider
significance

Ayodhya, the impregnable city of the gods, has eight Cakras (cycles, AV
X 2 31 ‘Taittmya Aranyaka’, I 27 2-3) '^The city of Ayodhya” is of two

See Part II, note 48, quoting 'Brhat Samhita' (the 8 yamas of the dav)

The Cakras of the microcosm are IMuladhara, the support of all the Cakras ,
Mam-

pura, the seat of mind (manas)
,
Svadhi§thana, the seat of intellect (buddhi)

,
Anahata, the

seat of the pnnciple of articulate sound (Sabda brahman) , Visuddhi, the seat of Ether (akasa)

vhich is the substratum of the quality (guna) sound , Ajna, the seat of knowledge (bodhann) ,

and Sahasrara or Siva-Sakti or Bindu, the point limit between the unmanifest and the mani-

fest ‘Vacaspatya*, s v
The eight Cakras are also given as the eight means necessary to control the inclinations

of the inner faculties They are Yama, restriction, Niyama, observances, Asana, sitting

posture, Pranayama, breath control, Prityahara, emptying the mind from external objects,

Dharana, its subsequent concentration, Dhyana, keeping it concentrated and Samadhi, merg-
ing and dissolving it in the object of its concentration ('Tantraraja-Tantra’, XXVII <54-55)
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THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF THE VASTU DIAGRAM

B THE MANDAEA OF Si SQUARES AND THE VASTUPURU§A

The square of 64 oi 81 divisions is occupied by the Vastupurusa It is his
very shape (svarupa) The square of 81 compartments as explained in the
'Vastuvidhana’ (X 1-6) is occupied by a picture of the Vastupurusa His subtle
body with its parts, limbs and apertures is interpreted as co-terminous and thus
one with the 81 squares of the plan The coincidence (ib VIII 26, 31) of the
diagram (yantra= mandala) and of the 'body’ (sarira) of the Vastupurusa as one form
(rupa) IS more suggestively laid out in the Paramasayika than in the Manduka
plan

The identification of the 'body’ of the Vastupurusa which has expansiveness
but no tangible volume with the plan of the Vastumandala is an accomplished
fact, in the Puranas and in Vastusastra The mandala or yantra on the one hand,
the subtle body of man on the other, have each their own place in the Indian
methods of concentration and realisation The mandala, in addition, is replete

with magical efficacy, while the subtle body of man is the place of realisation by
the practice of the discipline of Yoga The Vastumandala as tabular presentation

of the hierarchy of ordered existence is complete without the image of the

Vastupurusa The Paramasayika plan, however, neatly identifies the Vastu-
mandala and the Vastupurusa *

The tabular representation (prastara-marga) in 81 squares accommodates the

32 divinities of the border (p 32) in entire compartments and avoids the halves

of squares in which some of these, and also of the other gods, have to be confined

in order to find room in the Manduka mandala The fractionless allocation of

the Vedic gods on the 'bod3J^’ of the Vastupurusa is effected in the square of 81
compartments The 'descent’ of the Vastupurusa to earth, and the settlement

of the gods on this Purusa, one with him on earth, is represented in the square

of 81 parts

While the square of 8 represents the order of the celestial world, established

and illustrated on eaith, b}^ the drawing of the yantra of 64 squares, the square

of 9 leads from the subtle body of the microcosm®^ and its image to the universe,

which it encloses Eight are the Cakras and nine the doors (navadvara) of Ayodhya,
the microcosm They are the mind (manas), intellect (buddhi) and the 7 apertures

of the bod3>' Nine is the number of Agni, of Fire in its display, and in its essence,®^

for eight are the forms of Agni and the ninth is the Fiery essence which has

Some of the senes of 32 man^alas are altogether without the Vastupurusa Moreover,

assigned to their concentric borders are not the 45 Vedic gods, but in the zones surrounding

Brahma, the gods, men and the demons respectively are allocated

His legend and its meaning are given in part III

The term microcosm is used here with reference to the 'body*, not of man from vhom
the image is taken, but of the Vastupurusa

S B VI I 3 18 Eight forms of Agni ,
Kumara (the boy) is the ninth That is

Agni*s three fold state

The S forms of Agni are Sarva, Isana, Parjanya, Rudra, Pasupati, Ugra, Asani, Maha-
deva , the 'Fire* in water, Sun, ram, etc

S B VI 2 I I "Prajapati searched for that boy who had entered into the different

manifestations ”

13
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THE ORGANISM OF THE PLAN

The size of the Vastupunisamandala is of no matter It is coterminous with
the building site, or with the extent of the Prasada or of a minimum standard
size In it are laid out the positions of the several buildings to be set up on the
site and also the positions of the buttresses of the temple (Part VII) The lines

by which the square plan is divided into small squares, the two diagonals of the
plan and the '‘lessei diagonals”, 4 or 8 in number, and drawn parallel to the
former have a definite width, proportionate to the size of the plan The width
of the main diagonals in a plan of 81 squares measures as many finger breadths
(angula) as the side length of the small square measures in cubits (hasta

,
Br S ,

LII 62-63) , and the straight lines have one and a half times this width Their
intersection (marma, a vital, or vulneiable spot) measures one eighth part of one
Square in the plan of 81 squares ^ The division of the square and also the

divisional lines themselves are measured in proportion to its total extent No
building, or part of the temple must be placed on these vital points

The archetypal measure (mana) of the line (sutra) is known as Prana,
immanent Breath or Energy (pneuma) ^ By it is measured the width of the outline

of one square in an 'ardha-ksetra' (half field) of 360 squares (‘Kamikagamah
XVIII 8) This half field of 360 units is part of a wider extent The whole
field has 720 units (8 x 9 x 10) , or, if 360 is multipled by 72, or 9x8, which are

the side lengths of the two types of the Vastupurusamandala, the number 25920
results which is the number of years in the period of the precession of the equinoxes

From Ayodhya, the impregnable stronghold (pur) of the gods, with its 8 Cakras
and 9 doors, the w^hole field of 720 days and nights of the year is extended which
IS one of the units of cyclical time in the Vastumandala

Prana, the breath of life, immanent Breath, in man, the microcosm, is one

in principle with Brahman (Sankaracarya, comm ‘Brahma Sutra’, III 2 7) In
deep sleep (susupti) all the faculties of knowledge, sensation and action are

withdrawn in Prana Prana governs and is manifest in the vital functions of

breathing, etc
,
which are called Vayu, vital activity In the ‘Kamikagama’

the lines (sutra) are measured in terms of Prana and Vajoi as archetypal measures
The Breath of life, immanent Breath, in the functions of breathing, etc

,
is the

network that holds together the ‘body’ of the Vastumandala In its duration it

lies extended
The immanent breaths (prana) are the immortal parts of the body (S B X

14 1) With them, drawn in a network of lines, the body of the Vastupurusa
lasts as long as the present aeon (kalpa) The lines are not mere geometncal

The Mannas are of special importance in the site-plan Where the Vastumandala is

CO extensive with the Prasada they affect the position of pillars m temples as descnbed in the

^Samaranganasutradhara’, ch XLIX In brick and stone temples such as are preserved the

Marmas affect the positions of windows, buttresses, etc of the vail of the Prasada

Prana is also the smallest unit of concrete (murta) time , it is the time needed for

inspiration and expiration
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connections ,
their prototype has the measure of Breath ,

they have direction and

width while they form a net cast over the plot, they also share in its extent,

present It in an aliquot ratio and their points of intersection are the vital part^

Sd tender spots (mafma) of the site These must not be hurt or interfered with

bv setting up pillars, doors, or walls, on them
, , , ^

The identification of this body built of Breath which is coterminous with the

Vastumandala, with that of the builder ivho is the Yajamana and patron and

with the plot, IS no abstract theory It is felt jn the living tissue of the body of

the donor who is the builder (karaka) of the temple (‘Samaranganasutradhara

LVI 303) Were the organism of the ordered plot brought out of order ^d
disturbed m its interkmt functioning as plan and symbol, the builder would suffer

in the corresponding parts of his body and earthly life, death will befall him

should he obstruct by building on them, the mam vital parts of the plan, its head,

heart and so on
,
and minor evils will be his if he disregards the lesser junctions

and lines Builder and building are one
,
the building is a test of the health and

probity of the builder, his ‘alter ego', his second body, if the building be a sacred

one, a temple, this second body is his sacrificial body bom from a second birth, the

conscious sowing of seed, into a prepared soil and the depositing of the Seed of the

building to be which is the germ of the Purusa, the Essence that dwells in

the bod}?” of the temple This new birth and transubstantiation has for its level

the surface within the limits of the mandala
The places which must not be encroached upon by doors, walls or pillars,

beams, etc and windows {gavaksa, vatayana, Br S Comm , LII 67,

‘Samaranganasutradhara', XIII 10-16), at the concurrence of the lines (sutra) are

listed on p 55 They are avoided by shifting for example the position of the

The ‘Brhat Samhita* enumerates g specially vulnerable spots (atimarma) and gives the
proportionate size of the tender spots (marma) These are grouped according to their impor-
tance and specified in the later texts according to the lines uliich meet, diagonals and ortho
gonals, and their number, at each respective crossing The size of n vulnerable spot is given
in the ‘Brhat Samhita* as J^th of a square (the uhole plot being divided into 8i squares) The
'Samaranganasutradhara* however gives to the conjunction of 8 vamsas (

= 8 sutras, at their
meeting point) the extent of the tip of a hair (balagra)

,
that is, the concurrence is just a point

The Jith of a small square of the ‘Brhat Samhita* does not correspond to the actual extent of
marma*

, it appears more as a parcelled plot with the concurrence of the lines in its centre
and agreed upon to be /^th of that of the small square In the ‘Samaranganasutradhara*, the
sandhi or conjunction of lines has no magnitude It is a point to be avoided when determining

position of the middle of door openings, pillars, etc According to the ‘Klmikagama,*
XVm, 9, Prana and Vayu are the prototypes of measurement of the width of the Sutras The
Mabavamsa has twice the w^idth of the Anuvamsa, etc The archetypal measure, Prana, is one
breath- duration The standards of extension are its modifications In a field of 3 cubits,
the line (sutra) measures one barley corn (yava)

, with an increase of the field by one cubit,
the lines should be thicker by one Roma (hair

, ib 18-19) The relative size of a I^Iarma in
this text too, has the eighth part of a ‘pada*

O T,
measures generally used in Vastu-Sastra are i Balagra [or Roma], tip of liair=

b I^tharenu (trasarenu), mote of dust in a sun beam [i Trasarenu=8 Paramanu, visible only
to voginsj

, 8 Balagras=i Likja, nit
, 8 Lik5as=i Yuka (louse)

, 8 Yukas=i Yava (barlev
com) , 8 Yavas=i angula

, iz angulas=i vitasti (span)
, z vitastis=i hasta (cubit) =i kisku ,

urtner units of ineasurement, increased by one angula each {ime (Prajapatya, Dhanurmu§tb
Dhanugraha, etc ) are used for measuring temples (vimana), sites (vastu) and villages, etc,
b t asta or kigku is the most generally used unit of measurements in objects of larger
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respective parts of the building, to the right of the vulneiable points ^ Similatly
also nothing (no ‘dravya’) ma}^ be placed on the border or middle lines and the
consequences are senous too, though not fatal, if the other orthogonals and the
2 diagonals are infringed (ib XII 23-36) The eailier texts however limit the
tender spots to the conciurences of lines (Br S LII 57, ^Visnudharmottara',
Pt U, ch XXIX 45-46)®“ The spots which aie the most vulnerable and which
must be avoided uith great caie, are in and around the Brahmasthana, the centre
of the square

The connections of the Vastupurusamandala and the buildings to be set up on
it aie manifold The\ comprise the position of temples sacred to distinct

divinities of definite buildings in definite paits of the mandala and
the position of the images at their definite places In addition to these mono-
graphic considerations, the slight deviation of doors, pillais, etc from a uniform
and mechanical sjmunetr}" contiibutes, as in the forms of life, towards a fuller

consonance, of the proportions of the architecture The living bieath of Vastu-
purusa Mould thus be seen to permeate the total stinicture

size, from bedsteads and conveiances upward (‘V LStuvidj^*, i 4-10) , re the various types
of nngulas, see the 'X'iniikngann*, XVI 2-q

,
I P III ch XXTV 31

Apart from the \anous kinds of anqula, the scale of measures is further differentiated

S %nvas make the chief or ‘best* (jjestln) an^rula, while the middle variety of the angula has
\avas and Uie least t'VTie of angula has onh 6 \avas The hasta thus is also of 3 t>pcs

Thev are called Pr‘iba\a, Sldhlrana and ^^ltrlsa^a rcspectivelv ('Samarliiganasutradhara*,

IX 5, 10, 2S-30) In this Slstra, one angula is called 2 aiigulas are one Kala, 3 are

one Parvan, 4 a ^fu^p, etc , Aratni is a synonym of hasta (ib 4044) Vyama or Piirusa has
S4 angulas or Iiastas (si 45)

This IS de^^enbed in tic ‘Vastin jd\ “i*, VI 3-7 where it is shown how to avoid a coin-

cidence of the Aladlmsutra of each of the buildings in the 4 directions, with the Madln asutra

of the total site, etc Ihc ^fadluasutras of tlie buildings arc drawn at a distance of it, 0, 7,

and 5 angulas respectn el> , beginning from the cast to the south , in the south, to the west, etc

It IS generalh enjoined that no doors, etc , must be placed on the orthogonals, diagonals,

concurrences and the centre of the site

The 'Agnipurlna*, ch XCIII 7-9, makes it clear that the concurrences of all the

orthogonals and the following 12 t\pes of concurrences are to be avoided ,
I^Iahamarma,

Aniija, Hah, Tnsula, Svastika, Vajra, Mahlsvastika, Saipputa, Trikata, Manibandha, Savi-

suddha and Padamarina (when making wells, etc ) Amongst the southern texts, the 'Kamikl-

gann\ XVIII 19-20, enumerates 0 positions where no temples of gods should be set up
Hfdaja the heart, the centre, Vaijisaka, the diagonal, Sutrabandln, a concurrence of lines,

Sir1, and 6, S or 4 Sulas

/ With reference on the other hand to the Vastuiiiandala, as the plan of the entire site (of

a village, or a town, or the king^s palace, etc ), the position in it of a temple dedicated to a

special dmnitj’^ remains the same in Sana as well as in Vaisnava tradition Comparing the

situation of the temples in a Sana text, the ‘Isanasivagurudcvapaddlnti*, Part III ch XXV
64-66, and a Vaisnava text, llie 'Vaikhlnaslgann*, Ch II

,
it as seen that a temple of

Sna (Sankara) is assigned to Is Ina, the north-cast, a temple of Vi$nu or Vanina to the west

Other forms of divinitv are allocated to their, cniialh corresponding plots Buddha temples for

inst are assigned to Sugrha, south of Varum, on the western side The place of Brahma
IS always in the centre, and various forms of Vi§nu for instance, are found in various places ,

the> ma> also occupy the centre (‘Vaikhlms-igama^, I c ) which is the place for temples of all

the gods (Tantrasamucca>a* Sec Part VII)

The position of the forms of divimt>, in a Vai§nava temple is given most explicitly in

the ‘Kamiklgama* and ‘Vaikhlnaslgama*
Sec plan, Gopinatln Rao, 'Elements of Hindu Iconographv Pt II Vol I, Appendix A
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The terminology of the paits of the Vastumandala, is given now according to

Vastu-sastra

A The hncs (siVra) of the Vastupurusainaudala

Brhat SamhitA,

Ch hll
Utpala’s comnien

tar>

Sutra {cord,

line) *

Prak sutra

I dak sutra

aiadh\a sutra

Kama sutra

Sira* (any tn
buiar vessel,
ner\ e, \ ein)

A-nusira

Natji (vein any
tubular vessel)

Vam5a*
(beam, back
bone)

Sfahavaniba

Anu \ amsa
Ordhva vamga

Rajju (cord)

Kona rajju

Ihe 10 lines

which are drawn
from C "W, and
S N in a site of
81 squares

Com (6<5)

The 2 Vamsis
are the inaiu
diagonals i e
lines drawn from
tne 'ingles, Roga
Vd} u Pita'S

Agni Com (57)

U
Kana§i\agani
dev apaddliati,

Ch XXVII

the Srurns arc

the Sirls of the
Vastupurusa (62)

IS known ns
Drdlu a v aiiiSn

(61)

is known as
Par5\ a \ aipSa

(62)

Siras in a Vastu
of 81 pirtitions

(60)

III

Sam irlnRam
sntrndlrira,

Ui MI

arc Mahavnrpsis
(27)

are the
Kona rajjus

(61)

The four ‘lesser’

diagonals, (61)

and Com (57)

this name is
gner to the
Prak sutra

(61)

Koni rajjuss

Vamsa (61)

Sira =ls 1^1

2 diaronalb
the

(25)

The 8 lesser dn
gonah

,
XI 24

(37)

Tlie ortliorontls
lumus lUc Mah’t
\ alphas (27)

Ihe border nnd
middle lines

The lesser dn
gonals (2S)

IV
Vastu VhU 7

Ch VI

sides (n i<)l) And
dint^onnls (njju)
nre Sutras (13)

^ilpanttn,
Ui XIII

middle line m
the I W dirtc
turn IS cilUd
Crllimvarcl hi
dm oml S \\

N T ,
^I'lnna

sutrT
, X \\ -S r ,

JivabQtra (5-0)

2 iln^ornlH tn n
04 squares site

from ctirncr ti»

cornL.r arc tailed
Sirts (25-2b)

N arc 10 ti«t
and 10 south
wirds in Iht
V istu of SI

''quarcs ( 10)
in G4 squares
Mtc the hues
running cast
wards and north
wards nrt tilled
Vaip^^as (25-26)

lesser dngon \ls

m a 04 squartH
(25-20)site

lesser dngon \ls

in 'll! 81 squares
site (10)

fsamc as

V ibtn \ id\ a]

(17)

in 81 squares
V«s u 10 lines

fac ng T and 10

lines fating S
(2)

[same ns
\ iNtuVidva]

(H)

at the sides of

the Sitas (17)

(dngonils) on
cither side of

the Kamas
(2)

' ‘
I i

*Note the interchange of names of orthogonal and diagonal lines (Sini or Xadi and Vain>a) in the
different texts ^
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B The inteisecUons of the lines tn the Vastupurusamandala

Parama^ayika 81 Padas (squares)

Name of
intersection

Atimarma

Maliamarma

Jlamn

Upamimia

Rajjuinarnia

Lpamannlnta

Sandhi

Annsandhi

I/angala

Br S ,hU 62

concurrence
of diagonals
9 m number

measures
pada

Vastu\id>a, VI 5 17

conjunction of 4 dia-

gonals and 4 orthogo-
nals at the corners of
Brahmasthana

meeting places of 20
orthogonals and 10 dia

gonals , 36 junctions
of 3 lines which nt the
conjunctions appear os

6 lines

conjunction of 2 ortho
gonals 6 in each qiiar

ter altogether 24

conjunction of 2 dia-

gonals which appear
as 4 at the conjunc
tions

In comers of Vistu

,

conjunction of 3 lines

(2 orthogonals, I dia

gonal)
the conjunction of 2
diagonals (is not
a\ oided)

8 conjunctions of 5
lines (in the borders)

Man^uka 64 Padas (squares)
I II III

Saraarangana
sutradhara,
XII 28 32

G great (mahu)
mannas Pace,
heart, na^eI,
head, breasts

(Xin 6)

concurrence
orthogonals
diagonals

of
and

conjunction m
the middle of

padas (square*,)

conjunction of
orthogonals

,
its

measure I Bal
ugra (tip of hnir)

conjunction of
aligns Us mca
sure Yi Bal
ugra

Silparatna,

XIII 2 10

where 8 lines

orthogonals &
diagonals
meet at tlie

corners of
Brahma

cf VV

cf V.V

Vastmidjd, VI
25 28

conjunction in
head (I5a), face,
navel (Brahma),
2 breasts (Arya
ka and Mahf
dhara), heart
(Brahma)
conjunction of
lines (orthogo-
nals and diago
nals)

cf SS

conjunction of
3 lines m the 4
quarters

conjunction of 2
lesser diagonals

C Proportwnate 'Width of hues and intersections

Brhat Saiphitil Samaraiiganasutradhara

Width of In n plan of 81 squares In a plan of 64 squares

Diagonal 1/24 pada mam diagonal 1/lG pada
lesser diagonal 1/12 pada

Orthogonal (Madlij a 1/16 pada Border and middle lines
sutras, in V V

)

I/IO, the other orthogo
nals 1/8 pada

Marraa 1/8 pada
Sandhi 1 Balugra
Sandhis of 'angas* Y Balugra

i

vn‘:tu\id>'t, VI 25-26

In a plan of 6*1, 81, 100

squares

1/16, 1/12, 1/8 pada

While the position of the mam diagonals is necessarily always one and the
same, from the north-east to the south-west and from the south-east to tlie north-
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west there are differences in the number and position of the lesser dngonak As

a rule they are drawn in the squaic of 81 compartments, across the third and sixth

compaitment on each side ,
altogether foui lesser diagon ils arc thus ( nu n, or che

in later texts {^Saniaranganasiitradhara\ XI 2G-29) eight diagona s arc drawn

In the 64 compartments only 4 of the lesser diagonals aic diauii { VastUMdya ,

VI 25-26)

The ^Brhat Samhita’, LII 63, gives the names of the divinities ^^ho occupy

the squares m the border of the mandah which ire connected by tlie diaeonnis

They extend fiom Vitatba to gosa, Muhhya to Bhrsi, Jayauta to Bhrngaraj i and

Aditi to Sugriva (Figure on p 32) Tixc text docs not say ‘which of the two

corners of the respective squares, on the bordei line, these oblique lines conneet,

if It is assumed that the lines are drawn from the meeting of each of the four sides

with the third perpendicular on eacli side, including the bo^'der hue, the rule holds

good for the mandala of 64 and of 81 squares The ‘Briut Sunhiti’ gnes no

special indications concerning tlie square of 64 compartments If lioveicr, the

meeting points of each fourth perpendicular line with the icspecli^c side line are

the points of departure of the diagonals, the names of l!ic dn inities must be different

in the mandala of 64 squares This is so in tlie ^Vilstiuidvl* wlicre tlie names of

the divinities are given through whose plots the lines piss from thc^dth point of

junction on each side They aie Brhatksati to Vanina, Blnllata Adit\a, Indn
to Yama, and Candra to Puspadanta

A widely used manual, the ‘Visvakaranvidylprakl^' P (83-85) explaining the

mandala of 64 squares, enumerates the senes of oblique lines from Vitatln to

Sosa, etc
, and supports the statement of Vnralnmihir i The difference is tint in

the texts where the hues are to be drawn fiom the Uind point of juncture, the
crossing of the diagonals is nearer to the centre thin when the oblique lines are
drawn from the fourth point of juncture, on each outline The 9 specialh
vulnerable points (atimarma) of the 'Brhat Samlntl^ fall into the Bnhnnstlilna
and immediately around it

If the corners of the Brahniastlnna are 'mahrunarma^ the diagonals would
have to be drawn from the crossing of the 3rd perpendicul ir and the outline, in the
square of 64 parts, and from the crossing of the 4th pupendicular md the outline
m the square of 81 parts If this is the meaning, the ludiciUons of the 'Brhat
Mmhita mean In a square of 64 parts the diagonals line to be drawn from
the crossing of the third line (perpendicular) with the side line In i square of
81 parts, the diagonals have to be drawn from the crossing of tlic fourth perpendi-
cular Ime with the side line The names of the plots of the dn unties remain tlie
same, but the opposite corners are referred to in each case, the one nearer to tlic
coiner in the mandala of 64 squaies, the one away from the corner in that of
81 plots

of
^ drawn at a distance of tlic dnsjonal

TS>f ol
»
*^^4 of small squares in the 8i plot

, JISO‘\, 1 c , p
the two^TOefof^nknt t I’®"’’;''"’

stirtmfr points of the dincromls, jn

the oomS Lmrt frp
VastuvKlj i> I c , Nvhcrc the 4th crossinij from the corners. )Stne point of departure of the diagonals, m the mandala of 64 and of Si squares
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\

These complexities brought about by the alternate use of the mandalas of 64
and 81 squares, are increased by the reference of the Marmas to the ‘body’ of the

Vastupurusa They are said to be the head, face, heart, etc of the Vastupunisa
in the plan of 64 squares The ‘Vastu-Vidya’ gives the names of the divinities

where his head, face, etc ,
come to lie This distributes the Mahamarmas between

the North-East and the Centre and not around the Centre, as the Vastupurusa
should lie with his head in the East in the mandala of 64 squares Yet the texts

quoted put his head in the North-East, a position which the Vastupurusa should

occup3^ in a square of 81 parts These various assimilations and combinations

however are unanimous in their intention It aims at linking up the building and
the plan in which is laid out its meaning The building draws its power from the

Vastupurusa who lies at its base and converts, by his name and presence the Plan

of Existence (vastumandala) into the shape of the Punisa, in whose likeness the

temple is set up

‘Agnipurana’, ch LXI ii, etc ,
the Prasada asPurusa ,

‘Vj^nusamhita’, XHI 60-70.

see also Parts V and VIII
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Willie the Vastuinanclah is laid out In the subdumon of the tot il ‘qii irc, the

temple uith its parts has its iiK.uuug displajcd in the opposite dntction, from the

Centie of the square, the Garbhagrha, tou irds its perimeter 1 lie \ i* turn nid *1 1

IS a prognostication, a forecast and 'tonic* of the contcnlj v hu h v iH be bunt up

in the temple, it is in a literal sense, its piogrtinnic 1 hi* nnpn iin

identity of the actinl plan of the temple, vith the m md d i Iht leiinl and

indefinitely varied temple plans ln\c in the Vastunnnd ila i proloUpc, it ynes

the widest margin to their possibihiie*^ The l\\o generdU leecpled

mandalas, of G4 and 81 squares on the othei liand nc not the oah * iMctics of

their kind, but aie part of an arithmetic il senes of ‘12 plan It pro»re*'es froni

a plan of one square to one with 1021 squire subdnisions, lint i* Invui" i nde

length of 32 units The mimber 32 is h Uf of bl and it n 1 ^
,

it belongs to the

senes of 'opposites in balance*, to a progression beginning witli the simple squire

of the Prtluvmiandala
,
which is again rcsoUed in c\er\ one of the 12 t\pes m

the Brahmastliana, in the middle with its 1 oi squires iionnd the eentnl point

or m one central and onl} square TInrt\ tvo is the number the VkIw
devatas, arrived at by a subdivision of the herder of the squ ire

Each of the 32 plans Ins its name Mandalis 3, ‘2, J ind 7. R, 0 ha\c cieh

their significance, the others arc constructed is reductions b% unlo/\ or as

amplifications of these si\ plans

The first plan, called Sal ala (eommensurable) consists of one squire (pacia)

onlj It IS ordained for hermits (iati) as ‘^cat (eistlri) or the pne^l to*- iinl iru'

a great, devouring fire for sacrifices to the Father to the nnmort d*', md so on,

and for worship of the Guru
, Sure a, Yam i, Vnriun and Som i ire si »tioned in the

East, South, West and North along the cord (v Inch delimits the plot
, 'M i\ aunt \\

VII 22) This fust t3 pe of planned, comincnsiii ible plot does not ‘'Cern to ln\e
been destined as site of a temple It was m enclosure round the s icnficnl fire

Of all the texts, the account of the ‘M'W'im'U'i’, \ II i ^2, is the fwUc't uwl most Uieid
It IS followed here The complete senes of t\p^,s is not tcI iio\ k<ked e\cr\i h< -c lit
32 mandalas are ‘ isanas’ or scats of different l\pcs, of di\init\ TItc\ cor^c^ ^xind m number
to the 32 ‘asanas* of Yo^a pnclice The ‘STiinr'inr niTsutr III 52, coil'll kr*' tic
rnandala of nine squares as the first

, or the one of 16 stjuitLS (XII r) the lirts nil tha‘
of 1,000 squares as the last (XII ic and III 52) The ‘Hrhit STipInl i* dots nOi trtit un
other plan besides those of 64 and Si squares Ihc nil h’lUnCif nnn* rues sp^ci il importnnct,
to the 7x7 plan, etc

The plan of 16 squares is inndc to necommodnte 25 du Bnhini in the centre in
4 squares, surrounded by S intcnnl and r 6 c\temnl dnmitics, \ condensation of the Inxoul of
the plan of 64 squares In the senes of phns, the tth, the one of 16 ^oinrts, is the firvt to
show separately the central position of Brahiiri The *Ai mpur'un*, ch \CIII "s "S pre^-
enbes the Vastu of a countjy (desavistu) as of 3,*too -qinrcs (pada) , there the IIrah inasthma
has 64 squares The highest number of squares m a Vlstu is guen as 20,000Some of the later compilations, as for instance, the ‘SilparalnV, M 25. are more cirtuni
stantial

, moreover, this text states that Bnhinl has his station there , cf ‘M’masara*, \ II 50
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It IS more hkeh" that no Iiut uas onginall}^ built on the Sakala plot to enshrine the

fire uhich is described as gieat and devouring However, lesser fires might have
been kindled for similar pm-poses, b3’’ heimits in the huts in which they also dwelt,

or in canopied paMlions, supported on posts and without walls, open on the sides

The Sakala plan is thht of a sacred square field, an ‘agni ksetra’
, it is complete

though without anj structure The next plot, called Pecaka, consists of four equal
parts, 4 iyp^s of cmI spiiits, Pisacas, Bhutas, Grahas with their poison, and
Raksasas should be worshipped tlieie With its homage should be joined the
nles winch belong to the plot of {^iva uninanifest (niskala) and manifest (sakala)

according to correct procedure, as picsenbed, by those wdio know^ the lailes (ib 23)
The first plot, thougli without parts, is Sakala, complete in itself In the

second tjpe, four kinds of evil spnits aie fenced in, for appeasement or wwship
With this purpose is combined the worship of Siva, on the same field Here Siva
in Ins commensurable aspect (sakala) co\ers the extent of tlie plots of the Bhutas,
etc

,
of tlic e\il ones, comprehending the foin

, and at the sime time his rites are

performed there to Sna without attributes and qualities and non-manifest (niskala)

This second t\ pc of the sacred field is also without a temple
In the third t3 pe of plan, the Pitliaplda of nine squares, the central square is

occupied b3 Prthni, and the 4 Vedas sliould be worslnpped in the 4 directions

(lb ,
cf *Silpiratna\ VI 2G) snrioundcd on all sides b3’' the rcspcctue divinities

This plan is m amplified Prthj\innndala, besides, in its construction it is parallel

to those of the plan of a liiglicr order Hcic it is Prtlini, the earth, who holds the

central square “the mcisurc (ml) is this tcncstrnl world“ (S B Ylll 3 3 5)

—

and not Brahml, the embodiment of Brahinaii, the Supicme Piinciple In this,

the Pithaplda is unique among those pi ms whicli liave a central plot The tw^o

first plans ire uitliout it Thc}^ seem to begin the list of plans, as predccessois

to pi inncd building

The fenced o(T square is a sacred prceinct, a 'tcmpluiu* in which the potency
of the Principle is held 1)3 being defined within limits The possibilit}’’ of seinng
it b3 drawing limits gi\cs to tlic first plot, its name ‘sakala*, commensurable
The second t3 pe of plan, also commcnsui iblc, consists of four parts, full of different

potentialities of deca}^ liaunling, sunnal and eMl Thc\ aie joint with and
submerged in the Siva Principle vhich co\ers them along with its own commensur-
able aspect That makes tlic Pccaki j>lot the 'couch* on winch evil is spread out,

within borders wliicli arc also those of the Supreme Principle, thought of as

commensurable (sakala) For this rca*'On tlie ‘Agnipurln i*, ch CCCV 14, speaks
of Sna being manifested in a quadrangle (catvara) All tins refers to ntes and
worship in an ‘enclosure’, a fenced off square witliout any kind of building on it

”

One should go on adding one squaic to the two adjacent sides (*M n^amata*,

VII 29) and b3 gnoinonic mcicase, dome each subsequent plan from the preceding

As represented for inslnncc in STincI, Hast Torana
,
second panel on the inner face of

ilic left pillar

’’It appears almost as if the clnhoration of the Vlslupuru^annjHlala were due to Saiva
acliMt\ Tins vonld be confirmed h\ statements hie that of Bnhmasambhii (muldlc tenth
cenlur\) tint Vlstn whose both is \ isin is spolcn of in Vlslu slstras and in Sam aeanns
(IP III ch XX\ I Q't f ) Vaisna\a texts, like the 'Ilajabir^apaficarltra^ or the ‘Mahl
hapilipaficarltra* represent tlie identical theme in its general and in tins case, Vai^nnva validit\
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Those of even numbers should be treated according to the Manduka plan of

64 squares and those of an uneven number of squares should be laid out in

accordance with the Paramasayika plan of 81 squares These two plans, once

more are called ‘sakala’ and ‘niskala’^®^ which would mean that in either of them,

the Supreme Principle should be worshipped beyond manifestation as well as in

manifestation, in a temple, symbol or image (mtirti)

, The 7th plan is of great importance in the ‘Vaikhanasagama’ and other South

Indian texts The Sthandila of 49 squares has Brahma in the centre, surrounded

by a triple enclosure The border around the one square of Brahma is held by the

gods, m 8 squares, the next border of 16 squares is assigned to men and the

outermost border of 24 squares is occupied by Pisacas, the goblins This triple

enclosure comprising the seven times seven squares (cf S B X 2 3 1 ,
the Agni

gf 7 Punisas) and the progression of squares from the 1 m the centre to 8 to 16
to 24 IS prescribed for the immovable image of divinity (dhruvarca) (Fig A)
The triple world in its hierarchy of gods, men and ghosts ensconces Brahma

(Fig A) This scheme is also extended to diagrams of more squares than the
Sthandila (Fig B) It lies at the root of the Prakaras, the numerous enclosures
of South Indian temples The division of the ‘plan’ in zones around the

'Agnipurana*, XCIII, 30 , or else one should worship the entire Vastu Here the
entirety of the Vastu is contrasted with its several parts occupied by the various gods ‘Sahala*
as an attnbute of the one 'pada' mandala also indicates that it is a complete Vastu, despite
the absence of the additional squares

‘Vaikhanasagama’, ch X
102

^ division of each, heaven, earth and the lower region is given in detail in the
‘Vi§nupur^a*, H, chapters IX-VII

^be Garbhalaya of 256 squares is similarly laid out with three borders of gods, men
I^isacas ‘VaikhSnasagama* X (Fig B) The Brahmasthana here occupies 16 squares,

the gods and men are accommodated within the Vastumandala, the Pisacas are relegated to the
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Brahinastlnua, and assigned to gods, men and demons respective!}?', according to

tlieir distance from the centre, diffeis from tlie Vaslumandala on which the 45
Vedic gods dwell There, two belts suriound the Brahmasthana, the one of the
‘internal divinities’, the other of the Padadevatas and the extent of the plots

occupied b} each divinity is variable and consequent!} also the patteim of the plan

,

here howe\er the three classes of beings arc assigned their residence wnthin
unchangeable limits Two different methods of concentration (dharana) and of site

planning, two different traditions arc icpicscnted in the Vastumandalas of 64 and
81 squares on the one liand, of 49 squ ires, etc

, on the otliei The latter bears no
direct relation to the legend of the Vlstupurusa

He IS not ‘embodied’ in this kind of mandala It is not occupied by 32
dninitics of the border togclhei with the 12 divinities of the interior, surrounding
Brahml in the Centre, the 4j Vcdic gods do not dwell in the type of mandala
gnen in Figs A and B In this *?chcnic 'another tradition based on the enclosures
and their number has consolidated into the plan of the temple

oittcmiost border (Hq The innrc (sittjnr or bmp) is not pheed in border IV The
‘Kninil apama’, XXI^, i-2 dovn the «^*nnc schenic It holds poods for sites of 'villapcs*

etc of loo, Sr, or /,9 sqinrcs thotipli willi consider ible reservations (ib o-io) in winch a

roinpronnsc is arrived nl of the sjttntion of the eeds in the PiCica border, or of the dwellings

of the castes, in the parts of j ods and men
In the Sthnruhla plan, the side length is 7 units and the nunibcr of squares is 40, the

central viuarc is for Brahrnl, the 7one around it has S squares and is assigned to the gods,

the border around it Ins 16 squares and is assigned to men, and the outermost border of

24 <quarcs to the Pj'vicas The special significance of tins dislnlnition within the square of

7 is (hat it forms a geometrical progression based on tlic number S winch belongs to the

Afandula mandala TJic Padmagarbhn plan has no such niimcncal corres])ondcnccs Cf

‘MnnslraS MI 20-21 , IX ^78-180
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VARIOUS CLOSED POLYGONS AS SHAPES OF THE VaSTUMANDALA

Fiom the piling of the circular Garliapatya (.s'lllflvarya) hearth equal in area

to the square of a fathom whose centie the Aliai iiiiva altar had occupied, the

construction of a circle equal in area to a square Had been earned out in eaer

renewed practice The earlier texts on V'lstus'isti a do not record circular Vastus

,

Utpala, the tenth century commentator of the ‘Brhat Sainhifi’ desenbes in detail

the construction of circular sites and also of polygonal shapes of 6, 8 and 30 sides,

as well as of three sided Vastus, and of buildings. Milages and to%\ns laid out

according to these plans This appears a development around the principal

Vastu, which is and must remain square, a sacred precinct in inj of the varied

tjrpes of plans This view is held by the ‘Agnipurlna’ (ch XCIII 40) "In the

middle of the six sided, three sided, and circular plan, should be the square” In

the transfer and application of the division of the square, to that of other closed

polygons and to the circle, the activity of the pnnciple is seen at uork, whereas

in the 'Agnipurana’ its immutabilit}'- is si mboliscd b}' the presen ition of the

shape itself of the square in the ver}' centre of each of the closed poh gons

Utpala adds Meru is six-sided and Samudga round (Bj* Snin
, comm on LII 56) and

refers to Varahainihira's cli LV 20, ulicrc these buddinjrs arc dc^^cribcd The
‘Samaranganasutradhara*, similarly speaks of the circular A *istu of 6t, and 100 parts, used

m circular shnnes (XII 13 f) It has four enclosures and tlic di\initics arc dislnlnitcd as *n

the corresponding square types of Vastu ch XII 20 deals nith pol>goml t>pcs of VIstu of

3, 6, 8 and 16 sides

The side (asra) m the ‘Bj-hat Saipluta* belongs i) to the mil of the Prisula, and 2) to its

central buttress (bhadra
,
Ft VII) , a square plan uith projections on three of ''Uics results ,

the fourth side is the Tagade^ of the temple with the entrance and porch and is scparatcU dealt
with (Part VII)

The building site, apart from the possibilitj of a con\ersion of its s jinrc surface into a
circular one of equal area, is >et in another my connected with the circle \ great serpent
(naga) moves encircling every site b> its mo\emcnt in the course of a \car V hatcher the
name of the Pannaga, it is a manifestation of Ananta or Sc^a, the Endlc'^s (=Amnta), the
Remainder (=Se§a), -which encircles in the perpetuity of its movement, and also supports on
its head, the earth and the entire manifest world On its coils Vi?nu sleeps, in the intervals
between the Kalpas, when every thmg else has withdrawn and no other form oMsts Uncoiled
and proceeding in a circle, it moves from the East, to the South, West and North in the
course of a year When its head is in the East, its tail is in the South, its body covers the
North-East, North, West and South Head and tail do not touch The head of the Niga
moves one degree evety da> (Wastuv id>a* VII 2-6) The Vlstupuru§a also is said to move
His feet lie in that Rasi (Zodiacal sign) where the sun stands and his head is on the seventh
Zodiacal sign from the Rasi (Wastuvidya* VII 6) Pollouing tlic sun, as the months advance
the Vastupurusa moves According to Jyoh§a Slstra, he lies with Iiis head m the East during
three months, m Virgo, Eibra and Scorpion and then moves to the South, etc The solar Zodiac
how^ever is not inscribed in, the Vastupuru§amandala as given on p 32

The Vastupurusa who is one, thus appears 111 several positions of which the main are the
8 yonis , they are the Vastupurusa at the S directions, or the S Vastupurusas (Utpala’s comm ,

Br Samh
,
ch EH, 73)

The spatial order of the 8 directions simultaneously denotes a temporal order , the V*lstu
IS the time piece for determining the proper building season This rotating Vlstu is called
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VVRIOUS CLOSED POLYGONS AS SHAPES OE THE VASTUMANDALA

The square Vastupurusaniandala, it has been shown, faces the four directions

Its borders are occupied by the 8 regents of the cardinal and of the intermediate

points At the same time this square diagram of the earth, ordered by time, in

its extent, coincides in the niandala, with the Ecliptic, in its border' are

accommodated the planets and the stais, and the movements of sun and moon
The Vastninandala is the place of manifestation, it shows the order that rules

o\er it, cyclical time on earth, is occupied m its entire extent, by the Vastnpurusa
The Vastnmandala indeed, is the Vlstnpurusa His coming to earth and his

identit3
'' are described in scieral \crsions, in all of them, the whole square field

IS the Vastupumsa whose bod\ is one with the presence and actions of the 45 Vedic
gods, stationed in the Vristupumsaniandala, wdiich is their yantra, the means of

realising and the s\ mbol of cosmic order on earth , its centre is the Brahmasthana,
and its superstructure is the temple

Can\'istti ind is distinniislictl from tlie Stliin \lstu, whose position is fi\cd (‘Vlstiividluna’,

X 15) Ills licnd is said to lie ah'a\s in the North East

The connection of the Vistu v itli the ceaseless circular motion of the sclent shows ordered

extension clasjK-d bj the time \ orld, and carried in its movement 1 or all permanent work

(sthiriUrja) the Sthiravlstu is to be worshipped, and for all impermanent work* jcaraklrja)

such as the habitations of man, or the scttiiip up of a liiiga made of claj, the Cnrav istu should

be worshipped (ib 16) Temples arc meant to last and arc always built on the Stliiravfistu

G3
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PTAN AND SUPKRNAT. MAN
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40<:it)4W Ki^A<^{<^ riH^ II

“Om, I bow to the holy Vastupunisa of great strength and %alour

Whose body rests tinder all dwellings, Son of Brahma,
Upholder of the entire Universe,

Whose head is placed to canj^ the burden of the earth.

Who makes all sites [receptacles of] his presence,

The towns and cities, temples
[
md pahces], houses, t inks and wells,

Who assures all kinds of fulhlment,

Of gracious appearance,

Support of the Cosmos,
Supreme Purusa,
Granter of boons to India,

Lord of dwellings, Obeisance

‘ Pauranikat astusantipraj oga’
,
Fol 23



Ill

PLAN AND SUPERNAl MAN

^phe Vastupurusamandala is the magic diagram (yantra) and the form (rupa) of
X the Vastupurusa (‘Vastuvidliana’ of Narada, VIII 26-32) It is his body
(sarira) and a bodity device (sarira yantra) by which those who have the requisite

knowledge attain the best results in temple building It is laid out in tabular
notation as man and site (naraprastara, \astuprastara, ib

, 29)

In the Purusa, Supernal man, the Supreme Principle is beheld Beyond form
and non-contingent, it is be3^ond description It is known by intellectual intuition

as residing in man, the microcosm, and in the universe, the macrocosm Either
is its place of manifestation Man and Universe are equivalent in this their

indwelling centre Of this equivalence the Purusa is an image In the Purusa,
the relation of the Supreme Principle (Brahman) and of manifestation is seen as

coterminous The Supreme Pnnciple in this aspect is called Purusa because it

reposes or dwells in Integral or Supenial man as if in a cit}^ (Purusali = puii-sa3^ah

or pun-sadah
,
Yaska, ‘Niriikta*, I 13, II 3) The cit3 is drawn as a 5^antra, a

deduce in which is bound and situated the Supreme Principle It is a plan of its

manifestation and as such it is also the bod3»' of the Purusa, itself without substance
It is the site indw^elt, and pervaded b3" the Purusa Any place where this body
lies down, wdiere this plan is laid out by those ivho know it, exemplifies the

presence of the Purusa and is its 'bhiimi*, tlie ground on wdiich it rests ^ By its

impress that piece of land, freed of all associations acts as primordial,

undifferentiated substance (Prakrti)

‘‘He IS praised as Vastubrahma wdio is made first by Viraj^* (‘Vastuvidhnna\
VIII 14) “Purusa alone is tins entire world, both past and future From him
was bom Viraj, and from Viraj w^as born Purusa” (RV X 90 6)

^ Viraj is

cosmic Intelligence ruling over universal manifestation m its integrity under which
IS seen the actnuty of the Purusa, wdio Inraself is actionless, Viraj is the conditioned

Principle, issued or bom from tlie Purusa, the original impulse towards universal

manifestation and refers back to Him, the knowdedge of His presence is derived
from His appearance as participator and diiector of the performance, the ‘bhumi’

^ Bhumi js tbe support on winch arc established all beings and things (Sayana, on ‘TiiU
Ar*ni 7 i)

* Trans W Norman Brown
,
‘The sources and nature of Puru§i in the Puru^asukta’,

JAOS, vol 51, p 116
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THE HINDU TEMPLE

IS the stage On it the directing, universal intelligence, has the form of Vastu-

Brahma, It enters and fills the Vastu, the site or stage of the building activity

of man ‘

The play of manifestation is not a passion play, the sacrifice in which the

Purusa IS the offering is performed on the ‘bhumi’ “With the sacrifice the gods

sacrificed to the sacrifice” (RV X 90 IG) Part by part the Purusa sacnficcs

himself into existence, the gods are bom from him, from his mind the moon, from

his eye the sun, from his mouth the fire, from his breath the air and from Ins feet tlie

earth His being is given up to them and spent in them as far as he enters into

manifestation ,
in as far as he is an active part of this all offered sacrifice of himself

he is called Prajapati, lord of progeny {praja), totality of existence Pie spends

himself in an ever renewed, ever proceeding sacrifice by vhicii the universe

subsists It takes place in time, time fathers it, is one with Prajapati (the year,

SB VII 1 2 11) and by his own saciifice outlasts death, the principle of all form,

of all that has definition and thus is finite
‘

agni-prajapati and VaSTUPURUSA

Prajapati is offered up anew in everj' sacrifice, and inasmuch as the very

dismemberment of the Lord of creatures which took place at that archetypal

sacrifice, was in itself the creation of the universe, so everj sacrifice is also a

repetition of that first creative act' The Yajamana, the sacnficer, who is the

performer or patron of the sacrifice, by performing it becomes identified with
Prajapati by building up his body,—the altar,—^just as the gods had done in the

beginning when they restored Prajapati, exhausted in creation

As they had done in the beginning, so is required a new and ever renewed
sacrifice to build up the body of the Lord of creatures exhausted and dismembered
by his sacrifice, and by the sacrifice renew' the body, restore the Lord of creatures

* Vairaja Punija or Pradhana Purusa is the non conditioned, Supreme Principle in its

contingent aspect, in the macrocosm and microcosm
, V'lstii Prahm’i stands here in amlogicnl

relation to Viraj as Virajjo Purusa In the 'SuinrhicaiuMilrndirin’, II j, Visnlnrm'i savs,
Brahma created first Vastubrahma and then all the worlds ** The principle which regulates

extension is pnor to extension The world is laid out in coiiformila with the principle Ihis
is shown in the ritual diagram of architecture and in the building of the temple, which is a
likeness, on a proportionate scale, of the world and leads bcaond it

S B X 4 2 2 “Prajapati, the year has created all living beings and things, gods and
men , having created all he felt like one emptied out and was afraid of death” S B X264 (end) “Beyond the year lies the immortal ” SB X 4 3 3 “The gods were afraid
of this Prajapati, the year. Death, the ender ” S B X 4 3 8 “Prajlpati then epoke
Lay ye down 360 enclosing stones and world filling (lokarappin'i) [bncls], Hy sc down
10 8m and ye will be laying down all my forms and will become immortal ” 10 800=360x30
(muhurtas m the j ear , one muhiirta is 48 minutes) = 1 35 x 80 (the amount of So of \ Inch the
3 Vedas consist, the sum total of kmow-ledge and existence) "The sclf-oflcrcr knows This nn
body IS fomed by those parts (anga) of the sacrifice (SB XI 2 6 13) , this inv new bods
IS procured thereby ” ji > ^ j

‘ SBE vol 2GL,ni Introduction
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AGNI-PR^JAPATI \NX> VASTUPURUSA

and keep up the"*unbroken sequence of an ever renewed universe in the analogy
of the 3^ear that spends itself in its productiveness and out of its death arises anew
In building up the sacrificial body, the altar, the sacnficer in so doing becomes the

very altar itself, he builds for himself a sacrificial body and by doing so he is

beyond time and death
®

He builds up the altai in the likeness of the Universe and in accordance with
his measure (\^^ama) B3" tins link it is his, a transformed, sacrificial body
(S B I 2 5 14, Ap S S XVI 17 8)

^ Built into it at the same time is another
measure, that of time Measure is expressed by number As many seasons as

, theie are in the 3^ear, so man3^ la3^ers has the altar, and further, the total number
of the surrounding bricks of the requisite altars is 360 By number the year is

built into the altar and is its substance This is reinfoiced with grosser identities,

the sacrificial victim, mau and his successive substitutes (8 B I 2 3 6-7), horse,

bull, ram, and the goat, mingled in the mortar, their heads originally having
been placed in the first laj^er of the altar® ,

built into, and one with the substance

of the altar, the sacnficer, as victim is his transformed self in the symbol of the

golden man immured in the altar In gold, purest of all substances, man (purusa)

the sacnficer, is one with the Purusa
,
their conjoint effigy, the golden figure, is

sacnficial man, S3unbolical, without arms, the arms are tlie sacrificial spoons laid

down on either side of the golden man Were arms made, this would be
redundant

’

The sacnficer puts down the golden man, laying him on his back (uttana)

He la3^s him down with his head touards the East, for (with the head) towards the

East this Agni (the Fire altar) is built up (6 B VII 4 1, 15 , 18)

The Fire altai is onented towards the East, the direction of the sunrise, the

ever neu beginning It is piled up, a square to start with, facing the four regions

and the one above The3^ are bodity paits of Prajapati, the 3^ear The altar is

built of bricks The3^arc Agm’s limbs, his joints (6 B VI 1 2 31) Similarly,

the area betueen the Ahavanf3m and Garhapat3M altar has two ‘spines’ (8 B VII
1 2 14), the middle lines fioni East to West (the praci which is the ‘prsthya’,

8 B III 5 19) and tlie other from South to North When Agni is laid down
as the Garhap'it3m hearth, the four bricks in the middle, are the body Two at

the back are added these aie the thighs and two in front, the arms, where the

bod3’' is that (includes) the head (8 B VII 1 1 18)

Agni, the sacrificial fire and the place where it is lighted are one The altar

* S B VUl 5 2 16 “Tins then, is, as it were, an ascent away from here , but this earth

IS the foundation “

’"Let the altar mcasuie a fathom (\^lma) across on the western side That namelj is

the size of man and the altar should be of man’s size
”

*Tait Samh’, V 2 5 i "With
man’s measure he metes out , man is commensurates wath the sacrifice

’*

VII 5 2 I

® S B Vn 4 I 45 , 'Taitt Saiph * V 2 8

'Katjayana Srauta Sutra’, XVII 4 10 The sacnficer is to lie dowm so as to cover the

gold man , this nte of identificatiin is allusive by its performance as the gold man is b3 its form
“ They aie five in number

,
the 4 regions and the upward (S B VI i 2 19)

With reference to man, the microcosm, and his body, the several classes of bricks laid

down in the layers of the Agni, are explained in S B VII 5 i 35 Svaj amatrnnl, the

lower immanent breaths , the Dviyajus, the hip , the Retahsic bricks, the ribs , the Visvajyotis

18
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with Its stiucture, with its fire, is called Agni Its function is to carrj^ up the

sacrifice, so that it reaches its destination beyond time and death Tlie Fire is

the actual performer of the sacrifice in which it is assisted by tlie sacnficcr, his

sacrificial self is one in nature with the buniing flame, it^ consumes the lower

self of the sacrificial victim ,
Agni is the sacrifice of the Yajamlna, and of Prajapati,

the year, of the contingent aspect of the Supreme Principle Agni, whose emblem

IS the flame consumes itself, as sacnficial victim He ‘enlcis’ the five animals,

oi sacrificial victims, man, bull, hoise, ram, he-goat He becomes tliosc fi\e

animals (g B VI 2 1 2-3) The conversion of their natures imbues the brici s

w^hicli form Agm’s limbs and joints

The goat is the last of the sacrificial animals Into it has passed the

sacrificial essence of man from whom it went to the horse, and then to the bull,

and finally to the lie-goat The goat remains the sacrificial animal, the victim for

all others, the animal consumed b} and trcansformcd into Agni It is Agni, who

is sacrificed as animal victim (g B XIII 2 7 ]3, 'Vlj S' XXIII 17)

‘"Agni was an animal They sacrificed him and he gained that world wherein Agni

(ruleth)
,
That shall be thy w^orld, that thou shalt gain” The goat is the animal-

form of Agni, it is produced from Agings licit (g B VII 5 2 3G) This is

Agni’s heat and also that of Prajapati The he-goat me ms Prajapiti Prajlpati,

the finite form of the Purusa, is one w ith Agni and the Fire Altar (g B VI 1 1 *5)

,

and as all-offered, self-offered victim he is one with the goat, which as accepted

offenng, burnt up in its animal nature and\ transmuted substance, is un-bom’ (aja),

uncreate “ It is from there that the gods went to the Godhead, to the summit
(gB VII 6 2 36)

The identification of the sacnficcr and of the act and inatcnal of the sacrifice

with Agni-Prajapati or Purusa manifested, rests on i middle term'* which
comprises the structural altar and the sacnficial \ictim The building of the one
and the transmutation of the othei are the means b}^ which is cancelled the initial

disintegration which is the beginning of the universe Prijapati ha\ing spent
himself and fallen down exhausted, is rc-built The work of architecture is one
of restoration of his bod} T|ie body of Agni-Prajapati is a unuersal symbol
Its images are those of the first and last of sacnficial Mctims, mm and goat,
while bricks, and parts of the victims are embedded in its gross substance, number
and measure constitute the subtle substance of its plan and structure Bj its

number it is a monument to time winch is regulated, bounded and o\crcoinc In
the extent of the Fire altar, time going round is caught, embodied and mastered
m the identity of the sacnficcr and Agni-Prajapati laid out from East to West

breast-bone
, the Rtavya bricks between the shoulders, the ^sldha, the neck, and

the Kurma, the head
Speech is A] a, "uncreate** Speech, the Word is the Veda, Primordial Knowledge,

which IS unborn* a^ eternal The letters of the alphabet are articulate sound and arc the
body of the word The 51 letters of the Sanskrit alphabet arc known to be distnbulcd over
India, as Pifhas of Sakti As signs which stand for articulate nniiift station in ds several
degrees and parts, the letters (of the rh>thmic formulae, mantra) arc inscnbcd 111 ritual diigraras
(y^tra) Re Uie letters inscribed in the Vaslupuru§amandala, see *Samarmganasiitradhlra*
-\1V 32 35 Tantraraja tantra*, *Manoram*i*, comm XXV 8-10

" P Mus, BEFEO XXXrv p 234
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THE SUBTLE BOD\ OI THE PURUS ^ AND ITS PICTURES

The s)mbolism of the Vedic altar, Agm, is continued in the Hindu temple,
in its plan The Vastupurusa of this mandala is indeed Agni-Prajapati It is

drawn on the ground and not piled up No fire bums on it, the temple is set

up on It The image of the Vastupurusa coteiimnous and one with the mandala
is drawn in the likeness of man His head lies in the East, in the mandala of

64 squares, the legs opposite , body and limbs fill the square No bricks are laid

down wdiicli had been identified with the several parts of his body The bricks
were square, now squares are drawm, lines separate and connect those parts and
limbs and are their joints and vital parts These must not be hurt The lines

too (nadi), belong to the anatomy of the subtle body of the Vastupurusa, they are
channels of energj^ as the nerves are and the arteries in the gross body Their
protot5^pes are Prana and Vayu The spine (vamsa) of this Purusa of 64 squares,

is the middle line of the plan of the temple, as it is of the altar

THE SUBTLE BODY OF THE PURUSA AND ITS'PICTURES ,

In the net of this plan the figure of Man is caught, not by its likeness, but by
its proportion and sjmimetr}^ in its parts, the “head** confronting directly the aim
of his being (the East, where the sun, light of consciousness, arises), the feet at the

opposite end, a schematism in which the figure of Man is seen fitted into the square

plan of the extended universe It consists of name and measure Such a picture

or image (pratima) is a workable and not necessanly visible, analogy, not of the

human being but of the order by which it is upheld Its diagrammatic field of

co-ordin ites, intei sections and diagonals is sensitive to interference with its

order and in tins respect it functions like the subtle body of the human being

Such constructions have wide currency in Indian thought where they signify

the universal law" as a w orking entit}?- For the sake of identification and reference,

the whole of it and its parts are placed and named according to the parts and

limbs of the human bod}" Purusa in these ‘images’ is a term of reference It

affords a means of location of the several parts within the whole, and an identi-

fication by transfer of one's own bodil}" frame into the special design as well as

an introduction of that image into the corresponding disposition of one’s own
body The body here means nothing but a place of co-ordinated activity, each

part being the seat of a special function

The reference to the ‘figuie of man’ as a place of co-ordinated function, is

made factually and repeatedly in Brahmanism and Buddhism, in sacred texts and
works of art The ‘Apastamba Srauta Sutra*, XV 15 1 for example prescribes

that a figure of man be laid out composed of the ritual implements of the Pravargya
sacrifice Three cauldrons form the head, the milk buckets the ears, and other

sacrificial instruments and objects are the various parts of the body
Similarl}", the presence of Buddha is referied to in reliefs in Sanci (North

gate, left pillar) and Amaravati by the follow"ing allocation footpiints, at the place

of the feet*", life-tree oi pillar as tiuuk and axis of the bod}^, wheel (cakra), etc ,

as head and sun-shade (chatra) above it

In Amaravati, the throne is added, above the footprints, to this symbol of **total mani

festation** See Coomarasw amy, ‘Elements of Buddhist Iconography*, PI I 2, etc
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The Purusa of the Turusa Sukta’ is the archetypal, all cmbrncinp term, in

its analogy aie drawn the specified Pimi_sas and the cornesponding diagrams of

universal time and situation such as the Atinapurusa who is Duration,^" the Kala-

purusa^' who is Time and whose surface is outlined is tint of man and marked m
its extent by the signs of the Zodiac The Naksatrapunisa*’' correspondingly

contains the signs of the lunar astensms, and other sttir pictures, such as the

Sisumaracalcra this Purusa is related to the VasUipurusa With the star

pictures, the desciiption of the Vastupurusa as support of tlic building lias one

trait m common he is described as l3ong with Ins face turned down, to the ground,

whereas Agni Prajapati of the Vcdic altar lies facing upwards Dhruva, the Pole ^

star, IS described as moving with his head downward round the summit of Sumcru,
as if looking at it If the reconstructed Agni Prajapati faces upward, this con-

notes ‘^an ascent from here’’ (6 B VIII 5 2 16), an aspiration towards and
attainment of the higher region From thcie Dhiina looks down, his face turned
to the earth

‘Vi^nudharmottara’, as quoted by Albcruni, 'India', vol I ch n
'Brhajjataka*, I 4
Brhat Samhita

,
CIV 1-5 , 'Matsya Pur ina’, IfT\^ 7 The Nak^alra Purusa Vrata i**

worship of Narayana lu the ntes of the 'moon vow*, the Candra-vrata, tlie j^Ioon, Lord of
the Nal§atras, is beheld as Purii§a The rite is performed when Candra is joined with the
astemm Mula when his feet are joined with I^Iula, his legs in Rohini, knees in Ab\nn. tiuchs
in the 2 A§adhas, etc ‘Mahabharata*, XIII 172 ^-10

'Matsya Purana*, CXXVII 19-29
lb

, 28-29 cf note 4$
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THE DESCENT OF THE VaSTUPURUSA

A descent, a down going, further and further remote from perfection is the
process of this world-age The initial disintegration from which the uorld has
its beginning is known not only as a dismemberment but also as a descent, or
falling off, from the Supreme Principle and a coming to earth This is told in

the many versions of the story of the coming to earth of the Vastupurusa
In principle, it has its parallel in the falling to earth of the severed limbs of

the dead Sati All over India, wherever a part of her dismembered body fell

Pithas come into existence All of them together represent the wholeness of India
as a sacred land In a map of the sacred geography of India each Pitha would
have to be marked by one of the letters of the alphabet, of which there are 61 in

the Sanskrit alphabet, symbols of lettered sound and of the Word The Vastu-
purusa in his fall, defeated, yet whole, on coming to earth, acquires the shape of

his yantra to which are assigned 16 letters of the alphabet
The ‘Brhat Samhita’ (LII 2-3) narrates Once there was some existing thing

(sattva)"" not defined b}'' name, unknown in its proper form‘d it blocked heaven and
earth , seeing that, the Devas (gods) seized it of a sudden and laid it on the earth
face downwards In the same position as they were when they seized it, the Devas
stayed on it where it lay Brahma made it full of gods and called it Vastupurusa
The commentary adds Brhaspati says In the Krta Yuga there was a Bhuta
‘‘Existence’*, it spread through the 14 worlds i

The gods assaulted the Thing, put it down, and settled on it They came
to live on it for ever, and this twofold Thing, Brahma called Vastupurusa, the
Purusa of Vastu

Cosmogomcally, this is a story of the first appearance of Existence
,
once it is,

it is unprincipled yet all filling for to it nothing save itself seems to exist—whereas
the very fact of its existence is possible only in that there is something outside it

The story of the ongm of Vastupurusa is not unanimously told, see p 77
Sath^a

,
Bhuta

,
these are the two words which desig^nate the Vastupuru‘?a before he

received this name They are translated as '‘Existence’’, (thingness), Sattva becomes Vastu ,

and Vastu, existence, substance, becomes Vastu, a residence and building site

Comm of Utpala "Kimapit> anirdistanama aparijnatas\arupa” Kem, JRAS 187s.

translated ch Till 3 (for LII 3) “being of immortal substance”, and Vastupuru§a as

“duelling house personified” This is not according to the text, or the commentar> the

being (sattva) is nameless and unknown in its very self or proper form
The 14 worlds are the seven lower, and the seven upper regions

, The 7 Patalas beneath

the earth rest on Se§a (Visnu)
, above these are the seven spheres of the earth, the air world,

tlie Heaven w^orld, and the Higher spheres (Bhurloka, Bhuvarloka, Svarloka, Maharloka, Jana-

loka, Tapoloka and Satyaloka (‘Visnupurana’, H, V and VII)

The fall from being into existence (sattva ,
bhuta) ivas a struggle of long duration, one

of many in the war of Devas and Asuras, Titans and Angels, gods and demons The 'Ivlanu-

§yala>avidhi’ (pnnted m Malayalani) tells of the Bhuta filling the extent of the universe with

his bodj during the Treta Yuga According to the other texts how ever the descent took place

alread> at the end of the Krta Yuga, the Golden age
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As Existence goes down, tins ^outside^ is above it, it is the gods
,
and Us oivn place

IS down below them, and its area i^s as large as they can stand on They give it

definition Brahma finally settles it and gives it its name in the acquired shape

from the conflict and its solution
, , ,

The gods had raised Piajapati who had fallen cxlniistcd, having discharged

from himself the entire universe (^5 B I 6 3 35-37, Taiicavimsa Brahman i',

IV 10 1, VI 5 1) But the nameless thing of undefined shape, altogether unknown

m its nature is not procieative, it looms large, swollen bv its power, wliieli in Uie

end IS converted into a base on which the gods have tlieir perennial stand This

IS their work
It IS piescnbed that they have to be strengthened and confirmed in their task

by repeated sacrifices and offerings before a temple is built and even after Vastu-

purusa too must be appeased at cvQry new undertaking in connection with the

building which he will have to carry The pence obtained by Vastu on earth,

with the concurrence of the gods, is a settlement in the beginning This ordinance

however retains its vahdit}^ only by an ever lenewed nte of Vastuslnti In it the

Yajamana, the builder or pation, (kaiaka), in his ultimate aim is brought into

communion with the Vastupunisa The Klrnk'x has been made av arc that he is

one with the Vastu, b}*" different magic signs and warnings felt in his body, prior

to the drawing of the Vastupurusamandala Now, bv the repeated nte of Vastu-
santi he gives peace to the Purusa ** Existence’’, which tins Purusa needs in order

to endure It is communicated to him through the gods on his bodv who are his

surface and outer covering and thiough the builder, by the performance of the
prescribed rites

The ritual lestoration of peace to the Vastupuni'^a is to be performed
recuirently, from the beginnings of any arclutcctur il work The firmness winch
IS so essential a requisite of the building ground, is now pioduccd on the subtle
level of the Vastupurusa It is the stability of Existence being at peace w ith itself

The nte of Vastusanti and the ensuing building activitj^' itself arc acts of liberation
The> are performed by the priest {sUiapaka), the architect (sthapati, kartr) and
the builder (karaka) m collaboration

Neither through the sacrifice nor as the play (lila) of the Supreme Pnnaple
IS the Vastupurusa come into existence and laid down Descent and dichotomy,
fight, defeat and purpose m being defeated so as to sink to the bottom whence
every building activity is to arise, is the function of the Vastupurusa For he
came to earth in the Krta, the perfect age, when there were neither buildings nor
temples, nor images

, then the gods could be seen eve to ev’’e, direct!\ (prat^ aksa)
The story of the ‘Brhat Samhita’ is amplified 'in the^‘Mats\a Parana’ The

Va^u^nti and Vastuhoma, the ntes of appeasement and offennte to the Ylstnpuni§ia
are desenbed in detail, m Usanasivagnnidevapaddhatj' III cli XXVII TISDA Vol IX
PP 102 I

t J f

^Vi§niidharmottara*, Part III ch XCIII i

i.-'-io,
Versions of this account are also riven in the ‘V’lstu-

tla\ acaudnk II 27-2S
, 'Mahlmanu?\ lh% ac<andnkl% Comm

^ the last named version, iSiva-Rudra fights KTda The sweat of

fw produced b> fierv heat (tens) or wrath In tins sense it is also said
that Savitn, the mother of the Veda was born of the sweat of XalPs bod>
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Bhuta, Existence, is said to^l^ born of the sweat of giva who causes (karanatma)
the dual creation (dvaitasrsti) when he fought the demon Andhaka (Blindness)

The cause itself (karaiiarupa) is Tamas, Darkness in which lives the demon
Andhaka ,

it is the qualit}' inherent in the fall from the Pnnciple which Manifest-

tation or the world of duality, implies The fall from the principle is embodied
here in the demon Andhaka, in order to fight it a corresponding tendency is

expelled as sweat from the body of Siva This is the birth of Undefined and
Nameless, the Asura

In some of the later variants of this version, Undefined and Nameless is

described as Asura, full of power and pride Asura, however, is the Supreme
Being, in the Rgveda®^ and is transferred, like the name of Purusa itself to the
Vairaja Purusa and other aspects of the Purusa, and to the manifested Deity, under
the name of Indra, Agni, or Varuna In a continued descent from the Principle,

Asura becomes the name of those fallen from the Principle and who are demons ”

So ‘Existence’ is an Asura fallen by his pnde

The story of the fall of the Asura is told with a further variation and in detail

in the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’

“In former times, in the war between the gods and the Asuras the Asuras
were destroyed, they were crushed by the gods with Puramdara at their head,

through the greatness of the power of Visnu Their Guru, the son of Bhrgu,®®
who was of an impetuous disposition, became highly incensed and sacrificed a goat

with auspicious marks as an oblation in the fire That goat became a goat-headed
Asura through the sweat which fell into the fire as he was offering the oblation

It rose (from the fire) covering earth and sky with its body of horrifying dimensions
and asked^the great sage “what shall I do^” The son of Bhrgu replied to it, as^
it loomed ternfically “Expel from heaven the gods whose minds are dull” Thus
spoken to, it rushed at the gods intimidating them with roars, and scorching, as

it were, the three worlds with the flames that issued from its mouth In fear,

the gods with their troops expelled (from heaven) approached Sambhu, the all

pervading and fearless one, w^ho is decorated with ashes They were completely

routed by their defeat by the son of Bhrgu, Siva, their protector, ordered the

**Asurja nama te loka andhena tamasavrtah** Those worlds are called 'asurya* (where

the sun does not shine and which) are covered with blind darkness ‘Isavasya Upani§ad’, 3

'Manu§j alayacandnka', 1 c
RV VIII 42 I , the 'maya’ of the Asura, X 177 i , V 63 3,7
Coomaraswamy, *Angel and Titan ,

An Essay in Vedic Ontology^ JAOS, vol 55 p 384,

with reference to Indra, says that he ‘'remains an angel even in his pnde, being like Satan

fallen not in nature, but in grace ”

Pnde IS the innate disposition of the Asura, the Titan or demon (asura-bhava) By it

the> fall or were dnven from heaven
'Isanasivagurudevapaddhati', III ch XXVI 93 f JISOA, I c This version is repeated

in the 'Silparatna', VII 4-29 , 'Vastuvidya*, IV 47, comm and appears known to the different

account m the 'Skandapurana', Nagarakhanda, CXXXII 9

Bhrgu is the son of Varuna (S B XI 6 i i ) ,
born of Vanina’s sacnficial fire (Mbh

Adi V 7-8 , ‘Manu*, V i ) He studies sacred science, believes himself above his father,

above everything His son becomes the Planet Sukra
,
his story is interpolated in the 'Isana-

sivagurudevapaddhati’, see infra He is the priest of the Asuras
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Fire which issued from his third eye m the shape of a spirit (bhiita), to save them

'‘Thou should bum the cruel and over-grown goat-Asura after having crushed the

son of Bhrgu
**

Thus spoken to, the fire chased the son of Bhrgu, without rest, and he fled

pursued through the three worlds He found no refuge but in ^)iva who is

‘decorated with ashes’

Then by the power of Yoga he made his body small and for protection entered

the body of Siva tluough the ear When he reached the belly of Siva, he saw

the whole universe rested there confidently, and took heart The thice-eyed god,

m his dmne sight, saw him take shelter and v ithout surpnse he said to the sage

with a smile “Fear not, O Bhargava, I am pleased with thy diplonnc\ Having

stayed within me you are my son , now come out at a our pleasure I ha\c bestov cd

on you the great sovereignty and supremacy among the planets In these three

worlds, you shall ever legulate justice and injustice, rain and drauglit” Sajring

so, the three-eyed (god) discharged him through the semen-passage Thence he

got the name Sukra (Semen) Then Sukra, knowing his own desire, bowed to

the Lord and submitted “Contented am I ,
favouicd am I , who is more fortunate

than I, I have thus been graced with favout b}^ the Go! of the gods”

To the Brahmana Sukra, lying prostrate in salutation after siaing so, the

Lord, the all pervading, wath the crescent moon upon his brow, being pleased,

said “Ask another boon” Sukra (now) also made the frightened goat-demon
prostrate himself before Siva and ask foi protection To the fallen demon King
like a stick, dejected, with Ins face to the ground, lie said pleased “T grant aou
protection, and also the boon which is desned by yow^ O goat” Thus addressed
by Sambhu the Asura said respectfully “Ma^ \ou pardon me the c\il deeds
perpetrated hy me through ignorance so that I may through vour fa\our dwell on
earth with the concurrence of the gods Grant me tins boon The gods, Brahma,
and the rest should be worshipped while lesidxng in me ” Hearing this, the
earner of the trident (6iva) said “As y^ou have asked me for a residence (\lstu),

as a boon, your name will be Vastupa (protector of ‘vlstu’) So be it (Dcrned)
from the root 'vas' (meaning ‘to reside’), reside now on eaith (\’’asundh ira) , and
the gods Satananda (Brahma), and the rest will be pleased to reside in you,
henceforth, whosoever builds a divine or human icsidence, to dwell on this cartli,

should first worship you wath flow^ers, incense, lights and special tribute (bnh)
You and the deities residing in ywir body should be worshipped in proper order
Prosperity comes to those who perform the worship of Vlstu laid down by myself
and who reside in those buildings and houses May*- the temples (and palaces

,

prasada) and the houses (bhavana), etc
, wlncb are built without performing the

\wrship of Vastu, and all that is done there, be demon’s work Thus the god
granted boons separately^ to Sukra and to Vastupa, and engaged gods to

reside in him
, and vanished thence

'

‘the boon of the Lord, the all per\ iding, the place thus oriented by
the fall of the Asura, at Sukra’s command, before Sambhu, became imniediatelv
the abode of the deities

In the same way even to-day, Vastu lies on the earth vith the head towards
the north-east and the face turned to the ground Thus, as the desired boon was
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obtained by Vastospati from Siva, so bis worship is desirable while building
Vimanas of both gods and

In this version, narrated in the ^Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, the ‘fall’ is the
sequel of an Abhicanka®^ sacrifice The Chagasura, iisen from Bhargava’s fire,

peivades the worlds He is produced from the heated energy (tejas) and mtent-
ness (tapas) of the Bhaigava Bhaigava is the son of Bhrgu, who was bom of

Vaiuna’s sacrificial fire Out of this fiery conjunction, the sacrificial animal, the
goat arises, invested with Asura-power

The goat replaces man as ‘sacrificial animal’ The sacrificer offers his own
(lower) self in the sacrificial animal consumed by the fire The goat is the
contribution, of the heat of intentness (AV XVIII 2 8) Asa sacrifice it reaches

Its fulfilment and true state, in the fire and is ‘produced’ from the heat of the
sacnfice (S B VII 5 2 36) It is Prajapati (S B V 2 1 24) and is Agm^^ and
also ‘bom from Agni’ (‘Tait Sarah’ V 2 9 4) Agni was generated by Atharvan
(RV X 21 5), the ancient priest, the first to obtain fire

The ‘Skanda Parana’, ib
,
CXXXII, 15, says “the Bhuta is bom from the

hymn (sukta) of Athar\^an and the drop of nectar The reference of the ‘Skanda
Purana’ is to Atharva Veda IV 14 1-3 “Since the goat has been born from the

heat of Agni, it saw (its) generator in the beginning, b} it the gods in the beginning
attained (their) Godhead, b}^ it the sacrificial ones ascended the ascents’’ “Stride

3^e with the fire to mid-air, having got to the back of the firmament, to heaven, sit

ye mingled with the gods” “From the back of the earth I have ascended to the

atmosphere, from the atmospliere I have ascended to heaven, from the back of

heaven I have gone to light
’ *

The sacnficial goat bora from Agni’s heat carries the gods and the sacrificer

upwards, to heaven and to light, in the Sukta of Atharvan, the goat-Asura born
from the Sukta, swelled by pride sinks down and on him the gods take their stand

and the temple is built up, wath its plan it leads to the centre, and in its elevation

to the upper w^orlds, and be3rand them The Asura-bhava (pride) of the Chagasura
lays him low% “at the feet of Siva” on the surface of the earth Yet even so he
carries the gods

Further on the Sukta of Atharvan continues “In the eastern quarter set

thou the head of the goat , in the southern quarter his right side” (AV IV 14 7)

The goat is laid in the position of Agni, which it is, and also of the Vastupurusa

which name is given to the goat-Asura on his having settled down in that position

Vim^a means to 'inensure asunder' , a building proportionate in its parts

Abhicanka or ‘black magic’ ntes are performed with the purpose of injuring one’s enem3
“Encompassing” growing from the fire, at another occasion, assumes the shape of Vrtra,

the concealer, who is ophidian in appearance ‘Tait Saiph’, II 5 2 8 Ophidian, or goat-

headed, the Asura arisen from a magic sacnfice, pervades the universe and must be defeated

and assigned its place Sukra (Bliargava) the pnest of the Asuras himself is descended from

fire-bom Vrtra, for Bhrgu, his father is bom from Vamna’s sacrificial fire, and Varuna and

Vrtra are equivalent (sec Coomaraswamy, ‘Angel and Titan’, 1 c , p 409)

Agni is presented as a goat He is Chagavaktra, goat-faced, as Naigameya Agni

(‘Mahabharata’ Vanaparva, 228 27)

Amrtabindu here means sweat





NATURE AND NAME OF THE VaSTUPURUSA

The head of the Vastupiirusa lies m the East^" , such is the ancient tradition

conforming with the symbolism of Agni ''The head of the Vastupurusa lies in

the East, in the site of 64 squares’’ ('Samaranganasutradhara’, XIV 11) But
“the head of the Vastupurusa should be placed in the North-East, in a site of 81
squares” (ib "The north-eastern direction is invincible” (aparajita, 'Ait Br ’

I 3 14)^" The site of 81 squares was specially assigned for worship by
Ksatnyas, and for their buildings The sanctity of the north-easterly direction

is that of work (karmamarga) That is their path of liberation

The sj^mbolism of the Vastupurusamandala has its origin in and retains its

connection with the Vedic altar and the rites of the sacerdotal part of the Veda,
the Brahmanas It is adapted to the 'dharma’, the rules of life of the Ksatnyas
At the age when the Vastusastras known to-da}’- were compiled and at the same
penod when the many existing temples of stone and brick were built the two types

of the Vastupurusamandala, the one for Brahmans, the other for Ksatnyas
co-exist and also commingle

They were a residue of traditions still known and practised though no longer

realized in all their import On them, their 'tonic’, the building of the temple
rests, the disposition of the site-plan of the entire precinct is in consideration of

the Vastupurusamandala The ground plan itself of the temple is laid out in its

analog}^ and with all the indefinite variations of its theme The ground floor

(adhaschanda) of the temple is planned with the Garbhagrlia in the centre ,
this as

a rule is square and corresponds to the Brahmasthana It is surrounded by
thick walls on which rests the high superstructure, these conform with the

border of squares occupied b}^ the divinities who surround the Brahmasthana
The buttresses and various kinds of projections of this wall are from the outer

border of the square, the zone of the 32 Padadevatas
,
they form the perimeter of

the temple The rh5^thmic structure of t'he Vimana proceeding from its centre

‘Samaranganasutradhara’, XIV ii , XLV i8
,

'Mayainata*, VII 49 ,
Vasturaja-

vallabha', II 18 , 'Silparatna*, VII 34 ,
cf ‘Apastamba Srauta Sutra^ XVI 28 i 2 “He

should pile a human figure of bncks, from East to West, its head formed by the head of the

golden Puru§a "

'Brhat Samhita\ LII 51 , ‘Isana-paddhati*, III ch XXVI 125 ,
WasturaJavallabha^

II 2 , ‘Manu§yalayacandnka*, II 28 ,
'Silparatna*, VII 28 The texts are not always

explicit about the relation of the position of the head of the Vastupurusa and the number of

squares , the two varieties intermingle, the one of 64 squares and the head in the East, the

other of 81 squares and the head m the north-east A not always consistent tenuinology

(vamsa , na^i, etc ) results , see p 54

Priesthood and kingship have their distinct versions of one and the same Purusa who
underlies their building activities

^^The north-east is the direction facing which Prajapati created creatures, and towards

which the sacnficer offers oblations
, it is the quarter of gods and men, and the gate of heaven

SB VI 6 2 2-4
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towards its perimeter is laid out according to the proportions within the network

of squares m the ground plan (Part VII)

The ground plan of the temple, whatever may be its variations, is analogous

to the Vastupurusamandala and retains m its rhythmic order proceeding from the

centre and in the modulations of its perimeter, the knowledge of the Vastupurusa

in all his parts The rhythm (chandas) of the ground plan is derned from the

order in the Vastumandala The relation of sacred architecture to the Vastupurusa-

m,andala is reflected moieover m the sculptures on its walls, their iconograp]i> is

essentially an iconometry (talamana) The distinctiveness of the sculptures rests

upon their proportion and positions, their merit is in their form and results from

a supererogation m the correct execution of the rules It exceeds the rules by

intensifying their raison d'etre To tins excess of application is granted an

immediate realisation, possible only where the knowledge is perfect Its possession

shows a freedom through which the grace of the Lord (anugraha) becomes

impressed on the work It is in the ‘readiness* (pratyutpanna) winch distinguishes

the inspired craftsmen whose competence has become effortless On the firm basis

of iconometncal structure, itself correlated to and in continuation of tlie proportion

of the temple, the many images have their place assigned to them as parts of the

body of the building, their movements too and tlie relatedness of form m the single

figures are similarly assigned

Unknown m its intrinsic form and nameless the Asura had come to earth

Defined and named thenceforth he dwells on it In his extension he holds

duration and within duration time runs its course Wherever Ins image is laid

out, he fills the place to which it is applied, whether it is large or small, in its entire

extent, like the ether which is even in a pot ** The S3^mbol of its ordered extensne-
ness IS the square so that it is even said of him long ago there was a demon in

the shape of a square (caturasrakrti) Tins is Ins own, intnnsic form on earth,
man or goat are but names and places of reference The rule of the square, the
final and perfect form is established as long as the earth itself survives and will

dissolve along with the stars at the time of universal dissolution (pralaj^a)

In some accounts of his fall**, the Asura is desenbed as having been dug into
the earth by the gods, or else himself to have dug a pit and entered it of his own
will There he subsists, his substance commingling with the soil, the sacrificial

victim self-offered, the prototype of all foundation sacnfices*^ similar to ‘man* the
first of the sacrificial victims in the construction of the Vcdic altar No human
sacrifice takes place dunng the established ntes of Vastu-santi, Vastu-homa, and

'Manu§yala>acandnka^ II 27-28
‘Tantraraja-tantra^ ch XXX 4 f

1
^ comm quoting IMahakapinjala

5,
^sutrarajatantra’

, ‘Merutantra’, quoted m ‘Purascarynmava^ 1 c , etc
Foundation sacrifices are offered in the belief that the condition of permanence of a

great building depends on the sacnfice of a human being W Crooke, 'Religion and Folklorem Northern India', p 109 , also 'Indian Antiquary’, vol LVI, p 135 , and Abbot, 'The Ke>s
to Fewer p 209 H Shastn, 'The Rums of Dhaboi' p 2-3 tells of the architect Dabhane who
was immersed for 6 years under the temple of Xalika mltl which he had built For further
refercnee to sacrifice and bunal below a building to be set up "so that bv this act the pre-
existing divinity of the place is reinforced" see P Mus, op cit p 674
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Vastu-bali It might have preceded them as it preceded the Vedic rites laid down
in the Satapatha Brahmana

, essentially however, each sacrifice is an eternal
‘purusa-meRha*

Vastupunisa, if worshipped as an image (murti)®* is a fearful looking male
figure He is as repulsive as Jumbaka, who is sacrificed by drowning, to Varuna^^

,

Jiimbaka therefore becomes Varuna"® Man, the sacrificial victim, figures here as
an embodiment of the sacrifice of the lower self

, the drowning of Jumbaka is alike
to the sinking of the Bhuta to the ground and into the soil, this is the Asura’s
part down below the gods, yet simultaneously present with them, and their
support

As yet without name and form is the Asura at the beginning of his fall, for

he has only then fallen from the state beyond name and form In his descent he
becomes a Bhuta, an existing thing, and acquires name and form (chagasura)
Estranged from the Principle, Existence desires to exist alone

, it suffers defeat and
IS assigned its place on earth, one with the Devas who brought about the ultimate
fall, appeased and at one with itself and in its proper place, its name is Vastu-
purusa When, in one version of his story he sinks into the earth submerged in

its darkness, his integrity is restored 'ab intra', self-sacnficed he does not die,

'‘for he (the Purusa) is Death himself in the splendoui of the immortaP’ (§ B X
5 2 3) or Varuna

When he sinks dowu dark, hideous, impotent, submerged, and inactive, he
has reached the ground where his identity is lost He lies wrapt in the darkness

of his nature, the nature which pulled him down , now no longer distinct from it

He has reached the other pole, where existence ceases, leintegrated into the

darkness of the deity 'ab intra^ There he lies submerged as Asura, at the same
time converted into the gods, who have taken their stand on him and are his

‘body’ on earth

** A K Coomaraswainy, 'Angel and Titan’, op cit p 401
'Mahanirvana Tantra*, XIII 63-66

^^Ap Sr S XX 22 6

Vastupiini§a as a form of Varuna (Vrtra), see 'Kasyapasilpa’, II 12-24, where he is

beheld as Visnunarayana and Mahajala (jaladhipa) *'The recumbent is onginally Varuna ,

supported on the back of the waters (AV X 7 38), finally Narayana Vi§nu ” Coomaraswainy,

'A New Approach to the Vedas’, p 61 , Varuna (manifested deity) is sacrificed and re surrected

Johannsson, 'Die altmdische Gottm Dhi§ana’, p 128 Varuna is Asura and King, Lord

over life and death, finall> Narayana-Vi§nu He is self sacrificed deity This is exactly how,

followmg the ‘Merutantra’, the Vastupuru^-Asura-Prajapati is shown as a righteous and wise

^ king, who m order to keep his word, destroys his body (Turascaryarnava’, op cit
, pp 105 6)

The 'Skandapurana’, Nagarakhanda, CXXXII 7 speaks of the Bhuta as arisen from

the earth Here, indeed, has the divinity of the soil come to commingle with the Bhuta "born

from the sukta of Atharvan and the drop of nectar” (si 15, ib ) He had been made invincible

by the rhythmical magic formula (mantra) of Sukra
The story is here adjusted to a particular Tirtha, called Vastupada and installed by

Katyayana, the Brahmana The potency of this Tirtha is represented in its being the place

of the arising of the Bhuta (it had been sent there by Munda, si 15) Born from the Sukta of

Atharvan it is sent to do its work at this particular spot Battle, defeat, etc
,
are then described

and the Bhuta is finally laid to rest Han (Vi^nu) asks Brahma to name the Bhuta —This is

a Vaisnava version referring to a special Tirtha, of the Vastupurusa storv w^hich is told in

Vastusastras and Saivagamas (I P ,
HI ch XXVI 93, f quoting Brahmasambhu)
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In the microcosm, in man (jiva), Existence, the demon, correspondingly is

kno^vn by the name of Papapunisa (the Purusa of Evil, the Evil person) He is

thought of as an ugly black man, angry, with red beard and red eyes, holding a

sword and shield, with his head always held low ('Mahanirvana Tantra\ V 99)

residing m the left cavity of one's abdomen Thus he is Ivuown to be after the

Sadhaka has dissolved and integrated all the forms of existence (tattva) one after

the other, the lower always in the highei and finally in the origin whence they

have arisen and his self has become free of them

Existence, un-principled, fallen from the Principle, unknown to itself in its

form, unnamed, this calamitous Asura at last allows himself to be caught in form

and name In the story told in the Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati', it has come to

earth as goat-headed Asura and lying prostrate at 6iva's feet, it begs of him the

boon which Siva grants him, existence and lesidence (vastu) on earth
, so his name

henceforward is Vastupa, protector of site and building (vastu) Denved from the

radical “vas" which means to “exist" and to “reside”, the Asura will reside on

earth (vasundhara)"® and Brahma and the other gods will reside in him

Vastu, whose body is Vastu, existence®', Vastupa, protector of Vastu.

Vastospati (I P III ch XXVI), lord of Vastu, and Vastupurusa (Br S LII 2)

are variations of the name given to Existence made secure, steadx®" and laid out

in order®^ Vastospati is an ancient divinity Rudra Prajapati married the

Dawn and begot four sons The fourth is called Vastospati or Grhapati—^Agni
**

“When the father embraced his daughter (sky or the davn), then he came also

in contact with the earth and poured his seed there, then the gods reflected and

fashioned out of it Brahma called Vastospati, the protector of sacrificial rites and
the Lord of the site at the sacrifice” (‘yajHavastusvamf’

, Sa3"ana on RV X 61 7)

In "Manu Smrti', the later Saiva tradition and m Vlstusastra, the Asuratva, the

Asura nature of Vastospati is all there, and while he is the lo^-d of the Vastu, he

‘Mahanirvana Tantra’, XIII, 42-46 describes the Vlstupuru§a and his (12) followers
Some of their names are Bhi^ana (ferocious), Raktalocana (red eved), Ko^arlk^ (with deep
sunk eyes) , Vastu-pati himself should be meditated upon as of ferocious aspect, with big bcll>,

long ears, hairy body His followers cany sword and shield
Vasundhara, the holding or carrying substance, or wealth (vasu), is a name of the earth ,

'vasu*, ‘vastu' and ‘vastu' arc from the radical ‘vas', to exist, reside
, \asu substance, thing,

w'ealth
, vastu existence, substance

, vastu residence dwelling, site, house See notes 65, 72
‘Skandapurana', Nagarakhanda, CXXXII 29-30, after relating that the place finally

remained quiet, makes Han ask Brahml, to name the Bhuta “since he reacted to the word
and >ou also addressed him “Vastu" (Va astu) “be auspicious" (exist as residence, be a dwelling;
let his name be Vastu "

I P , III ch XXVI, 93 f

‘Asv Gr Sutra', 11 8 15 and ‘Paraskara Gr S III 4 3 invoke V^tospati, the
steady one" See Part I

^ Also Vastudeva (‘Mats>apurana') or its opposite Vlsturlk^asa
, his followers are Vastu

daityas { Mahanirv^a Tantra*, XIII 42 , 59-66) The Vastupurusa is and remains an Asura and
therefore both the roles of Deva and Dait> a are his bv nature He is and remains Vlstu-bralima,
created first by Viraj (‘Vastuvidhana', op cit

,
VIII 14) , or else b\ Brahmi b> whom the

worlds whe^ created only afterw^ards (‘Samaranganasutradhara', II 4) cf Coomaraswamy,
Angel and Titan

,
1 c , p 374: “The designations Asura and Dea^a ma\ be applied to one and

the same Person according to the mode of operation
"

R Shamasastry, ‘Vedic Iconography', JISOA, vol X p 80
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lies With his face down, the fallen Asuia His overlord (vastvadhipati) is Brahma
(I P ,

III ch XII 22) The duplication of Brahina-Vastospati, liis tw'o-fold

nature as god and Asura is a record of his fall from the Principle into manifesta-
tion with Its dichotoin}’ While the Asuia figuratnely remains the larger, all

filling, spread ever3'where, in his inmost part, in the middle, in his heart there is

Brahma "In the centre of the building let him place an offering (bah) for Brahma
and Vastospati conjointly” (‘Manu Siiirti’, III 89)

In his benign aspect, Vastospati is the protector of the home (‘Nirukta’, X
IG)*’ He assumes all shapes"

, he is Rudra'
, such is liis Asura-pow’er, spread

out on earth, where his realm coincides with that of Agni with wdioiii he is

identical in essence

Agni’s sphere is the earth" He is the giver and protectoi of dwellings
(grnapati, vasaka, etc)" the radiant (vasu) among the gods'" The Vasus, the
sparkling ones, are the eight gods causing the mortals to abide (vas) , the teiiestnal

region is their sphere ol action (8 B VI I 2 G) Agni and also Indra",
Prajapati, Soma and other gods are invoked as givers of dwellings, all the Vasus'",

all these divinities Inve their station in the Vastumaiidala Under whatever name
the Vastupurusa is known. Ins form on earth is square This foim is his, as far

as he IS Yama, Death, the Dliarmaraja whose citj is squaic Its squareness was
made use of bv Visvakarm'i, the archetvpal aicliitcct, as the shape of the first

ornament he gave to manifestation

Vastospati is the lord of the building and the Earth is the mistress of the

ho’se*’ She is the '^oil
,
on liei he leives Ins impress and she receives his seed

This IS the meaning enacted m the riles of cov nig the seeds, etc (aiikurarpana) and
of depositing the germ (garbliadhana) From the inception to the completion of

the building, the indwelling divinitv is worshipped bv the rites of architecture

"The wise man, who Ins taken a vow to consecrate a building, should perform
the rites, beginning with the worship of \ aslu and ending with that of the Vasus”

"Vlslospati (Ixird of tlic v'lSlu)— is dtrivtd from l!io radical 'vas’ meaning to

‘d veil’—IS the lord or protector of the hoiis-
”

’Bflnd DevaU', IT <tt (^Incdoncll, p i:) "IJiil bccaii‘-c bciiiK in the middle (sphere) he
prantinr an al>ode (vlstti) to the v orld, iirotccts it, therefore the son of Ijrvnsi (Vnsifjlin)

proclaims him to be Vistospati”

V'lStospati as jiiotector of the house Rt \1I 51 i
, 5S i . AV VI 7, S, ’Taitt

Saiph ’ III < 10 I
,
Ap is S \I jS fe.l'ir Of S III 4 7 ,

Hirainal csin (SBC XXX)
I fc 28

“RV MI 55 3 IVr Gr S III 4 7" 'Tam Saiph Ill 4 10 4

"‘Nirulta’, MI 5

" RV I 60 4 . M 16 21 .
V 6 I 2 . \ 7 b

, \ S I
,
VI -iS

'
‘Alt Ur I 5 28

' RV VI 46 6 Priiipati, Soma, Apiii, Dhltf, irc involcd as Gfliapati, S S XXI
II 2 and 8

’* RV I 10 4 Vasil IS the piver or cause of dvvellinr (niv"i‘=al "irana bluila)

' Vistofpati-Apiii—PrajTpati , 'Jaimmiv 1 Ur’, II 4 "The vcai is the houselord, the

earth is the Iioire imstre'-s"
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('Mahamrvanatantra’, XIII 178-179) The temple is dedicated as the residence

(vasaya) of divinity (ib 245)”

Unknown m its own form, its name as yet not defined prior to resting there,

Existence has come to earth ,
fallen from the Principle, swelled with pride, it had

become all filling, unprincipled as it is, it creates disoider and defeats its aim,

accepts defeat on coming to eaith, its valour proved and spent, it sinks down and

receives name and definition Sunk to the bottom, it reclines there, rests and

sleeps securely m its reintegrated identity, lost to the world, sunk to the ground,

absorbed and one with it, and from then onward at the same time, for all time,

till the dissolution of the very ground on which it lests it is one with the gods who
have defeated the un-pnncipled Bhuta Existence and settled on it, so that while it

carries them, they carry it on, each in its proper place and time Existence, rid

of itself, of its assertiveness (ahamkara, the principle of individuation, which
grows into the all-filling, destructive Asura-bhava) becomes the support and covers

the extent of the Vastu, an image of oi dered manifestation Vastu now is its name
Its image is that of the Purusa, the place of reference in which man beholds the
identity of macrocosm and microcosm On its appeased being and form spread
out on the ground he sets up the temple, the monument of his own transformation
Its superstructure points to the origin of the primeval descent, it is undone
by the ascent step by step, shape by shape, along the body of the temple This
body once more, in the concrete form (murti), made by art, is that of the Purusa,
arisen

Vi "’KSylpStp”/ fn th, fire m honour of
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THE GODS AS CONSTITUENTS OF THE ‘BODY’ OF
THE VaSTUPURUSA

The AMstupurus'i, once laid on the giound, is measured out in squares, from
east to west, with the course of the sun, fiom light to darkness He is one and
onmiforni, all the possibilities of existence arc displca\cd in the tranquilht3^ of his

recumbent state Eacli is dninc h\ nature, an essence established at its proper
place and has the name of a god Their sum total is the Asura , their multiplicity

IS held by then place of reference winch is the Vlstupurusa, lesiinected and
transformed He is the dciU ‘ab intra’, the Asuia with his face down, sunk into

the ground, and one with it, md resurrected, f icing upward with all his powers
laid open in their proper place, Ins hands loincd in ‘ nijalimudra*, ^ in evitenial

worship of the Supreme and iinduided principle where lies Ins ongin and which
he now reflects, its ‘image* on the eaith Space and time are its meisurc and
form its bod} It is square, 5imila*h

, each power or dnnnt\ is laid out in squares

(pada) ,
their total is the Vlstupurus miand da, of 01 or 81 squaics, iccording to

its fitness for Brlhnnnas ind Ksatn\as roit\-fi\e De\afis occup} the body of

the Vastupnnisa, the} co\ei Ins extent, tlie\ iie Ins limbs and \ital puts and
their sum total is tlie \ Istupuriisi v itli whom it is co-extensue Their number
necessani} is the same in the Vlstupurusaniandal i of G1 or 81 or an} of the other

numbers of squares, Oiih the extent dlottcd to each, differs, but not their relatue

position in the plan ‘ Tins allows cert un \anatiOiis also within each of the two
leading t}pes Some of tlicsc, foiind in ‘^e\cril texts, arc shown on pp 80*88 ^

The centre is the pi kc of Brahml 'ind 4i De\atls arc grouped around it

The Braliniastlnn i, tnc nucleus of the inaiuDl i, iin anabh extends o\cr four squares

m the Manduk i anci o\er nine squares in tlie P'^i'imasl} il a plan It is the root

of each \ Istu while the othci Dc\ it"is hold the ground iround it and face it in

"In Sana tradilion, \ js ICm i (‘Paur-md 'i\\sUiOntip''no^a\ fol cj) sunk nUo
the ?:round, he is \ lio fh ells at P'lt'tli (the ncllicr \ orlds), the nidiokkr of the

earth (fol 2^) T)ic \ 'isUi dc\ i is the \ 'istu n'lra, the supimrt of all architecture {‘Mpara ,

icc Part \ II), lie is wor^'iipptcl is a ; olden h* r|>^nt liis dounlc naliirc, one with the Godhcul,
unmaniftst, is oplndnn , nrinfL^'l hu 1^ the God of ;^ods, Isim, ‘sna, whose inncc is the hull

(\rsn) riiL ‘\ ”istuitiid (“iv di*, pj» 1 16 57, iliLreforc jirc'cnbcs the installalion of the f^oldcn

serpent , and no^tli of it the \ I'^lu, made of rold, ( dso *\ Islu s‘intipra\ o^a’, fol 10)

TJjc /[Toldcn iniue-s of bidl am! ‘-erpcnl re7)rc^eiit the l\ ofold nature of the ^roldcn iinai^c

of the Puni^^a (Re the hull and the s.ri)cnt, cf the Greek ; od /eiis) As an ‘anthropomorphic*

nn2;:e, the \ ’‘saipuHis'' slnncs Id e j old, Ins 1 faces md hands, holds ro^rw and water

xcs'^el, IS \ "tslubr dinri (cf the ‘din ma* of Prahnri, ‘MlnasTira*, VII i55
t m his

*rljasd'>* aspect lie is beheld as ferocious, holdmi’' i mace, Indent, axe and si ull staff , he is

red IS tlic rising ‘^1111, and Id c the ; od of death to his enemies (‘Mahlinrv malantra*, XIII,

03^6) Other inn?:es of the \ kiupiini^a (for inst ‘Pravo^a Plnj’ita*, pp ot 96, 35) 'U'c

t\ o ''rnied

‘ Tnll «qinre"^ arc meted out in the niamj da of Si ‘'Cpiarcs to each Dcxall, whereas in the

plan of 61 *^fiiiares, half squat or isosceles n/ht angled Inangles accoinmodalc the cnlilie^

placed at tlic conicrs, alon the di igornls, from the corner-^ of the nnndala, to the corners of

the Pralimastlrna in the centre

Ihc namesof the dnn ilies '^rc f nen in the PanmaslMn plan on p -je
,
see dso Part II,

note 30 ParamaMvm, the 'Supreme Recumbent', denotes the dcit> 'ab inln'
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V o o ' Inch tl^c ^wm is three '^quires or units \ude Surrounding the

,j the rule '^pphcible to the triple lows around it is that 12 De\atas

1 * nm, tlie berder of the Brahma^tlnna, and 32 De\atas are stationed

-lO tl L [/nmeter of the \ "i«^tumandal i and fonn its outer run The whole of

0 ncmio^t ro is 3n\anabl3 occupied b3 the 32 De\atas, who are therefore

c‘'Ued Pr'vl \v'^ De^'^tas or Pada Dc.\atas, enclosing the Vastuinaudala, or occupj’’-

Oil the squares along its outline l-t-12'^32 entities are thus stationed m the

c^itre ana ^round it Their number and position gi\c their meaning and form

tl e lv>a\ of the \ ‘istunurusi (Figs 1*7)

1 i"c T'^ols V Inch arc assigned to the \anous dninities are not of equal size, in

"I e \ i*0 ;is ])P 1 ^ i') entities ire accommodated aariouslv in G4 or 81 units The
n*iniUtiDle rePlion is the proportion betveen the centre, the Brahniasthana, and

the to*aI upiue I ixcd also is the number of the 32 marginal gods It allows

e squ to c icli oi the marginal gods m the plan of 81 units, wliereas a division

b tl e III uri cingonah, of the sqiiaics situated in the comers meets the conlingenc\

o'^tnbatmg >2 in 2S, b\ haUing the squares along the diagonals, in the comers
'L iic iinnioer of squares assigned to the \aiious dnmities vanes in the different

pi ms It males the demarc'^tion between the two borders a shifting one, now
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expanding the outei bordei (Fig 4) and then again conti acted within its limits
of one unit’s length (Figs 3, 7) or else, some only of the more centrally situated

(3) Mandura C
Vasturajavallabha, II 13
Sandatilaka, III S 9

(5) PARAMAS\yiN A
Visvakarmaprakasa, V 54 65
Brhat Satnhitri, LII 42 54
Matsyapurana, CCLIII 25-35
Isanasivagurudevnpaddhati, III

ch XXVII 35
Manasollasa, II ch III i 73-87
Visvakarniavid> apnkasi, I 66-70
Pauranikavastusanbprayoga

{4) Manduka D
Majaimta, VII 43-57
Vastuvid> 1, IV 36
Manasan, VII S3-X 10

(6) Parui\sayin B
Saimrlnganasutndlnra, XI 1-14

T'inlrasanniccn\ a, I i 6067

Tlie sources for the drawing of each jnandala are noted against it

The black field is the Brahniastlnm Closely set parallel lines show the plots of 4 of

the inner divinities whereas the broken oblique lines mark the S plots assigned to the eight
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‘Padadevatas’'” encroach upon the inner border (Figs 2, 6) The simplest solution

IS shown in the Paramasayika plan (Fig 7) and similarly, in the Mandtika plan

(Fig 3) ,
Its opposite, though analogous application is in the Manduka plan (Fig 1)

AlHhe othei plans are more intricate

The total width of both the borders is three units, in either of the two plans

The variations affect the inner border of tivo units ividth and introduce, pioceedmg

from the centre, in the mam directions the folloivmg rhythms m the plan of

64 squares

112,121, aiad in that of 81 squares Ij^ 1 2, 1% 2 1, whereas an

exchange of rh3^tlinis takes place and an addition of further ones towards the

corner, in plans like Figs 2, 5 The Brahmasthana is wreathed b3^ different

rhythmical movements They clasp its square and leave it unaffected

(7) PARA:^rASA\I^

Mayamata, VII 58
Agnipurana, XCIII 31
Visnusaniliita, XII 52-60

Isanasivagvrudevapaddhati^ Pt I
ch XI 40

Kaniikdgiina, XVII 48-50
lCas>apasilpa, II 2-10

Vasturajavallabha, II 13
Silparatna, VI 45-46
Manasara, VII 110-125

Pra> ogapanjata, Vastiihomavadhi,
3*14

Brahma in the centre is one, he occupies the position from the heart to the
belly of the Vastupurusa , the Brahmasthana m the Vastu is the vital centre, m
and around which are the Mahamarmas, it is the equivalent to the Brahmapura,
in man, the microcosm (‘Chand Up ’ VIII 1 1 The place of realisation of

further “inner dmmties” The areas occupied by the 32 outer divinities, the Padadevatas,
are left blank

Tlie ‘Saradatilaka*, III S comm gives the meaning of Manduka, the Yogapitha , its

description however is not given in detail, Manduka B or C would answer it

The same names are given of the East-West and of the South-North lines (sira==sira) in the
Wisvakarmaprakasa’, V 22 f and the Br S Comm

, cf p 54

80
divinities who are meant to occupy one Pada (square) only of the outer bolder

A further vanet\ of the Paramasa^m plan is prescribed in the ‘Tantraraja-Tantra*,
XXX 11-14 The 4 mam inner divinities occupy 3 squares each, and the remaining 8 inner
dmnities, 2 squares each

The. ‘I^Iahanirv inatantra’, XIII, 49, prescribes as mandala for the worship of the Vastu-
punisa, a square of one cubit side length, with a lotus in the 4 central squares and the 12
follower of the Vastudait^a around it This square of 16 units is similar to a Pasicakra

The linages here are similar though not identical
, cf the lotus in the 'city of Brahman*

The lotus, sjmbol of luanifestation, is also drawn m the centre of tbe Vastunnndala
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the Supreme Brahman, the centre of the Vastupurusa, is assigned to Brahma who
IS the effected (karya) Brahman

,
this is the subtle state of manifestation ^vhich in

ontological hierarchy is prior to manifestation The place of Brahman (Brahma-
sthana) corresponding to Brahmapura in the universe is the Hiranyagarbha, the

Embryo of Splendour, the primordial germ of cosmic light®' Similarly, from the
Brahmasthana proceeds the light of all times and in every direction

,
this makes

the first belt, the inner border of 12 entities In the outer rnn of 32 entities it

IS marked at each place at its definite time and encompasses the extent of corporeal

manifestation

The centre, the place of the unconditioned Brahman, is represented by Brahma,
the Regent of that-place Radiating from the centre is its effulgence, the light of

all suns that ever shone and which in repeated C5^cks illuminate this universe

This light of all suns is earned by the Regents of 12 Suns, the Adit} as Their
names are given In name, it wall be seen, the}?^ reduce themselves to 8, their

Vedic number, four of them, m the corners, appearing in ‘pairs’®® The
other four occupy one full side each of the Brahmasthana, or surround it

altogether The light is carried across this inner border and to the outer rira with

its four orients in the middle of each side In the centre is the dark source of all

light, the superluminous darkness, the central point beyond all time, located in

the square (2^ or 3^) of the Brahmasthana , it radiates from there and its radiance

proceeds through all the stations of the Regents of sun and stars, placed on the

bod}^ of the Vastupurusa which is the square Vastumandala From the centre

beyond time, and around it, is displayed cyclical time in its sections, m its units

of days, months and years and in the cycles in which the different courses of sun

and moon are adjusted Laid out around the Brahmasthana, collateral with the

centre, all these times are simultaneous, m one duration, supernal time But in

the outer border, proceeding to the right (pradaksina) the succession of time is

parcelled out in the stations of the Regents of the Naksatras, etc , their houses are

in the squares of the outer rim
Of the 12 inner divinities, Aryaman, Vivasvan, Mitra and Mahidhara aie

assigned large plots, on the four sides of the Brahmasthana, beginning from the

East®^
,
whereas pairs of divinities, Savitr and Savitra, Indra and Indrajaya, Rudra

and Rudrajaya®®, Apa and Apa\atsa reside at the comer squares, or their halves

CMahanirvanatantra’, XIII 54) , Brahma issues on a lotus from the navel of the Puru§a This

IS the place of ‘Brahmanatmasambhava’ (*Tantra-Samucca>a’, I i 62) The Brahmasthana

lies between the heart and the belly of the Vastupurusa, this is the 'dasangula* (Sankaracarya

on ‘Svetasvataropani§ad’, III ) from the navel, the seat of 'manas* (mind), to the heart, the seat

of *buddhi* (intellect) in man, the microcosm
In relation to Brahman, the Supreme Principle, the diagram of the Vastupurusa as

ontological symbol, is equivalent to Viraj, the central squares corresponding to tlie

Hiranyagarbha
®^^Proceedmg to the right, with the sun, the sequence of the orients is from East to South,

etc See also note S6
The ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, 1 c ,

puts Marici in place of Aryaman ilarici is

Eight, Ra> of Eight, Radiation, cause of all activity MarTci is a mind-bom son of Brahma,

his son IS Kasyapa, whose son is Mart^da
The ‘Brhatsamhita’ places Ra]a>ak§man for Rudrajaya ,

similarl> the ‘Garudapurana*,

I XEVI Q-ii see Part II note 30
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from the south-east comer onward The four corner divinities, but for those in

the north-west are procreatively related and conduct from the inner to the outer

nm the light which comes from the centre®®

Arvaman is yonder sun (‘Taitt Samh II 3 4 1), Vivasvan is Martanda,

the mortal form of Brahman, whom “Aditi bore hitherward into repeated birth

and death*’ (RV X 72 9), Mitra, the Sun, is an Aditya®" and Mahidhara

or Prthividhara, ‘'the upholder of the earth**, is Ananta (‘Samaranganas

XIV 11-31) who IS Visnu®’, the Sun, and all it bnngs to light Visnu as Ananta,

the Serpent, supports the universe on his head (‘Visnupurana’, II V) , from below

he upholds the earth, the level from which the temple rises It is here then that

the Vastupurusa, the existential Purusa, has his identity most fully established

b}^ the likeness of the Yajna-punisa, who is Visnu (j^'ajnamurti, I 2 5 1-6)

\ astu is also Dhara, the upholder of the earth, and in tins function he is one of the

8 Vasus (‘Bhagavatapurana*) who cause the world to abide (vas), so that in

Mahidhara, north of the Brahmasthana, the Vastupurusa is most firmly fixed in

lus nature*’ It is here that he is most firmly set and presided over by Visnu •

who, according to Tantra, is the Regent of the ‘below* just as Brahma whose place

IS in the centre is the Regent of the ‘above*®® In the Vastu, the diagram of the

hierarchy of manifestation and of its ordered existence, the vertical direction is

symbolised in the centre, where the ‘above’ is projected from Mahidhara to

Brahma Along this vertical axis, Siva stood when the goat-Asura fell down at^

lus feet

The sun in the intermediate directions carries the light from the centre to

the corners Savitr stationed in the south-east, is the sun (S B VI 3 1 19),

The couples of Adit>as here are not to be tal en as being bom in pairs The second
name of each pair has no place among the Adityas, nor independence It is a hypostasis of

Us leading name This is made clear by the identifications of the names of the Devatas, in the
‘Samaranganasutradhara*, XIV 11-31 The Vedic, number of the Adit>as is 7 or 8 (RV X
72 8) Two and two sons were bora of Aditi , m addition to the 8 sons of Aditi, the Rudras,
\ asiis, Maruts, etc , are also designated as Adityas In the S B XI 6 3 8 ,

‘Br Ar Up''*,

IV 9 5, and m general later acceptance the number of the x^dityas is 12 They are known
gencrall> as presiding over the 12 months of the year , Dr Shamasastn, ‘The Aditvas’, ‘Indian
Antiquary*, Vol XLI p 290, and m ‘The World Cycle*, JISOA, vol XI p 117, considers
them as lords of the intercalarj months m a cycle of eclipses

The two Aditjas, Mitra and Vanina, are located in the Vastu close to each other
Milra means life which the sun gives, so is Varuna here its dark side, with Us potentialities of
dccav and disease

‘Isfinasivagunidevapaddhati*, III cli V 9
In a pcnpheral sense, Ananta or Se^, is the Vastiinlga, the “serpent of the site**, who

moves around everv building site In this concept, the movement of the Vastunaga is associated
with that of the Vastupurusa, as Caravasfu or movable Vastu

, underlying buildings, etc
, \

winch are used for temporary purposes, such as serve in the performance of a definite rite, or
for the houses of men For such purposes, time as movement encompasses the extent of the
\astupuru5a and makes him re\olve along with it (‘Vastuvidya*, VII 2 6 , and ‘Bhubana-
pradlpa*, I\'-XII, transl bv N K Basu, in ‘Canons of Onssan Architecture*) In the -latter
worl it is enjoined that the body of the snake being divided into 8 (or 9) equal parts, head,
heart, stomach, navel, knee, chin, ankle and tail, the foundation stone should be placed at the
heart or stomach , the door al«^ is to be placed at the heart or stomach of the serpent

” I P Part III ch XXVn, 71 f
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THE GODS AS CONSTITUENTS OF THE 'BODY* OF THE VASTUPURUSA

the Impeller Savitra
—"inasmuch as Savitr saw them they are called Savitra’*

(S B VI 3 1 1)—IS the bodj'' of libation-mantras, or the mother of the Vedas,
according to the ‘Samaranganasutradhara* In this text, Savitr is equated with
Ganga Ganga is the celestial current (pravaha) of all the Saktis, and from this

sum total of all Power the 8 Vasus originated ('Mahanirvana^Tantia*, XIII 154)
In the 'Ramayana* 7 27 34, Savitr is the eighth Vasu

Filiation, or hy^stasis of tlm female principle, associates Apa, the Adit3^a of

the north-east, with Apavatsa Apa, in the 'Samaranganasutradhara* is identified

with the Himalaya and Apavatsa with his daughter Uma Indra figures as Aditya
of the south-west Indra is also the Lokapala of the East, placed in the outer

border he is there generallj^ called Mahendra, the great Indra, this name however
is gi\en to him alsq^as Aditya ('Vasturajavallabha*) Rudra and Rajayaksman
hold the position of Adityas in the north-w^est

The Padadevatas, the divinities stationed all round the perimeter (viskambha

,

'Silparatna*, VI 36)®*, are regents of the Naksatras and are led by the warders
of the four regions of space, the Lokapalas®“ Mahendra in the east, Yama m
the south, Varuna in the west and Soma in the north (Sa3^ana on AV I 31 1)

They are stationed in the middle of each side w^hereas the corners are occupied by
the regents of the intermediate directions®^ The Astadikpalas, the Warders of

the 8 regions are according to the 'Amarakosa*, etc
,
beginning from the east

Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Vanina, Marut, Kuvera and Isana In the Vastu,
Kuvera figures under Soma’s name as Lokapala of the North®* Isana howevei
does not appear in all the treatises as the regent of the north-east Agm holds

this position in most of the earlier texts’^

The East is the quarter of the gods and the3?’ are led b3^ Agni®® (S B III 1 1

7, ‘Tait Samh *18 7 1) and are "Agni e3 ed" (S B V 2 4 6)

Vj§kambha is used here m its two fold sense, as the central mass of light and
the penmeter of the square place

*• The Lokapalas are called Vastudevatas b\ the Jamas
**Adit3 as and Lokapalas, Vasus, Rudras and Maruts have all scut their representatives

to settle in the Vastu Their specific function there, as Aditya and Lokapala, etc , is shown
by their position Aditvas moreover are also regents of stars (nak^atra), the houses of the

moon
,
the star of Aryaman is Purva PhalgunT and that of Mitra, Anurldhl Mitra at the same

time presides over the winter solstice —The names of the Adityas are variously given in the

later texts
** This IS according to the list of identifications in the ‘Samarliiganasutradhara*, vvliere

the necessary substitution of Soma is made m the adjacent field, for Bhallatfli the holder of the

crescent, Siva
—'Manu Saiphita’, V 96, enumerates both, Kuvera and Soma In Vastu-

Saslra, Soma, Kuvera and I3hallata Soma, arc neighbours m the middle of the northern side ,

they are adjacent aspects of one entity Bhallata-Siva corresponds to Tslna-Siva m the north-

east corner
Isana is not included in the enumeration of Lokapalas in the ‘Manu-Smrti^ Indra,

Agni, Yama, Surya, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Soma
Vastu-sastra adds Isana-Siva in the north-east and assigns the middle of the north to

Soma-Kuvera and to Bhallata-Soma Siva Isana is one of Agni*b nine forms Vahni (Agni)

IS Hara (Siva) according to ‘Samaranganasutradhara*, 1 c
^

®® Agni (Sikhin) is the regent of the north east according to Brhat Saqihita, LII 43 1

‘Matsy apurana*, ‘Kamikagama’, ‘Samarangap'^siitradirira’, 'T intrasamuccaya*, ‘Visvakarma-

vidyaprakasa*, etc
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Nearest to the south-east comer, is Pusan, the Asura (RV V 51 11) and Adit5^a
(RV I 42 1) , he is the lord and guardian of roads (RV VI 49 8), the shepherd
of the universe who never loses an animal (AV XVIII 2 54) and who gives

prospent}’' (S B III 1 4 19) So Death is introduced by Pusan, the
Psychopompos

At the end of the southern quarter, in the south-west leside the Pitrs, the'

Fathers (‘Br Samh etc
)
or Ninti, who is destruction, decomposition, the exit

from life (AV I 31 2, XIV 2 19, S B V 2 3 3) Between Pusan and Nirrti,

Yama is flanked hy Vitatha who is Adhaima, the negation of Dharma, necessary
as its opposite, an attendant therefore of the Sun who shines on good and evil

Nirrti’s husband is Adharma, her son is Bhrngaraja Grhaksata wdio is Budha
(Mercui^r), and Gandhaiwa w^ho is Narada^*’®, messenger between gods and men,
and who promotes discord between them, are the lesser gods in the south, the
region of the Fathers and of Death Mrga (Capncornus), the solstitial door of

winter corresponds to the north in the 'vear, but to the south with regard to the
course of the sun m the sk}^*®^, Mrga here Ins the aspect of Ananta, the Serpent,
adjacent to Nirrti in the south-west corner, he points, ‘pradaksina*, towards the
west, the quarter of Serpents (6 B III 117) The ophidian character, in the

west, of the deit3
^ ‘ab intra* is cast off m the region of Soma, the sphere of formation

until the station of Isana is reached m the ndrth-east

Varuna, the son of Aditi (RV X 72 8), is the protector of the West When
contrasted with Mitra, the non-proceedmg Varuna is the power of darkness^®^

He IS identical to the dread form of Agni This Agni becomes Varuna in the

evening
,
in the morning, nsing he becomes Mitra (A V XIIT '3 13) In the

Vastu, Varuna rules in the West, over the outer border, wdiereas Mitra*s place

IS next to the centre, contiguous witli the Brahmasthana The road leads, in the

outer run, along the dark west, to tlie north, the quarter over which rules the

Moon, wdiich is the quarter of men (S B III 117, III 6 4 12)

Among the acol3’'tes of Varuna, Sosana, ‘Diwnng up*, and Papa3J'aksmau,

Consumption, are constant evils The afflictions that proceed from his inauspicious

aspect go as far as the north-west comer, where Roga is stationed
, he is Disease,

the Shortener of life (ana3ai$, ‘Visnudharmottara, 1 c ) according to that branch
of the tiadition to wfflich belong ihe ‘Brhatsamhita*, and other texts Sosana,
Emaciation and Withenng up, is Saturn (Sanaiscara) and his saturnine agent is

Papa3 aksman, Consumption
Dauvanka, the Gate-keeper is Nandin, and Puspadanta, the flower-tusked,

IS here Gariida^®^ and the3'' are the Vahanas, the former of Siva, the latter of Visnii

The identifications of these, and the other prods, arc given in the 'Samaranganasutr i-

dhara,’ XIV 11-31

R Guenon, %e Svnibolisme du Zodiaque chcr les P>thagonciens’, T * 1938,

pp 224-230
Cooinaraswaniv, Angel and Titan*, 1 c

, pp 379, 409
Papa> ak§nian, the curse of consumption, had been brought on Soma, the Moon, by

Dak$a Its position, in the Vastu, borders in the west on the realm of Soma So'^ana and
Raiayak^man as aspects of Varuna, ‘Janninh a Upani^ad Brlliinana*, IV i 78

According to 'Samaraiiganasulraclhara*, Puspadanta is also one of the Diggajas, the

8 elephants on winch rest the eight regions (*Amarako§a*)

\
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In the Vastu they are stationed on either side of Sugrivi, who is Manu, son of

Vivasvan Martanda and brother of Yama Manu is the pnniordi il and univeisal

law-giver, the prototype of ‘man’ (Manu, Manava) His place is midway between

Nirrh and Varuna, whereas next to Varuna, Asm a is stationed, whom the

Visnudharmottara (1 c )
designates as Yaksa This great and pnncipnl power

IS Rahu The ‘Hayasirsapancaratra’ (VIII 15G) names it Ardha-Vastu, it is the

other half, where Existence, Vastu, is the one lialf Its station in the Vastu-

mandala however is but one amongst the 45 Vedic divinities^ Vastu is extension,

Rahu IS duration The two are brothers “The wife of Kab3 apa gave birth to

two sons Rahu and Vastu, the head of the former was cut off by Visnu and the

latter was laid low on the earth by the gods” ('6aradatilak i’, III 2 Comm )

The North of the Vastu is protected by Soma, wdio is the Lord of Naksatras

and Vasu, Lokapala and Aditya in one This is the region of tlie birth of form

,

here the serpents emerge, Naga who is Vasuki, and Argala who is Bhujaga having

cast their skin, Soma-Kuvera is the Lord of w^ealth, Soma, the Moon with tlic lance

of his rays is Bhallata, they are flanked by Mukhva on the one side ind b} Aditi

and Diti on the other Mulch}^ is Visvakarman, the maker of all form, who is

Vidhata, Aditi, the boundless, and Diti, the bounded, are both unes of Kas^apa,
who is called Jayanta in the Vastu, the one is the mother of the Adityas, the other

of the Daityas, production ‘per artem’—Visvakarman—and b}" nature Aditi and
Diti—occupy the north, the region of Soma, pradaksina-wise between the regions

of death and life, west and east The^?' aie all connected, follow one upon the

other, as stages of realisation, and the^^ remain present in the pi in

Outside the Vastu, in the eight diiections, ]n\mg position but no plots, are

stationed homeless presences'®* Sana-vSkanda in the eist, Arxaman in the south,

Jrmbhaka m the west, and m the noith, Pilipmja Sir\a-Skinda arc aspects of

Agm, San^a is the fiery essence m the Waters, Skanda is the ninth form of Agni
(Kumara)'®* or, also he is said to be the son of Adbhuta Agm (Mbh Vana 225 2),

Aryaman guards the south and m tins position he is the chief of the Pitrs The
story of Jrmbhaka (Jrmbhika) is told m tlie ‘Mahabharata’ (Ud} oga Pan^a 9 60-63)
He was created by the gods as a great being to dcstro} Vrtra

, for Vrtra had fouglit

with Indra whom he wdnried into Ins mouth Jrmbhika is the Yawn, Vrtn
3^awned and out leapt Indra Fiom this time on, Jrmbhika is part of breathing
The identity of Vaiuna ‘ab intra’ with Ahi-Vrtia is confirmed b3 Jrmbhaka, being

V stationed m front of the side of the Vastu wdnch is ruled o\er b3" Varuna, and
outside it, like his yawm itself and earned there b3" breath (isu), the breath of the
Asura ivho is Varuna and also Rahu, placed outside, a sign of fatigue and relaxa-
tion m which is release “from the jaws of the monster” Pihpifija m the north,
incites the Moon (pil-pinja), the Protector of the north, to the continual shaping of
living forms

/ worship of Han {Vi§nu) and Durgl, the 45 De\atas ha\e to be w orbhipped
For the temple of other divinities, the eight outside divinities have to be added {*Tantrasaniuc-

^ sides and the four m the comers (see p 32)
S B VI I 3 II &iva as Sarva presides over the cast, (AV XV 5 2) , ^arv i is

eight manifestations of Siva Skanda is Siva’s fire horn son, ’Kuinara*, the bov,
Guha’, the mystenous
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the gods as constituents of the 'body* of the vAstupurusa

This contmmng piocedure holds the corner position in the north-east under
the name of Caraki (from ‘car*, to move) The povers stationed in the comers
are all female, the driving force that is m each tuo adjacent sides, is stationed

outside, let loose so as to avert such evil as might befall the place b}’' the weaknesses
corresponding to its own propensities Vidarf, the Rending one, is stationed in

the south-east, Putana, the 'corpse' of a demoness, guards the south-west corner
and Paparaksasi, the evil fiend, is active m the north-west The comer positions

are defensive ones The energy (sakti) which is active there is born of the meeting
of tw^o different directions, each with its own impulse This is discharged at the

comers to combat an assault from evils akin to itself in nature

The outside entities on each side, on the other hand, are exponents of the

nature of each of the sides ,
it would be dangerous to leave the Vastu so exposed

It is defended at the corners, at the turning points, b} the demonesses who ha\e
come out of it and w’^ho, hy remaining outside, defend the order of existence against

disruption and decay

View^ed from the centre, w^here Brahma is stationed, the tw^elve inner and
thirty tw^o outer gods have their place in due order, it is assigned to them b}^ a

two-fold movement, from the centre, in expanding rhythms, and around it,

peripherally Their number, forty-five, is not a square one, their plots are

allotted to them according to various patterns consistent with then importance and
position Only the Brahmasthana remains unchanged as square power of two,

and square power of three respectivel3’', in the Vastu of 64 or 81 squaies It is

there that the Supreme Brahman is w^orshipped, in the centre of the Vastu 's body
The size of the fields occupied b\^ the 12 Adityas'®^, w^ho are actually onty eight

—their Vedic number—^is variable Their presence all,around the Brahmasthana
IS equal to the total effulgence, the light that proceeds from the Hiranyagarblia,

the golden Germ Of the 32 marginal divmities, eight preside over the regions of

space (astadikpala), while all of them are at the same time the regents of time,

measured by the stars, over which the}^ preside The number 32, or four times

eight, IS derived from the original 4, which again is a repeated application of the

balance of the primarA^ binom of polarity, as seen in sunrise and sunset, east and

west In these 4x8 umts or fields, the 4x7 regents of the 28 lunar stations are

accommodated Their number, 32, is incomplete however without the central one

of Brahma, from whose immovable position proceeds all display and number
Added to it, their number is thirty three, w^hich is the number of the gods, their

sum total in the unity from w^hich they proceed and have their play in heaven,

on earth, and in mid-air'°® B}^ these 33 the sacrificial body (yajnatanu) of the

Vastupurusa is occupied in its centre and periphery

The Vastupurusamandala, sacrificial body of the fallen Asura, is analogous to

the ritual body which the sacnficer builds for himself when piling up the Vedic

altar It is one in kind and function with the 32 bricks, 8 in each quarter and

one in the middle, called Yajnatanu (Taitt Samh IV 4 9) The sacrificial bod3^

See Figures pp 32 and 86 f ,
and note 86

The 33 gods of the Apn hymns of the Rgv^eda are three times eleven, on earth, in the

air and in the sky Residing on earth their number is equal to 4x8-^!
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of the Vastupuriisa as the dwelling of the 3^1 gods is one uith the toun J^rlksctra,

nith its 32 doors***

Brahm'i is always stationed in llic middle of the bod^ of the Vastupunisn***,

whether the litter lies with his head in the e ist ('Mnv<annta\ 1 e , '6ilparatni\

VII 34 etc )
or as is more general with his liead in the north-cast*** If he lies

with Ins head in tlic east, this is its origin il pi ice, townids the rising sun It is

then said tbit Aryainan is stationed there, Vnas\‘in and Mahklinrn occupy the

right and left side of the body and J^fitra is ])laeed on the se\ organ , on his arms

and legs are stationed the purs of \d)t\as m the intcrinediatc directions In this

position, Vlstupurusa is said to lie hnddlcd up (niknbja) undernc ith the grxls,

the Padadevatas appear closel\ stationed around hini^, he is hedged in b\ them

He underlies the Brahnnsthana md the /one of the AdiUas, he is surrounded b}

the Astadikpalas and the orbits of the sun and the moon But, if his he id is m
the north-east, at the feet of Si\ \ and where Tslna is stationed, all the 41 gods

dwell on his bod} ,
Tsana or v^ikhin on Ins head

,
his e\es and mouth are lield b\

Parjan}a and Apa
,
on the chest, to tlie right and left, ire Ar}am in and Malndli ira.

whereas Mitra and Vivasvan occup\ his hcllv, Ins bet are in Nirrli, he lies from

the north-east to the south-west, Ins arms are stretched south-east and north-west

and bent in the elbows, Ins knees too arc bent so that t!ie\ touch the middle of

each side of the square, the knees, where Gmdiiaria uid Kusunndmta arc

stationed, are in the south and icst, the sun ind ino^m arc on Ins arms (TP),
the} are folded back, so that the hands (palms) come to he in Rljasal sinl, the left,

an the north-west, and in Sa\itl, in the south-east, the right one (Br S) or

alternatively tlie palms arc folded on Ins chest (*Agiii Purina')

Right and left refer to the bod} of the Vlstupurusa fallen, with the he H
dowai The divinities of the cist and south aic on tlie right, lliose of the vest
and north on the left Then positions remun nnaffected b\ the orient ition of the

Vastupurusa, and thev irc distributed on his intrinsic fo^m, which is the soinrc
(caturakrti) and not on the allusion to the figure of man, wind) latter acts as a

place of reference The duinitics are si Uioncd at definite places of the square
form, this has the result tint the suuc duinil} is placed once on the licad and
then again on his chest, to the left, according to the position of the Vlstupurusa
who faces east or north-cast The Devatls reside on the square form of the
Vastupurusa and b} implication onh on Ins f illcn slnjK It is the form of the

Cf also the lotus of Akiisa with its lhirt\-two j>ctals 'In*;, ‘H I’-alnulur*, cit ,

P 701 f The symbols of Snksetra, A}o<Ih\'l, and the \ vsUnHin\^'\nnn\lala arc plans m winch
manifestation is laid out, with reference to the Principle l>v.\ond it, and m Us centre

*Mayainata’, iVII 49 , ‘Brhatsaiphifi*, LIT 51
The inajont> of te\ts place the Vlslupimi<^i with the head in the north east

,
*llrhU

^amlntcP, LII 51 , *Matse ipiirln i* ‘\ nlh uiaCic: u 1 i
^
*K null'll una*

,
‘Mavamati*

,
'ICina-

sivagurudevajiaddliati^ *Ha> aMr^apaficarkr i*
, ‘Sannrtngapasruridh'ira’

,
apisilpn’

^klanu^yalaj acandnk i’, II 2S
, etc (s^t notes 45, -•6) In sonic of lliem, the alteniatuc

position, with the head in the cast is described in detail (‘Mnannta*, ‘Silparatin’) and qnotc<l
as the opinion *Uield b^ others’* In other texts, the two jiosMbihlies arc not kept apart , thc\
are <^inbined in the *V istiir ijavallabha’, II 1-2, where the A’^lsiupnni'^i js dcscnlicd as placed
b> the gods on the ground with his face cast The feet should be \ or'-hipped in the south
west

, the head in the north cast , cf also *M niasara*, VII 255
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Vastupunisa which has a given number of spines
, veins and vital points are held

together by these lines of which the prototypes are measurable in terms of breath,

‘Prana’ and ‘Vayu’ (p 51) As in man whose '‘inner self, which consists of

breath, has also the shape of man”, so converse!}^ this form, ^\h^ch consists of

breath is named Purusa The form has been laid out on earth at the end of the

Perfect age, the Krta-yuga, when the ‘Gale of the Spint’ still blo^vs, as Prana
and Vayu which are the threads (sutra) that hold it together ‘‘The stronghold

(pur) doubtless is these worlds, and the Purusa (Spirit) is he that blows here (the

wind) ,
he bides (si) in this stronghold (pur)

, hence he is the Purusa” (S B XIII
6 2 1)

The gods are settled on the Vastupurusa The fight between the demons and
the gods is over for it is won conjointly Every building activity means a renewed
conquest of disintegration, and at the same time a restitution of integrit}^ so that

the gods once more are the limbs of a single ‘being’, of E^astence, at peace

with itself
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I’HK SUBSTANCKS OF WHICH I'HK

TKMPMi IS Buii;r



'He then lays down the Invincible Brick The invincible one

being the earth, it is this earth that he thus lays down
‘Satapatha Brahmana’, VII 4 2 32

^ hRiST

‘O daughter of the sage Angiras Thou unbroken, unhurt and
full in size, O Brick, grant thou the desired object —I now instal

thee
”

‘Agnipurana’, XLI 17
'Hayaslrsapancaratra*, XII 257-8



IV

THE SUBSTANCES OF WHICH THE
TEMPLE IS BUILT

BRICK

A large number of stone temples are preserved^ though few bnck temples*
In some the substances are combined, wood or stone for example being used for

the door frames of brick structures^, oi stone being employed for the walls and

* The\ are built of tlie stones which arc quarried in the various parts of India , sandstone
prevails in central Indian temples

,
limestone or marble is frequent in western India , trap

in the Deccan , a fine grained, black chlontic schist in the later Calukya temples of the
Kanarese districts m the Deccan

, a similar stone, quarried in the Rajmahal lulls is also used in

Bengal for door frames, etc
,
of brick temples , granite in south India

,
latente and sandstone,

etc , m Orissa The earliest stone temples ire preserved from about 400 AD In Gujerat and
Rajputana the stones were carved, pieced together and placed in position In the Kanarese
distnets and the Deccan the details, in some cases were carved in situ In Onssa, the carvings
were finished in situ On the walls of the hall of the Rajarani temple in Bhuvanesvar, the design

IS blocked out and has not been completed

’ The *Matsyapurana\ Ch CCLXIX, describes the po'^sible forms of the Hindu temple
(see Part VII) and says that the> mav be built either of wood or brick or stone

Utpala, commenting in the tenth century on the ‘Brhat Saqihita* (DII ^9 41), quotes

Hiran>agarbha , according to him the range of substances used in definite types of buildings was
large The building Mandira, was made of stone, Vastublnvana of baked bncks, Sumanta of

unbaked bricks, Sudhara of mud, Mlnasya of wood, Xandana of bamboo, Vija>a and
Silpivikalpita of [tent] cloth, Kapma of wattle and others of gold, silver, copper, iron, lac and
tin According to j\ra3a there are only five kinds of buildings of different substances

In the early eleventh centur>
,
the 'Samaranganasiitradhara*, XLIX 6-7, speaks of the

Prasadas which should be built in towns (nagara) Thev are to be built of stone and baked
bncks In chapter LIX 217-239, details are given of the wooden temple Harmya, the rock-cut

temple La\ana, the cloth made temple Patpsa, etc

In the 'IsanasivagurudevapaddliatP, Part V Cb XXXII 86 89, about the same tame,

the South Indian type of temples is said to be *samcita’, *asamcita’ and ‘upasamcita' according

to Us ‘density^’, and is considered male, female or neuter, rcspectivelj’^ In the first instance it is

built of stone or bnck, in the second of bnck or wood, and lastlj’^ of brick and wood combined
These terms however have a much wider meaning 111 other southern texts, such as ‘Majamata*,

XX 31 f and the ‘Manasara*

® Among the earliest of preserved brick temples are the temple at Bhitargaon, in the

United Provinces, of the Gupta age (5th century)
,
the Uttaresvara and Kalesvara temples at
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bnck for the superstructure^ Bnck and wood, singly or combined, were it seems

frequently used but being easily perishable have vanished to a much greater extent

than the contemporary buildings in stone Wooden temples are however even now
preserved and m worship in two distant parts of India, namely in Malabar, the

ancient Kerala, and the Himalayas"

Bncks had formed the ‘‘body of the sacrifice'" (yajnatanu)' Detailed

prescriptions are given how to make good baked bricks^^ and this practical know-
ledge gained by experience accompanies a sacred memory (smrti), a tradition by
which the acquired technical skill became perfected

The act itself of offering had gone into the making of the brick It is a rite

of identification The substance of the brick is its earner, earth and fire are the

(Tagara) Ter m Hyderabad, Deccan , their doors, beams and ceilings, are of wood (about 7th

century) , tbe Lak^raana Temple m Sirpur, Central Provinces, 7tb century, tlie door frame being

of stone (Coomaraswamy, 'History of Indian and Indonesian Art’, PI LI) Among Buddhist

temples, the outer circular bnck wall and the inner circle of uooden pillars of the temple at

Bairat, Jaipur State, Rajputana, date from the 3rd century B C (D R Sahni, 'Aichseological

Remains and Excavations at BairaU, Jaipur 1937 ,
Stuart Piggott, 'The Earliest Buddhist

Shrines’, 'Antiquity', 1943, pp i-io) The temple at Paharpur, North Bengal (I^Iemoir, ASI
No 55, by K N Dikshit) nsing with 3 terraces on a cross shaped plan with recessed sides, of

tbe 8th century (and a similar Stupa structure unearthed at Launya Nandangarh, Bihar,

'Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeology^', 1936, p 4)
^ In South India, the walls of the temple are generally of stone , the flat stone ceiling of the

Garbhagrha is supported on teak wood joists
,
the superstructure is of bnck See also note 76

In another combination the structure is of bnck and its life-size sculptures are of sandstone as

in the rumed brick temple of Rajapadar, Sonpur , (ASI
,
vol XIII p 120)

^ The wooden temple at Brahmor, Chamba, (J Ph Vogel, ‘Antiquities of Chamba State’,

p 96) of the early eighth century is the most ancient in the Himalayan group On the J^Ialabar

coast, u ooden temples represent the indigenous types of architecture , preserved temples date

from the X4th century (R V Poduval, ‘Administration Report of the Archaeological Depailuient*,

Travancore, p 4 ? the temple at Sattankulangara, Central Tra\ancore)
®
‘Taitt Samh IV 49 Thirty three rhythmic formulas accompany the bncks called

Yajnatanu, 8 in each quarter and one m the middle In their position they correspond to the

32 Padadevatas and the Brahmasthana of the Vastupuru^amandala
^ The 'Mayamata', XV 1 14-120 for instance, instructs that soil free from gravel, stones,

roots, bones and clods should be selected, having fine sand, of uniform colour and pleasant to

touch First one should throw a lump of earth into knee deep water, and then stir and knead
it repeatedly fortv times wuth one's feet One should wet it w ith waters of K§ira (pme), Kadamba,
Amra (Mango) and Abhaylksa tree bark and the water of the 3 fruits {Anialaka=emblic myro-
balan, Bahela and Haritaka) and go on kneading it for a month Then the bricks of 4, 5, 6 and
8 matras (angulas) in (wudth) and twice as long respectively^ and half, or one third, or equal to

the given width in thickness, should be thoroughly dned and then evenly baked , after an
interval of one, two, three or four months they should be thrown into water, by the expert

,

thereafter they should be taken out of the w^ater and dried completely, and then used in the
desired undertaking

The bricks must be freshly made and all the other building matenals too must be hew n or

quarried in due time, and used exclusively for the building for which they are destined The^
‘Mayamata' XV, 6if , 121, enjoins that wood, bncks, and stone should be collected in the
approved manner as the ancients have condemned building matenals left over from other
buildings and those taken from ruined buildings cause distress

The prescription of the ‘Visnudharraottara’ about the making of bncks is given in Pt III
Ch XCI 3-1

X
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elements which take part ni it and help the sacnficer to build his sacrificial body
It IS ma'de of bricks It can neither be seen noi known by those who see but a

brick in a brick and ignore tint its number, measure and position make visible its

function in the sacrificial altar , for it is made and put into its position in execution

of a sacramental will to which it gives a bod}’* This is piled up physically, wdiile

it is imbued with an invisible Essence The fabric of the altar is of a special

kind and wuth it also arc moulded the thick, piledtUp walls of tlie Hindu temple

In the building of the temple, the bucks—li wall be sliowm that also the

building stones are thought of in this connection as bricks—are as if pressed from
the centre towards the penmcter by the small hollow^ of the Garbhagrha, the inner-

most sanctuary of the temple, massncl}^ piled, they are its w^alls These now
are replete with the special substance of the bricks and they waden the perimeter

of the temple with mouldings and fillets in the horirontil and b} buttresses and
\anous kinds of projections, in the vertical direction The bod3^ of the temple
substantial!}^ steps across its own limits, enlarges its perimeter with compact
pilasters and turrets, and makes its rhythm proceed from the centre in the

oscillations of its elastic boundar}^ There aie maiw possibilities of the articulation

of the penmcter of the temple , each has a name and definite proportions

The impact of the outw ird ino\cmcnt is caused fiom tlic small internal cavity,

the innermost sauctuan The \ cdic Agni was a massne pile with no other cavity

than those of the S^ajamatrniris, the naturally perforated stones Through
these perforations the altar ‘breathed', the Praslda, the mam and integral part of

the Hindu temple, is ncarh a solid monument but for the small space of its

sanctuar} and such technical dcMccs which lessen the weight of the mass piled

abo\e it It IS closed on top With the inclusion of the small space m the

innermost core of the mass, a pressure as it were is exerted on it from within, it

impresses itself on the bncl^ Acted upon from within hon/ontalh% they appear

to discharge it in the outward direction The pressure acts figurati\cly and not

d3 namically oi mcchanicalh
,

for the Hindu temple is more a solid inonuiiient

than a work of ‘arcnitecturc* As in the piled altar, eicli weight rests on its

support, and there is no lateral thrust The buttresses are not technically

indispensable

A monument stands in spice, it does not face it Tlic Hindu temple too, has
strictl} speal ing no fafade, the four orients and the intermediate directions of

space step forth in buttresses and images from the bod}" of the tcninle in a

continuous intcgrit} of the mass analogous to the \aiiable pattern in wdiich the

divinities are laid out on the Vlstupunisamandala In the structure of tlie temple
the} refer to and ha\e their jiosition, fiom the central square of the inncnnost
sanctuar}

,
the Garbhlglra

,
it corresponds to the Brnhinastlilna, in the plan In

this way the bricks partake in the form of the temple which is more a monunient
th in an edifice With reference to the Vcdic Altar it is thus known “In the fire

the gods bathed liim (Prajlpati) b} means of oblations, ind whatever oblation

the} offered that became a hiked brick and passed into him and because thev were
produced from the offering (ist i) thciefoie they arc bricks (istak“i)

, and hence they
make the bricks by means of the fire, foi it is oblations they thus make" (S B VI
1 2 22 f) The baked bnek here is the middle term of the oblation and of

Prajapati, it is the place of its transubstantiation Similarly, the following are
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The oblation here is nnn liinisclf in
nid its ciglilfold corrcspon-

dence in tlu manifested universe One one. the loue. T. tin is offered to and

absorbed m the next higher until the Pu''"
Principles .ire reached md hen merged

and re-mtegrated in Niskah Pai am Siipieine Principle, in nhose

presence the temple has its iiltim ite del, ”1"'
, ,

Through the fire in vliicli it is bi^^^’- j
sjerifici d essence remains burnt

into the brick, m its substance, nliich
^

This is fennnine ,n its nitiire,

It is the original substance to be sliap«^-
laiddoun in the piled up

monument on sacred ground It ret nu‘’
nieaning in the structure

of the Hindu temple for one of the most

o

foper

the mam and integral building, is Trls'^Vc
_Thm inine dernes from sidanam

the settling of the bricks in the hire altf^
^ ^ 7 .1 1 .1 j

They are settled uitli the Sul mam riul^lhun he steacU and

firmly established (‘Vajasmevi Samhitl -
^ ^

shares m the nature of the earih, is earth
, 'V"

‘^l^'>'Pness.

the firmness, is equally neccssirv to e.acl’
the momimuil is it is raised up

The brick IS this e irtli md the fii"^
”'[>^'Pdcs and

represents each subsequent one The fjcst brick is called As ulli i, the miinciblc

(SB VI 6 3 1) ’‘The mimcible
IS laid down wnth the first brick" (f> B ^ 7

^ irth is four

cornered hence the bricks are fou^‘'°™’",r,Y ' ' *^

1
'*' after the

manner of this earth” (.‘5 B VI 3 2 2^^)
,

of el i> is this eirt i

—whatever made of cHv^ lie places on tli"^^
(altar) tint is that one bncl (ib lO)

When the bricks arc laid rlntlmnc, fonnulac (manlnl arc recited to ensure

that they lie stead^ and firm, thus witj'
t

substance is now imbued uith V.'ik (speeds (Angir is
,

B ib 2->)

In this way the bricks are A^ni’s hinb^ ^ t i'

for this earth w’as made first (b B VII ^ “ 3_-If) and \ ak is the Word uhich

was m the beginning and is actuated uUcranec ag un md agiin uith c\era

bnck laid doun in the sacred stnictnrc.

‘ The exact analog% in the ca<=e of a temple '> ^ 'empu' >«''
•

XCII S2 6s
’ The Puryastaka comprises ‘Buddhi. alnii'^

'' "'’’''‘''as ^abda, spar><i

rupa, rasa, gandha’
,
this is intellect, the sen-?'' “f

>'>‘h\id«atu.n. niind

and the 5 elementary essences or sense pnncipf®- ‘''V'?’’-
and s.iiell I he

latter are 'essences’ in their relation to the 5
00”^'"°"'’'"^ laccs ether, air, fire, etc

‘“The eight manifestations of Siva arc
‘^''cnficcr (priest), sun, water.

Tir, moon and sky ^ ^ .

"The Tattvas, the principles and forms °i
manifestation, are the ontological slices of

mamfestft'aon of and by Consciousness, of Iho ‘"'Preme Pnnciplc.

non manifest, without attributes and qualities r .Tier. a. , ts-'
’Isanasivagumdevapaddhati’, III Ch >

a 01 IX
trTns St Kramnsch

"Sadanam, from ‘sad’, to seat or settle, mr"’”®

pp 151-iOj,

If
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THI HINDU TLMPLI.

are deposited below the place where the right dooi j iinb of the nnin entrance to

the temple will be set up
Five or nine ‘bricks’ are thus laid down, one in the centre of i square, the

others” in the caidinal and intermediate direetions following the course of the sun

(piadaksina) beginning from the east "* They must not be laid on the vulnerable

vital spots (marma) " The shape of these first bricks is given \ inously, as

square”'' oi rectangular that is a double square the thickness being one third or

one fourth of the width” ,
the latter tvpc prevails Then si/c \aries with the

size of the temple” Tliese bricks then are 1 iid evenly and on one level, into the

pit'’ Then the pit should be filled up” and ibove it, in com sc of constructing

the base of the temple, tlic rite of Garbhldhana is to be performed and the vessel

which holds the vSeed and Germ of the Praslda is to be deposited on the ground,

on the lowermost moulding (upana) or on the topmost moulding (prati) of the

base,'" according to the status of the patron, whether he be a Br"ihman i, Ksatnya,

oi belongs to a lower caste With the status of the donor thus embedded in

slab'i which cover the cell foundation The depth of the w ill of the found ilion cdh is desenbed

as 25 feet , its thickness being about 4 feet (Cunningham, A S I \ol VII j) 172 f)
*Mayamata^ XII iio-iii Some sa> that the first bricks should be laid when two

fifths of the pit remain
'Kas>apasilpa\ IV 46, the first bnck should be placed to the right of the door m Praslda

and Mandapa *I^na paddhati*, 1 c si 63
The nte is described in detail, m the 'Islna paddhati', 1 c and in the ‘Bfhatsaiphita*,

LII 112 , 'Visnudharmottara', Pt II ch XXIX 7S f (the “la>ing of the stones’*

‘silanyasa*)

“‘‘According to the ‘Vaikhanasagama*, ch v, called ‘Prathanrisile^takl \idhi’, (see how
ever ‘Br Samh *, *Vi§nudharmottara,* etc 1 c , see note 42 According to ‘Silparatna*,

XII 26)

‘Silparatna*, XII 13
‘Agnipurana*, XLI 3, with 12 ang width (this is the same as the width of the bnck

of the Vedic altar, p 47) The stone bneks measure i cubit (Insla) Augula is the width
of the upper digit of the thumb, ‘Piiigarimata’, ch IV JLSOA, vol XI pp 9-31, text and
translation by P C Bagchi

For the very best, 1 c the vcr> largest, temples the proportion of the ‘first bricls* is

one cubit (24 ang ) long, 12 ang wide and S high ‘Isana ])addhati', I c
, 64 65 ,

'Silparatna*,

XII 17-18 For the three other classes, the large, middle and least shrines, the height is one
fourth of the length, ‘Silparatna*, XII, 17-21

,
cf ‘Majainata*, XU ro'j ,

‘Isaih paddhati*,

1 c 67-70

‘Mayamata*, XII 104, gives the wadth m a relati\e measure, t c equal to the receptacle
of the Garbha The ‘Kamikagania*, LI 6, states that the width (\astlra) \aries from
3 angulas to 30 angulas increasmg by i angula ‘Silparatna*, XII 17-23, mdicates si7cs

ranging from 8 to 38 angulas or from 9 to 39 angulas according to the proposed number of
stones of the building and the ‘Manasara*, XII, 189 193, a size from 7-30 angulas, with an
^increment of 2 angulas The latter text also admits rectangular shapes of smaller propor-
tions than the double square The standard proportion is the one indicated m note 27, and
considerable latitude was given in the actual measures, iccording to the eMgencies of particular
buildings

Each IS placed on the mouth of a ‘treasure jar* of copper
,

‘I P 1 c 71 f

After once more having been filled with water
,
then the foundation should be packed

stones or bneks (‘I P 1 c
, 71 f ) This is one metliod of laying the foundation

‘‘IP*, 1 c, 73-74, ‘Tantrasamuccaya*, II XII 6, slightly different and with more
detail

, ‘Mayamata*, XII 107-no
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the temple, the intellectual level is indicated from which he begins his ascent

Above this base and this inbuilt distinction of Uevel*, the ascent is one and the

same for all the castes Those who are of no caste, the outcastes and the foreigners,

the Mlecchas, they have no ground and footing within the body of the temple and
their ascent is from the outside, performed by sight, a ^darsana’ to which the

highest point is visible fiom afar The four castes in then hierarchy deposit the

seed of the temple at a level which is appropriate to them This distinction is

made and remains witliin the base of the temple onl}^ it does not proceed further

Another reference to the status of the donor is given in the designation of the

bricks They are distinguished as male and female conforming with the se\ of

the donor,^* so that the approach to the identification is moie closety adjusted

between patron or donor (karaka, \ajamana) and his gift

'IP*, 1 c , 67-70 ,
‘Mnyinnli*, XII 105-107 , 'Mlinslrn*, XII 194 195, moreover,

distinguish neuter bricks These distinctions arc made according to the thickness of the

bneks ,
if bigger at the base, for instance, the brick is declared ns female Such slight

vanntions in the standard shape of the bricks are welcomed as indicative of aflSnitics 'Silpa-

ratna*, XII 16-17, advises male bricks for men, and female bneks for women donors, or also

male bneks for cither ‘Mayainata*, XII 105 f distinguishes the se\ of the bricks according

to llieir even (m ) or odd (f ) number of angulas, etc
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‘Tstaka’’, produced fiom what uas offeicd b B VJ 1 2 22), js used

as the name not only for the buck but also for the stone or wood of wdnch a temple

IS built "For temples built of stone, the first "bricks’* are of stone, for shnnes

built of wood, they are of wood, or else earthen bricks arc employed for all kinds

of temples (Vimana)"*® By its symbolic significance the brick has precedence o\er

stone and wood Stone is used as its substitute The installation hoivc\er of

the first stone (adharasila) has its own rite, too

Stone temples have no place in Vedic ntes Their altars were brick piles

and embodied metaphysical knowledge The Svayamltnina, the naturally per-

forated "bncks" in the centre of the Agni (S B VIII 7 3 13, VIII 7 4 1),

w^ere most probabl}^ a special kind of stone Sheds (sfila) connected with the

sacrifice and built of wooden or bamboo posts, beams, a roof ndge (vamsa) and

mats, had accessory importance Wood and tree ire S3mibols in their own right

Their form has retained its integrity in the Hindu temple even where their

substance has been substituted by other more lasting materials, such as brick

and stone

The rites of la3ang the fiist stone are ]argel3' in imitation of those of the

laying of the fiist bricks, the rites connected with the quarr^ung and the carnage

of the stone are akin to the ntes of felling the tree and transferring it to its

destination Stone, employed in India, as elsewhere from the stone age for sacred

purposes,^'^ has taken the place of brick and w^ood in the building of man3
^ temples

Where it has not retained the logic of its own form, it has also taken over the

meaning of their substance To judge from preserved monuments, stone,—the

prism, the rectangle and the square—remained in its own pristine architectural form,

for several centuries after the temple of aboriginal protot\pe, the stone dolmen,
in worship to this day amongst the Gonds” in central India, m the south of India,

and elsewhere, had been given lelativety large si/e and careful workmanship
The earliest preserved temples of this type date from about 400 A D ,

especialty

*Haya^r§apancaratra^ XI 234, ‘Silparatna’, XII 14-15, 'Kls^apasilpa*, IV 19
advise stone for the foundation of mixed brick and stone buddings

In domestic architecture, uood and light wood (bamboo), etc, were at least made as

much use of as cla> and bncks
'Satapatlia Brahmana', III i i 6 , Sa3ana, on *Taitt Sanih * I 2 x

Dolmen, etc , see Part V
P C Mukherji, ‘Report on the Antiquities in the District of Lalitpur, Roorkce, iSoo
“Often a large rough stone with no caiaang on it is stuck up and scr\es for shrine

and image alike ” Whitehead, ‘The Village Gods of South India', p 35 The shrine of
Poleramma, ib PI XV has one large flat stone, its roof, supported bv sea^eral upright flat

stones and is practically a dolmen
,
Pis V and VI ,

ib are further \ arieties of the Dolmen
type , the monolithic npnghts are replaced bv courses of smallei stones (PI V) The shnne
of Poshamma, PI IX

, is a more complex temple of this t>pe, a hollou cube, with a separate
door frame, and a number of large flat stone slabs are laid in the shape of a recessed p\ raniid
on top of the flat roof It is surmounted by i finial See Part V, notes 53, 55
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in central India Their unadorned walls consist of a few courses of relatively

large stones dressed to level beds and joined without mortar, their roof of stone

IS flat

From the sixth centur3^ A D onwards, the time of the compilation of the
earliest presented treatises on architecture, stone is one of the accepted materials

It has its ritual which is partly identical and parti}?- analogous to that of the bncks,
a well defined destination, and due consideration is given to its own nature

The ‘MatS3^apurana’ (CCLXVI, 6-18) speaks of the Brahmasila, the Brahma-
stone,*' and its consecration The Brahma-stone forms pait of the 'support*

(adhara), of the temple to be built

The 'Visnudharmottara* (Pt II ch XXIX 78), describes the laying of the
first stone (si]an3^asa) A stone jai should be placed in the centre of the
Vastumandala of 64 squares and the stones, anointed and covered with cloth should
be laid down, following the course of the sun, and beginning from the north-east

The ‘Brhat Samhita*, LII 112 also describes the laying do^vn of the stones

they are to be known as goddesses The 'Vaikhanasagama* (V) regards the four

stones as the four Vedas The}?- should be laid m the 4 directions beginning from
the East

Bnck, and also stone w ere used and are preserved in the sacred buildings and their

accessorj parts, in the third, and tlie second and first centuries B C respectively

Lithic in its construction and not onh in its substance is the solid stone fence unearthed in

Besnagar, Bhopal It belonged to an “Uttama Prasada** of V'lsudeva—onlv its bnck founda-
tion exists of which also the Garu^a stone pillar with tlie inscription of Heliodoros, son of

Dion and an inhabitant of Taxila, foniicd part (see also ASIAR, 191S-14, Pt I ) These
relics date from the 2nd centurx B C The balustrade of the terrace of the Buddhist Stupa of

Ainarlvati, Kistna district, similarly consisted of uprights vith a rectangular slab

morticed between The majonty of the stone railings, such as those in S^cT, Barhut, etc are

stone versions of wooden prototypes

The ^lora well inscription from Mathurl of Mahlk^atrapa Soejasa, of the ist century B C
speaks of a temple, a ^‘sailadevagf " a ''stone house of god*' where 5 images in stone of

the holy Pancaviras of the Vrsnis were installed No trace of this temple is left ('Epigraphia

Indica', XXIV
, J N Banerjea, JISOA, Vol X)

Another inscription of the ist century B C from Nagaia, Udaypur, Rajputana ('Ep Ind
XXn, p 204) says "This 'pujlsill-prakara*, enclosing wall, round the stone (object) of

worship, called Naraymna-Vlpkl (compound) for the divinities Saukar^ana Vasudeva
has been caused to be made by (the king) Sarvatata who is a devotee of Bhagavat

(Vi^nu) and has performed an Asvaniedlia sacrifice " Part of a high stone enclosure is

preserved , but only’' a brick platform on which stood a temple of brick or stone The stone

fence consists of large stone slabs inserted in grooved stone upnghts
,
in this technique also

are the perforated screens or window’s set into the walls of Gupta temples in central India

and in the Lad Khan Temple in Ailiole (Bijapur District)

Of subsequent inscnptions referring to stone temples, the Eran stone boar one speaks of

the 'silaprasada’, the stone temple of Toramana ('Corpus Inscr Ind *)i a Vi^nu temple, it

appears , and the Gwalior stone inscription of Mihiragula designates this stone temple (saila-

maya prasada) as one of Surya, the Sun

A detailed study of the qualities of specific stones, their marks, etc , is made in

‘Sllparat^a^ XIV, 2-14

'Isanasivagurudevapaddhati', III ch V g (trans JISOA vol X p 221)

From the south-east, according to 'Bj* Samh *, LII no, from the north east, according

to the V D , 1 c

28
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The relation of the stone and tlie buck in the ntcs of laying the foundation of

the temple is multiple Where the stones ire considered altogether as ‘brick'

or their substitutes, the mantras by which tliey aic invoked arc the same, the

stone-bneks may be relatively larger th in tlie earthen ones The ritual stone

foundation is always laid in the centre of the pit in accoidance with the central

structure and symbolism itself of the Vedic Agni Tlie ritual bnck ‘foundation'

however is below the door-jamb, it underlies and pre-faces its \ertical direction

Theie are thus two distinct foiuidation iitcs of the stone building.^, either of

them IS perfoimed in the centre of the pit Tlic one is bised on the adharasila,

the support given by the first stone, to the total structuic Its S3nnbohsm

proceeds in the vertical, from the Omph ilos or Nlbhi, which here ippears as

Adharasila

The other nte follows closely that of tlie laying of the first bricks There

the stones or bricks are spread out horizontalh and demarcate a square Above
this ‘altar', in the case of actual bucks, the Garbliapatra, the \cssel which holds

the Garbha, is immured in the building

The rites of the cential stone foundation aie indicated in the relativel}' carh'

te^.ts, such as the ‘Matsyapuiana’ and the ‘Visnudlnimottir i' They arc

desenbed explicitly in later texts
**

In the^ middle of the foundation pit** and ifter threefourth of it has been

filled, the Adharasila is laid down According to the ‘Tantrasaniucea^a’ I ch I

74-89, and the ‘Silparatna\^X 6-13, a treasure jar (nidhikalasa)^‘ made of stone

or copper is placed on the Adharasila, on the jar a stone lotus is pi iced, on the

stone lotus a stone tortoise, on the stone tortoise a siher lotus and on it a silver

tortoise, on the silver tortoise a gold lotus and on it a gold toitoisc From there

a funnel shaped tube, the Yoganlla, made of coppei leads up to the plinth

(janman, ‘Silparatna', 1 c
)

or to its lowermost moulding (upaiia, ‘Tantra-
samuccaya', 1 c

) In the treasure jar is invoked Bhuvanesi as Greatest Sakti,

Holder of the Asana, the seat or foundation of the temple * Tlie several symbols
strung together in the vertical direction illustrate the meaning expressed in

words the sun strings these worlds to himself on a thread of his ra}s {& B VII
3 2 13) The hierarchy of existence is shown here by the different substances

‘Haya^r^apancaratra*, VIII 141-42 “a stone or bnck of p:oocl quaht> should ht placed
in each of the 4 directions

”

To this day, the foundation rite is called in Amritsar for instance, ‘sill-sthapan* the
setting up of the stone (Tndnn Antiquarj vol XXXVIII p 122 f )

Tantrasamuccaja*, I ch I 89, states clearlj that the position m the middle of the
pit, where the first stone, the support of the building is to be laid, is altogether distinct from
the plot assigned to the first bricks , in all the texts unanimousl> this is to the right side of
the door of the temple, below the door jamb The 'first stone* is laid on one level (that is

when^ three fourths of the pit are again filled) with the first bricks
In the ‘Vi^nudharmottara*, the jar is presenbed to be of stone onlv Copper-jars arc

prescribed in the rite of the first bncks, in the 'Isanapaddhati*, 1 c , and elsewhere
** During excavation at Gokul, near Mahasthan, Bogra, Bengal, the Adlnrasila of the

temple was found m the centre of the structure It is a stoue slab with 12 small holes and
a bigger hole m the centre

, m the central hole was a rectangular piece of gold embossed
with the figure of a bull The stone slab lay four brick courses below the level of the inner-
most central pit ASIAR 1935-36, p 67
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of the symbolic forms Stone, here is the last support, the rock bottom on which
IS firmly established the vertical order The prototype of this kind of vertical

symbolism was built into the Fiie Altar (S B VI 2 3 1-5
)

In Hindu inward
worship (antaryaga, innei sacrifice) this vertical symbolism is present in the
meditation called Pithapuja, the worship of the ‘basis’ or ‘support’

In the centre of the ‘atman’ or body of the Fire altar above the bundle of

grass, which was the first ‘istaka’ or “brick”®“ of the first layer the priest

(Adhvaryu) placed a lotus leaf, a golden disc, a golden man and on the golden man
the first naturally perfoiated ‘brick’ (svayam-atrnna) or self-holed stone, at a

prescribed distance to the east of the centre, he set down a living toitoise on lotus

flowers, so that it faces the golden man The lower shell of the tortoise represents

this terrestrial world and the upper shell is the an world (antariksa) (S B VII
6 12

)
In the foundation of the temple, the stone tortoise too has to be set down

first by the side of the treasure jar and then only is it placed on that jar and above
the lotus

No golden man foims part of the s5''mbols in the foundation of the temple
His identity is absorbed m the Vastupurusa The place of the golden Purusa is

now occupied b}^ the Vase, full ot power (sakti)

This means a transfer of spirituaMevels
,
no golden disc—the sun’s oib—is

placed below the vase, it rests on the Adharasila which is not round but square,

and not of gold but of stone Above the Sakti-vase is placed the lotus made of

stone, an unfolding of all the possibilities such as are in the Adharasila, and on it

rests the stone tortoise, who is Visnu"\ the stability^* of this world Sakti and
Visnu are part of the ‘support’ of the temple, and stability is exemplified m the

three superimposed regions of the earth-world, the air-world and heaven by the

stone lotus and tortoise, the silver lotus and tortoise and finally their golden

replicas This picture of stability in the hierarchy of the worlds, is led into the

visible temple, built above ground, b}'' the Yoganala, the funnel shaped tube with

its wider opening at the bottom

The symbols of the Adhara, the support, refer to these worlds of existence

and not to that world which is be3^ond manifestation above the golden disc of

the Sun irnmured in the Fire Altar
The Adharasila occupies the central place in the site which will be covered

The Svayamatmna, or self-perforated stones (S B VIII 7 5 13 , 19 »
VIII 7 4 i ),

are placed in this -vertical sequence the first on the golden man m the centre of the bottom
layer, the second in the centre of the third layer, the third upon the centre of the completed

fifth layer They represent the 3 worlds, the holes bemg intended to afford to the sacrificer

(represented by the golden man) a passage to the highest regions , SBE Vol XEI, p 155

In the Pitha-puja the Great-Yoga-base (Mahayoga-piAa) is realized as consisting in

vertical sequence of Adhara-Sakti, Mukprakrti, Adikurma, Adivaraha and Ananta
Any unit laid down in the Agni is called a brick (i§taka) The 5 bs^akas* of the first

'cit* or layer are given in S B X 4 3 14
‘Tantrasamuccaya’, I ch I 79 ,

Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati*, III ch V 9 ,
*Visnu-

samhita’, XII 82-88

Prati§{ha
,
'Katha Upani§ad’, I 14

'Tantrasamuccaya’, I ch I 80
Re the symbol Amalaka see Pt VIII
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by the building of the temple^* In the Fire Altai, ih\^ ccntral^place is the site

'of the navel (nabhi) of the Ultaravedi In its own position the Adharasila is the

omphalos or 'nabln* of the temple which is the concrete form (murti) of universal

manifestation

In certain instances both the rites are performed, tlic ntc of the Adliarasila,

the stone support, and the nle of hying the first bricks The stone foundation

nte IS enacted separately in the following night the laving of tlie first bricks,

south of the mam door takes place (^Tantrasamuccajn', I ch I 81-82) The all

important deposition of the Garbha, the vSecd and Germ of the temple, is made

above the first bricks on varying levels, according to the status of the donor of

the temple _
That the name of the First Brick, Adycstnkl or Prathamest ikl is extended

also to the first stone, etc shows the ntc of depositing the bricks to be the more

comprehensive one In this way, the foundation ntc of a temple, built of any

substance can be performed as Istaki-nyasa When the 8ilanyrisn is performed

as Istaka-nyasa, when the first stones are laid alike to the first bneks, a stone jar

IS deposited m the centre and the stones arc laid in the comers of tlic 'jquarc with

the invocation which is that of the Earth in its fulness, and of the bneks ,

‘*0

Nanda, 0 Vasistha, gladden with wealth and progeny, O Java, bearer of victor}%

O goddess, bnng thou victory O Piima, thou fulfilled one, daughter of Augiras,

make me one with all desires fulfilled, O Bhadia, daughter of Kasyapa render mv
mind gentle O ye, endowed with all seeds, full of ill gems and plants, Rucira,

Nandana, Nanda, Vasistha, take 5^our pleasure here O divine daughter of

Prajapati, thou square one (caturasra)** and handsome in all parts, Maliimava,

Subhaga, Suvrata, Bhadra, Kiis3mpT, take yowv pleasure m tins building 0
Bhargavl, honoured b\ great teachers (aclrya), decorated with perfumes and

garlands, benefactress of the world, take your pleasure in this building 0 thou

Perfect one, perfectly proportioned, with beautiful eves, daughter of Angiras,

bestow (on us) the desired (blessings) I now’^ instal thee (pratistha)’'

(Wisnudharmottara*, Pt II ch XXIX 84-89)"’ With man\ names and as

"* The proportions of the several parts of the Adirira arc derwed from the height of the

pillar of the temple, according to ‘Tantrasamuccaya*, II XII and 'Silparatna*, X 6 iv In
the later text, the added height of Kalasa, Padma, Kiinna and Yogan'ila (jar, lotus, tortoi^ and
tube) would be below one-half of the height of the pillar of the temple to be built ,

and the whole
Htha, according to ib X 7, would be about three quarters of the height of the pillar of the

building

The square Adharasila has a depression in its centre (‘Tantrasamuccasa’ I I 74) wherein
gram is deposited and on it the Nidhikalasa, the treasure lar

The place of the Adharasila should thus he along the vertical axis which is laid through
the centre of the Brahmasth^a There, Brahma is beheld on the navel-cord (nabhi siitra) of
Vastu puru§a [Vi§nu-Narayana] ('Kasyapasilpa*, II 24) 1

According to ‘Mayamata’, XII 104, the First Bneks should have a width equal to tint

of the Garbha, and should be twice as lone” and half as thick (cf note 28)
‘Caturagra*, m the text
There are vanations in the mantra, in the different versions ‘Havasir^apaficaratra’, XII

290-294 , 'Brhat Samhlta^ LII 112 ,
*Vaj S % XX 0 XI 44 (Xlnva recension) The first

^oka of this mantra is the invocation of the Barth in the nte of Garbhadhana , cf Tsanasiva-
gunidevapaddhati\ III ch XXVH, and ‘Vi§niisaiphita\ XIH 43 f , m slightly different

versions It is omitted from the 'Vi^udharmottara’
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daughter of Piajapafi/® the lord of creation, and as square, Earth, the goddess in

her wealth and perfection, is invoked in this rite of placing the first stones There
IS no vertical symbolism of the centre here as that of the Fire altar or of the
Adharasila of the temple and of the Pitha-puja

Stone, as a substitute for brick shares in its rites
, they differ from the vertical

symbolism of its own rite of installation in the centre of the pit of the temple
corresponding to the centre of the Vedic altar The symbolism in the vertical of

this foundation is understood in the Hindu temple as the realm of Sakti and Visnu,
the seat of the supporting Energy and Stability below the level of the temple as

Purusa Stone takes its place in the tradition, it is in the very centre of the
sacred site

Stone, declares the ^Mayamata’ (XV 78) should be used for temples and is

allowed to Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and heretics (pasandin) but one should not use
It for Vaisyas, and Sudras Once more (XXV 186-87)), the ‘Mayamata’ says
stone or wood are fit for gods, Brahmanas, kings and hermits (asramin)

, stone is

not fit for Vaisyas and Sudras
The particular position of stone in the foundation rite has its prototype in the

position of the central substances in the Vedic Agni, such as the Svayamatrnna
“bricks”, themselves of stone

Apart from this, hermits and ascetics had chosen stone and rocks for their

retreat ('Arthasastra’, XIII 2) Heretics, such as the Buddhists and Jains
enlarged and embellished those retreats into rock cut monasteries and temples

The Hindus too carved and hollowed the living rock into cave temples though with
some reticence, the earliest cave sanctuary, in Uda3mgiri in Central India dates

from about 400 A D onl}^ The ‘Visnudharmottara’ refers to the installation of

images particularly in caves Of rock cut temples the later texts have but little

to say
Stone, when quarried and cut is an enduring and noble material, fit for gods,

priests and the ruling classes It is “100 times more meritorious to give a brick

temple than a thatched temple, 10,000 times more meritorious to give a stone than
a brick temple” (‘Mahanirvana Tantra’, XIII 24, 25) The ‘Mayamata^ makes
stone beyond the reach of the lower castes The attitude of the ‘Visnudharmottara’
IS different White stones are assigned there to the Brahmanas, red ones to the

Ksatnyas, yellow to the Vaisyas and black ones to the Sudras (Pt III ch XC 2),

in exact imitation of the colour of the soil as it is fit for the respective castes

®®Kas>apa is Prajapati , Vasi§tiia, Bhrgu and Angiras are Prajapatis

A legend tells of the connection of sacred cave and temple, although in this particular

instance the reference is to a structural and not to a rock cut shrine, the Kapotesvara temple

at Chezarla, built about 400 A D
,
in the Guntur District, Madias It is an apsidal, barrel

vaulted, brick structure, re-decorated in the eighth century and still standing (Coomaraswamy,
HIIA, Fig 147)

The legend tells of Yogis who performed austerities in the local caves at Devarakonda and
how these Yogis were transformed into Lmgas by the powder of their austerities Raja Sivi

of Kashmir who had come there and was giving up his life for a dove was also transformed

into a Linga The Brahmanas erected a temple there and named the Linga Kapotesvara, the

Dove-Lord, as Sivi had given up his life for a dove (A Rea, ^Report, Southern Circle’, G O
No 382, 1889 , 'ASI , Southern Circle’, Report 1917-1S, p 34)

29
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Accordingly also, white clay should be used for bricks for Brahmanas and so on

(lb Pt III ch XCI 1)

Stone as part of the earth shares m the rites due to it, building stones however

aie quarried, taken from the earth by force, they have been rent from their living

context like the trees which are felled for their wood So the Sthapati and

astrologer go to the quarry or to the forest and propitiate in the same manner the

spirits who live in stones, all the gods, Yaksas, Vidyadhaias, Raksasas, Pisacas,

Nagas, Gandharvas and the eighteen Ganas” (‘Vaikhanasagama’, X ), and those

who live in the trees (‘Visnudharmottara’, Part III ch LXXXIX 13 f) with the

request to change their abode and depait quickly (‘Vaikhanasagama’, ch X
)

With similar words, and also with offerings, the spirits who reside in the soil arc

requested to leave before building is begun (‘Brhat Samhita’, LVIII 9-11,

‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, III ch XXVI 73-74) This is done w'henever a

part of this earth is taken possession of and converted by the art of man into the

residence of his God
"Let goblins, godlings and gnomes (giihyaka) depart, O tree, may Soma, the

Moon, grant you further strength Luck to you, sons of the earth, gods, and

gnomes I shall do this work (so please) change 5mur liabitations
” This incan-

tation precedes the felling of the tree in the ‘Mayamata’ (XV 89-90) At this

moment the ‘Bhavisya Purana’ (CXXXI 33) addresses the tree directly as ‘God
of gods’, after having consoled the tree "O tree, go to the temple of the gods for

the benefit of all the tree w'orld There you shall remain safe from the w'ood

cutter’s axe and from fire’’ “You will obtain the position of a God and people

will worship you’’ (ib 27-29) Then the tree is brought to the workshed and
kept there for six months (‘Mayamata’, XV 103-104) The w’ounds made by
the axe are healed by the honey of the w'ords and bj the honey which has also

been smeared on the axe (V D Pt II ch XXIX 48-49) Magical knowdedge
IS combined with practical experience which requires that the wood of the tree

should be seasoned so as to be fit for building and carving Correspondinglv

,

various tests are applied to the stone before it is quarried by which its suitability

for building temples and making images becomes known
Stone, severed from the rock, taken from its site, is transformed in its nature,

alike to the wood, when it becomes the substance of wdiicli the temple is built,

imbued as are the bricks, wuth its indwelling Essence The single courses of the
stones of the temple have the height of the respective mouldings, reglets, etc

Stone, in its natural site, the living rock, is also made to hold sanctuaries
and to simulate stupendous temples, §uch as the Kailasanatha Temple at Elura
(Hyderabad) of the eighth century and the smaller, rock cut shrines of different
types at Mamallapuram (near Madras) in the seventh centurj^ and at Kalugumalai
(Tinnevelly District, in the extreme south of India) in the eleventh century, at
a time when the rock cut Buddhist Caitya halls and Viharas had fulfilled their
purpose and evolution and the Jain excavations (Indra Sabha at Elura) had kept
pace with the rock cutting activities of Buddhists and Hindus

But for a brief mention of the caves where, particularlv installations should
be made “for the denizens of heaven are present at these places” (‘Visnu-
dharmottara’, III XCIII 27-28), Vastusastra designates these secret (guhS) places
as Layana, when they are rock-cut temples (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, LIX 236)
These, in their transformation by ait, are stations of a ‘return to nature’ symbolic
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of man’s return to his original state and higher Self, the devotee enters them as

places of release equal to the structural temples with their transubstantiated walls

The cutting and entry into the living rock would thus re-instate man in that

integrity from which he had departed and fallen since the Krta Yuga, the Perfect

age, when he lived in the hills at peace with himself
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Accordino-ly also, white clav should be used for bricks for Brahmanas and so on

(lb Pt fll ch XCI 1)
'

j
Stone as part of the earth shares m the rites due to it ,

building stones hoivever

aie quarried, taken from the earth by force, they have been rent from their living

context like’ the trees which are felled for their wood So the Sthapati and

astrologer go to the quarry or to the forest and propitiate in the same manner the

spirits *vho live in stones, all the gods, Yaksas, Vidyadharas, Raksasas, Pisacas,

Nagas, Gandhamms and the eighteen Ganas” (‘Vaikhanasagama’, X ), and those

who live in the trees (‘Visnudharmottara’, Part III ch LXXXIX 13 f) with the

request to change their abode and depart quickly (‘Vaikhanasagama’, ch X
)

With similar words, and also with offerings, the spirits who reside in the soil are

requested to leave before building is begun (‘Brhat Samhita’, IvVIII 9-11,

‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, III ch XXVI 73-74) This is done whenever a

part of this earth is taken possession of and converted by the art of man into the

residence of his God
“Let goblins, godlings and gnomes (guhyaka) depart, O tree, may Soma, the

Moon, grant you further strength Luck to you, sons of the earth, gods, and

gnomes I shall do this work (so please) change 5mur habitations ’’ This incan-

tation precedes the felling of the tree in the ‘Mayamata’ (XV 89-90) At this

moment the ‘Bhavisya Purana’ (CXXXI 33) addresses the tree directly as ‘God

of gods’, after having consoled the tree “O tree, go to the temple of the gods for

the benefit of all the tree world There you shall remain safe from the wood

cutter’s axe and from fire” “You mil obtain the position of a God and people

will worship you” (ib 27-29) Then the tree is brought to the workshed and

kept there for six months (‘Mayamata’, XV 103-104) The wounds made by

the axe are healed by the honey of the words and by the honey which has also

been smeared on the axe (V D Pt II ch XXIX 48-49) Magical knowledge

is combined with practical experience which requires that the wood of the tree

should be seasoned so as to be fit for building and carving Correspondmglv

,

various tests are applied to the stone before it is quarried by which its suitability

for building temples and making images becomes known
Stone, severed from the rock, taken from its site, is transformed in its nature,

alike to the wood, when it becomes the substance of which the temple is built,

imbued as are the bricks, with its indwelling Essence The single courses of the

stones of the temple have the height of the respective mouldings, reglets, etc

Stone, m its natural site, the living rock, is also made to hold sanctuanes
and to simulate stupendous temples, such as the Kailasanatha Temple at Elura
(Hyderabad) of the eighth centurj^ and the smaller, rock cut shrines of different

types at Mamallapuram (near Madras) in the seventh century and at ICalugumalai
(Tinnevelly District, in the extreme south of India) in the eleventh century, at

a time when the rock cut Buddhist Caitya halls and Viharas had fulfilled their

purpose and evolution and the Jain excavations (Indra Sabha at Elura) had kept
pace with the rock cutting activities of Buddhists and Hindus

But for a brief mention of the caves where, particularly installations should
be made “for the denizens of heaven are present at these places” (‘Visnu-
dharmottara’, HI XCIII 27-28), Vastusastra designates these secret (guha) places
as Layana, when they are rock-ci^t temples (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, LIX 236)
These, in their transformation by art, are stations of a ‘return to nature’ symbolic
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of man^s return to his original state and higher Self, the devotee enters them as

places of release equal to the structural temples with their transubstantiated walls

The cutting and entry into the living rock would thus re-instate man in that

integrity from which he had departed and fallen since the Krta Yuga, the Perfect

age, when he lived in the hills at peace with himself
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The death of the tree, clay or stone is effected in darkness^, the tree has to

be felled m the evening (Wisnudharmottara’, III ch LXXXIX 13-15) and when

the night draws towards dawn, the spirits of the soil leave the field which is to be

converted into the site of the temple (Tsanasivagnrudevapaddhati’, III ch XXVI
74 f)

Having been made dead to their natural selves, with the spirits who animated

Ihem once departed for good, clay, stone and wood are freed from their former

associations These were specially felt by the ancients in front of the trees for

man and tree are closely connected in their life and fate Not only in Paradise

does a tree play its part in the fall of man , the Puranas, 'Erahmanda* and "Va3ru\

tell the story of the fall of man, through the ages, after the Krta Yuga, the Perfect

age, from the Treta Yuga, when trees appeared for the first time and housed

mankind
In the Krta Yuga, people lived on mountains or on the sea-side They had

no houses and no grief They moved about freely, glad at heart and none hurt

the other for they had what they wanted They achieved their desires by thinking

about them Whatever they desired came out of the surface of the earth In the

course of time, however, they diminished m inner stature and grew out of this age

of wisdom and contemplation, this process brought them into the Treta Yuga
Now their decreased thought-power was made up by the first ram that fell and it

was compensated by the trees which now appeared and whence they obtained all

kinds of enjoyments and useful things The trees were called ‘‘houses’’ (gfha)

and the3’^ were like houses There the people lived without effort and without

want, yet passion and greed (raga-lobha, ‘Vayn Purana’) arose m them and the

house-tree vanished Then only did the people begin to think again and once
more the trees sprung up Again the people became greedy seizing even the trees

for themselves, in response to their greed and its satisfaction, the other pairs of

opposites also came into existence, scorching heat and piercing cold, etc Now
men were compelled from outside to protect themselves even further and they
began to build houses, exactly like the trees, but in their own measure

Units of measurement, such as the width or digit of the finger or cubit (augula,
hasta, etc

) came into use from that time and the houses retained what had belonged
to the trees, the ‘branches’ (sakha) and the name In this story of man’s fall

R Guenon, ‘De la Mort Inihatique*, £ T 1934, p 174 , '‘Every change of state is accom-
plished m darkness*’

The following is a resume of the version of the 'Brahmanda Purana*, I ch VII 46 S3
The account of the ‘Vayu Purana* ch XLV 11-50 dilEers in details

, >
*^The account winds up with a popular etymology,—deriving the w^ord 'sala% hall, from

'snkha*, branch Sakha is how^ever the name for door-}amb ('Brhat Samhita', TII 26 comm )—and '^ith a happy end saying that as the people felt happy in the big buildings, these were
called Prasada This popular etjunologj of Prasada is also given in the 'Isanasivagurudeva
paddhati*, III ch XXViil i-a "Prasadas please (prasidanti)**, and copied from there, in
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from the Principle and of his degradation since the Perfect age, the house-tree

springs up in compensation for his falling knowledge and thought power It is

a ^tree of knowledge’ in which man then dwelt From that time, too, measure
originated resulting from division In this divided world, divided by the dual

and distinct knowledge of the contraries or pairs of opposites, men dwell in houses

which preserve in their name, the memory of trees, their prototype

The 'Markande3^a Purana’ (XLIX 24-301 describes the fall of man succinctly

In the Treta Yuga men fell from heaven Those wish-fulfilling (kalpa) trees,

were produced, commonty called ‘houses’ (grha)®'^

The wish-fulfilling tree, a concomitant of the fall of man is the tree of

knowledge, it witnesses and holds his fall, it is the prototype of the ‘house’ in

which man dwells Beheld ‘histoiically’, the appearance of the house-trees is

subsequent to the down-coming of the Vastupurusa, which took place towards the

end of the Krta Yuga and vas complete in the Treta Yuga The earth then was
steadied and levelled, the plan laid out of the house on earth and the residence

which Yaina, Death, grants to men
Wood has primac3^ in the building of houses, bnck, m the piling up of

sacrificial monuments Bnck belongs to man, the sacnficer, m his effort at

reconstruction and winning back a wholeness of which he knows himself as part

or token Wood is known by him as a symbol of that wholeness He clings to

it during his fall

In the Rgveda the question is asked '‘Which was the wood, which the tree

from which they (the gods) shaped®® heaven and earth” ^ (RV X 81 4) “Brahman
was the wood, Brahman the tree from which they shaped heaven and earth” is the

answer in the ‘Taittiri3J'a Brahmana’ (II 8 9 6) The Supreme (para)®^ meaning
of wood is Brahman, who is the operative and immanent cause of the universe,

because of making himself so and by modif3ang himself into this universe

(‘Vedanta Sutra’, I 4 25)*® While modif3ang himself in the universe, the Great

the ‘Silparatna*, XVI i The true et3nnology and meaning of Prasada hoi\ever is also given

in the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, III ch XII r6 , JISOA, vol X p 225, see Part V
Re tree-houses, see for example an Urali tree house

,
‘Travancore Infornntion*, vol I

7, p 75 , or supported on one stem, like the top of a tree, the t>pe of the !Mol Cot at

Hanoi , Coomaraswamj , 'Early Indian Architecture*, 'Eastern Art*, vol III PI CII Fig 36 ,

connected ^Mth them is also the Diwan-i-khas with its central pillar m Fatelipur Sikn (1570-S0)

The single pillar there supports the place for the throne on which Akbar sat , cf also the 'eka-

tthunaka* and ‘eka-tthambaka pasada* of the Jatakas, Coomarasw^amy
, 1 c

Akin to this is the Kalpadruma, produced as one of the 14 gems at the Churning of the

Ocean It is understood as the 'mind which gives everything for the mere thought’ Full of

such wishing trees is the Elysian land of Uttara-Kuru ('Mahabharata*, Bhisma parva ,

'Ramayana*, Ki§kmdha kanda , cf VS Agrawala, ‘The Kalpavrk^a motif in art and literature’,

JISOA, Vol XI pp 1-8) The wishing tree grows close to the primordial perfection and when
it IS no more It is a shoot, but not the whole of the world tree

®® The word here used is 'taks’, to cut off, with a carpenter’s axe

The physical, subtle and supreme aspects (sthula ,
suk§nia, para) belong to the substance

prior to its employment in the work of art and are re affirmed by the use to which it is put by
the craftsman

"This modification does not confiict with the idea of Brahman being eternally

unchangeable"

30
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Being IS in the midst of it Tlic vSh imbln inn of Uic Ath irv ucda (X 7 1-3)

says"^ “Skambha bears these thicc woilds, the caith ind the sky, >Skainbli i bears

the wide itmosplicrc, Skambh i bens the si\ vast regions md has perv ided tins

entire universe'' The vSkambln is ''the Greit Being in the midst of the vorld"

"to vhoni all the gods irc joined as llie bi uielies nound tlie tninl of tlie tree
"

In the same sense a twelfth centuu insenption” «^us of i high temple of

Pradyumnesvnia tint it is like to the trunk (of a tiee) v^hose branehes are the

cardinal regions and which is pi iced in the middle of the gic it Oce in (of ur v inch

IS held above us) b\ the vault of lieueu It is the ‘ok pill ir upholding the

House of the Three worlds In this Us supreme isj>ect, \ ood is the substance of

the pnncipial Essence'® This woild tree is the tree of life Its stem passes

through the centre of all life, of even stite of being, fiom it thev rinnfv
, at the

top of this tree is the sun, Us fruit In this tree all the birds nial e their nest as

man did when he still lived ncii the ige of Tiuth, the Perfevl age, the SaU i or

Krta Yngi, when the tree witnesses his gridual estr.aH^ement ind siiH supports

linn as tree of knowledge
Wood which has in the bk imblia Us protot\j)e, makes eonstrnction eas\

, it

serves as support and eovei
,
Us cmplovment is the bnildim^ winch ulimts spice

in Us mteiior or eueloses space, uul not the comp ict monument Wcvvlen temples,

IS represented in the earvings of Bailiut, ibout 1U0 B C ind is dc*^cn!)td in the

‘Simir’lnganasutridirirU (ch XLIX), after JOUO AD, irc ‘hill temples’,

pillars support their roofs or eeihngs (sec Pt \ II) The oulk of the timber on

the other hand lends itself to being carved, to being cut into Acco-dmgU the

temple is an image of the maciocosm, is slutx_d from th it primordial wood which

IS Brahman '' The open pillared woev'len temple lining no v ills his also no
compact bulk, like a sculpture nitncatelv undeitut md c irvcd in tlie round U
IS as if taken from the wood of the World Tree Congenitil with tins vision is

the practice of cutting temples uid other buildings md SLiilptures out of the living

rock The hvang rock in Us subst nice is likened to the biillv of th U wood
The pnontv' of evolved woolen forms to other Inglih compk\ tvfics of

constructive building in Indnn architecture is cxmimon I now ledge The most
natural wooden form is the irch, paiticularlv of light voocls, such as bimboo,
bushes and branches, distinct from brick ind stone, the wood of bamboo grasses

and of branches is pliable While the heavv wooden log or tlie stem of the tree

Dcopara inscription of Vijnvasein. *1 p Ind * vol I , tMruN follov in the transhUoi
bv P Mns op cit, BEFEO XXXII p gi-;

°
It IS ns All pervading Tree, lint tlic tret i^ VNorslupped n ^ml of >,ods, nsc<l as vnbsiance

for the images of gods {’Bliava^ja Purina*, CXXXI before the spccnl tree is Mlctl lor

the carving of the image The timber is then broii; hi to the worlslud md allowed t

seasoned during S, 5 or months according to the v irietv winch n mud (‘Ku ip iddh »li’, I\
XXXIir 34)

' RV I 20 2 The work of the Rblun, the irints of the com n compared villi lint
of a carpenter, Tak^al a (from the root 'lal s’)

,
lhc\ iuiUl mind (ni iirs) md word (v'd ),•—eiMicr

of them hewn out of the Brahman wood
“ The scarf lomting of the coping and the tenons of the uprights of the siont raihncs

set up by Buddhist and Jams in the centiirits before and after the beginning of the ChnsUan
era Panjara, the 'cage’ originallv of plaited bamboo strip"', rtiinins 1 technical term for i

miniature shape of a budding (anukVva) m bnck nrchilccUirt and btone tKjudmg (Part VIl)
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furnishes the supreme aspect of the substance wood, the arch is symbolic of its

subtle aspect

When a person had died and was cremated, the ‘Apastamba Srauta Sutra*,
XXXI 2 36, prescribes that two branches of Palasa or Sami wood are fixed in the
ground, to the west of the cremation site, at the top, the two branches are tied

together with a string of Darbha grass Under this arch, the relatives of the dead
person pass from South to North, from the realm of death to that of men They
return to life, purified by having passed beneath the arch, the purif3ang (pavitra)

arch of god Savitar, the Sun, extended thousand rayed in space

The subtle aspect of wood is the arch Bamboo and branches bend naturalty
Heavy logs of wood were bent artificially while being steamed to yield similar

curves Finally, the form of the arch is cut in bnck and stone Moreover, the
entire superstructure of the temple

,
the Sikhara, has the curves of bending bamboo,

or other light woods, etc in most of the Hindu temples

The stem of the tree on the other hand, the wooden post,—with the exception

of rock-cut pillars,—has remained at all times the primary support of the buildings

The stone or brick pillars of the temples have incorporated into their bulk the pro-

portions of their wooden prototypes They are either equal to them in measure,

or their width is increased proportionately to one and a half or twice that of their

wooden prototypes (‘6ilparatna*, XXI 118)

Brick, made of earth which has gone through the fire, is the substance in which
is reconstituted the bod5^ of Prajapati-Agni , it is at the same time the sacrificial

body of man, the sacnficer Stone has its place at the navel of the earth, at the

centre and basis of monumental building activity Wood in two ways adds its

'immortal* form the trunk of the tree, support and substance of the universe, the

manifest Brahman, and the arch, through which man leturns from the darkness

of death to life in its radiance and is reminded of his prmcipial state which is that

of 'moksa*, release from life, when he is united to the piinciple and at one with
himself

Altogether these, earth and clay, brick, stone and wood are Prakrti which is

the substance of the temple, in relation to its Essence and meaning, the Purusa
His likeness had been forecast in the lay-out of the Vastupuiusamandala

The arch of the Torin of nature’ (prakrti) is there so that one may pass through it,

surrounded bv its glory Gopinath Rao, ‘Elements of Hindu Iconography’, Pt I vol II,

p 248, quotes a Tamil work, the ‘Tiru arul-Payan* (ch IX 3) which explains the Tiruvasi,

the arch or halo (prabhamandala) as the encircling "dance of nature (prakrti) contrasted uith

Siva’s dance of ivisdom (jnana) ”

The symbolism of constructed buildings, in the vertical direction, is one of ascent and
also of supi>ort The vorld tree vith root above and branches below (‘Bhagavad-Gita’, XV i),

descending from that root, the Para-Brahman, does not give its ‘inverted grained’ wood for

the symbolical substance of the temple This tree leads back all Knowledge to its root , the

World tree from which the temple is cut out is an image of manifestation, its wood when
felled IS the timber for the construction of the temple The tree is always the same but the

viewpoint vanes with the level of the beholder An article on ‘The World Tree’ by Sri

Swami Hanharanand SaraswatT, JISOA, vol XI, pp 196-207, explains the meaning of the

"Tree with its Root Above”



Tin HINDU TEMPI I

Before tlie work is bequii, the n\c, tlic line, the haimner>; 'incl ill the other

instruments are worshipped with incenec, flowers and nnhusled ncc ('Visnu-

dharmottara’, Pt III, ch XC, 20, ‘Sannr'in^'amsutradlrm’, XXXVII 2^^)

This makes them fit to perform the t isk in the li inds of the eompetent ci aftsnien

ready for the inspired moment of action
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Whether an Indian temple is built of wood, brick or stone, the work is done
with precision Bricks and stone aie carefull3^ laid and joined (suyuktya,
Wisnudharmottara’, III, ch XCI, 12) The stones are frequently kept in posi-

tion without any cementing material lion clamps are used for wooden joints,

if need be and where the masonry is dr}^ the stone blocks are held together with
iron dow^els (Deogarh) Sudhasila, plaster, and Vajralepa, a glue cement and
coating, were applied, there is no lack of prescriptions how to prepare them
Vajralepa is a hardened glue mixed with other substances such as conch shell

powder or white earth (caolm) Vajralepa is made either of purely vegetable
substances, gums, resins, and viscous residues, or else it is produced from animal
substances, hides and horns, to the latter could be added a mixture of metallic

substances, or of lime Vajralepa ivhich means ‘diamond plaster’ is so called

because it is specially durible and him, it is lecommended for these qualities, in

the ‘Silparatna’ (XIV 58-75), in a passage which deals with the different kinds
of lime plastei" (sudha) The careful process of mixing the several ingredients

with the granulated and powdered lime from gravel and conch shell lasted from
two to four months with the result that the plaster was not onl}^ durable but also

that it had none of the stark deadness of effect which for instance whitewash
imparts It is a rich and creamy white, discreetly shining, like polished ivory

or some ancient enamel Under this wdiite, smooth, polished plastei, stone and

The practice of building with c>clopean stones (cf Jarasandha ka baithak, Rajgir)

(Kramnsch, in Vol VI, p 235 of Springer's ‘Kiinstgeschichte') persisted 111 the Hindu temple
in the courses of drv 111asonrv of carefully dressed and relatively very large stones (Gupta
temples m Central India , earl> Calukva temples in the Deccan, early Cola temples m South
Indial In the Calukyan temples, dr3'' masonry, with no cementing materials between the stones,

w^as employed in the earlier sandstone buildings (H Cousens, 'The Chalukyan Architecture',

ASI NTS Vol XDII) This is also true of the mediaeval temples of the Deccan built of

amygdaloidal trap (H Cousens, 'Mediaeval Temples of the Dakhan', ASI IS Vol XLVIII),
of those in Gujerat (J Burgess-H Cousens, 'Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujerat',

/15nT Vol IX), and of Orissa (M M Ganguli, 'Orissa and Her Remains', p 257)

Metal has been used for bonding from the jMauryan pillars onwards (bronze dowels ot

copper cramps) Wrought iron beams form a grid as framework for the stone masonry of the

ceiling of the Man^apam at Konarak, Onssa, in the 13th century

Some of the most perfect temples in Central India, at Khajuraho, have their facing stones

of fine sandstone embedded in lac (lakh), apparently resinous Vajralepa , chunam concrete

being generally used in the core Iron clamps are also freely emplo>ed ,
(B L Dhania,

‘A Guide to Khajuraho', p 4) In the Panjab the Kafirkot stone temples are cemented with

lime mixed wuth quartz (Cunningham, ASI, Vol XIV, p 26)

The earliest preserved dry masonr\ is the stone facing of Stupa I, S^ca , the earliest

occurrence of lime mortar in historical times is in the brick foundation of the Visnu temple

at Besnagar (ASIAR, 1913-14) Bnck temples have frequently a thin la\er of a claj mixture

as an adherent between the bricks (P Browm, 'Indian Architecture’, Pt I, p 16) The bnck
temples m Sirpur, C P

,
seventh century, were completely covered b^ a thin layer of white

plaster The bricks are carved (A^I^R, igog-io, p ii)

The 'Brhat Samhita' Ch LVI, 1-3, 5-8, and the 'Vi^nudhannottara', Pt III, Ch XCII,
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brick are often combined in

and brick above, a practice

one and the same sti"fu^^-/ton^ lower parts

found not onl.v m temples, but also m

i-i, amon- the ‘early’ texts, give the ingredients of t’.''^
^ f

V uralena uh.ch

LreS in stone and brick butldiiigs Vajralepa fonne^ .

Thrinescribed in detail in the J.nnasoir.sa’ oi ‘Abli’''^'''^
Cmt .man,

, , compendium

““pot- “nd^ve rempi'rTsScUvely of the preparation
ingredients of Vajrakpa are given

in the ‘Brhat Samh.ta’ and in the ‘Visnudharmottara’

veo-etable, one consists of aninialic glue and \egetable
fourth contains nic'tallic

Instances and into the fifth (V Dh 1 c , lo n) a conc°^‘-°«
f™"’ l'n>e

Th^'different kinds of Vairalepa, the ‘adamantine

on stone and brick buildings, according to both the earP
i-,nrnf i-in/Ntc 'nt ti ^’ii,"i

that these mixtures are also used for cementing the sto”,.

In the ‘Manasollasa’, II, iii, i. 13240 (Cf also thr.^^ ‘1] '
,1

"1“

chapters on painting are translated by V Raghavan, JlS ° , ''J
^ 2’ ^’1

°

ivhich lime plaster (sudha) has been applied should ther!
coated u.th a paste of 1.de-glue

mixed with u lute earth (kaolin ?) 111 three layers, and a^°f
-itiothcr final coat of he same

paste mixed with powdered conch, etc This passage clrf^l^
shows that the adamantine glue

coating’ or ‘plaster’ the Vajralepa, is applied ,11 several aboie the lime plaster,

Sudha The final coat of Vajralepa, when complete^ dr> - ‘ ground of wall paintings

The ‘Manasollasa’ describes as further use of the Vajral^P;* "
’1

In that case, the glue of the boiled buffalo skin is col]"'' «
V,"’ f

md al owed to

harden It is then put in an earthen pot with water and /"f P”'' slue is to be mixed

with the respective pigments It is thus a tempered diiim for p i.nting on the Vajralepa-

ground (the reference in V Dh III, Ch XL, to a dccoc ""P V /his too)

The wall paintings, according to the ‘Vi?nudhannc^^^ '7'' ’
executed on plaster

The plaster there, in the mam, consists of bricks, vari7"®ly powdered, mixed with claj and

carefully prepared with gum resin, bees wax, liquoncF’
niolasses, mii/ga bean and othw

vegetable substances Sand, etc
,
has to be added in dj'*'.

P'^°P°7P°“
’ P

diowed

to consolidate for one month, and is then applied to the u
,

ff ff'J® 1’^®'’ cr

IS not perfectly smooth, it is coated with clay plaster mixf"^
'"f

'

rt«in and oil which is carefu h

smoothed and polished On this dr>, smooth wall the pfUnf'u?^ nre produced "'ce to Ch XL,

Ft III, of the ‘Vi§nudharmottara’ . , ,
‘ „

The kinds of glue Vajralepa, givcai ib
,
Ch XCII, referred to 111 connection luth

the preparation of the ground of the \^all paintings ^ brick and cla\ plaster with a

certain amount of resinous and viscous substances in it^, ^ ^ , j.

The ‘Silparatna’, XIV, 58 75, describes difiPerent

powdered, etc , gravel but also of powdered shell and proportion ot sand to whicli

the following liquids are added the sap of vanous in^
trees, Asvattha, Butea hrondosa,

Kadamba, Myrobalan and Mango juice, or curd, milk,
cocouiut water, ghee, as well as npe

bananas, pulse, nee gruel, etc
, according to the diffe*,^^^

t>pes or desired qualities of the

plaster Last of these varieties of plaster, Vajralepa is
ffesenbed loo parts are lime, 2 jwrts

resin (karala), and small quantities of ghee, bananas, cocoanut w ater pulse, Asa attha sap

ind jagger> Re Vajralepa, a buffalo hide glue, see Ch Painting, ib XLvI
Vajralepa acc to the ‘Silparatna’ XIV, 75, is a higl'

Poster with two per cent

resin in its composition, and other binding and adhc‘'’'°
substance The term Vajralepa

denotes a special kind of plaster used in buildings . in
^

coating and glue medium (see above, and **
‘SilparatiJ"' * »

Irans Cooniaraswainv ,

cf infra)

Coomaraswamy, 'Indian Architectural Terms’, JAO^\ P 265, sa\s of Vajralepa,

the adamantine medium, that it is actualh glue It
distinguished from Sudha,

plaster This is correct, but when various glue substa
whole mixture is also called Vajralepa
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the Deccan as in the Temple at Kokamthan, Ahmediiagar On the super-

structure of this temple the figure-symbols are cut or formed in the plaster onty,

while the carvings on the Kailasanatha Temple at Conjeeveram are of stone with

their ornaments and lesser details carved in plaster The calm radiance of the

white temples is extolled in inscriptions In this whiteness, it appears, their

‘sattvika’ quality, their conformitj'- with the pure Essence (sat), shone forth
*

This luminous splendour corresponds to the ascending tendency within the 'sattva

guna’, which is expressed by the vertical of the high superstructure of the temples

and the total disposition of their mass From the bioad base they are built up
towards the high point in the centie above even their mountainous superstructure

or Sikhara

Bricks and stone are frequently combined in one and the same building The
body of the temple is of bnck and the door frame of stone/® or the body of the

temple is of stone and the superstructure of brick, or in a single architectural

relief panel, the major part is stone and it is completed in brick on one side

These varied combinations, for reasons of added strength or decreased weight or

for the sake of expediency, are due to the relation of the craftsman to his work and
towards the means of making it Once he has taken the stone for instance from

Vanous recipes for producing an ‘adamantine plaster’ vere used m the luillenniuin, fiom
the ‘Brhat Samhita’ and ‘Visnudharmottara’ to the ‘Silparatna’ in different parts of India

Linie plaster particularly described in the ‘Silparatna*, the ‘Manasollasa’, and the ‘Isanasiva-

gurudevapaddhati’, IV, Ch XXXIII, 66 69,
—

‘Vajrabaddha’, an adamantine plaster used as

ground for paintings,—South Indian text boohs, is also bnefly mentioned in ‘V Dh ’ III,

Ch XCI, 15, as Sudhasila, where its use is advised in temples, but not in liouses The same
chapter {14) speaks of Vajralepa which is described in detail in the following chapter, as

cementing material for baked bricks and stones, whereas mud cement is prescribed for unbaked
bricks Re plaster, cement and the ground of Avail paintings, see also ‘^layamata’, XVIII,
92—115

Cousens, ‘Mediaeval Temples of the Dakhan’, op cit
, p 50 The walls are of stone, the

Sikhara or superstructure is of bnck The carvings in stone are overlaid with plaster , m the

brick portion, the carving is solely in plaster

Carving in plaster, and also in terracotta gives preasion and dignity to these substances ,

cf the carved bricks of brick temples from the Gupta Age (Deogarh, Paharpur, etc ) to those

of the nineteenth century in Bengal

“The temple resembling a mountain shines white “ Mandasor (in Lata) Inscr ,

A D 473-74, liue 16, ‘Indian Antiquar> *, Vol XV, p 196 This temple w^as consecrated to

Stirya

An inscnption from the Lak§mana Temple, Khajuraho, dated in the Vikrama year loii,

or 954 A D
,
praises this temple in verse 42 as a “charming, splendid house of Vi?nu which

rivals the peaks of the mountains of snow “
, ‘Epigraphia Indica’, Vol I, p 121 —An inscription

of the early 13th centur3’- speaks of repairs to all the temples in the citv They were also made
resplendent by being newly plastered Chebrolu Inscnption, Kistna Distnct, ‘Lp Ind ^

Vol V, p 149
The 3 Gunas are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas Then colours are white, red and black,

and their inherent tendencies are ascending, expanding and descending, respectively The
three Grmas are the three constitutive qualities of Prakrti, the nature of the world

""Sirpur, C P
This is frequent in the later South Indian temples
Paharpur, Bengal ASIAR, 1926 27, PI XXXII a ,

Kramrisch, ‘Indian Sculpture’,

P 215
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the earth and the tree from the foiest and its living context, with expiation

and apology for his interference, he takes on himself the responsibility for giving

them appropriate use in the new context This is to set np the temple as an

image of the Purnsa and as His dwelling The natural connection has been

severed, the earth has been burnt, the stone has been cut, the tree has been felled

and they arise as the temple and its parts Their texture survives and it is given

consideration by the traditional and hereditarj^ craftsman It would, however,

amount to a retrogression from the state of grace into the state of nature were one

to expect that the ‘matenar would guide the builder On the contrary
,

‘brick and

stone alike, or in combination, may disappear under a coating of plaster, which

might partly have been coloured too

The ^matenaP does not demand from the Hindu craftsman in his treatment

of it a consideration of its nature for it has" ceased to exist as such The wood
of a living tree fulfils a different function from that of a carved image, pillai or

vaulted beam It has been concerted to its new function by a senes of processes,

by art as well as b}^ magic As little as Indian thought knows of ^ matter^ so little

IS the craftsman concerned with the material for the sake of its effectiveness He
loiow^s, on the other hand, its texture and the various qualities wdiich make it

suitable for one special purpose and not for another He does justice to them and
applies his knowledge and sensibility to the lustrous malleable metals for instance

or to the stones of different hardness and light-absorbing power m their caiw^ed

surfaces These qualities act as evocative influences b\^ the contact with Ins hand
and eye and they make moie close Ins identification, Ins work, with Ins vision

It IS in the form of his w^ork and its intense consistenc\ This does not belong
to any single statue or image onty, for nil the canned form, figure or architectural

unit, however small, is part of a comprehensive whole, the temple It ma3^ show
itself as made of wood, bnek or stone or else be covered by a coat of egg-shell like

plaster and painted detail Sometimes, as m the Kailasanatha Temple at

Conjeeveram, the detail is carved only in the thick plaster wdnch overlays the
stone, such embellishment far from being supemumerar}’' tends to focus attention
on every part to which it clings

Stone, bnek or wood and also plaster and paint are substances of realisation

In them the image or vision takes form, settles dowm, imbues their gram and
fibre and gives them the neiv life, as part of the temple, the seat of God All
the same these substances are true to this name also in another sense In them
‘subsists^ their grain and texture, the ^rame-ivork giien to them Yama, and
It carries with it the memory of their original state Tins finalh outlasts its own

To what extent each structural temple was om^inally plastered, or plastered and pamted,
IS difficult to sa> The cave temples of the Deccan, however, almost without exception were
originally coated with plaster and pamted, on their plain and straight, as much as on their
carved and modelled surfaces Ellora, especially in the Dasaxatlra cave, Badami and Ajanta
have still painted plaster preserved on their images

,
especiillv in Ajantn, the large Bodhisattva

figures m the sanctuaries of caves I and II, and on carved capitals and pillars, etc
In temples no longer in use whatever plaster there ma> have been has since disappeared

or perhaps never existed at all, whereas it has been overlaid bv the use of whitewash in thobc
still m worship
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particular substance, the curves of light woods for instance such as bamboo and
branches, retain their resilience whether they are cut in bnck or carved in stone

‘‘The clay is permanent but things constructed with the clay are not so’^

(‘Brahmavaivarta Purana^, I XXVIII 29) The clay persists in nature, however
many things made of it may perish On the other hand, even when substances
other than the clay are used, its feel, its qualities, and the ideas associated with
it, persist, the form which resulted from a long and intimate contact remains a

living memory and by it such other substances are shaped which are substituted

for definite reasons The clay, the brick, the wood and to some extent too the
‘cyclopean’ boulder of stone have each outlasted their original state and also their

actual employment in the form and proportion of the temple

The well known transfer of the construction forms of one material into the

other IS so caused The curves of the bamboo for example are copied in bent
wood and cut in bnck and stone In any material, it is the bending nature of

bamboo stems or wooden branches, yielding the elements and the form of the arch
Whatever the material, it is made into the same form and conveys the same
meaning It is the form by which the memory of the original is made permanent

The inherent quality, the subtle nature, of bamboo for instance, is thus
restituted by giving it a permanency which its physical nature could not guarantee

This is done by art This permanence, in art, is a quality of the form and belongs

to memory The transfer of form from the one more perishable, to the other,

less perishable substance is a restitution of the ‘subtle^ body, of the original clay

or wood Though all things made of clay or wood might perish including clay

and wood themselves their subtle nature is expressed in stone It is the way of

redemption, a relative guarantee of immortality which things constructed are

able to give

The substance of which the temple is built gives body to the indwelling

Essence
,
from this point of view it is immaterial what it is, and it is also immaterial

whether different substances are combined or the one is overlaid by the other,

provided that the Essence imbues and impresses the form

By their new destination, wood, clay, stone and plaster, etc are transub-

stantiated This comes about while they are being worked on In this, however,

they are not altogether passive, for they offer their obstacles as well as their

particular facilities and these contacts are felt and remembered by the craftsman

Sensibility contributes its own share to a wider memory which comprises all those

associations that have accumulated round the bricks or the wood in their traditional

employment A triple memory, that of traditional knowledge, of sensibility and
of piety helps to preserve the subtle body, that is the particular quality and aptness

of the several substances, severed as the\^ are from their natural life and habitation,

in a more permanent body which has but one ultimate destination

i
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THE ^GERM’ OF THE TEMPLE

Before the temple in the likeness of the Purusa is const! ucted®\ the rite of

Garbhadhana is performed and a casket which holds the Seed and Germ of the

temple is immured in its wall, to the right of the door, above the level of the

First Bricks

As to a woman, the ancient rite of Garbhadhana (RV X 184 1), of

impregnation and steadying of the womb, is performed to the earth, she receives

the seed (bfja) of the building and gives substance (prakrti) to the Germ Garbha

means germ as well as womb, and the receptacle (garbhapatra) which is deposited

holds the Seed,—^the causal stage whence the unmanifest becomes manifest—^and

IS the womb of the temple which is to arise The sacrificing priest acts as

generator, the Guru who deposits the Garbha on behalf of the donor, on a night

of flawless stars

The Garbha-vessel is generally of copper, but is also described as made of

gold, silver or copper Copper appears as a substitute for gold Gold is the

prime substance of which ‘images’ were made, the golden disc of the sun and the

golden ef&gy of the Purusa in the Agni, the fire altar, and thereafter the images

of gods It IS a casket, raised in the folded hands of the priest towards the sky,

before it is deposited (‘Silparatna’, XII 5) Its dimensions are proportionate to

those of the temple In width it measures one twelfth part of the height of the

pillar or the wall proper of the temple Its base, generally, is square and may
also be circular Its own height is half of its width Its absolute size vanes

‘Agnipurana’ hXI, ii, on the ‘Vairaja’ form of the Prasada The temple is the form of

total manifestation , in its unity cosmic intelligence ('Viraiq is seen ‘Visnusarahita*,

XIII, 61-69 , ^Silparatna', XVI, 114
‘Isanasivagumdevapaddhati’, III, XXVII, 72 f Re The seed (bija) of the Prasada, see

note 95, the Prasada Mantra, Pt V, note 22 , Pt VIII
The casket or vessel (garbhapatra, phela) is a counterpart to the Ukha, the fire pan,

the womb of the Fire, equal in size with the embryo, Agni The bottom part of this “earthen
womb for the Agni” is this terrestrial world Of this alone, the Garbhapatra is a s3mibol , the

Ukha comprised the three worlds, “this world”, air and heaven (S B VI, S 2 3 , VI, 5 2 22)

The Ukha is placed on the Nabhi (S B VI, 4 3 10) With regard to its position, the Xidhikaksa
on the Adharasila corresponds to it The Nidhikalasa and the Garbhapatra are vessels of

cognate ongin and similar sigmficance
According to ‘Tantrasamuccaya’, Part I, Ch I, 102, the Garbhaptoa is a symbol of the

entire world
Re gold, silver or copper, see 'Haya^rsapancaratra*, XII, 269, Xamikagama’, XXXI,

89 Re silver, cf also note 87
‘Matsyapur^a*, UXVIII, i

, UXXIX, 3-4 ,
UXXXIH, 15 Silver, however, should

not be used in the worship of gods
,
it is associated with the Pitrs, the Fathers (ib XVII, 23)

Square or circular, acc to the 'Vaikhanasagama*, Ch VIII
, it is said to have the shape

of a lotus, acc to ‘HayaSrsapancaratra*, XII, 269
The height of the cover of the casket is given in ‘Kasyapasilpa*, XXVI, ii, I P 1 c , 75»

quoting the ‘Mah3an*, *Tantrasamuccaya\ II, XII, 5 , Wi§nusamhita*, XIII, 23 f ,
Waikha-

nasagama*, VIII, etc
, vanous proporhons are given ,

they should conform to the rule of three
(‘Manjari’, 1 c , ‘Silparatna’, XII, 33)
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and IS classified according to several standards These are The number of the

storej'S of the building to be set up and which are given up to twelve or sixteen

storej^s With the number of the storeys, the height of the pillar or wall of the

ground floor varies There are moreover three grades of receptacles, the best

being also the largest, one cubit (hasta) square The square casket with a length

of 8 finger widths, and half as high, made of copper, seems to have been the one
generally in use Inside, the casket is divided into compartments, like the

Vastumandala, and of \ar3ung number The level at which the Garbha is

deposited is highest for Brahmanas, on the topmost moulding of the base and
correspondingl3’’ lower for the other castes,®" but above the ground, for all castes®"*

whereas the 'Visnusamhita* (XIII 25) prescribes that the Garbha for Vaisyas
and Sudras should be deposited below ground

The position of the casket with reference to the castes shows the level from
which the ascent towards the highest point, the apex of the temple, is undertaken,
the road (marga) for the Bralimanas is shorter than that of the lower castes

,
in

view of the total height of the temple this does not amount to much and altogether

there need be no difference in the level of the Garbha deposited by the different

castes The proportions of the casket are relative to the height of the building,

and to its 'pillar* It belongs to the building for its measure is taken from it

The contents of the casket are those of the ground (bhumi) of the temple the

divinities of the Vastumandala reside in its compartments The latter moreover
are replete with the wealth of the earth, its precious stones, gems, herbs, metals,

roots and soils These are distributed all around its Brahmasthana Within the

While generall> the height of the casket is half its wadtli (which is S aiigulas, m the
‘Silpantna’) it is also given as three quarter, or equal to the width (‘Kaniikaqama*, XXXI, S 9 ,

‘Kas>apasilpa\ XXVI, 10) Compared wath the Nidhikalasa (p 112) it has half its width,
acc to the ‘Tantrasamuccaj a*, II, XII, 3-5 The *Haya^r§apaficar'itra*, XII, 268, desenbes
It as 12 angulas wide and 4 augulas high

‘Viikh^asagama', Ch \niT, and *Mayainata*, XII, 9-10, indicate 12 sizes, ‘Kasyapa
silpa, XX\^I, 9, describes the vessel of different size according to the height of the building
ranging from one to sixteen store) s

According to ‘Kasvapasilpa*, XXVI, 10, and 'Majamata', XII, 11-12, the width of the

Garbhapatra is given with reference to the diameter of the pillar (anghri-vi§kainbha) as being
equal to it or narrower by an aliquot part

Twent)-ffve (and not 100 abhikfti) according to Tsana-paddhati’, 111
,
Ch XXVII, Si ,

‘Mayamata*, XU, 13, speaks of 9 to 25 compartments (9 16 25) or 3^, 4', s~ The height of

the walls of these compartments is given in ‘Mayamata’, XII, 14, and their thickness is 2, 3
or 4 Yavas

”
‘I P 1 c , 73-74
‘Kamiklgama*, Ch XXXI, 9093 The 'Tantrasamuccaya^ Ic, follows the ‘Vi§nu-

samhia* re the two lower castes , the casket is placed above the Pldukii for Brlhmanas,
and on the ground for K^atnyas

Tsana-paddhati’, III, Ch XXVII, Si -106 , around the Brahmasthana are the gods of

the Vastupuru§aman^ala, which extends over the bottom of the Garbha vessel The dis

tnbution of the wealth of the earth is as follow's precious stones in the centre
,
grains and

pigments in the four directions , metals and various symbols in the eight directions
,

soil of

different provenience in the S directions and in the centre , four varieties of lotus and Tagara
(Tabemaemontana coronana) in the four directions and m the centre ,

finalh in the

Brahmasthana, (in the centre) the attributes of the God wdiose presence the temple enshrines ,

cf 'Mayamata*, XII, 88
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Brahmastliana rest tlie symbols of God in the special manifestation in which his

presence is invoked in the mam image and in the temple itself

During a night which is in every way auspicious to the inception of the

building, the Garbha vessel is lowered to the prescribed level of the foundation

On its floor the Serpent Ananta, the Endless, is drawn On the hood of Ananta,

the Garbha-casket has its place On the lid of the casket, on a square surface, the

mandala of the Eaith is drawn with its seven continents, seas and mountains

The Casket as the goddess Earth contains all kinds of living beings, the moving
and immovable, the Seed (bija) and womb (garbha) of the building She is invoked

and consecrated with the rhythmic incantation “O Thou who maintainest all

the beings, O beloved, decked with hills for breasts, O ocean-girt, O goddess, 0
Earth, shelter this Germ (Garbha) Earth is here the Bhumi, the ground of

being and becoming The Seed of the temple is laid in her in the centre Its

germination has been prepared in the rite of the sowing of the seeds and of the

growing plants ((ankurarpana)

The seed in the central compartment (madhj ako^tha) is ‘‘together with Bindu and Nada*'
(‘Kamikagama’, XXXI, 26-30) It is the ^ed of the Supreme Principle, in its triple aspect,
as Bmdu, the point-Iimit between the unmanifest and the manifest, which is beyond perception ,

as Nada, in its subtle aspect as the basic substance or pnncipial vibration
, in its gross aspect,

as Bija it IS the seed of everything
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•Hl«i ^^rlll

“If the measurement of the Temple is m every way perfect,

there will be perfection in the unncise as well”
‘Mayamata’, XXII 92

^=(1 5T<<nT II

“The Temple is made up of the presence of ^jiva and $)akti and
of the Principles and all Forms of manifestation from the clementaiy
substance, Earth, to 6akti The concrete form of Siva is called

House of God Hence one should contemplate and worship it”

Tsanasivatjurudevapaddhati’, Pt III

Chapter XII 16



NAMES AND ORIGINS OF THE TEMPLE

THE NAMES

] VlM\SA

‘‘Purusa bcar5 the nicasuniig rod (inlnn, from *rnl*). knows division and
tlnnks himself composed of parts Hence he is known ns Mnti'* (Mind, ‘Vlyu-
purana’, I\ 30-3])

To measure (*ml^) r to make \ tinner h\ pnincr sh ipc to it and cMstcncc
Ma\l or manifest ition means dnision of the liithcito nndi\ided Principle, on
itself It performs this operation and is Punisa it hencefortli thinks of itself as

composed of parts Punisa who is tlic first form of tlie Snpicme Br ihnian

(‘S\ctasvatara Upanisad’, III J9, 'Visnupurlna®, I 3 2), thus hears the

measuring rod He is the ^»Tcit \rchitcct of the unnerse and in tins capicitv

his name is \is\akannan * He is as the God of Isricl who Inas disposed every-

thing—in the world, within ouisehes and outside,—with mcasuic, number and
weight (Sap XI 20)

Minifestition comprises all that is seen, it has form, and is measurable, ‘‘all

that can be measured is m the form of Uinl and the mcasurei is the greit Ixird’*

(‘Lingapurlna\ LXX 33) When Punisa tlnnl s of himself, it is in the form
of Uma, who sho*s b^ her mine winch is from the root ‘ml’ like Mlyl, that she

IS the ‘measured out’, the manifest world come into e\istcnce h\ the thinking of

Punisa lie tlnnl s himself composed of part* while he is the measurer, the great

IwOrd Ontologicalh
,
the ict of measuring his form is subsequent and refers back

to his nnduided presence, it is i reconstitution and snnil n to it in its purpose

IS the work of the architect^ It is derned from Ills ictnit} whose path
‘incisures’ the wide hca\cn {A\ IV 2 3)

* ‘M linCim*, II, 2 5
"
*Pral rtP IS find tlic Great I-<>r(l the Mlsin, Svcta^vnlin Uinni^ncP, TV, xo In

the *^^lnas^lra*, II 2 U is snitl tint the four pro/cnitors and protot\pcs of the four di\isions

of architects nrt bom from the four faces of VK\alnrrnnn 31ic\ are Vis\aKnriuan, Ma\a,
T\n5jr» ‘and Mann Their dc ccudnnts nrt the SthnpUi, the master builder

, the Sfitmcrlhin or

^utradirira \ ho holds the mcnstinnr ro<l or line, the sur\e\or and draftsman
, the \ irdliaH,

the builder md punter (from ‘vfdh*, to in d c pro; ) and the Tal«^aln, tlic carpenter, see

Part I note iS
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'The word used here is ‘viinana\ and it has remained one of the most generally

accepted names which designate a temple Vi-mana, measured in its parts, is

the form of God which is this univeise, the macrocosm, and the temple as well,

as a middle term made by man, the microcosm, according to his understanding

and by measure To measure means here as much as to create , there is identity

of measure and object®

The Sun measures with his ray the boundaries of heaven and earth (RV VIII

25 18)* Visnu measures the earth (RV VI 49 13 ,
VII 100 4) To Vanina, the

Asura, the measuier of the earth (RV V 85 5 ,
VIII 42 1), belongs the line

(Vaninya rajju)®

To measure is to order The Older, uhich applies to the objects, is also

within us, m the regulanty of our breathing and the sjmmetr}’’ and proportion

of our body In conformity wnth the order of the macrocosm, the microcosm lives,

ascertains its order and makes it known by uttering it, in the rhjthms of its

movements and voice , the latter are the metres As the Gods have done, so does

man, he builds and thereby gains the three worlds, knowing them rhythmically

in their measured form and sequence Thus it is said in the ‘Satapatha Brahmana*
(VIII 3 3 5) ‘‘The metre measure (ma) is this terrestrial world, for this

world IS measured, the metre forth-measure (pra-ma) is the air w^orld for this is

measured from this world, the metre countermeasure (prati-ma) is that heavenl}^

world, for that world is countermeasured in the air*’® With this rhythmic
formula (mantra) are laid down three lavers of the altar (Agni) , the fourth la3^er

is the Brahman (g B VIII 4 13)

Rh3’’thm evokes a realit3^ and measure builds it up Whatever is produced is

called ‘me3^a’ (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, IX 28) It is measurable, capable of

being known, a quantity (gana, ‘Gamtasarasamgraha’, I 10-15) ^ Proportionate

^ Gokarnasvamm (Siva) is called ''the sole sur\e\or (sutndhlr'i) in the tonstmction of

the Universe^* in a grant of Dcvendravamian, of the year 254 , 'Epigraphia Indica', XV^HI,
P 309

* The universe is measured by Savitp, the Sun (RV V 81 The sphere over which
a god rules is commensurate wnth his activit>

® Varuna’s cord (S B I 3 i 14), m iconography, is shown as a noo*^ It is the fetter,

while the line is the measure of Time and Death
® The rhythmic formulae for the Bj-hatl and Wdakhilva bricks, are ('Taitt Samh * W,

371) Thou art Earth metre (ma). Air metre (prama), Heaven metre (pratima) )
The

Season metre, the Star metre, the ^Iind metre, the Speech metre
The inner rhythms of man and the worlds, and their presiding divinities Agni, Vata

Surva, the impelling and regulating agents in and of the special metre, arc invoked in these

mantras or rhythmic formulae which are addressed each to one brick, identified with the deitv

Mahidhara, comm ‘Vaj S \ Xr\^, 18, explains Chandas, metre, as derived from the root
'chad’, to cover Each brick, each building-unit is imbued with rhvthm It is a charged and
compelling weight and shape, in the hands of the builder

Cf Ap SS, XVI, 28 I ff
,
the 12 mantras when laving the bricks in conformitv with

the golden Puru^a
^ Ganita, the science of quantities and their computation, mathematics, is applied to

architecture, Vastuvidja
, to Chandas, the science of rhythms, etc , to the dimensions of this

earth, to the space world (the interspace, 'antarik§a’) and to the world of light and the gods
,

and to the configuration and destinies of the beings therein
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measurement (pi i-nrin i) is essential to the temple (vi^inana) and to the image
(prati-ma) dike The\ arc ‘made’ by it to the same extent ns the Vedic altar

and also the Vcdi When the Wdi is outlined on the ground, uith the tip of the

wooden sicnficnl sword, this rluUnmc formula (nnntra) is recited “With the

sacnfice’s forth-mcnsuic (pra-ml), pen-metre (ibhi-mak counter-measure (prati-

ma) and upw ird incisure (un-m"i), I comprise thee’* (‘Apistambn Srnuta Sutra’,

IV 0 4) Three fold and four fold measure is here meted out, it Ins direction

and building power It is the object, its energv md form To ha\c measured
the inensurc, “so tint one nn\ not measure furthci

,
in a hundred autumns, not

before” (A\^ X\ III 2 me ins, th it life Ins been lued conscioush^ adequately

in c\cr\ direction “This ineasuie (of life) nnn measures foith (pra), off (apa),

apart (m), out (nir), up (ut), together (sain), so that when he has ineisurcd it, it is

said of him that he has gone to he i\en“ (A\" XVIII 2 3^)-45)

Tlie temple is \ imln i, p.*oj>ortionalel\ measured throughout, is the house
and bod\ of God B\ temple is undei stood tlie main slirine onlv in which is

contained the Girbhagrln, tlie womb md house of the Tmhrvo, the small, inmost
sanctuary with its gencrall^ squire plan * MI otlier buildings witlnn the sacied

precinct, are accessore md mbsernent to it the hill, M'^ndipa, in front of the

entrance, itself, is m On^^si, \ scnii-separatc structure to which ni n be iddcd

sc\crnl more suMi buildings j)rcpinng the devotee for the entry’ into the temple
These ^ccls^ov} buildings a^nfoim in tath tisc with the proportion ite measure of

the temple, tlie \imlni, the Mindipa, gtncralh, coalesces vilh ilie Vnirma

\ imln * is tlie name of tlic temple built actordinu to tiaclition (slstri) b\ the

application of various projx)rtio nte mLisiircmenls o’* \ inous standards of piojior-

lionte mcisuremenl* The mc/inle is eillicr pnreh architeclurnl or being t ikcn

from tile Luum or im igc in the Gaiblngrhi is, in principle, common to tlie

building, the mim oh|Ltt of worslnj) md tlie builder Tlie Vimlins ire thus
\anoush pro^>ortiOiict] This is c\pl lined in del nl in the *Mals\ apiirlna* md

’
1 r) » id o to n o V in the of ccH f>r ‘-ejnrate roo n ‘^nnihrh

too, she ri’nc Pn^tG, c a i in uu wo.d fn- ltini)k in aiaiinon <1cnotts t

fnpct O’* inlm J ’n tUrt In ihi n^^ l i rcncrdl einrdo t<l h\ llu Iluddhists in ilv

J'lUl IS*, el( , nbo nitr in tlje t\ ntn t*, sir Keft^t icvs to tlicM. are pvtii

In \ K Cooran^^iiitN in *I arh Irdjin \rcnittflnrt III Pd^ce ,
*I istcm \^l*, Vol III

The ortliinn int^o i iht sejitrsti riv> m n Pi u!a is ihul p loi Ctabbln

dcrio’es ‘tell* 1

1

ti t ci\c ii -mj tnni note *o; To ihc'C lO'iK in tlicir Pih aiTespo ul

main o*htr<, nch as \e<bUj, :Ij
,

t Incli Jicie denotr am bdnsiii'dt and imt onh one nruund
3 •*3cnfir a! pi it pin i (\eaJij

* Tins dtfie t on is , i\ta in t! i *b »n » n n nrrdcvajj^^ddlMU*, III Ch XWIII, nnd
repcaKn! n the *'^dpira’ n*, W I r \ ini main dcno!»* a util a cinnol of tlic , fnls, the *'1\-

travellers ( \\ \ - 5lb Kt<l ealict td Avil i
, cf * \rtha<istn*, II ,o, *det irilhi*) md

n tcmpic-con tniclio j, e tl of which are proj/^i lion tie in their i>arts ns hiid down bv
tradition *^innriin m Mit^' tdirn d, \I I\ ,

’\ai)hmj‘'Ji nnd, XLI , s^e nKo Part \II
\ II inn, in Pnddhnt le^l

, ii tidl> ikans t pd'^tt tlie ^<><1
,
cf ‘Mnlinaipsa

,
XWII o,

70, i^, ^ In re the I oh ijm ad i i to Ik bnilt *1 i1l* i pilut of the i oils, or acrid i»dace ( dibba

vimun* or *al ngjlia virnnid), CfHninra''i* mu, 1 c
, p ihi TJie ^Xbrn'ina \ nltliid de ds of

the cxk ml ibcKK- <K imttl for difltmit bums nexorthin to thtir merits In the I pics,

Vini m i me im a seven storevtd buddmt , kc to the tommentniy {'Tdal a* of ‘Uandn m d,

II V md II iS)

3i
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The temple is the seat and dwelling of God, according to the majonty of the
names The name Prasada has the widest application The word does not mean
a house or something that is built up It denotes a settling down (pra-sad) and

Popular etymology accounts here for the meaning of the word Prlsada Its more recondite

but essential meaning is explamed m the I P itself

The Amarakosa explains “Harmyadidhaninam vasah prasado devabhubhujam ” Harmyas,
etc are the residences of the uealtlu’’

,
Pr^adas are the residences of gods and kings

“ Prasada, in the sense of a sacred monument or sacred building is referred to in ancient
texts^and inscriptions 'Sankha>ana Srauta Sutra, \ XVI i8 13-17 Prasadas on all sides of
the Ahavamya fire Patanjali, *Mahabha$>a*, II 2 34 Prasadas of Dhanapati, Rama and
Kesava The testimony of the Srauta Sutras and Grhya Sutras is assigned to the Mauryan
age (3rd centurj’’ B C ), the date of Patanjali is about 200 B C

‘Vedic Index*, II 44, understands Prasada (Sankh S S , 1 c ), as raised platform on a
mopnd Prasada, in the sense of palace does not occur until the ‘Adbhuta Brahmana*

,
‘Weber,

Indische Studien’, I 40 , cf ‘Vedic Index*, II 51
In the Epics, Prasada has the meaning of “3 storeved building’* (’Ramayana*, comm

‘Tilaka’, II 33 3 and II 57 18) It is compared u ith Mount Meru and the Vindhya Mountain
(n SB s-7 j

IV 33 7) , It IS \ery high and snow-white (‘Ramayana’, VI 26 5) Although of

three storejs only its height need not have been less than that of the seven storejed Vimanas
The commentary ‘Tilaka* (II 57 18), defines Prasada as pahee of the king , in II 33 3,

Harmya is thus defined, w hereas in the latter passage, Prasada is explained as the house of the

uealth> While neither Vimana nor Prlsada are used in the sense of temple,—the words
designating the house and seat of God, not necessarily a temple but a sacred monument, in the

Epics are Devagrha (‘Ramayana*, III 55 7) and Devajatana (I 5 10-15), Devasthana (‘Maha-
bharata*, Sabha 46 34 , see also E Washburn Hopkins, ‘Epic ^lytholog}'^’, pp 70-73)—their

descnptions seem to imply a symbolic meaning The 3 storeys may’’ denote the 3 worlds—earth,

air and hea\en (‘Nirukta*, VH 5) , the seven storeys, their seven fold dnision (RV VHI 40

5 , X 104 8) Re the ‘whiteness* see Part IV, p 123 and re the designation ‘I\Ieru* etc , see

Parts VI and VII
Further references to PrlsTida in the ‘Mahlbirirata’ and ‘Rlmuana* are given b}’’ P K

Achaiwa, 'A D’ctionary of Hindu Architecture*, pp ^120-22 A number of inscriptions, of later

ages, where Prasada means temple, are put together ib pp 423-30
Prasada, however, has retained the meaning of building or palace, m the ‘Samarangana-

sutradhara*, XVIH 22 , whereas m the manj chapters of this text which treat of temple archi-

tecture the word which most frequenth designates the temple is Praslda
Here are some of the earliest inscnpbons On a Ganida pillar from Bhilsa, an ‘uttama

Prasada, of Bhagavat, 2nd century B C
, J N Banerjea, ‘The Development of Hindu Icono-

graphy *, p 102 , Mathurl Jam Inscr
, ‘Ep Ind *, vol II p 198 ,

XI p 17
The ‘Vejayanta Plsada*, the Prlslda of Indra, rcjiresentcd in a relief panel in Barhut ca

ist century B C and inscnbed (Coomaraswamj , HIIA, Fig 43 , and ‘Earlv Indian Architecture*,

‘Eastern Art*, vol HI, Plate XCH i), is a 3 storeyed building, full of Apsaras, etc , m its hall

on the ground floor , they look out from arched dormer windows or doors leading to tlie balcony,

in the 2nd and the 3rd storey , the roof is waggon-vaulted Contiguous VMth the 3 store3’^ed

building IS a circular, open pillared shrine, with a round dome, and a separatelv projecting

cornice below
,

the dome is inscnbed “Sudhamma Deva-Sabha**
‘Prasada dev’alaya* occurs in the Nilanda stone inscr (vs 4 6) of Yasovarmniadeva,

c 530 A D , ‘Ep Ind *, vol XX p 43 Other inscnptions referring to extant temples

(Prasada) and sites, are for example the one of the Lak^mana Temple, Sirpiir, (c 700 AD),
‘Ep Ind *, vol XI p 190 ,

or the Gurgi inscr of Prabodhasiva, ‘Ep Ind *, vol XXII p 127

The ‘Mayamata*, II 6-7, enumerates the following buildings as Prlsadas Sabhl, Sala,

Prapa, Rangamandapa and Mandira , they are part of the whole establishment of a South
Indian temple The meaning of Prasada is extended here from the temple itself (mandira) to

the various halls, etc which are attached to it Cf however the meaning of Sabha m the

Barhut mscnption
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a seat made of that which has settled down and acquired concrete form, the form

of a dwelling, a residence, the seat of God The rhythmic formula (mantra)

which effects the settling, setting or steadying of the bricks of the Fire Altar is

the Sadana mantra (Vaj S XII 53)*’ The meaning of Prasada is given

explicitly in the Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati^ Part III, chapter XII, verse 16

“The temple, Piasada, is made up of the presence of 6iva and 6akti, and of the

Principles and Forms of Existence (tattva) from the elementary substance Earth

(Vasudha) and ending with gakti Tlie concrete form (miirti) of 6iva is called

House of God (devalaya) So one should contemplate and worship it fiist
“

This IS in complete conformity with the meaning of the temple and the ‘bricks’

of which it is built They are imbued witli the presence of 6iva and all the

Principles of Existence

The house of God (devala^^a) is the concrete manifestation (murti) of &iva or

of any other name under which is beheld the Supreme Principle, to the same degree

as the corresponding image (murti) The ‘form’ according to which either is

made is Siva as Prasada mantra’*

An explanation of Prasada from the Sana point of view is given below, based

mainly on the ‘IsanasivagurudevapaddhatP, a compendium dating from about

1000 A D
The rhythmic formula, the Prasada (mantra) is Nada (‘Tantrasamuccaya’, I

ch V 51, comm
)

Nada, the principial \abration, is the immanent cause

(upadana)), the primary'' substance of the world

The 'sadanam' of the bricks of the Fire nitar (SB VI i 2 28 ,
VII i i 30) n the

prototype of the invocation of the goddesses, the Bricks (Part IV page T12), who arc forms
of Vak

Prasada in Sankh S S XVI, which is defined as 'raised platform’, ‘Vcdic Indc\’, II

44, as its name implies, is origimllv a ‘scat’ piled up, a Citi

The ‘Nanartharnava Saipk§epa’, II si 160 (T S S , p 25) sa>s “The word Prasada is

used in the sense of “well set” and “in the middle of the temple (inandirani)” , or it is its

central part m which is the inmost sanctuarv”
The translations here and on p 130, intentionally use words somewhat dificrent who^

meaning may be inferred from the text —‘Ibanasivagurudcvapaddliati*, III ch XXVII 62 f
,

treats of the ‘bricks’

The ‘Agni Purina*, LXI ii, similarly savs tint the ‘whole Prasada is to Ixj understood
as Puni§a“

,
and “Lord Han himself is MSibU established m the Prasada” (26 b) Sec also

‘Agni Purana’, CII 14 and CII 22-23
The image of Sna with 5 faces and 10 hands or as an alternate shape with four hands,

IS to be meditated upon as seated on a white lotus The image corresponds to the Prl^da
mantra^ The 10 hands on the right hold the following weapons, etc skullstaff, trident,
spear, ‘varada’ and ‘abhaya mudra’, which bestow boons and assure fearlessness , serpent, rosary,
drum (daniaru), lotus, and lemon (bljapuraka) on the left (‘I P II ch XXAHH, 61 64 ,

‘Tantrasamuccaya’, Ft II VII 137) ‘‘He wlio does not know the Prisada, its great body of
^e mantras [paheamantramahatanu (‘Agnipurma*, CCXPV 40) , the 5 mantras arc I^Sna,
Tatpuru^, Aghora, Vainadeva and Sadyojata

,
(JISOA, vol IX, pp 174-75 , 193) together with

3S Kalas
^
I P in ch VI 36 , ‘Slrndltilaka’, XVIII, 1-23 ,

see ‘I P ’, IH
^2, JISOA, vol X p 235 i note)] cannot at all be called an Acurya (‘Agni Pur^a’,
41) The five mantras are equivalent to the 5 faces, Isana, Tatpuru§a, Aghora,

Vainadeva and Sadyojata, of the image The principles of manifestation (tattva) are in\oked
on the image

, they are allocated to its limbs and parts and are supported by them (sec Part VIH)
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The Supreme Principle, the Sivatattva, is Brahman which is bliss beyond the

distinction of subject and object, knower and known, beyond time, undifferentiated,

solid-Consciousness (cidghana) Sakti is not separate from Siva, she is the energy

or process of Consciousness with its willing, knowing and creating (Iccha, Jnana
and Kriya Sakti) and leads from the unmanifest across the threshold of her own
activity, where Sakti herself is Bindu, the point to the unmanifest, from here
manifestation begins

Bindu, the Point, is ‘para*, beyond (the manifest), as well as "apara*,

manifest This latter aspect has two degrees, subtle and gross In its subtle

capacity, Bindu is Nada, the principial vibration
, in its gross capacity, it is Bija,

the seed of everything Nada gives Moksa, release
, it is Sunya, the Void (T P *

part III ch VI 3 f) The High Point of the finial above the superstructure of

the temple is the visual equivalent of Bindu

Sunya, the Void, is Sakti as Kala Siva, pervades everything, is solid,

undifferentiated-Consciousness
, Sakti, as Sunya, is vacuity-creating energy where

things take shape and place as parts (kala) of existence This is negativity as a

fimction of Consciousness whereby its contents are made positive Prior to this

function, which produces separateness and individuation, there is no thing in the

beyond The presence of Sakti with Siva is and produces all the Principles of

manifestation from Earth to Sakti

The temple, Prasada, is the symbolic substance, which, as a substratum,
corresponds to the pnncipial substance and immanent cause (upadanakarana),

Nada, the pnncipial vibration From Nada, the principial vibration, the world is

made This is shoivn by the rh3^thmical plan and structure of the Prasada Such
is the meaning of Piasada, the most generally employed name for the Hindu
temple It denotes especially the structural pile below, around and above the

sanctuary (garbhagrha)

Further Names of the Temple

Other words for Temple with a wide currency and generally employed are

Devagrham, Devagara, house of God, Devayatanam, Devalaya, Devakulam^^,
meaning seat or residence of God, Mandiram, Bhavanam, Sthanam®^, Vesman^",

^'Somewhat differently worded, the 'Agni Piirana’, CCXIV 33, says ‘‘by the recitation of

the Pr^ada mantra, Nada is roused**

Some Acaryas consider Nada, pnncipial vibration, as the first among the Tattvas or

pnnciples of manifestation, and then Bindu, the point limit from W'here manifestation begins

(karya bindu , ‘Tantrasamucca>a*, part I, ch V 50, comm )

‘Manu Smrti*, IX 2S0 (devatngara) , ‘Gfhya Sutras’, ‘Sankhayana’, II 12 6, etc
,

‘Pancatantra’, Bk I story I 27 f
,
‘'Saila devagrha” (a stone temple), Mora well inscnption,

'Ep Ind *, XXIV p 194 Devakulam, Bhasa’s ‘Pratimanataka’, III , *Ep Ind *, XXI p 81

(Gupta inscr ), is a small shnne, cf Temple, Door, Throne, etc ’ by St Kramrisch, JISOA
vol X pp 210 ff

Mathura inscriptions, ‘Ep Ind *, I p 390, No 18 ,
‘Indian Antiquary*, XXXIII, p 102,
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*'Let him who wishes to enter the worlds that are reached b\’' sacrificial

offerings and the performance of religious obligations (istapurta) build a temple
to the gods, by doing which he attains both the results of sacrifice and the
performance of religious obligations^^ (Br S LV 2)” The commentary explains

that sacnficial fire offerings are called ‘ista’ and all other offerings are 'purta*

The latter include the construction of ^nks, wells, lakes and houses of the gods
(devatayatana) The sacnficial offerings secure for the sacrificer a place in heaven
(svarga) according to the merit of his sacnfice The Yajamana, the sacrificer, is

the donor of the temple, his sacramental person, transformed bv his sacnficial

and other offerings is transferred to heaven The duration of his stay there is

permanent (nitya) according to Kawapa, quoted by Utpala, the commentator of

the *Brhat Samhita’
,

this is secured by the enduring nature of the shrine

Essentially, the acts and rites in building the temple are sacnficiaP* With these

go lasting concrete and beneficial results embodied in the building, active in all the

planes into which the temple symbolically reaches both in this and the other

worlds Where the Fire-altar, Agni, acted mainty as instrument and sacramental

The Sasbalm Temple (Gwalior) is called Han-sadanam, Sadanam of Vi§nu, in the inscrip-

tion of Mahlpala (A D 1093), Tnd Ant vol XV p 33 , cf S B VI i 2 28 , note iq

Devagrha, ho^^ever, is not only a house of God on earth
, it is also the name of the

luminaries, the abodes in the firmament of those E.§is, etc who attained Deva-hood b\ their

Karmas The stars and the luminous spheres in the firmament are Devat^rhas , ‘Matsyapurain*,

CXXVIII 39-41 Cf also the meaning of Vimana as ‘prototype* of the temple ,
Part VII

The other names which have not been explained as yet, denote Saudha, a plastered,

palatial buildmg , Dhaman, a residence
,
Sadanam and sadma are from the same root ‘sad* as

Prasada , 13, 14 and 25 Laya, Alaya and Nilaya, a place of rest, a residence , 16 and 24 Pada
and Aspada, a station , 15, 17 and 18 Vasa, Vastu and Vastuka from ‘vas’ (pp 82 3) and 19

K§etra, sacred ground and abode (see note 28)

The ‘Kasyapasilpa’ (XXIII i), enumerates as synonyms Prasada, Sadanam, Sadma,
Harmyaim Dhaman, Niketanam, Mandiram, JBhavanam, Vasa, Geha, Divva-Vimanaka, Asrava,

Aspada, Adhara and Adharapratidhisnya Asraya, Adhara and Adliarapratidhi§n> a sigiiifv the

support which the temple, being a seat, gives to divinity

Kem translated, 1 c “meritonous deeds of piety and chanty**, a Chnstian interpretation ,

I§ta, denved from the radical ‘Yaj*, the commentary explains are Yaina, that is offerings

through fire See Sayana*s commentary on RV X 14 S

One of the main sacnfices bemg the Vastu-homa
33 “For the purpose of increasing the religious ment of his parents and of himself** savs

the Gwalior stone inscnption of Mihiragula, was the stone temple (sallanla^a Prasha) of Sur>a

set up “^here (‘Corpus Inscnptionum Indicarum*, vol III p 162) For such reasons also, the

‘Agnipurana* ch XXXVIII 25-26, says “having got wealth by luck or exertion one should

give it in the proper way to the best among the twice-bom and cause temples to be constructed **

In the same chapter it is also said that a poor man building the smallest shnne reaps the same
benefit which a nch man does by building the largest temple (XXXA^III lo-ii)

This IS in general the stated purpose , the temple by the s^nnbohsm of its architecture gives

to It a detailed and definite exposition
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bod}’’ of the sacnficer for the attainment of his ultimate purpose, the temple

ostensibly stays as a monument of its function Its permanency depends upon its

substance and on many factors which work on the monument while it stands, and

afEect it in time

Othei factors, of the period and place influence it, while it is being built and

leave their mark on its style Whereas temples are built in differing styles, the

Fire-altar is subject to no such variation, its shape is independent of time and

place, independent even of extensiveness, so much so that one of the types of the

Vedic Altar is prescribed to be made of rhythms only (chandasciti) and not of

bricks which are their repiesentatives’* Ancient extant temples and preserved

texts date from about the same age” In the northern half of India it coincides

with the rule of the Gupta Dynasty The ‘Brhat Samhita’ and the ‘Matsya

Purana’, the former of the sixth century A D refer to the standard works on

which they are based Varahamihira, the author of the ‘Brhat Samhita’,

‘Baudhayana Sulva Sutra’, II 62-86 , "In the case of the Chandasati, the Agnicit, the

builder of the Fire-altar, draws on the ground the Agni of prescnbed shape He then goes

through the whole prescnbed process of construction imagining all the while that he is placing

every brick m its proper place with the rhythmic formula (mantra) that belongs to it The
mantras are recited but the bncks are not actually laid The Chandasati thus is the Citi or

altar made up of Chandas, rhythms, or mantras instead of bricks or loose mud pieces (B B
Dutt, 'The Science of the Sulba’, p 3, note) —Cf the 36,000 Fire-altars made of mind, speech,

breath, etc ,
'Vedanta Sutra*, IH 3 44 (Sankaracarya*s comm )

The rhythmic formulae, the mantras howe\^er, even mentally recited, are extended m tune

This time is not the dated time of history It has its architectural analogy and notation m the

Talacchanda, the ground plan of the temple (Ft VII)

An apparent exception to the aloofness of the Vedic altar from any geographical or

ethnical factor is given m S B XIII 815 (note 60) The northerners and easterners had
lound sepulchral mounds m contradistinction to those who knew the Three Vedas and whose
sepulchral mounds w^re square This is but an apphcation of the supremacy of the four

cornered shape , a lesser value is assigned to the arcular shape

The ‘Grhya Sutras* refer to the shnnes of gods as ‘devagrha, devakula*, also

'devayatana* (cf note 23) The ‘Apastamba Grhya Sutra*, VH 20 descnbes the canning
about of images by the house-holder and the placing of them in huts built for them The
'Adbhuta Brahmana* (Saijvimsa Brahmana, X 5) speaks of 'devayatanam* which may, but
need not mean a temple

Temples, under the control of Government are mentioned b\ Megasthenes
Re remains of temples such as foundation walls only, see Part IV
Representations of temples, abound in reliefs at Barhut, Sand, Bodh-Gaya, !Mathura

Shrines are also represented on a few coins prior to and at the beginning of the Christian era

(J N Banerjea, 'The Development of Hindu Iconography*, PI I, Fig 16, see note 89 ,

Coomaraswamy, HHA, PI XXX, Figs 116, 117, 126A) These early representations of various

types of shrines do not correspond, as a whole, to the actually preser\^ed temples of subsequent

ages, although in some of their parts there is contmuity and development Some of the early

types of temples, how^ever, such as those on the Audumbara coins of the Punjab have their

structural equivalent m Bengal temples of the present day
'Shnnes* (ko^thaka , apartment, separate chamber or place) of Aparajita, Apratihata,

Jayanta, Vaijayanta, Siva, Vaisravana, and the Asvins m a fort, and the house (grha) of the

goddess Madira, and "ko§lhaka-alayas’* for the Vastudevatas are spoken of m Kautilya*s

'Arthasastra*, II iv (56) which, according to A B Keith seems to belong to the fourth

century A D ('The Age of Arthas^tra*, ‘B C Taw Volume*, p 490)
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concludes his chapter on the Description of Temples (prasadalaksanam) with the

modest statement that it is a brief summary of the work of Garga, and that

reference has been made in it also to the elaborate treatises by Manu and others

(ch DV 31) Elsewhere (29 f ), m the same chapter, Maya and Visvakarman are

quoted as authors whose seemingly different statements have the same meaning
The body of architectural knowledge behind the short compilation of the ‘Brhat
Samhita’ is supported by the names of eighteen chief preceptors (acarya), of the

traditional science of architecture, Vastusastra, listed in the ‘Matsyapurana’^®
The many names seem to indicate an equal number of branches or schools of Indian
architecture prior to the sixth century A D and subsequently The reconciliation

of apparently conflicting statements about proportionate measurement (Br S LV
30) can be taken as symptomatic of the diversities of the schools and their

exponents®^ They represented as many variations as lay within the fundamental
purpose of the temple The merit of the works of the schools which made it seem
worth while to record the names of their most eminent preceptors lay in the

manifold and ever varying solutions of their central purpose This was the setting

up of the Prasada as Vimana, proportionate in its parts and directing the form
and measure of all the other buildings which accrued in the service of the Prasada

The diversity of the types of temples at one and the same site even may be
seen for example within the enclosure of the temple of Makutesvaranatha, near
Badami, in the Bijapur district The widest range to which the architecture of

the Prasada attained in the tenth century in northern and southern India is

also represented by these early shrines The temple dedicated to Siva
Makutesvaranatha was built in the sixth century®*

The names of the i8 great architects are enumerated in Chapter CCLII, verses 2-4

They are Bhrgu, Atn, Vasistha, Visvakarman, INIaya, Narada, Nagnajit, Visalaksa, Indra,

Brahma, Svamiknrtpka, Nandisvara, Saunaka, Garga, Sri Kr§na, Aniruddha, Sukra and
Brhagpati To Visvakarman, ^laya and Garga, are attributed definite statements by Varaha
mihira Besides these three Acaryas, others too, of whom nothing is known as yet but their

names, are relied upon in the texts on architecture The number 18, of the great architects

IS also the number of Puranas
,
and of the places (sthana) of calculation (‘Visnupurana*,

VI 3 4 , ‘Vayupurana’, Cl 102 f

)

The structure of the temple is a work of art and science Their knowledge and practice

are conducive towards the same end, the making of a perfect instrument whose sight and
ntual use procure release

Hiuen Tsiang (S Beal, 'Records of the Western World’, I p 78) speaks of 5 Vidyas or

Sastras, traditional sciences, the second of which is Silpasthanavidya As the name of this

science indicates, it included the arts (silpa) and architecture (sthana
,
houses, squares, courts

etc ) and mechanics
,

it explains the principles of Yin and Yang and the calendar

In the 'Sukranitisara’, IV 3 30, also, Silpasastra, enumerated as one of the 32 sciences,

includes architecture and the making of images Architecture, moreover and painting

(lb 83-84) are enumerated by Sukracarya amongst the 64 arts (kala) , and architecture

(vastuvidya) and sculpture (tak§akarma) are similarly enumerated in Jayamangala’s commentary
to Vatsyayana’s ‘Kamasutra’, Ch I 3 (see Part I, note 20)

The double listing as science as well as art of architecture and sculpture does justice to

their two-fold nature This is also implied in architecture being part of Jyoti§a (astrology) and
Kalpa (ritual), two of the six Vedangas (See Part I, note 21)

An inscription dated 601 A D and found on the site, engraved on a pillar, speaks of

this temple (devagrha) It is a storeyed building crowned by a dome shape Other temples
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In the Hindu temples, such as they arc known, and for uhich the texts lay

down rules, the Prasada is the shell of the Girbhagiha The Garbhagrha is

essentially a small dark chamber, square in plan In this icspcct it is

unchangeable throughout the ages The problems of architecture, developed in

the West, to build a space lesonint with the rhythm of the pijiyer and concentra-

tion of an assembled colnmunlt3^ lemained outside the Prasada The Hindu

temple is built with the ferv^our of devotion (bliakti) as a work of offering and pious

liberalit3r, m order to secure for the builder, a phee in heaven, which means a

high level of inward realisation and to increase tlic religious merit of his near

relatives b3^ a transfer of merit, the Prlsada functions sinnlarh
,

for every

devotee, who comes to and enters the temple The temple is built as a work of

supererogation, with the utmost effort in material means and the striving of the

spirit so that the Prasada ittains and leads to the Highest Point*®

Congregational worship has no place in Hinduism** It determined hovever

the apsidal plan of the barrel-vaulted Caitya-hall, the Buddliist temple The
resolve to build and generally also the funds for tlic building were the contribution

of the Yajamana or KIraka and he entrusted tlie work to priest and craftsman

The ment of their knowledge came back to him who had cmplo3ed, remunerated

and then dismissed them*®

watlim the enclosure have superstructures of a different t\i>c, cur\ilincnr and aho m the shape

of a stepped pyramid—sec Part VI, and H Cousens, *Thc Chaluk\an Architecture*, op at

,

Pis XXVI, XXVII
Or, rarely, rectangular and still less often, iwhgonal or circular, cf the shape of saenfiaal

altars, Part II

The liberating effect in building a temple is expressed in the *'?ai\agamanib indhana*, XIII,

second but last verse (a Ms from Tnpunithura, cited without translation, b\ N V Mallaya,
‘Studies in Sanskrit Texts on Temple Architecture*, JAU \ol IX p 172) It sn>5 that he
who builds a temple of Siva leads his ancestors of 21 generations to the world of Samhhu (Sna)

In the ‘Mahamrvma Tantra*, XIII 21044, the Temple is prai‘>cd '*Thou grantest ment
(puny a) and fame

, all the holy places arc in thee ** Tlic temple, like worship itself,

serves more than one purpose “One should worship with Saliva tendencies [in conformity
to the Essence] for liberation

,
with Rajas tendencies [expansneh] for cnjovmcnt and wath

a mixture of these tendencies for the fulfilment of mixed punioses’* (‘\ i?nu SarphitV*, IV 12)

The single w^orshippcr, or in South India, onlv the pnest of the temple and the ‘pujari*

enter the Garbliagplia and perform the sacred rites for the worshipjicr
When, as with the Vai§navas, congregational songs, etc , arc performed, this takes place

m front of tlie Garbhagrha, in the Mandapa, and leaves unaffected the form of the Prasada,
with its small Garbhagpha

The apsidal plan and barrel-vaulted structure is classified as Hastipj-§ilha or ‘clci)hant-back’
m Vastu sastra (see Part VII) It was re adjusted for the purposes of Hindu worship by the
introduction of internal walls so as to seclude the Garbhagi-ha from the rest (Durga temple,
Aihole, 6th century , Cousens, op cit PI XI) or by a flat stone ceiling to exclude the vaulted
roof in the bnck temple of Kapotesvara at Cliczarla, Guntur Dislnct (Report of the Southern
Circle, ASI

, p 35, PI XXHH)
The Sthapati, the master builder, himself a Silpin, is the Guru of the three other classes

of Silpms, the Sutragrahin, Vardhakm and Tak^aka In the performance of certain archi
tectural ntes the Sthapati may officiate as pnest (‘IMlnasara*, VIII ) In these, as well fls

prescnptions^ there is no absolute or dead umfonmlv m Vlstusastra (see Part I p 9)
The Silpin is the Xartr in relation to the Karaka, the patron
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To the pilgnm and de\otee who goes to the temple, it is a Tirtha made by
art, as others are by nature, and often it is both in one A Hindu temple unlike
the Vedic altar does not fulfil its purpose by being built, it has of neccssit} to be
seen Darsana, the looking at the temple, the seat, abode and body of dninit^
and its worship (puja), are the puipose of visiting the temple To fulfil this purpose
111 addition to being an offering and ivork of pious liberality the temple Ins not onl3

its proportionate measurement but also the carvings on its walls, and the total

fact of its form

The Prasada as far as preserved temples show% consists of thick walls and
a roof forming a dark square chamber entered through a door wuth a more or less

elaborate frame Whereas in the later temples the superstructure is raised to

When the building of the temple is completed, the Sthapati pra\s tint the people be
‘healthy, wealth>, happ3, well known and famous for a long time and that the \ictorious

king protect the whole earth, full of cattle and plants’ (‘Islmsu nguriidevapaddhati*, I\^

Ch XXXIV si)

The relation between a definite type of temple, its patron and archilcct is illustrated b>

verses 35 43, Ch LVI, of the ‘Samaranganasutradhari’ “Aleru, the Lord of PrasTidas, as

desenbed in this chapter must be built by a Ksatnya only and the architect should be a Vais>a
or he ma> also be a Brahmana, versed in Vastu-sastra A Ksatnya, however, though versed

in Vastu-sdstra must b^' no means be the architect ” Re the King as patron of the ^leru, see

the inscnption. Part V, note 78
The craftsmen were members of a guild or feudal servants of the king or the chieftain of

a temple , cf Coomaraswam>, ‘The Indian Craftsman’, 1909, passim

The “Sar\'asiddhi acarya”, however m an inscription from the Papanltha temple at

Paftadakal (after 650 AD) was not “a guild” Cat^ara Revadi Ovajja, the builder of the

Papanltha temple w^as given the title of Sarvasiddhi Acarja Another Sutradhaia, of the

southern country, named Gup^a, the builder of the Virupak§a temple at Pattadakal, was given

the title ‘Tnbhuvana acarja’, (‘Indian Antiquar>’, Vol X pp 162, 165, 170 where an erroneous

translation is given of Sarvasiddhi Acarya)

The hereditary transmission of architecture is well illustrated b> an inscnption in the

Jagannlthara>a temple in Udaipur, Rajputana, of the 3 ear 1653 AD Its architects, Sutra

dlwa Mukunda and his 3ounger brother Bhudhara, belonged to the family of architects known
as Bhangora Their ancestors came to Mewar from Gujerat, about 13S9 A D and were the

chief architects of the rulers of ^lew ar since then This is stated in a record in the possession of

their descendant, Bhanvaralal, from where the above account was published in ‘Epigraphia

Indica’, Vol XXIV, p 56 To this family of architects also belonged Mandana, v\ho built the

KTrtistambha at Chitor (1440-48 AD) and who was the author of the ‘Vasturajav^allabha’,

Rupaman^ana’, and other works on architecture and iconography

The connection of the craftsmen with the temple was not onh for the purpose of work on
the completion of which the architects received their remuneration and presents, such as

gold, etc (Part Vill, last chapter), or a vnllage (‘Ep Ind ’,1c) The guilds of the architects

(sthapati) and potters, for instance, levied a small cess on every one of their members, v\orking

at a particular temple, when a donor intended to make a permanent provision for the mam
tenance of tlie temple or tlie supply of matenals for the worship of the deit3 (Kaman mscr of

about the eighth centurj , ‘Ep Ind ’, XXIV, p 329)
The Indian craftsmen, it is generally believed, were anon3mious Many howev^er signed

their names and some even proclaimed the pnde which the3^ took m their work in inscriptions

like tlie one from temple No 9 in Aihole (Fig m Part VI) of about the 7th ccntur3 “Tlierc

has not been, and there shall not be m Jambudvipa anv expert (vidvln) in the art of building

temples (v’astu-prasada) equal to Narasobha” (‘Indian Antiquarv’, Vol IX, p 74, Cousens,
‘The Chilukyan Architecture*, p 44)
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gieat height in one form or another, towards its culniinating point, in the earlier

of the preseived shrines thereof is also flat A raised plinth or terrace is a
substiucture of the body of the temple and fiequentlj'' accommodates a path of

circumambulation In this its simplest and indispensable form, tlie Garbhagrha
IS embedded in thick walls , if it has as is the rule, a high superstructure, it carries

upward the aichitectural theme of the walls from \vhich it arises Their c\cr
more complex articulation serves as cvei more explicit exposition of the meaning
of the temple in many figures, each with its name and place in the body of the
building
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1 Cm, THE Altar

Consistent in its completeness and appearance, the Prasada is yet not of one
ongm as is the Vedic altar Its socle or ‘base' (adhisthana, pitha, etc ), the

covered and enclosed chamber (garbha-grha) and its superstructure, the support
of the finial, are the three mam architectural parts in the vertical direction, each

of which refers to a different source^^ Yet so thoroughly were these parts

amalgamated that they constituted the Hindu temple throughout India for about
a millennium and a half in preserved structures, a continuous sequence of forms
m the various provinces to which each has given its particular impress, whether
m its most imposing monuments or unassuming wa3^side shnnes

A temple may be approached through one or several, caiwed and pillared

halls, and it maj^ be surrounded b3^ subsidiar3^ shnnes and buildings, it may be
the centre of an entire temple town, with walls and gate towers, itself of great

height and many storeys Yet the constituent parts of the Prasada and its

Garbhagrha remain the same^*

On the massively packed socle (pitha), alike to the altar, the Citi, which is

piled on the ground or Vedi, rest the walls (bhitti) of the Garbhagrha Their
lowermost part is also called Vedi or Vedika^ It has a number of honzontal

The superstructure, of many origins and the most prominent part of the complete temple,

seen histoncally, is not mdispensable Flat roofs (chadja), however, do not belong to the
perfect, i e , complete, type of a Hindu temple , the> show» it m its making and are separately

dealt with in Vastusastra (see Part VTI) Another type of temple, illustrated in the reliefs of

Barhut, etc was known in various types by’’ loo B C approximately This was an openf

pillared hall, rectangular or round, with or without a second storey, and always with a sloped

roof, either m the shape of a dome, or of a vault, etc The forms of parts only of this open,
pillared temple, built in the main of wood, were mtegrated in the Hmdii temple as represented

by preserved structures

The small space wnthin the cube of its walls, the Garbhagrha, is the most elementarv

of the ancient and preserved tvpes of temple, m India It was used by Hindus and Buddhists
m the Gupta Age, as far as monuments exist to-da\ , and by abongmals, at anv phase of their

megalithic or generally pre histone, non-histonc, imdated mode of w^orship The socle is known
as Adhisth^a m South Indian texts, 'Tantrasamuccay a*, I, II, 37 ,

*Kasy apasilpa’, X, i, and
as Pitha, in the 'Samaranganasutradhara*, LXI South Indian texts use also the following
syuonymis Masuraka, Adyanga, Ku^tima, Vastvadhara (I P III, Ch XXX 66)

In Onssa, the lowermost part of the wall is called Pabhaga (X K Basu, op at p iS^}

the foot of the wall It corresponds to the Vedika The socle there is railed Pista (pitha)

The entire structure moreover of certain temples rests on a wide terrace (Xati, Jagali ,

PI I , Part ATI, first chart, and note 21) and more than one buildmg may nse from one and
the same terrace Another name of the Jagati is Pithika or Jagati-pitha ('Samaranganasutra-
dhara*, LXVHI 4 and 35) After the planning of the temple, with its ground plan
(samsthana), vertical section (unmana) and its special architectural form (laksanmi) the Jagati

should be devised correspondingly (cf ib 12) Its width is given in proporbon to that of the

Prasada
, assuming the latter to be 8 padas it is 28 padas (Ch LXIX 41-42) or, in another
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mouldings, they continue the theme of the Pitha or socle with its horizontal

mouldings Below the socle moreover a sub-socle or pedestal (upapitha) is piled

in some temples and adds to their height In these lower parts of the temple, the

pedestal, Adhisthana, the socle, and the Vedika is embodied the memory of the

sacred ground (vedi) with its piled altar (citi) whence the sacnficial offerings were

carried up by the flaming fire The place of the flame is now taken by the struc-

ture on its socle, it arises witli perpendicular walls and a pointed superstructure

Neither the form of the socle with its horizontal mouldings nor that of the temple on

at imply a derivation from the form of the Agni or its flame , but it is the knowledge

of these rites which survives in architectural forms Even in some of the last

buildings in which a living tradition v as at work, such as the temple of the Sun
at Konarak m Orissa (thirteenth century), or its contemporaries in Mysore or in

a twelfth century temple in Rajputana, and in earlier temples in Central India,

Rajputana and Gujerat, the memory survives, on the walls of the socle and the

Vedika, of the substance of which the altar was built
,
wherein had been placed the

heads of the sacrificial victims, man, horse, also the Sarabha (‘Aitareya Brahmana*,

1 6 8 6), and the other ‘animals’ It was cemented with a mixture to which these

sacrificial animals had contributed Rites are remembered and, as it were, crystallise

in this instance on the surface of the temples in the shapes of men, horse, other

animals and the Kirttimukha, which are carved in horizontal bands around their

socle The living memory of the Fire Altar however has not only remained at the

instance {ib 52-53) 32 padas , the width of the outer path for circumambulation (bhrama) of the

temple is given as 4 padas
As a railing fences m the sacred ground, so does the corresponding portion of the

wall (vedi, vedika) of a structure In this sense it is an 'enclosing* wall (Coomaraswamy,
'Vakhas’, Pt I, p 22) The term Vedi is thus not used for a definite architectural shape , it

indicates its relative lowxr position in the whole structure It denotes also the lower portion

of any verhcal unit, such as those of the Bhumis or storeys , ('Samaranganasutradhara*, EXII

,

'Manasara', XXII) Vedi is also the name of the highest part of the trunk of a North Indian
Sikhara , the superstructure of the temple In this application the meaning of sacred ground
or altar prevails On this ‘High Altar’ is placed the finial of the temple {see note 47) Th<>

name for the enclosure or enclosing wall around the whole sacred precinct, etc is Prakara

Adhisthana is usually translated as base If there is an Upapitha, the Adhisthana is

above it , so to be accurate, it cannot be rendered as “base” The word means “a stand” and
IS translated here as “socle”, the Upapitha or pedestal is an optional member of the temple,
whereas the Adhisthana is an essential part , Onssan shnnes however are generally without it

Two types of figures are to be discerned on the socle, etc and vedika , either a row of

heads only or of whole figures
, the latter are shown in motion, each wuth its own particular

activity and movement Horses run, men make war, or love, etc , they are restored to their

own sphere of activity in this Samsara (see Part VIII) at the base of the temple Memory as

embodied in traditional, sacred architecture does not mechanicall> repeat former contents ,

they are remoulded with every remembrance Hence, not only their variety, but also their

manifold substitutions The 'heads’ of the various animals are summed up b> one kind of head
onI>, that of the Face of Glory, the Kirttimukha, the Grasa, for instance on the Devi Jagadamba
temple, Khajuraho, etc In Ramgarh (Kotah State) the following are carved on successive
fillets of the socle, in vertical succession (i) Kirttimukha, (2) Elephant, (3) Lion, (4) Horse,
and (5) Man In northern Gujerat, the face of the socle (pitha) is carved with a senes of
ennehments of its horizontal fillets the Grasapa^ta, with the head of the Kirttimukha, in

ceaseless repetition , the Gajathara, the elephant course, which is not essentially present ,
the

Asvathara and Narathara, courses of horses and of men respectivel> (J Burgess—H Cousens,
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bottom of the temple, where the Vastupurusamandala represents its main residue,

coterminous as it is actually or in principle with the Vedi, the total site, or with the
extent of the Prasada Reiterated in name, elevated in position and meaning, on
a higher level of the temple, once more, the name Vedi is given to the upper portion

of its superstructure, the Sikhara,^^ on which is placed its crowmng part the
Amalaka and then the finial This Vedi may be called the Uttara Vedi of the
temple

On the Vedi of the site, on the sacrificial ground, the raised ‘altar’ of the
temple, its socle, etc and Vedika, with their mouldings are the firm and horizontal

theme and basis from which the building of the temple arises, dedicated as an
offering When this offering is built up and about to reach its end, once more,
in a supreme effort, the final offering is made on the high Vedi, the upper portion of

the massive pile of the superstructure
,
above it are the Amalaka or the High

Temple,^* and the finial above these

The Vedic altar sunuves in the structure of the body of the temple, in its

lowest and its highest part In technique and name the Prasada, the Hindu temple,
shares in the name of the Vedi and Citi Its total structure moreover, when seen
from outside has the appearance of a massive pile, and is a monument more than a
building The thickness of the walls of the Garbhagrha, and the often nearly
compact superstructure, also re\eal that the entire Prasada is a Citi ** This is

'Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujerat*, ASWl! \ol IX p 25) , cf also the Htha of

the Somes\ara Temple in Kiradu, Mewar, Rajputana, lath centurj

In Thoda, a frieze of Haqisas is added on the top of the others (ASI \'ol VI p 124) ,

Rows of Hamsas and Ivlakaras are frequent also on the socles of temples m Mysore The
Kirttimukha or Grasa and the face of the Sarabha are the same tvpe (see Part VIII) Makara
and also Harpsa belong to the imagery of the Kirttimukha

The Vedi or Vedibandha is one quarter of the height of the Sikhara This refers to the

curaalinear Sikhara in the early texts ‘Matsyapurana’, CCEXIX 15-20 , ‘Garuda Purana*, I

XLVn 1-5 ,
'Agnipurana', XLH 17-18 and CIV Other proportions are gi\en in the

'Mats>apurana*, ib 8-14, and in later texts (Part VII) Vedi is also the name of the respective

portion of a_Rekha temple in Onssa
,
N K Bose, 'Canons of Onssan Architecture’ p 92

Re Amalaka, see Part VIII ^ Amalaka is a flattened cogged stone , Re the 'High
Temple’, see Parts VI and VII The Amalaka and the cupola (Sikhara) of the High Temple are

equivalent 'crowns’ of the superstructure Meaning and origin of the Amalaka are more
complex than that of the High Temple (Vimana, harmya) The Amalaka is generally placed

above curvalinear northern Indian Sikharas , the High Temple (vamlna) above the Bhunns or

storeys of the pyramidal superstructure of South India The High Temple is a miniature shnne,

solid and having a massive domed roof (called "Sikhara”) , it was a domed shnne ongmallv
The walls occupy three quarter of the total area of the temple ('^Matsjapurana’,

Ch CCLXrX, I ff )

In later temples, the walls are built in two shells , their interior is solidlv packed v\ith

honzontal blocks of stones, laid in courses (M M Ganguli, 'Onssa and Her Remaius’, p 145)

or the space is filled with loose boulders or dry rubble (H Cousens, 'Mediaeval Temples of the

Dakhan’, p 6), etc These replace the almost 'c>clopean* walls of the temples preserved from

the 4th to the 9th centuries

No reference is here made to the double walls, with an inner Pradak§ina, Andhakanka, or

ambulatory of the temple type called Slndhara , see Part VII
In bnck temples, the massive superstructure is modified according to stnictural exigencies

In Gu]arati worl^ on architecture, 24 varieties of Sikharas are desenbed built cither with a

bnck core or hollow (Burgess—Cousens, 'Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujarat*, ASWI ,
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confirmed by its very names, Prasada, Sadma, Sadanam, derived from or identical

to the word Sadanam itself which denotes the piling of the Vedic altar

It is thus as a Caitya®*" that the extenor of the temple, the Prasada, is propor-

tionate in its measurement (vimana) and the object of being looked at (darsana)

Vol IX p 2) In its upper part the Sikhara is frequently altogether massive The massive

ness or the degree of the hollowness of the Sikhara and also of the foundation of the terrace on

which stands the temple depend upon vanous technical solutions Raised platforms built on a

cell foundation similar to those at Sirpur, are also below the si\th century temples at Bbitargaon,

built of bnck, and the stone temples at Deogarh and Nachni Kuthara The stone Sikhara 15

built generally by corbelling (kadalika-karana ,
‘Tantrasamucca^'i*, I II 47), of courses of

cut stone overlapping each other inside, until the> meet and close the opening It is covered

b> the honzontal plate (skandha) which forms the platfonn on top of its trunk

The stones or bncks fillmg the upper portion of the Sikhara rest on a horizontal tie-plate

It IS called ‘ratna nauda*, in Onssa , n lower horizontal tie-plate, the ‘garbha muda’ forms m
some temples the ceiling of the Garbhagrha (PI facing p 120, in N K Bose, op cit , showing

the ruined Rekha temple at Telkupi, Manbhum, with its inner construction laid open) When
howwer the Sikhara is hollow, the Amalaka (sila) and Kalasa finial serve to lock the heads

of the walls together

The Sikhara of the Lingaraja temple in Bhuvanesvar, Orissa, has at least one internal

chamber above tbe flat roof of the Garbhagfha It is accessible hy a steep staircase built

through the thickness of the sides of the Sikhara
,
above this internal chamber, which has a

window, a third similar chamber is said to exist (R D Banerji, ‘History of Onssa', Vol 11

p 360) These internal spaces have no part m the effect or sy mbolism of the Prasada , they

are technical devices for lessening the weight of the superstructure , the same purpose serve

the gr^at trabeate arches in the sides of the Sikhara and which arc closed up by an ‘antefix",

the Sukanasa See also Part VI, note 65
The Mahabodhi temple of Bodh gaya, the temples at Konch and Boram (Bihar) (R D

Banerji, 'The East Indian School of Mediseval Sculpture’, ASI, I S 1933 ,
Pis 83, 85), Parauli,

U P (ASIAR, 1929-30, PI V), etc , have also hollow chambers in the superstructure which
differs m plan and section m these buildings If, as in tbe Mahabodhi temple, the chamber
was accessible from outside, it is a residue of a phase of temple building (Ead Khan Temple,
Aihole , Parvati temple, Nachna Kuthara), where the form of the superstructure had not a^

yet consolidated

Caitya is derived from Citi A Caitva, in the Buddhist application, with reference to

a man-made form, is the Stupa The meaning of Caitya, m the ‘Mahabharata’, where the

country is desenbed full of Caityas and Yupas (sacrificial posts) is sacnficial altar The
'Ramayana', II 3 18 , II 25 4 , 11 71 41, speaks of Devayatana and Caitya Ajatana means
a resting place or support and as such a seat, the place of the sacred fire, and also an abode
of divinity The definite sense of ‘house’ seems conveved b> the word Caitj^agrha {*Rama\ana’,
V 12 14) , it IS commented as ‘Buddha a>atanam* or, acc to Go\andarija, as a Mandapa of

Catuspathas, a hall of Vedic Brahraanas The Caityaprasada again which had 100 pillars

and was very high, is commented as a Buddhamandira and in the latter instance, bv Govmda
raja, as a building like a Devayatana (‘Ind ^Antiquaiw’, XI p 20) Coomaraswain\,
‘Yak§as’, Pt I pp 17-27, shows that a Caitya and Ayatana is a ‘bliavana’, a haunt or abode
of a Yak§a This can be an altar or a constructed temple, or also a sacred tree, or a tree with
an altar

Medhahthi on ‘Manu*, IV 39, refers to a structural building, of the tvpe, ma\ be, of the

little domed temples as shown in the reliefs of Barhut, etc
Caitya, Ayatana, Prasada, etc

,
etymologically and onginall> are piled up seats or altars,

sanctuanes m the open and also wuthin an enclosed space
In certam buildings the massively piled socle of the temple rests on a pedestal or sub socle

(upapitha) of considerable height and the walls of the temple are set on a double sub-structure ,

the socle projects from the Manasutra and gives a broad basis to the building
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Hence buck, Istaka, has remained the principal building substance of the temples,
foi the nooden log or the stone beam is considered and treated as Istaka It is put
to the same use, for the same purpose, as the brick (istaka), which is den\ed from
the radical *}^aj’, to sacrifice or to offer and is the original sacrificial substance
(Part IV) In this connection it becomes clear why the true arch has not been
empIo3^ed in the Prasada, nor even in the halls, Mandapa, accessor}*' to it The
method of corbelling (kadalika-karana) and the tiabeate arch are adjustments of

the process of piling, necessitated first of all by the internal chamber, the
Garbhagrha in the bod}’' of the Prasada and also by the largei halls, added to the
Prasada

The several mouldings of the socle (adhi§thana) project eacn in proportion to its own
height beyond the IManasutra, (the side of the wall of the Prasida, externally) Jagati and
Kumuda have each a projection equal to their own height, while other profiles, such as Pattikj,

Padina, etc may project each as much as their own height, or K, or ji of it onlv This
IS left to the discretion of the architect ('Tantrasamuccaya*, I IT i6) Jagati, in this context,

IS a projection of the socle, and not the wdiole terrace on which the temple max be set up (see

note 44) Jagati as a part of the Adhi§thana is also dealt with in the ‘Vaikhanasagama*,

ch VI
In no t>pe of the temple however is the 'citi* as substantially part of the entire concep

tion as in the terrace-temples, excavated m Paharpur in Bengal (c 8th century, 'Memoir, ASI,
1^0 55 1 P 7 and Ahicchatra, near Rampur, Bareilly, in the United Provinces, dating from
the fourth to the tenth and eleventh century (note 117) In these large and spreading brick

structures the super imposed terraces, of w Inch there are three or more, recede successively

forming a stepped pyramid from whose centre arose the walls of the shnne
The true or radiating arch built of voussoirs has been employed, although on a restricted

scale in vanous bnck buildings only, hitherto excavated , in Bhitargaon, Nalanda (^Ionastcr3,

IX No 10), Mirpur K.has Brahmanabad, the ^lahabodhi temple in Bodh ga}a, etc in porches,

vaults of passages, monastic halls, etc ,
cf Coomaraswamy, HIIA, p 73 >
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and latex Cola period, in South India, though youngei
A D and even later, are equally significant All thes

well cut stones, dressed to level beds and placed one
mortar or cementing substance Contraiy to curren
Gupta Age in Central India, and in Western India, 1

loughly half a millennium,—the flat or low roofed te:

To this day, moreover, small flat roofed shrines abou:

South India The 2:>rototype of these shnnes is the do
slab of stone, supported by ihree upright slabs set on
chamber with one side open to serve as an entrance
shrine of Pattaini Devi at Unchahara whose doorwaj’'

cannot be earlier than the tenth century and whose ai

type’, has a flat roof which is just one slab of stone

Various phases of stone temples of the dolmen ty]

India
,
some of roughly hewn stones and with a stone I

of carefully dressed slabs of stone accurately fitted at
*

resting upon a plinth, about one foot high and not pla:

construction Stone slabs with grooves and corresponding rid

covered by long, narrow stones fitted into the grooves , it is a

sloped, in one or two tiers above which is placed a straight r<

of the building

The pillared plan of these hall-temples, is square m the

cf note lOo) in the other case, far removed from, or not connec
t>pe

The flat roofed brick or stone temples, described in

ch XlflX, and partly also in ch I/H appear to have been si

temple

Thej are Siva temples at Tiruvalangudi, Mangudi,
Pudukottai state JISOA vol V See also the large stones

Vimanas having high superstructures, at Kodumbalur, ib PI V
Cf note 53

In the Dharu^ar Distnct, Bijapur, dolmens, not likely to ha

were set up on a hill at Aihole, near the temple of Meguti
consisting of three great slabs set up on edge, forming three

larger fiat slab to form a roof, was used as a shrine for won
Badami and Maha-kutesvar, are to be found hundreds of mini

put up by the women pilgnms to the latter shrine to register t

of a few flat stones, and, as they fall apart, their stones are u<

H Cousens, ‘The Chalukyan Architecture’, ASI, NIS, vol Xl

To derive the flat roofed structural temple from precedt

\ypQS as IS generally done, is hardly possible The rock cui

Being a work of sculpture by excavation, any shape can be cut

vaulted type of bamboo origin and the oth6r, the ‘dolmen tyj

When the flat roofed, square shnnes were set up, others v

sometimes the two techniques result in one shrine as in the so-

of about or before 400 A D (ASI vol X p 41)

measures 7' 4'^ (Cunningham, ASI Rep IX
the other temples are made of rectangular stone slabs, put toget

grooves (Tigawa)
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persed occunence of the flat roofed temple testifies to simplicities which are perennial

in Indian art, nhich have remained practically unchanged
The flat roofed temple has the dolmen for its prototype Like the menhir it

marks (cf the Linga, which means distinctive sign) a sacred site Neither dolmen
nor menhir are necessarily memorials to the dead, they commemorate the importance
of the site which is maiked them ‘Tv3mmaw” which means ^‘to mark with a

stone’’ IS the woid used by the Khasis in Assam, in connection with monoliths,

table stones and cromlechs There, in the dolmen, a suprasensible presence is

confined and enshrined The marking of a site (ksetia) shows that it is dedicated

to a higher piesence This is a general practice in India, where every orthodox
Hindu, everj^ day maiks his body (ksetra) with the symbol of the deit3»^ on his fore-

head The stone dolmen and menhir, and the stone shrine and Linga, are cognate
It IS seen from the ‘ Visnudharmottara’ and othei texts that the science of

selecting and testing the stone is most developed where the stone has to be chosen
for a Linga Stone indeed is the aboriginal substance of the Linga Gold and
brick are the sacrificial substances of the Vedic altar Gold, the purest of all

substances is not considered m this lesp^ct, loses its value and is only given
second consideration when a Linga is to be made The ‘Lingapurana’ (ch XLVII
5) speaks of i Linga made of gold and jewels, oi of silver or copper, as alternatives

at Pcrunipalutar, gtli centun
, 'Arch020! Dept Administration Report’, riii 1\I H p 2) The

circular stone walls which the Todas, in the Nilc^ins, South India, set up around their Boath
and also tlie Pev temples, Tinnevelly Dist

,
S Indn (G Oppert, 'The Ongiml Inhabitants of

India*, p S7^)f must not be overlooked
The circithr Prisada and Garblngrhn as well as those which are square have their roots

in the past of India, in Vcdic rites and in aboriginal use an the country
The 'Satapatha Brahmana*, XIII S i 5 distinguishes between the four cornered (daiva)

and the rouna {lsur>a) sepulchral mound, the square being made by those who know^ the three

Vedas and the circular b^ the easterners and northerners These mounds we-e lined with
stone Tlie rites for the dead have their own place apart from those of sacrifice (>ajna) and of

worship (puj'i) The Smaslnacit, the mound for the dead has its definite characteristics

(‘Apastamba Sr Sutra’, XXXI 5 72)

Form and function of the Pr^da do not owe anything to the rites for the dead or else m
a transferred sense and to tliat extent only m which the sowang of the seeds, or the rites of

initiation signify and arc based on the knowledge of death ,of d>ing to a former, lesser state

and the undergoing a new or second birth to a regenerate life, on a higher level Temples
of Siva or Durga are set up on cremation grounds (‘Kathasaritsagara’) because in these terrific

aspects death is shown as overcome and merged in the deathless

P R T Gurdon, ‘Tlic Khasis’, p 145 ,
stones set up to mark the site of purificatory

tanks, oath stones, stones as ‘seals’ and great flat 'sacrificial* stones, on which Puja or worship
IS performed wath the oflenng of ricc, etc

,
arc discussed and their specific names given, op

cit , pp 145-153 ,
cf also note 56

To this day small shnnes are set up by the herdsmen in the Kumaon lulls, Western
Himalaya (near Binsar, for instance) as Si\a temples and also by the Malay arayans m
Travancore They are put together like a dolmen and house an upright stone, the Linga
("Castes and Tribes of South India", vol TV p 3SS 389) From the Himaliyas to Cape
Comonn the Linga wathin the dolmen shrine constitutes the aboriginal temple to this dav
Cf note 53

Holding or restraining the presence of the invoked divinity is one of the rites of Hindu
worship It IS accompanied bv the Sannirodhmi miidra ('Is^asivagunidevapaddhati*, III

ch XXVTI 104) This purpose, in addition to the marking of the sacred site, is common to

the Hindu temple and to the dolmen
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only for the Linga made of stone, and which is the enihodinicnt of Brahnri, Visnu

and Siva Stone, as menhir is speciall}' connected with the Linga, and also with

the Adhaiasila It maiLs the Omphalos in the one inslince as much as in the

othei It distinguishes as the Centie the place where it si nids
,
aiouiid it, the site

IS sacred Thus it is enclosed bi' square walls and covered with a roof, for as the

‘Agni Purann^ siys “in the sqiiaie (caUaia) biva is picscnt*’

The memory of the building stones of tlic temple is retentive The stones of

the walled-in quandrangles which the Gupta shrines are in principle, and also the

Cola temples with then added halls, arc dispropoi Lionatel}'’ Inge to the si/e of the

temples The3^ form a neai substitute of tlie monolithic walls of the dolmen

Raised from the earth wheic it has stood in accordance with the inegalithie

practice, the flat roofed stone temple on its plinth and terr.ice, is an established

t3’’pe The ‘Samarringanasutradhara’ has much to sa3 about temples without

bikharas®* which were one-storeyed, flat loofed structures As a rule, howe\er,

Vastusastia is pieoccupied with the varieties and propoitionatc measures of

Prasadas having superstiuctuies, and whose height is twice or thrice the width of

their w^alls (Pail VII)

The temple with its high superstructure is the ultimate and genenlh accepted

form Sikhara, of wdiich the meaning is ‘mountain peak' designates particularlv the

superstnicture of the Noith Indian Prlslda “ The flit roofed temples arc

contemporary for centunes with temples having bikharas Thc3 are at the same

,
M

coalescence of such plnceb witli ollier^^, fulK rccoemscd b\ tradition, s ‘'pol en of

in passages such as *Bnhnn\ai\arta Purina*, I 6 47 4^, ‘*a place vhcrc the Suahnfa’ts
worshipped, though it is a place not fit for pilgrimage, sh dl oe turned into a p^ace of

pilgrimage** 1

Three courses of stones arc cgual in height to the shafts of the \ ail pillars, in the Col 1

temples (note 55) —The Mandapam preserved at ^^ulandwara, Ivotah, in ^Iah a, d>oul the

fifth century A D is set up of most carcfuilv dressed sand stone blocl s of cvclop^an si/e

In ch XbIX, the ‘Samarliiganasutradhlra* c\chisi\cl> treats of stone or bnel built

Prisadas without Sikharas Thc\ arc covered h\ a Chldva or a double and triple roof
Lhld, even to dav in Bengal denotes the flat roof of a bricl structure Ilicsc Pnl^ldos were
not dolmen temples , their interiors were nch in pillars (‘'Cc Part VII)

X V Malla}>a, op cit , JAU ,
vol X p iSi, slre'sscs the meaning Miead* which

Sikhara has, elenved from Sikhl, the tuft of hair worn by an orthodox Hiiulu 01 tlu crowai
of the head S>non3ms are Siras and Sir^, both denoting head Tins imcrocos nie reference
to the head is no less valid than the iincrocosmic one to the Mountain, to Mcrn, the jjoIc of
the world The full meaiiuig of the Hindu temple is given form b> the Prised i with its

high superstructure
, in this sense Sikhara is to be understood iiid not as a roof which also

may be flat (as assumed b} iMallavja, JIvSOA, vol IX p m an article on ‘Xagara, DrIvuH
and Vesara*) , see Part VII where the diflcrcnt connotation of Sikhara in the Ivorthern and
Southern tradition (sastra) is explained

The flat roofed temples arc (i) of the dolmen tvpe, uid (2) of the pill ircd hall tjpc ,

about the latter the 'Samar“inganasutradhlra*, in chs XIJX and kll, gives ample information
(see note 65 and Pari VII)

Amongst the earliest preserved temples having a superstnicture arc the stone temple in
Deogarh, with an apparently curvilinear Sikhara , one of the four curved sides of a Sikhan,
carved m one piece of red stone of ^lathurl and belonging to the Gupta age, is in the Curron
Museum, Muttra The curvilinear surface is divided into three vertical /ones , the broad field
in the middle is covered with a Gavlk<?a pattern

, the lateral portions arc complete with Bhfimis,
each consisting of 2 courses and terminated hy^ a hrge Annlaka The temple m Dtogarh and
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time embodied within the Prasada and below its Sikhara
,
m some of the temples of

South India, tne flat roofed temple with its cubical chamber is repeated vertically

within its supei structure

the bnck temple of Bhitargaon arc of the sixth century , the stone temple of Gop, Kathiawar
(5th—6th centur>) has a pvramidal superstructure and, in certain respects similar to it, is the
four store>ed pyramidal superstructure of the temple at Visavada, though somewhat later (H
Cousens, ‘Somanatha and Other Temples, etc ’ ASI vol XLV, Pis XLIII-XLW, pp 44-45)
A car\ung on a lintel of the Gupta Age, at Samath shows relief representations of 1 elated

superstructure ,
(Coomarasu amy, 'Iiarl> Indian Architecture’, 'Eastern Art’, III Fig 59)

The superstructure here is of the rectilinear type, consisting of superposed roof cornice
mouldings It is crowned by a \erj broad Ainalaka on winch rested the finial (Fig c, in

Part VI) The stone built temple of ^laliakutesvar, near Badami, erected m the third part of

the 6th centur> is discussed m Part VI
Fifth century inscriptions speak of high Sikharas , ('Corpus Inscriptionum Indicaruin’,

\ol III No XVII, verse 21 , No XVIH, 12, 30)
What preciselv Sikhara and 5mga of the Prasada or the Vimana meant m the Epics except

the top of a high building cannot be rcconstnicted from the respecti\e passages, which compare
them to clouds and mountain peaks ('Ram ’ II 17 17 , II 33 3, etc , see Acharya,
'Dictionarv op cit , s v ) The Suiiga relief representations show^ vaulted and dome shaped
roofs of bamboo construction

Two relief representations from IMatlmrl of the Kusana age show' superstructures wliose

constituent parts and outline differ from later t>pes and prescriptions (Coomarasw amy,
‘Histoiy of Indian and Indonesian Art’, Figs 69, 69A)

The earliest pieserved temples which are not one store>ed and flat roofed, are variously

given additional height Two mam t^pes can be distinguished , the one has a second smaller

flat roofed temple above the Garbhagrha of the ground floor (Parvatl temple at Nachna Kuthara,

C I and the Lad Khan temple at Aihole), and the other, desenbed at the beginning of this note,

has a more or less pyramidal, etc superstructure, articulate wath horizontal bands, mouldings
or store3S Some were rectilinear such as the temples of Bodh-gaya, Bihar (at the time of

Hiuen Tsiang), and the temple at Gop, Kathiawar, others like the Dasavatara temple at

Deogarh and the bnck temple at Bhitargaon with their recessed courses appear to have yielded

a curvilinear rather than a straight outline To these may be added the IMahadeva temple at

Nachna Kuthara (Progress Report, ASI, Western Circle, 1919) and the temple at Pathari (ASI
vol X p 75) , see also S K Saraswati, 'Temple Architecture in the Gupta Age’, JISOA,
vol VIII p 146) Re Vaulted temples, see note 41 The temples are either 'sandhara’ or

'nirandhara’ with or without a covered arcuniambulatorv ,

The Vaikunfha Perumal temple for example, at Kaficipuram (Conjeeveram, near Madras),

of the second decade of the eighth century, cf sectional drawing, PI LIV, P Browai, op cit ,

Fergusson, HIEA, \ol I Fig 210
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The dolmen shape raised on a socle or base (adhisthaii i) c in be recognised in

the flat roofed temple It lemains, however, the nucleus, the sanctuar\
,
of the

temples with high superstructuies wdiosc walls are iich in buttresses and manifold

sculptined images Thc}^ ahvays enclose its simill cubic d inner space, unbroken

by any opening, except the entrance

While the primeval shape of the dolmen is, arclutectui ilh
,

tlic protoU pc of

the sanctuary enshiined in the Hindu temple, other closed types of sacred buildings

also have pieceded the Hindu temple They too, have lent tlieir meaning and added

their shape to the cube of the Garbhagrha Tlicy aic tlie Vedic shed of initiation

and the undatable ‘Tabernacle* made of bamboo, or branehes or of large palm lea\cs

only, in which a divine presence is known to dwell while being vorshipped

Neither of these stiuctures has contributed its particular form to the sanctuarc

itself The shed furnished idditional ntuil seciccc to the mtenor of the Hindu
temple, the Tabeinacle of the foiest, sunilir to the dolmen in this respect, w is

laised on a socle or altar and while it enclosed the sacred space it marked it b} the

high shape of four curved branches fixed m the comers of a square and with their

ends gathered to a point Such a conjoining of \anous shapes md resources to

form the Hindu temple is seen not onlj' in its beginning but also in the diflcrcnl

phases of its historj’^ and in its tvpes (Parts VI and VII) It would result in i

compilation, and in the literil sense of the word this is indeed the ease, were it

not that the congregation of all the ivailable possibilities is to one point onh, to

the gradual and measured reduction of all the wealth of three dimensional form in

one direction, that of ascent, towards a point which is tint of the finial abo\c the
high superstructure In this surge of nieisuied units imbued with meaning, the
metaphysical aim is supported by principles of \cgetition, b\ growth and rami-
fication, by symmetries and proliferation of form

The architectural rite of depositing the seed of the temple is continued in the
‘natural* discipline of its form which the architect (Sthapati, K irtr) masters b\ his
aptitude, training and skill An integration of his personaliU

,
tli 't of the patron

the Karaka, and ot the shapes of man\ origins is effected h\ Ins work and n
Msible in Its form Such one-pointcdness (eklgrata) is the niolnc of the Hindu
temple wnth its high superstructure, ostensibh it Icids to the one point which is

even be3^ond its owm shape This one-pomteduess resulted in the prcdomin nice of
the temples with the four sided, pyramidal, or curvilinear superstructure o\ei the
other temple types, with flat or keel and barrel shaped roofs, etc (Part \1}

The various Vedic hearths were in the open or in siciificnl sheds One of
these sheds, the Sadas, in which arc seated (sad) the sacnficer, Ins wife ind the

T'eniplcs liaving entrances at llic cardinal points arc however dc^'Cnbcd in Va^lii Aistra
and a few have been preserved (sec Part V, note 73)

® The Prlclna Vamsa-sala (see p 23) is outside, to the west of the Mali’ncdi STu auacan a
spealws of the Pracmavamsa (sari) as the womb of the Dik§ita (*Ait Br ' I 3 11.14, comm )
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priests, IS set up on the Mahavedi It is cohered on all sides uitli mats and faces

the East uliere is its door ^ That it is enclosed has a meaning akin in its conievt,

though dneigent in its purport from that of the houses, at the time uheu tlie trees

withdrew from this earth (p 116) '‘That Sadas they enclose on all sides with a

view’^ to that generation, thinking Quite secret!}^ shall be earned on that generation,

for improper indeed, is the generation which another sees Therefore to an\' one
looking into the Sadas except through the door, let him say ‘Look not’

, for it is

as if he weie seeing intercourse being carried on Freety (one may look) through
the door, for the door is made b} the gods” (S B IV 6 7 9) It is an act of

generation wdiich is performed in the enclosed hut, an initiation which leads to a
second birth, in which the initiated is the embiwo (‘Maitra3^anlya Samhita’,
III 6 7) and the hut is the womb (‘Taittirl3^a Samhita’, VI 2 5 5)

The enclosed space is a Gaibhagrha, a house wLich is the w^oinb, this is the

name of the innermost sanctuary of the temple " The Garbhagrha is the w^omb of

the higher Self It is said “The initiated departs from this place, he goes into

foreign land, he ascends to the space of the gods When enclosing (the hut wnth
mats), (dooi) openings are made, thus he does not (altogether) leave this place,

thus he stays m this ivorld” (‘Maitr Sam III 6 1), for not onl3
»' to the east but

at all the cardinal points, door-openings should be made (Ap S S X 5 4) This
IS no final depaiture but a return to his spiritual home and origin from wdiere the

initiated comes back to the wwld of man Thus are made “apertures in the four

directions for the wunning of both the worlds” (‘Taitt Sam VI 1 1 1) Within
the hut which faces the East, the sacnficer, the embiw^o wnthm the w^onib, also

faces the East w^here the gods live, facing them he beholds them, he is one wuth
them “The hut is enclosed (on all sides by mats) for the world of the gods is

divided from the world of man” (Ap S S X 5 1)

The secluded intenoi of the Sadas on the Mahavedi is a precursor of the

Garbhagrha in the Prasada on its raised terrace or base
,
wnth its mam door in the

east, and the other, vestigial ones as niches or 'massive doors’ (ghanadvara) at tlie

remaining caidinal points
^

^ S B III 12 2 (KaU VII I 25) ,
III 612 The Sadas is rectang^ular and nia3

be a double square Its long side faces the East Its measures are iS or 21, 24, 27 cubits

and its breadth is one-third (6 cubits), less than one-half, or half of the long side In tlie

middle of it is the post of Udumbara wood It has the height of the sacnficer (SBE vol XXVI
p 141) The proportion of its plan i 2 or i 3 recurs in the height of the e^tenor of the

Hindu temple Here, however, it is the interior which matters most and this has the height
of the sacnficer

Vedic initiation is performed to-da> in the centre of the house, either in a room in the

inteiior of the building or m a specialK erected 'pandal* or Mandapam m the centre of the
court3ard within the building The secluded place in the house or in the Mandapam, set

aside for the initiation, is called Garbhagrha

Garbhagrha, in domestic architecture, designates the interior part of the ho^e ("Samar-

mgana-sutradhara*, ch XIX, 27)

The temples which are preserved, generalh have only one door to the Garbhagrha
,

the place of the others is taken by ‘ghana d\aras’ or massive doors, as the> are called

(‘Tantrasamucca^ a’, I H 20 comm ) These are niches in the walls of the Prasada , the

walls of the Garbhagrha, in the intenor, as a rule, are plain
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The going from heie into aiiothci world, that of the gods, is an ascent—and

also a descent and a return to the beginning, the Miila-Pr ikrti, the root-evolvent,

the dark, non manifest power, receptacle of all theic is to be In this female

identity, the Gaibhagrha is the womb, the house of the embryo, of the ‘ ivyaktain’

that which is not manifested or not yet manifest

The Vedic shed of initiation, by its scope «nid aPo is far as it is constructed

on the Mahavedi piecedes, the Garbhagiha of the Hindu temple Built of wood

and mats, it had a pent roof wutli a ndge, it wns without i superstructure
*

While the shed of initiation contiibuted the significance though not the shape

of Its secluded interior to the meaning of the Garblugrln, the Tabernacle of

bamboos, banana leaves, coconut palm lca\cs oi of bended branches in its prnne\al

form IS set up to-da}’^ even and encloses i small spice whete the articles of worship

are placed on the seat of the iniagjcless dniniU
,
Satva >.arr»}ana The elongated

Extant PrasTidas with four doors arc a Temiik U ^ininr
,
the Itnpk of Suldhairuln,

at Mandhata, on the Nannadl ,
and another in the \illiec at Onl al, Dlnruar

,
re Jam

temples, sec Part VII
Prasadas with 2 doors, the one opposite to the main entrance arc al*^ in the Dcccm ,

the

Siddhcsvar Temple near Akola (Ahnicdmgar), anotlicr one at Rnlainadi (H Cousens,

‘Mediaeval Temples of the Dakhan*, op cit p 53)

In Hindu cave temples of the Deccan, datinR from tlic 7tli ccntuia on\ ards, the

Garbhagrha in the Duimr Lena at Elura ,
in the Si\a temple it ricplnnta and in the

Yogesvari cave on SalscUe, Ins four entrances
,
the surTOundiiig Maiulapa can be entered from

three sides The Garbhagyln of IVIahldcvaN temple of Karu^^ 1 Ins three, ind tint of the

Dhokesvara cave temple, two entrances (Fcrgus*^on Burgcs‘', ‘Cue Temples of India', Burges'*

‘Report on the Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurangabad Districts*, PI XI\)
The rites of entrj, punfication and worship in the ‘pujlgcln*, the house of \ orship, arc

described in the ‘Isanasivagunidc\apaddhati*, III ch XII 100 , (tniisl St Kramnscli,
JISOA, X pp 240-250)

Gabled or pent roofs o\cr rcctangillar temples and tlieir cqumknt, 1 c
, conicnl roofs,

single or double over circular temples arc the rule in the indigenous wood »'tonc temples of
Malabar, ancient and contemporar} Repeated in tiers, coinprc‘‘^cd in height, and translated
into stone, the pent roof is the unit of the peraintdal supe*‘stnicturc of the Manijapas onh,
of Onssan temples, and of the PrlsTida itself at Gop, in Kathiawar , re gabled temples in
Kashmir and Nepal, cf P Brown, op cit PI Cl I pp 155 157

The ,temple at Gop ends w ith a crowning shape abo\e a twostoreved i)\rannd and
hon7ontal courses of originally o\erlapping wooden plants, from this background project
the Gavak^as or Candrasalas

The designation ‘Tabernacle* is u‘^ed here as an cqui\ dent to hou^-c ot god (‘<lc\ 'iglra*,
or *dev-ghar’) which is the name given to this imnieval form of the temple b\ the people who
set It up today even The ‘dev gliar* of banana leaves the writer saw being ^et up ind used
m the worship of Satya Nark ana, performed b\ ^lalis, gardener'', near Gavl, Bilnr

Its shape when translated into brick or stone facilitates a unification of the perpendicular
walls of the Garbhagplia and the superstructure, winch is curvilmear \ more or less stilted
arch results m the vertical section and the possibilities of its cur\'aUire arc manv Part VI)

The survival of the tabernacle of leaves 111 the worship of Satva N*ir”ivam, a cult of recent
origin, and in other, ancient forms of Piiri connected with the performances of vows (vTsta)

IS an equivalent, in the sphere of architecture, to certain snrvavals in the sphere of images
Durgl, the Great Goddess, is worshipped in Bengal bv means of an clnborntcd earthen image
of her 10 anned form together with the figures of her attendant dmnitics Added to this

image is a yroung banana plant WTapt in red cloth, the Kalabau or Navapatnkl This is the
plant symbol of the Great Goddess
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curves of such a structure converge to a point and close their lines to form a house
of God They are the prototype of the temple having a curvilinear Sikliara and
were to nse above the Garbhagrha as its superstructure Four bamboos, etc

,
or

branches fixed at the corners of a square, their stems bended and tied horizontally

by withes or stnngs at regular intervals is its pristine shape

The Tabernacle consists in all directions of the Arch of Vegetation The
Arch by itself was also set up, made of two branches of Palasa or Sami trees

(‘Apastamba Srauta Sutra’ , Part IV) No written record describes the primeval

and impermanent houses of God, the spirits and powers

Another kind of temporary *house’ is set up in Bengal during the spring

festival Holi It is constructed of seven or eight dr^^ bent bamboos , the ends of

each being planted in the ground produce a beehive shape

Neither the shape of the Tabernacle of leaves, etc nor that of the ’beehive

house’ are identical to that of the temple having a curvilinear Sikhara, for the latter

is always truncated, its point is divided from its body which terminates with a

platform or shoulder-course (skandha)
,
from its centre rises the neck (griva, kaiitha)

on which rests the Amalaka Above this is placed the finial of the temple, it

leads to the Highest Point

The central Pillar, the axis of the temple, where it exceeds the bulk of the

Prasada was given shape in the brick and stone built temples above its curvilinear

superstructure, it is its neck (griva) The neck, the Amalaka (Pt VIII) and
the finial (stnpi) are the shapes and symbols of the vertical axis of the temple where
it emerges into visibility (Pis I , XLV)

The Tabernacle was put on top of the flat roofed Prasada, or alternativel3% the

upnght, lower part of the Tabernacle was assimilated into the walls of the

Garbhagrha The meaning of this prototypal shape is not given in scripture, it

IS shown in the curvilinear shape of the high superstructure of the majority of

mediaeval Hindu temples built in brick or stone, its form remains nearer to its

origin, when, built of bamboo or wood it is earned on the wheels of the temple
chanots The temple chariot is neither a cop}^ of the temple noi is it its model
The temple is the stationary (sthira) form, the chariot is the movable (cala) form
of the seat and house of god, the Tabernacle The same distinction applies to

the image, it is either immovable, the Dhnivabera, permanentl}" fixed m the

Garbhagrha, or it is movable (cala) and carried about in procession Both these

vaneties of the Tabernacle and the image express the two-fold nature of divinity,

who as Pure Principle, Siva, is immovable and has an immovable seat (acalasana),

and as Sakti, Energy'', is movement itself and is therefore enthroned on a movable

It houses an efSgy made of rice paste of the Old Woman, w^hich is worshipped b> the

pnest Then the house of the Old Woman (budirghar) and the efbgy are burnt to ashes

which are magically effective

I am indebted for this information to Sudhir R Das

A pecuhar bnck structure of elongated beehive outline and with a Gavaksa, caned
on its low^er part, is represented m a relief from Amaravati ^First Penod) , cf C Sivarama-
murti, ‘Amaravati Sculptures m the Madras Museum’, PI XVI The Gavaksa is sunnounted
by a very tall finial of several components (Amalaka C^), etc )
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sent (calasana) ” Tins two-folcl aspect of dujnitv lias its corresponcluip rites,

images and irchitectuinl foinis such ns tlie Pras'idn, its scat, and the cliariot (yana),

its vehicle

*IsanaslV^p:unl(le\apaddhat^^ III, ch XXVI 75 f

T A Gopmatha Rao, 'Elements of Hindu Iconograph> \o\ I Introduction, p 17
There are also ‘callcah* images, vlncli as a rule imnio\able. ma\ \ct be taken in procession
in certain rites

Chariots of Jagannatha arc dra^\ll m proccS‘^ion during the car fcstnal, Ratha Vltri,
anuuall} , in Bengal thev arc constructed of bended branches:, etc and resemble the Mc\-
ghar* (note 75)



THE IMAGE OF ‘'THE MOUNTAIN AND THE CAVERN*’

(A) The Gakbhagrha

xKMeiu, Mandara and Kailasa are the first three names amongst the twenty
}

types of temples described in the early texts, the ‘Brhat Samhita* and the ‘Matsya I

Purana*
,
all three are the names of the Mountain, which is the axis of the world,

^

that IS Meru, the pole of this earth
,
Mandara as churning rod, planted on Visnu, ^

the tortoise, during the Satya Yuga, the first world age after the great commotion ,
'

and Kailasa, as seat of Siva, in the Himalaya In these names rises the temple,

the image, aim and destination of this world edifice

To serve this image, various architectural forms such as the curvilinear

Tabernacle having paraboloid lateral surfaces, the pyramid, dome and roof shapes,

are employed Their possibilities are exploited and yield a monumental unit

Their forms are developed logically ,
they are, moreover combined and indefinite!}^

varied

Theie is no equivalent term in Western architecture to fit the high shape of

the Hindu temple, its superstructure This superstructure has the height of a

spire, and fulfils the function of a roof Its verticality is unobstructed by any
horizontal roof line If halls (mandapa) are added to the Prasada, their high roofs

ascend in relativel}?* lower peaks, graded in height and isolated the one from the

Br S I/V 17 f ,
'Matsyapurana^ CCLXIX, 2S f Inscriptions extol eloquenth and

unceasingly, the temple as the Mountain The Mandasor inscription of the temple of Suiya
built m 437—438 A D describes •'t with its broad and lofty spires resembling a mountain ,

‘Corpus Inscriptionum Indicanim’, III p S3 This temple was repaired in 473-74 A D
and then descnbed as temple of Sur>a, which touches the sky, as it were with its beautiful

Sikbaras (‘Indian Antiquary*, XV p 196) The Gangadhara stone inscription of Visva-
aarman in Jhalawar, Malva, speaks of a temple of Visnu (Visnu-sthana) resemblmg the lofty

peak of Kailasa (‘Corp Insc Ind *, HI p 44) which is Siva’s mountain, but is referred to

as representing the World Mountain The Hansot Plates of Cahamana Bhartnvaddha
(Broach 756 A D

, ‘Ep Ind *, vol_ XII p 203) designate Mem as Jayadhara, support of

Jaya, the Sun (see Part VIII ch ‘Amalaka’) According to the ‘Prabandhacintamani’, King
Kama of Gujerat constructed the Kamameru-prasada in Anhilw^ad, the name of the king
being linked with the temple type Meru Meru is the ‘king of Prasadas* (‘Samaraiigana-

sutradbara*, I/V 3)

In Vijayasena’s inscription at Deopara (‘Ep Ind ’ I pp 310, 314 , P Mus, op cit

,

p 413 , Inscr of Bengal, vol III), the high temple of Pradyumnesvara is compared to the
(central) Mountain on which rests the sun at midday, and this is the only Mountain worth
mention among all the mountains

The temple as the Mountain is not only so descnbed in the inscriptions, etc The Parvati
temple at Nachna Kuthara (ASI vol XXI p 95) has the outer faces of its walls covered
with carved rock shapes—a none too satisfactory expenment in form The final shape of all

these ‘mountain peaks’ is the ^ikhara-cluster (Part VI) —In the geography of the Puranas,
Mandara_i^ the mountain east of Mem (‘Vi§nu-P * II ch II 17) ,

it can be imagined as its

eastern Urusrnga Kailasa, the abode of Siva or of Kuvera, is situated to the north of Mt
Mem, or it is said to be one of its three peaks (‘Siddhanta-siromani*, 11 III 36), so that

either of these peaks, Mandara and Kailasa, is a part of Mem

41
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next The steep ascent of the superstructure from the walls of the Prasada then

appears integrated m a slower approach, along a sky line rising wnth tnanplar

indentations, towards the mam gikhara (PI I
)

The towering superstructure, the

Sikhara, moreo\er forms one monumental unit with the perpendicular walls which

support it and from where it rises to the high point of its finial A senes of

mouldings and recesses of the pedestal and socle (upapitha and adhisthana) of

the Prasada lead in stepped and curved, slanting profiles to its wall rich m corres-

ponding mouldings (vedika or ‘pabhiga’ and the crowning mouldings) whence

spring the ascending curves (rekha) of the Sikhara (PI XLIIl) , the complete

Prasada has the form of an unbroken ascent from the base to the finial Within

It and below the superstructure"' is the Garbhagrha, the ‘womb of the house’ a

small chamber, square, in the majority of preserved temples, and dark as a cave

in a mountain It is the innermost sanctuary of the Vimana, and the entire temple

In Its interior it has four plain w^alls They are massive annd their continuity

IS broken only by the entrance in the front wall There is no other source of light

If the door is closed, the interior is dark In the larger temples, where one or

several halls precede the sanctuar}’', the image is but faintly lit by the light of day

as it reaches it across the hall, a dim light just sufficient to set off the image against

the darkness of its chamber , the darkness deepens tow^ards the corners even though
oil lamps raa}^ illumine the image during ritual worship (puja) Darkness too,

descends on the image from the top of the cell, in the belly of the tower The limits

of the Garbhagrha, the sanctuary, are more felt than seen, though even in the

largest temples it remains in actual dimensions a chamber of small size, here sur-

rounded as it is by two sets of walls and wuth spacious halls leading towards it*^ it

appears proportionately smaller than in temples of lesser dimensions

This refers to the maiontv of Indian temples with tbeir curvilinear Sikhara The
Mandapa should not e's^ceed in height the Sukanasa of the Sikhara of the Prasada The
Sukanisa, at different stages of the evolution of the Sikhara, reaches up to half of its height
or less than that (Part VII, note 35)

This is not so in South India There, the cube or the four sided pnsm of the walls,

and the pyramid of the Bhumis or storeys forming the superstructure are sharp in their

distinctiveness and retain the outline of a drawing of the Tetrakt>s
, an analogous form,

pyramid on cube, is the rule m the structure of the Mandapa in Onssa In its vertical section
moreover it does not coalesce with the Prasada into one comprehensive unit, but retains its

integntv as a counterplay in the design of the wdiole This is expressed by local tramtion
which considers the shape of the IMandapa as female and that of the Prasada as male , while
the 'Bluuanapradipa', XLH, Ic, speaks onl> of the ‘gainthiala’, the ‘marnage knot*,
between Prasada and Mandapa

In some South Indian temples, the first Garbhagrha is on the ground floor, and a
second, third and fourth Garbhagrha on each successive floor of the pyramidal superstructure
(note 6S) In earlier temples such as the Parvati Temple at Nachna Kuthara, C I , ('ASI
Western Circle, Progress Report', 1919, pis XV, XVIa) of Gupta age, a Teplica' of the flat
roofed, one storeyed temple is placed on its roof The two Garbhagrhas, one above the other
stand up in the shape of a high four sided tow^er, its upper half in w^hich is the higher
Garbhagrha emerges above the walls and roof of its ambulatory (andhakanka) cf also the
temple at Gop, the shape of the inner walls

See however note 73
“ The length of the Garbhagrha is about la' , the length of the total building with

Its ^landapas is 102' 3^, m the Kandariya Temple in Xhajuraho , (B L Dhama, ‘A Gmde
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The square of the ground plan, the interior of the sanctuar}^, the small cubicle

filled with darkness extended into the mass of the Prasada, and its toweling
superstructure, or the Sikhara, which rises from the beam or architrave

(uttara) of its walls, these are the sunoundmgs of image or sAJ^mbol This is the

place towards which the devotee proceeds where woiship is offered This nucleus
remains, poor,_undisguised yet hidden, the place where dwells the Supreme Prin-

ciple, as God, Isvara, in the consecrated image or symbol
It is independent of time and place, a cavity held b}^ primary elements of

arcihitecture and their relationship With them an adequate space is enclosed for

the purpose of ultimate realisation This secluded spot is called Garbhagiha
The name refers also to the human body and to the inception of life By its name
and form the Garbhagiha is a place of primary significance, it does not date, is as

old as the Hindu temple, and constitutes its essential part as much today as ever

it did The name of the Garbhagrha is not, however, intrinsicalty connected with
its form Both aie symbols and each stands for an aspect of the same reality

The name and foim of the Garbhagrha do not coincide on the plane of things seen
They coincide in their destination The Garbhagrha is not only the house of the

Germ or embryo of the Temple as Purusa
,
it refers to man who comes to the Centre

and attains his new birth in its darkness The Garbhagrha is Rahasya, secret and
ni3?'stenous (Cidambaram)

The form of the Garbhagrha is based on a square and this makes permissible

the use of the designation temple The Romans called ‘templum’ a square fenced

off for augury Within such a preserve the outside influences are excluded The
cubical chamber of the Gaibhagrha is replete with static order It stands firm

This must be so in a sanctuary, a place for the lealisation of the Supreme Principle

which IS infinite and beyond all limits The world in ^vhich we live is indefinite

in extent and open on all sides to question and uncertainty
,
within limits, number

and measure is the Garbhagrha Like the city of Brahman (Brahmapura) it rests

ivithin its four walls (‘Maitrayani Upanisad’, VI 2b, 38) Their thickness shuts

off the outer world and keeps secret the interior Its sacredness is protected from
the evil influence of external distractions and from the destructive agents of time

and accidents The greatest possible lastingness is secured for the secluded place

in which dwells the eternal present during Puja
Garbha which signifies the womb as well as the embryo in the microcosmic

sense, denotes Prakrti, primordial Substance, in its macrocosmic application The
name of the innermost sanctuary does not primarily designate it as the house of

God, it refers to a state or degree of manifestation The manifested world,

ontologically exists by increasing condensation ether, air, fire, water and earth,

the subsequent element always retaining the qualities of the preceding ones Fom
elements air, fire, w^ater and earth can be touched, seen, tasted and smelt, they

proceed in ever increasing density from the first element, ether (akasa) It is per-

ceived by hearing Sound (sabda) is the quality of ether (akasa), the first and
foremost of the elements in the process of manifestation In the beginning was the

Word

to Rhamraho*, p 9 , see Fig m Part VI) , as a rule, the width of the Garbhagrha is halt

of the width of the Prasada, but here, the exceptions are many (see Part VII)
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Similarly also within the Garbhagrha is the image or S3^mbol of wood or stone

oi crystal or it may itself consist of ether, as the Akasa-linga in Cidambaram For in

the inner ether, fakasa), circumscribed by the city of Brahman (Brahmapura) is

contained all that is
*

‘In this city of Brahman is a small lotus, a dwelling in which

IS a small cavity occupied by ether (akasa) That which liesjn this place should

be thought after and one will know it “As large as is this Akasa so large is that

Akasa in the heart Both heaven and earth aie contained within it, both fire and

air, both the sun and the moon, the lightning and the stars, and whatever there is

in this world, and also what is not,—all that is contained within it This city

of Brahman, is the body the small cavity of the heart, the centre of being in man,

IS the place of the small ether This place of Brahman, in the heart of man, has

Its analogy in the Brahmasthana, in the centre of the temple mandala or plan, where

also lies the heart of the Vastupurusa This centre of the temple plan, has its

equi\ alent in the Garbhagrha where it does not coincide with it

Akasa which is prior, ontologically, to the other elements and not perceptible

by any other sense except hearing, is the element which corresponds to Prakrti,

piimordial substance, out of which evolves all that is manifest Ether fills every-

thing, it IS all pervading It is in the air and it is in the stone It is housed w ithin

the four walls and there it extends in all the six directions, east, ivest, north and
south, to the walls, across them and also below and above, into the foundation of

the temple and the height of its superstructure Akasa, ether, corresponds to the

primordial substance Prakrti, in the process of manifestation It is the first

departure into manifestation from the unchanging Pure Principle or Essence, into

ever more concrete substance This departure or transformation, while taking form
and shape takes place literall}^ across the walls which bound it From the ‘point

of view’, or the centre of the Garbhagrha, the w^alls around it wkile sheltenng it,

are held together by the Essence and formed by it in ever}^' buttress, profile and
figure On its outside, the mass of the temple is seen to give full exposition, in

the light of day to the meaning enshrined in daikness within

“In the beginning this Unnerse existed in the shape of darkness” (tamo-
bhutam, ‘Mann Smrti’, I 5) “In the beginning (of creation) there was darkness
hidden in Darkness” (RV X 129 3, ‘Taitt Br II 8 9 4) The darkness m
the Garbhagrha is a necessary condition for the transformation which is wrought
m the devotee In darkness his change is effected and a new life is attained The
rite of Garbhadhana had to be performed at night and also those which preceded
the felling of the tree If then the light is waved in front of the image, this illu-
mination is an act of recognition of the God in the potent, superluminous darkness,
revealed now and known further in all the images outside on the walls of the temple,
of the many gods, the Devas, the shining ones, in the light of day The effulgence,
the images of the gods, which are carved on the walls and set into their niches is

'Chandogya Upamsad*, VHI i i

'Chandogya Upam§ad*, VIII i 3 The 'small ether* is the ‘gati*, the path and origin
of everything 'Vedanta Sntra*, I 3 15

**
‘Sankara Bhasya

, Chand Up ’, VIII 1 5
The Brahma-sthana is the place of God Brahma the deific name and form of the Brahman,

the supreme Pnnaple
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the splendour of the Hiranyagarbha, the Golden Germ, the light which shines from
the primordial Darkness It shines from the superluminous darkness of the
Garbhagrha acioss the walls and is seen in front of the ‘ghanadvaras’, the niches,

their actual designation is “massive doors” Nobody can pass across them
They are irradiated from within Through them the splendour of the Hiranya-
garbha appears translated into the form of the figure of the god in each of the
niches around the body of the temple In other words, and on the ‘plan’, the

Vastumandala, the suns of all times are around the Brahmasthana and in the outer

border of the square, are the regents of the moon and the stars

Close to the small daik space, within the mass of the Prasada and above which
it rises with its superstructure, is laid the Garbha, to the right of the door (p 126),

immured within its walls These are the manifested substance of the indwelling

Essence in the Garbhagrha The Essence leaves its impiess on the walls in the four

directions and the intermediate regions of space, charged with it, the walls are

shaped b}^ its impact

The temple is the concrete shape (murti) of the Essence, as such it is the
residence and vesture of God The masonry is the sheath (kosa) and body The
temple is the monument of manifestation The devotee who comes to the temple,
to look at it, does so as a ‘seer’, not as a spectator

Ritual action and architectuial foim express one and the same meaning The
structure of the temple accompanies, follows and translates into a relative per-

manence the rites and then rh3 thmic formulae (mantra) The nte for the elevation

of the Temple is the Garbhadhana, the insemination of the site with the ‘seed’ of

the temple

The seed is deposited at night in the womb of mother Earth, as Garbha, Germ
of the temple, close to the door jamb of the Garbhagrha In the vertical, in the

upward direction, which is that of growth, from below, along the jamb of the door

and above it, the power of germination lifts as it were the lid of the Garbhagrha,
and transcends the flat ceiling of the Garbhagrha, step by step, level by level in

ever diminishing tiers to the top of the superstiucture , there once again it rests

and IS level as the Skandha (shouldei course) before it attains its crown and is

surmounted b}^ its finial

The Garbhagrha is the nucleus of an all sided increase on the outside, in the

horizontal, a stepping forth fiom the dark interior into expanding bulk and multi-

plicity of form and meaning Its outward impact within its walls is traversed in

the vertical direction by the urge of growth which coi responds to the sprouting of

the seed, and leads from the broad earth and the base of the temple towards its

high point e\en above the superstructure A synonym for Sikhara, the curvilinear

superstructure, is the term Manjari w^hich means a shoot This refers to the form
of the superstructuie as much as it follow^s logicalty by way of natural symbolism
from the rite of Gaibhadhana The vivifying Geim (garbha) and the Embryo of

splendour (Hiranyagarbha) aie within the walls of the Garbhagrha and have then
images in the constiuction of the temple

Part IV

42
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The images which are given concrete form in the building of the temple have

been seen and woided m revelation (sruti) and the sacred tradition (smrti)

The Hindu temple is a s5mthesis of inanj' sj mbols By their superposition,

! repetition, proliferation and amalgamation, its total meaning is formed ever anew

I

In the vertical direction, the superposition of forms leads towards the culminating

point The solid socle or base (Adhisthana, etc
)
functions as the altar on which

the ofienng is made in the shape of the temple Its main part is the walled in,

dark space of the Garbhagiha From the icrtical walls of the Garbhapha, the

ongmal dolmen shape, rises the superstructure and aboie it, the linial The high

superstructure is not denied from aii}’’ particular roof shape, these, in certain

types are embodied in its form It is not a roof with increased height, it is a

form of sacred architecture, complete in itself and is placed aboie the walls of the

Garbhagrha'”

Generally, the p>ramid of the SouUi Indnii Icnipks is super-added to its vails

The survival of the dolmen t>pe in flat roofed temples of the mcdne\al period—such as

those near Jliansi (central India), at Candpur, Dudahi '‘iid Ladlnurn (AST, U P Pholo^Taphs,

1937-38, Nos 67S5, 675S, 6763) Ins been pointed out nlrcnd\ The T^Icgalithic ‘nature’ of thc'^c

flat roofed temples is shown by the roof where it consists of one monolithic slab In certain

flat roofed temples, moreover, the front is composed of lare:c, \ertical stone ‘^labs (Si\t temple

in Kuttikondabilam, Guntur , ASI, l^Iadras Photoi^raphs 10 16-7, No 32S)

The height of the storevs (bhumi) of the p\raniulal superstructure diminishes, on certain

temples, m an arithmetical progression
,
each succcssiee stores is or also less than the

lower In this progression howc\er is not included the ground floor (*^amsihlna) of the temple
In order to moderate the abrupt superposition of the p\raniid with its miniature storc>s on the
relatively high wall of the ‘cubical* Garbhag|-ha, this wall frequenth appears di\ulcd cxtcmalH
m two storeys, each complete with its base, pillars, capitals and roof cornice Ihis architectural
consideration belongs to the Cola age (Temples at Tanjorc, 1000 A D , Gangaikonda Colapur^'m
about 1025 AD), and wlule later temples show an increase in the number of simulated stores s

on the walls of the Garbhagrha (Temple at Tiruvarur, about 1600 AD), Palh\a temples arc
free from this aesthetic deceit (Shore temple at I^Iamall ipiiram, Kairisanltha temple at
Kaiicipuram (650-700 AD approMmateh) Sec Plates DI till , kVII LIX in P Drown,
‘Indian Architecture* and Part VI

The superposition of the p\ramidal, storc\cd form on the \ertical walls of the Garbliagpln,
though generally is not necessank always observed The pvramidal structure of the
Vaikuntha Perumal Temple (ib PI LIV) rises directly from Us socle Jlere too, the sloro\:>
are not simulated, miniature replicas

, they house a Garbhagrha on each floor In the majority
however, of the temples in South India, including the Kanarese countrv, a complete structural
pvramid of this type, appears raised on the Samsth*ina, the groundfloor or one storevctl temple
This development appears already completed in the seventh centurv rock cut temple models
which an ingenious king (Narasimhav annan) was pleased to have cut out of the rockv boulders
near the shore of Mamallapnrain

The diminution of the height of the Bhiiims of the superstructure of a South Indian temple
IS earned out according to more than one consideration, such as the number of thc«e ‘storey s’,
etc (see Part VII, Chap 5)

c?

Northern India, the diminution of the Bhum is of a cur\ ilinear superstructure such as the
Sikhara of an Onssan temple does not form a series

, if, for example, there are ten Bhumis, of
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Abo\e the superstructure and no lone^er part of the bod} of the temple, is the

finial or Stupika, it is houe\er proportion itely related to the bod\ All these

shapes arc piled one upon the next, along the vertical axis It connects the central

point of the floor of the Garbhagrha with the high point of the finnl

On this vertical axis are threaded the Ie\els of the building, its floors (bliuim)

and profiles, their projections and recesses Expansion proceeds from the central

point of the Garbhagiha, in the horizontal, in all the diiections of space, this

spread with its proliferation and particulansation is gathered up tow aids the apex,
the broad mass wath its many forms is reduced to a point, be} ond its total form

The piled up altar, the base, the dolmen-cell, the Garbhagrln, and the

superstructure are the architectural constituents of the whole image of the temple,

it rises like a mountain Its mass diminishes while it is drawn along the vertical

to a high point, straight above the centre m the dark small space of the interior

The image of the mountain and the cave is knowm m nature, and is gi\en form
by the architect This total aspect of the temple is not in continuation of an extant
architectural type like its parts, the altar, the dolmen, the Tabernacle and the

other constituents of its superstructure It preserves' howevei as they do, the

memory of a cult, the cult of caverns, and this corresponds moreo\er to the

immediate realisation of the cavity of the heart These are immediate symbols in

nature and in man, to tins day the Himalayas are full of natural ca\es, small or

large, and sacred

The cave temples are an elaboration of these primeval sites No architectui al

forms however w^ere evolved there, on the contrary, ^orms of structural buildings

were adjusted to the exigencies of the rock, pillars for instance increasing m

which the low^ermost has 5 units, the height of the following is 4 7/16 ,4,3 15/16 , ,

sX 1 3 9/^6 , 3 7/16 , 3 5/12 and 2 (‘Canons of Onssan Architecture’, op cit p iii)

No diminution however in a geometrical progression can be seen, as stated b\ M M
Ganguli, ‘Orissa and Her Remains’, p 128, on the accompanying Plate II

Apart from the mam tj^pes of the superstructure and their several components (see Part VI)
efforts are documented in the centunes around the beginning of the present era, of superimposing
and combining buildings along the vertical axis

An ancient type of temple consisting of two super-added buildings is showm on the reverse

of Audumbara Copper Coins (Fig 16, PI I of J N Banerjea, ‘The Development of Hindu
Iconograplij ’) The lower part of the structure has a sloped roof, above it is placed a smaller

structure w^hich also has a sloped roof This type of a Siva temple, of the second to first

centunes B C in the Panjab, in the superposition of structures, resembled Bengal temple t>pes
(Gauriva) of the present da>, m Bengal and Onssa Their roofs are sloped and curvilinear

Buildings of these and similar types preceded, and contnbuted to, the formation of the super-

structure of the temple (Part VI)
Another ancient form of the temple is represented m Barhut, about 100 B C and m Mathura

m the second centurj’’ A D (Cooniaraswamv, *HIIA*, Figs 42 and 70) In these reliefs a small,

domed shrine is encased in another structure which is roofed by a senes of superposed ‘slabs*

of increasing wadth, the topmost forming a fiat and crenellated roof This method of super
position and encasement though it is neither represented b> anv of the later temples nor
mentioned in Vastu sastra, corresponds to the vision of the Throne of Supreme Blessedness on
the Brahmananda mountain (Shn Svami Hariharanand Sarasvati, ‘Vi*^nu, The All-Pcrv^ading

Principle*, JISOA, XII p 154)
Re the various combinations contemporary with the mam types of the superstructures, which

were not destined to become leadmg types, see, for example, p 169, note 94
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Width SO as to support the weight of the hill which m part rested on them Layana,

place of rest, is the name for rock cut temples They have no greni, which means

no superstructure with its cluster groups of similar shapes, they are without

buttresses (niryuhaka), while a circumambulatory (bhrama) and windows (gavaksa)

should be carved in the rock (‘Samaranganasutradhara’, LIX 236-237)'*° in

imitation of structural temples

Symbols such as the vertical axis or pillar along which the varied forms are

threaded on different levels or the cave in the mountain, and architectural forms

such as the convergence of ascending lines which connect the perimeter of the

building with the end of its vertical axis, or the various shapes of the superstructure,

these and other images and forms constitute the symbolical and concrete structure

of the temple The temple under the name of mountain resembling it by its

peaked fonn, is always the One Mountain, an image of manifestation in its

hierarchy along the central axis o£ being This axis passes through all the strata

of existence, and shows them linked to the highest point, at different levels’^

From the highest point the line passes in the centre and pierces the ground in the

middle of the Garbhagrha where the Lmga or image is From the penmeter of

the Prasada towards its highest point rises the bulk of the building, a vesture of

the central axis
,
in its folds and throughout its extent, it is an exposition of the

total meaning of the temple in the particular application to each single spot

The names of the three first temple types recorded in the early texts are those

of the Mountain ,
Meru, Mandara, Kailasa , another type among the twenty temples

The Layana is equipped moreover with stairs, a gateway (pratoli), roll cornice (vitanka=
Lnpota-palika) on the fagade, and doors It is raised on a socle (vcdi) and has a portico

(pragriva) This description refers only to cave temples such as those in Badanil The cave

temples, in the earlier examples (3rd century B C —6th century" A B ) are interiors onlv, having
a fagade , to these t\pes were added (Mamallapuram, Elura, Kalugumalai), complete replicas

of structural temples hewn out of the rock in their exterior, and excavated within (Kailasanatha
Temple and Indrasabha m Elura) Although the last named temples are, the one Hindu, the

other Jain, the majority of the rock cut temples and sacred abodes are Buddhist Out of a total

of 1200 rock cut temples 900 are Buddhist, 200 are Jam and 100 are Hindu Some of the

sanctuaries in Eluia (Dasavatara, etc ) and the Siva temple in Elephanta are, though
posterior to the sixth centur3% interior excavations oul> with a fagade Re these, and later

excavations in Northern India—at Dhamnar (Rajputana) and ]\Iasrur (Kangra) see P Brown,
‘Indian Architecture*, (Buddhist and Hindu), Chapters V, VI, XII and XI

The square, dark, small Garbhagrha is not transferred from the cave temple to the
structural temple The flat roofed ‘Gupta* temple is not derived from Brahmanical excavated
sanctuaries contemporary wuth it (Udayagin m Bhopal, etc), nor from earlier excavated cells

with a flat ceiling
, the early rock cut sanctuaries have domed or vaulted interiors, whereas cells

and halls in the rock cut monasteries have a straight ceiling There is no scope for a flat roof
in rock cut temples, the Caitya halls prior to the Gupta age , it belongs to the flat roofed porch
onb of the sanctuary proper The flat roof of the rock cut Kailasanatha Temple m Elura of the
eighth century is in imitation of a structural temple of that age

Any shape can be cut into the rock , no structural form is born there
®^Rene Guenon, in ‘Le Symbolisme de la Croix* and other w^orks has made clear the

meaning of these and other symbols
,
A K Coomaraswamy has explained them in their

application in art P jMus has interpreted the Barabudur in the aspect of these perennial
svmbols

In the ‘terrace temples* at Ahicchatra, etc
, the axis or shaft cuts across the terraces ,

the
shrine, in continuation of the shaft, rises from the highest terrace
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described in the 'Brhat Sanihiti’ is called Guliaiaja, King of caves (LV 17)®*, it

15 equall3^ telling by its name as the four last named t\^pes, in chapter LV of the

‘Brhat Sainhita^, the Round, the Square, the Octagonal and the Sixteen sided

one are by their form, vliich should be dark inside, "so that light from outside

will not enter these Prasadas’’ {'Br Samh ’ LV 25, 28, with comm
) ,

Guharaja, King of caves, is a name as suggestive as it is unique among the

ever-increhsing types of temples enumerated and described in the texts®^ The
name however occurs also as that of actual temples, such as the 'Kuraja (Guliarlja)

Bir’ Temple*’^ Kuhara, or cave, is a s^^onvm of Sala, or room, iii the 'Bhavis^^a

Purana’, wheie the tvpe of temple, called Meru, is described as having man}^
Kuharas (ch CXXX ‘^27)®^

The language of the texts connects the mountain and the ca\e wdiile describing

works of architecture, or forms of nature and also the residences of different classes

of gods, Devas and Danavas, Pannagas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Guhvas, Gandharv^as
Vidyadharas, Siddhas, Kinnaras and Apsaras who live in Indra*s grove on
mount Sitanta full of rock and cave-houses®® The 'Vayu Purana’ tells of the

various kinds of residences of the gods on the different mountains®^ It is a

topograph3^ of the mountains wdiere the gods reside and of their habitations on an
Olympus wath many peaks®®, it is not a description pf temples built by man on
mountain tops foi the gods to dwell in

The caves are ancient residences of the gods ^ It is there too, and not onlv
on the banks of livers that thev love to dwell

,
their presence there is felt so strongL^

that cave and god are one, "on the Visakha mountain there is a great dw^elling

belonging to Guha, the Secret one (Karttikeva), the god who is vei 3
?’ fond of living

in caves" (guha, 'Va3m Purana*, XXXIX 55) ' To these natural habitations of

j

® ‘Bhavis>a Puratia*, CXXX 32 which derives from the Br S
,
or from a source common

to both, substitutes Grharaja for Guharaja, see Part VII, 2nd chart (cf also S S Ch XLIX
16 , 160)

The 'Samaranganasutradhara*, LIX 193-197, describes the temple called Guhadhara
its name however is derived from the division of the door-frame (dvZrabheda) into several

compaitments (guha) as it is also described elsewhere
It should resemble the temple Simha This possibly includes a half forgotten identificatior

of the temple t3pe called Simhas>a (‘Matsyapurana*, CCLXIX 28) and the Guharaja of the

‘Brhat Samhita’ (see Part VII, second chart) ''Visvakarinan has described 3000 tjpes oi

temples” saj^s the 'Bhavisja Purana^ CXXX 36
ASIAR, 1915-16, Pt II, p 17 It IS situated between Deogarh and Candpur in cent-al

India This temple, of about the oth centurx, similar in this respect to the Parvati temple at

Nachna Xuthara has on the fiat roof of its Garbhagrha, another though smaller cubical

sanctuary—and on top of this a curvilinear Sikhara In principle, the two temples tvpes, the

one with several storej^s and the otiier with a curvilinear Sikhara are placed here one above
the other

The Ananda Pagoda in Pagan, Burma, being a *Ku* or cave has such Kuharas, 'caves’

or halls, in the. 4 directions, radiating from a massive centre The Burmese name for structural

brick temples is 'Ku*, cf note 104
'Vaju Purana’, Ch XXXIX 55-57 (saila grha

,
guhVgrha)

Ib
,

si I This does not mean, as P K Acharva, 'Indian Architecture’, p 21, opines
that "the 'Vayu Purana* maintains its unique position b> dealing wath the construction of

vanous temples built on mountain tops’

Ib
, ^ 57 ,

the large residence (bhavanam) of Kuvera and also 'Harm3 a prasadas’ are

described on mount Pisacaka
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the gods have to be added, as places oi wot ship, ictrcit and congrcg vUon,^ other

natural caves and also those cut into the locL for similar purposes ihc A.jivikas,

a Jam sect, and the Buddhists weie the first to do so, they were non-orthodo^

Within Brahmanism, the substitution of e\caiated eues for natural ones took

time to evolve There, as elsewhere, the sacredness of tlie pirticulai site was to

begin with, sufficient m itself, the Tutha, in this e ise w is specialh inaikcd by its

being a cave The heteiodox sects pieeeded the Hindus by many eenturies in

their interfeience with, and transfoi mation of iiituie *’ Tliej had already

achieved magnificent lesults in such laige, apsidal vuiltecl ‘churclies* as tlie cave

temple at Karh and in lock cut nionastcnes like those at >sasik or Ajanta (Nos 8,

12, 13), when about 400 A D Brahminical worship eiit its enti^’' into the rock

It has the shape of a small, fiat roofed Garbln^rln To it is added, as in the

contemporary Gupta temples, a struetiiril poieh or mandapam (Uclajagin, Bhopal,

C I)
No apsidal temple was cut into the rock for Visnu, 6iva or an\ Brahmamcal

form of divmit3
^“" The rock cut Hindu G irbhagrli i is an equnalent of the

structural flat roofed stone temple*'’*, \et it is ilso preceded b\ the small, single

rock cut cell and also by those which surround in numbers Buddhist monastic

halls It is liow^ever significant that a relatuch laigc cell, at the centre of the

far end of the hall and serving as the mam sanctu ir\

,

ippcars in the Buddhistic

excavations*'*^ only at an age when the flat roofed Garbhagrha had been set up in

stone Prasadas and cut into the rock

In the temple at Udaj^agin, for the first lime the walled in stone quadrangle
as it were entered the mountain, one stone-fonn, that of the dolmen, was put back

This earliest Brlhmamcal rock-ciit temple is amon^:st the earliest fnlh preserved
Brahmanical shrines It dates from the rciffu of Candrapupta II, 3S2 40: A D (Cunningham,
ASR, Vol X, p 41) The dated Ajivil a caves in the Barabar Hills, Bihar, were c\ca\ itcd m
the reign of Asoka, in the 3rd centur> B C

The apsidal plan was however adjusted to the use of Br*ihmaiucal worship in structural
temples, such as the Kapotesvara temple at Clic/arla, the Durga temple at Aiholc, etc ,

and
according to the 'Samar’luganasutradirira* (Ch XLIX) must have been widclv u«ed Cf also

SS XLIX 103*4 » BII 17, the Hastijltha*’ t>pc based on the square plan
In the Lad Khan, Kont gudi and c other sm ill temples at Aiholc, the Garbhagyha on

the other hand is built against the back wall of the pillared hall (ASIAR, ipo;, p 201 f ) , this

position would correspond to a Garbhagrln cut deep into the rod and preceded bv its nncidapa
Garbha, Pah 'gabbha', is also the name of rock cut cells of the Buddhist monks con-

nected with their large monastic halls Such an establishment is called a 'navagablia Main-lapa’
(Karh cave inscr

, ‘Ep Ind XI, p 119), if there arc nine ‘gabha* or cells , or al^^o ‘patri gabha
mandapa' and 'sattagabha man^apa*, when their number is onh 5 or 7 (Junnar cave inscnp-
tions, pp 131, 136) An> small room is finalU called 'gabbha\ in P1h tc\ts and denotes
various kinds of chambers or rooms ('Cullavagga*, VI 3a) which mav be •square or rectangular,
etc The use of terms such as 'plsada', or its equivalent 'vimmV, gabbha, and also ‘guhV,
cave ('Cullavagga*, VT i 2) m civic architecture is also current m tlie Epics

Dhatngarbha (dagaba) is the stupa as receptacle or womb of the relics (vlhltu) of the
Buddha

The Buddhist rock-cut cells again had their equivalent in structural cells , these in stone
buildings, such as are preserved in Gandhlra were also used as shnnes for n Buddhist image
or a stupa (Takht-i-Bahai) In this particular instance however they arc not squire, but
rectangular, etc

, and the> hav e not flat roofs
In Vihara No 5 for instance m Ajantl, or No 3 at Aurangabad
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into the primeval stone, the living rock There the Ghrbhagrha retained its flat

roof by adapting a natural ledge of rock

In the quest for secrec\
,
the enclosure of the shed in Vedic ntes, oi also of the

dolmen for purposes of the Hindu temple, ^^as one wa}^ of attaining it Anothei

way less widel} and only comparatively later resorted to in architectural form b}

the Hindus, led to cutting into the interior of the mountain, the living rock The
final solution is the Garbhagiha within the Prasada with its superstructure like a
mountain

The type of temple called Guharaja, has the shape of a cave (guha) according

to Utpala (Comm
,
Br S LV 25) Its height, 32 cubits, follows the general rule*

of being twace the width of the Prasada, and implies a superstructure as high as the

walls of the Garbhagrha (Part VII First chart) This King of caves, Guhaiaja,

whatever its actual shape was, shares part of its name with Burmese buck built

temples In Burma, brick built temples wath innei spaces are simpl}^ called ‘Ku’

or cave One of the temples at Pagan bears the name Shw^e Ku, Golden cave

The Burmese Glass Palace chronicle tells about the erection of the Ananda temple

of Pagan, how King K3mnzittha requested eight Arhats to produce by their concen-

trated thought an image of the cave Nandamula in the Gandhamadana mountain
This they did and the King built a large Ku=Guha, a ‘cave', or temple in the like-

ness of the cave Nandamula and called it Nanda The name of the cave, which
properly is the Garbhagrha, appears here as that of the whole Prasada

Cave and Mountain, in the architecture of Greater India are names for the

total temple, Ku (Guha) in Burma, Gin (mountain) in Cambodia and Meiu, iii

Bah In India itself, and original^, they denote the intenor respectively^®^ and
the high exterior shape of the Prasada The interior ivith its cave daikness

corresponds, to the deity known ‘ab intra* The exterior with its mountain slopes

along the superstructure and the perpendicular ivalls of the Prasada displa5^s to the

light of day, the seed which has taken root, and sprouted

Yet another secret place which also became integrated into the temple, is the

place of the Omphalos, in the womb of the earth and below its surface The cave,

under-ground, the crypt, is the mam Garbhagrha of several preserved temples

R Heme Geldern, 'Weltbild and Bauform m Sudostasien*, ‘Wiener Beitrage 7ur Kunst
und Knltur Asiens*, Vol IV, p 63 The central space in the Ananda temple, Pagan, is a brick

mass , the ‘caves’ are in the four directions

Ib
, p 15 The Gandhamadana mountain, acc to the ‘Visnupurana’ II Ch II, 17,

lies to the south of Meru Cf note 78
L Fmot, ‘Sur quelques traditions Indo Chmoises*, ‘Bull de la Commission Archco

gique de LTndochme*, 1911, p 20 , J C Von Eerde, ‘Hmdu-Javaansche cn Balischc

Fei edienst’, ‘Tijdschnft voor Indische Taal, hand en Volkenkunde’, LXV 15-16

The ‘water m the cave’ is m the Garbhagrha the water with which Emga or image are

Hved in the daily rites It passes from the image to a dram (pranala) on the floor which
traverses the 'middle of the north w^all of the Garbhagrha, and leaves through a spout carved

in the likeness of a Makara, etc The water m w'hich the Emga or image has been bathed is

sanctified and therefore is made to flow to the north The Ganges too, is most sacred wdicre its

course turns northw^ards The northern direction implies an upward course, back towards the

origin—^high up m the mountains and higher still, in the celestial region

Guha (cave) and ‘gupta’, secret, both from the same root, appear also as verbal

equivalents of the ‘crypt*
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Tainas darkness, is tlie descending tendency, it is the quality proper of the under-

ground’ crypt Above it, the Piasada arises, ascends in height according to the

ISattva-^mna, and exp inds its perimeter as far as Rajas, requires it OTainas,

daikness, is the causal body, the ‘karain rupa’ As it uas in the beginning nlien

out of primordial daikness evolved all things that be, so ilso from the deep, cential

darkness of the Garbhagiha the meaning of the temple shines forth on its walls

and reaches the high point of the finial Thus in cert iin temples there are two

Garbhagrhas, above the crypt-Gaibh igriia is the upper sanctuary, accessible or

visible to all The secret chambei of the Suiya temple at Modhera, Giijcrat, built

m 1026-1027 A D
,
is sunk to eleven and a half feet below the level, and is under-

neath the floor of the Garbhagrha of the temple ”” At Aundh, the principal Liiiga

IS in the erj^pt below', in the uppei Garbhagiha is anothei Linga, steps lead down

into the crypt from an opening m the floor of the upper shi me The present-day

temple of Somanatha, Pattan, Kathiaw ar, also has a lower shrine It surrounds the

Somanatha Lmgi, symbol of the self existent Omphalos A ‘duplicate’ for e\ery'

day worship is in the uppei shiine "" In the Jambukcsi ara temple, ne ir Trichino-

poly, in South India, the Garbhagiha below the le\el of the giound enshnnes a

Svaj'ambhu Linga standing in water The great sanctity of the non-man-madc
Linga, the hidden daikness of the not onh innermost, but also of the lowermost,

Gaibhagrha, are proper to the Guh'i, the secret chamber, around the omphalos, the

navel and centre of the Earth and of Being
,
of this the ^dirirasil'i is one symbol and

its place IS the same Above it is the Garbhagrha for the daily' rites, and abo\e

these graded levels of secrecy' and sanctiti is the superstructure The finial above

It shines golden, high up, straight above the omphalos, or centre of the Garbhagrha,
the womb and cave in the mountain Or else no floor separates the lower and the

uppei chamber, they' are one, only the sunk level is preserved The one and only

Garbhagrha is often much lower in level than the hall, the klandapim by which it

IS approached, stairs lead down to it, to a denth of seven or eight feet, or less,"*

The three Gunas, Sattva, Rajas and Tanias, active in everj form of manifestation, have
in the form of the temple a comprehensive visual svmbol

““J Burgess—H Cousens, ‘Architectural Antiquities of 1C Gujerat’, \SWI, Vol IX, p 73
lb

, p 75 About the temple at Atindha, Hvderabad, Deccan, where the floor of the
Garbhagrha is consiclerabh sunk below that of the mandapam and the Linga is not seen from
the “hall doorway”, see H Cousens, 'Mediaeval Temples of the Daklian’, \Sr IS Vol XLMII,
r 78

Cousens, ‘Somanltha’, etc AST IS XLV ji cS
The underground situation of the place of greatest <anctit> has been ,.\nlan ea as a

protective measure from the Mohammedans, as all the temples where it is so placco, were
built when the Jfushms had entered India \part from the fact, tint the vast in ijontv of
preserved Hindu temples dates from these centimes, {10th to 12th), the presence of the
Svavambhu Liiiga, the natural Omphalos, disproves the assumption

"* In the temple of Ainaian'itha (Ambamath), Thana District, Bombav, 1060 AD, tlie
floor of the shrine is sunk below the outside ground level and about 7' or S' lower than that of
the hall Stairs descend to it 'I he possibility of an original slinnc on the same Icv'ol as that
of the hall (Cousens, op cit

, p 13) docs not detract from the fact of the sunk level, as it now
of the Garbhagrha Other temjiles in the Deccan, in Gujerat, Rajputana, the Central

Provinces and Onssa arc sufficiently widely distributed to be valid cvainples of a practised
form of vv orsliip and architecture In the Deccan, the Xagesv ara temple at Karjah (Ahmednagar ;
1 1 , p 58) has a shnne of which the floor is 6' below the floor of the hall approached bv a flight
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the actual extent into depth finally is immaterial as long as the descent is marked
by the level of the floor being lower than that of the threshold, be it even by one
step only In Orissa, the name for the Garbhagrha is Gambhira, the deep lying

The different levels below ground and above producing two sanctuaries are

destined for various rites , they are not restricted to a definite position The dividing

line may be the ground surface, it need not however be only there but is applied

m the vertical direction so that one sanctuary is above the other Made independent
of a definite level, the principle is that of vertically superposed sanctuaries This
is known from Gupta and Early Calukyan temples, in northern India, the Deccan
and in South India It is as if the sanctuaiy from below the ground with its

omphalos in the shape of Linga or image had arisen to the higher levels Sanctuary
upon sanctuary, they are superposed in several storeys, particular^ and consistent

with the total symbolism of the respective temples, in South India There, the

special application of this principle is to those temples of Visnu where in seven
superposed storeys, the lowermost cell enshrines the standing (sthana), the next
higher one the seated (asana), the one on the third floor the recumbent (sayana)

image of Visnu, as in the Vaikuntha Perumal Temple at Kancipuram, and in the

yet higher storeys the images of Brahma, Mahavisnu, Sadavisnu and the four

armed Narayana "Like a hollow cane of bamboo (venurandhravat) are the cells

placed one above the other in the vertical axis of the Prasada” (‘Vaikhanasagama*,

VI)
The ascent of the cave along the vertical axis of the Prasada is by a twofold

process, which is one in nature, by coalescence, and reduplication or repetition,

the crypt arises on to higher and higher levels The vertical axis of the Prasada
always passes through its centre By its ascent from underground, the crypt

of steps leading down from inside the shrme doorway The ante chamber is 2' lower than the

hall floor, a graded descent to the origin and centre, just as inversely, the superstructures with

their finials, of several halls mark the graded ascent, level upon level, in manv ‘bhumis* tov\ ards

the final point on high (PI I) As above, so below, vith the corresponding changes of direction,

form and accessibility The sunken shrme of the Siva temple of Lonad (Kalyan) is three feet

below that of the Mandapa (ibid
, p 21)

The shrine of the Siva temple at Rajur (Buldana) is still deeper than that of the temple of

Amaranatha, and similar to it is the temple at Chandol (Burgess-Cousens, op cit , p 15) In
jRajputana, in the temple at Visalpur, near Deoli, of the ye&r 1174 AD the Garbhagrha
IS three and a half feet low er than the Mandapam (Cunningham, ASI Report VI) The Jyotir-

linga temple of Onkara at Mandhata (Narmada
,
Cousens, 'Mediaeval Temples of the Dakhan’,

p 13) and the temple of Boram Deo (near Chapn, Chattisgarh , ASI vol XVIII p 34) show
also by the difference of floor levels of Garbhagrha and Mandapa, the secret (gupta) nature of

their crypt and sanctuary, the Garbhagrha
In many of the temples in Bhuvanesvar, Dnssa, dating from the ninth to the twelfth centuiv

(Markandeyesvar
, Bhaskaresvar, Papan^mi, etc ) the floor of the Garbhagrha is several feet

below that of the ‘Jagamohan’ or Mandapam
The so called "Bhaskaresvar” temple (M M GanguK, 1 c ) is called Meghesvar by the

local people and vice versa The above remark refers to either of these shrines
Cf the construction of the Lingaraja Prasada, Bhuvanesvar, and others, note 49
The plinth or also the terrace on which the temple stands do not necessarily take part

in this vertical extension Some of the highest Prasadas, especially in Onssa, as those of the
Emgaraja Temple, Bhuvanesvar, (middle nth centurv), have no socle The Prasada rises

straight from the ground, although lesser temples, but not the very least ones rise from a plinth

(jM M Ganguly, 'Onssa and her Remains^ p 107)
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comesVo take the place of the c we m the mountain, which is the image of the com-

plete Prasada with its superstructure

In some shrines (Kaudarlya Temple, Khajuraho, Fig i ,
Ft VI) the Garbhagrha

far from being lower is even highei in level, than the Mandapain It is raised into

the height of the Sikhara, itself partaking in its ascent

In the terrace temples (p 149) a hollow centi il shaft below the high sanctuary

IS extended vertically acioss the tei races
**

The superposition of cavities, m the interior of the temple, took phec along

the vertical axis
,
below giound and above, on various levels In principle, it inheres

in the temple with its high superstructure The buildings ho\\e\er, but for the

type of the Vaikuntha Penimal temple, do not show the vertical series of their

internal cavities

The underground crypt is secret
,
and in the \ ist majority of temples there is

but one Grabhagrha, closed on top bv a flat ceiling or shallow dome which seals,

as it were, at the same lime, the inteiior of the superstructure (Phg i, Part VI)

The Garbhagrha, the Cave in the Mountain, lies below its liighcst point

Along this axis, on any level of the temple, there is, in principle, this secret centre

Even though it is inaccessible from within, its position is marked b\ the super-

imposition of surrounding store\s (bhuim) on the monumental bod\ of the Prasada

(Fig h, Part VI)
The sum of all the possible cavities, one ibo\e the other, in the centre of the

temple, is '9ike a hollow reed'’ It traveises, in principle, though not structuralK

,

the temple from the apex to its foundation On top of the superstructure, the

“hollow^ reed" oi shaft is seen to emerge from the bocl\ of the temple It exceeds

it by a short span and is crowned b} a Mome’ (P'lgs f-h, Pail VI) or b\ the

Amalaka (Fig i, and PI I) of the temple

The socle (pit^ia) where present, is a solid substructure, tiic upper surface of which forms
the floor of the buildinc: The cr\pt nn\ be within the socle or base or extend below the

outside ground level Ihe Pitha, where present, is piled on lop of the completcU filled in,

solidl>, or bv cells, originalh cxcaiatcd site of the entire building This is the general practice

and the texts corroborate it

This and all other information about Ahicchatra has been received bv the courtesv of
Dr R E Mortimer Wheeler, Director General of Arclneologv in India, through Mr \ Ghosh,
Supenntendent of Archaeology, Excav^alions Branch, who writes “Of the two most prominent
temples at Ahicchatra, one was more or less completely explored, while the other and bigger one
had to be abandoned before it could be fullv understood 1 licrc arc some other temples

Both the temples underwent sev^eral repairs and restorations, resulting in hon/ontal and
vertical increases in their dimensions In dl their stages, now ever, thev are SQinre in plan
with projections on the west for flights of steps

The fully exposed temple has three storev s in its last three stages " The first and earliest
stage being buried very deep below the later superstructures was impcrfccllv explored

The plan of each single storey is square There is no shrine on each storev
, the onlv one

being on the top Each terrace leaves a sufHcient space between the central part and the parapet
for serving as ambulatory

The axis of the temples consists of a hollow central shaft, filled with debris, on the top of
which the sanctuary was erected In neither case has the central shaft been exposed to the
lowest depth In one case it was dug down to 12 feet from the top

The earliest stage of the temples evidcntlv belongs to the Gupta period, as one of them
was founded on a level yneldiug typical pottery of the Kii^lna penod Thev continued
in their last stages till the end of the tenth or eleventh century

“
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The Prasada is tlie place and symbol, by means of architecture, of manifesta-
tion and reintegration For this purpose it is built All the images together with
all the forms that ma}^ serve them are incorporated in its structure

India not onl}’' thinks m images It builds them up in a consistent body of

which the sum total is the temple It takes them from the store house of memory

,

similar forms once used in sacred rites meet, fuse, are absorbed the one in the
other and contnbute their particular meaning to the new context The small
space of the Garbhagrha is extracted from various confines and placed within the
walls of the Prasada The dolmen, from the aboriginal side, has been incorporated

into the Prasada and raised on a socle (adhisthana) so that it is ensconced within
its mountainous shape, and similarly, from the Vedic tradition, the sacnficial

shed“% as an enclosed ritual place, shares m its closeness as much as the images
of the caie in the mountain, of the heart and the womb

The vertical axis of the Prasada leads from the Highest Point, the summit of

its finial, above its bod}’-, to the centre of tlie Garbhagrlia It is not visible from
outside, except where it emerges from the body of the superstructure, having the

appearance of a horizontal section of a pillar, round, as a rule (Pis I, LXXI
)
but

also potygonal (Fig f ,
Part VI) This pillar is also not visible from inside the

Garbhagrha which, as a rule, has a flat ceiling Nonetheless it inheres in the

Prasada however solid a monument its superstructure is, it traverses it like a

hollow^ reed On whatever level the Garbhagrha is situated this hollow^ leed

passes through its centre The pillar inheres in the Prasada, which is the

universe in a likeness The Pillar of the Universe, the Axis Mundi, inheres in the

World Mountain All its strata are placed along its axis and their totalit}’' is the

sheath of the Pillar It has the shape of the Prasada

The pillar wuthm the Temple conesponds to the vertical channel marked by
the Svayamatrnna stones of the Fire Altar In it move the immanent breaths of

earth, air and heaven (g B VIII 7 3 13,39,7 4 1), to the heaven-light (VIII
7 4 6) The Agni finally is bestrewn with chips of gold (VIII 7 4 7-9), the

finial too, shines golden above the multiform body and raiment of the temple

The World Pillar inheres in the World Mountain and transcends it where it

becomes visible above the highest stratum of the superstructure The mountain
shape of the Prasada is the sheath of its vertical axis The vertical axis is clothed

m it, from the floor of the Garbhagrha to the shoulder course of the superstructure

,

from there however it is seen to exceed the body of the superstructure (gikhara,

an Nagara temples, the senes of Bliumis in Dravida temples) Encased m the

The rectangular wooden temples of Malabar and their stone replicas (Bhatkal) are rela-

tively nearest in type to the '*slied”

Venukosa or 'sheath of the reed* is one of the synonyms designating the superstructure
Cf The 'mantle* (kaiicuka) of the Stupa (cf Coomaraswamy, 'The two reliefs from Bharhut in.

the Freer gallery*, JISOA, vol VI pp 149 62)
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vertical sliape of a pillar, which is circiilai
,
as a laile, or pol3'gonal (Parts VI and

VII), It transcends the slopes of the siipei structure although for a short distance

only* It IS therefore called Griva or Neck It emerges from the body of the

Prasada to be capped by a dome (Figs f-h
,
Part VI) or clasped by an Anialaka

(Pis I, XLIII, LXXI) These crowning shapes of the Pillar support the finial

of the temple Its Highest Point, the end or beginning of the axis of the feniple,

IS in the centre of the hollow shaft above the Ling i or image in the Garbliagrha,

above the Womb and Centre of the Cosmos and above the Navel of the Eartli

The finial is beyond the body of the temple, which has its extension in

Antariksa, the mid-space Above its High Temple (harmya) and cupola (sikhara)

,

(Figs g-h, Pt VI),'°‘ above its being gathered by the Anialaka”’ (Fig i) rises the

finial, the Stupika, in the Empyrean and up to the Bindii, its Highest Point, the

limit between the unmanifest and the manifest

^'’The proportionate height of the Neck (griva) is given m Part Vll
, it vanes in the

dmere^ types of the temple The Griva of a ^uth Indian Pr'isTida connotes the walls of its
High^ Temple (Vim^a , Harmya)

the South Indian tradition Sikhara connotes the dome shape crowning the shaft of
Smhara in the North Indian tradition however is the curvilinear superstructure of

the Garbhagrlia
Amalaka is denved from ‘inal’, which means “to gather”, see Part VIII
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“One should point out the difTcrences of all (the Viin'ims) from

the differences of the Sikharas
’’

‘Isanasivagurudev ipaddhati’, III

Ch iptcr XX\ III 42



VI

THE SUPERSTRUCTURE

I THE PYRAMIDAL SUPERSTRUCTURE

an enclosed space they hold the laud in order that they may encompass
the Brahman'

’
(Tancavimsa Brahmana', IV 9 11) To encompass the Brahman,

to build up in space a compartment corresponding to the Brahmasthana on the
plan, the Vastupurusamandala, the dolmen lent its stone walls

,
they were raised

on a socle A flat roof which served also as ceiling shielded the enclosure on top
The all filling presence of the Brahman, as Brahma or manifest divinity, was
maiked by a Emga or was centred in an image of the respective divinity The
temple was thus complete in the shape which it has in Unchahara, or m the Gupta
shnnes of Central India Enclosure, concentration in secrecy, and their elevation

on a level above ground are thus attained and given form
,
but not as yet has the

purpose of this concentration in secrecy been given its architectural form oi out-

ward effect The image within the cavity had itself been raised on a socle, its altar,

upon the base of ,the temple In this repeated raising of the object of concentration

on a higher level, an impetus finds expression in the vertical direction, concentra-

tion on the divinit}^' and the elation that accompanies it bring about the elevation,

the deity is extolled on ever higher levels until its \vorship reaches the highest

point, the zenithal pole of realisation where this world ends and that world begins,

the point limit of the manifest and unmanifest, the Bindu
Works of architecture serve a purpose, the Hindu Temple as much as a

Gothic cathedral exceed their function of being a house or seat of divinity While
their orientation and expansion are in the four regions of space, their mam direc-

tion, in the vertical, is towards God, the Supreme Principle, which is beyond form

and above His seat or house of manifestation From all the regions of space, from

its walls in the foni directions and their comers in the intermediate directions,

the Prasada rises bodily towards its high point, tier on tier, until diminished in

its bulk it forms the High Altar (vedi) on which is placed the crowning High /

Temple or the Amalaka with its finial that ends in a point

Metaphysical knowledge and realisation by religion have their visible residue

m architectural form, in its fundamental shapes and their relation The square

and cube of the walls of the Garbhagrha, seen from outside, encompass the Centre

,

thence they rise to the Highest Point by way of the p3u*amid or such similar shapes

which effect a transition from the square of extensiveness, the Vastu, and from its

enclosing walls to the point The pyramid or its curvilinear equivalent, the
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Sikhai i, placed on the cube, aie the mcMtablc form of the superstructure of the

Vamlna
pA^ramid or its curvilinear equivalent is the superstructure on the walls

of the Garbhagrha (Figs h, d ,
Pis 1, XLIII, LXXl), the means by uhich the

purpose of the temple is shown to those who come to see it (dars imi) lud to attain

release Inside the Gaibhagrha, in the interior of the temple, the superstructure

has no effect but that of darkness if it is hollov ,
a ceiling, howc\ci, as a rule,

occupies the position of a flat roof

The Linga or image in the Garbhagrha, the main object of worship, is the

place sought after by the devotee, the Ccntic where he is made whole To this

centre also leads the vertical, from the high point to wdnch his e\e and mind while

he approached the temple had been led by the superstrueture Tlie interior

cavity, the Garbhagrha, is the place of release, the cxtemal form of the Prlslda

IS its monument Extended in space, its body is i educed to i central point e\en

beyond its bulk *

The Prasada is piled up with the logic inherent in fundamental form, cube

and p3^ramid for example yield the meaning of their co-ordinated sh ipc along the

vertical axis In tenns of volume their combination is the result of expansion and

then of concentration and conti action
,
the totil monument, the Prlsld i, is a s\ nihol

of manifestation on its vertical walls and togctlier with tliem of its gradual reduction

to the point above the sloping sides of the superstructure

vSuch one-pomted monumental forms arc not seen in the representation

of sanctuaries preserved in early Indian art, in the Baddhist reliefs cincd from
about the second centurj’- B C to the third century A D To the Buddhists, it

seems, Prasada meant palace and temple as well, where is a Hindu temple, tlic

Prasada proper with its superstructure leading to the Highest Point, cannot be
mistaken for, or derived from a palace or aii}^ dwelling of miu

The term 6ikhara was established in VlsUi-sastra, tlie texts on architecture,

wdiich are known to us from the sixth ccntur\ A D onw arc! onl\ There it refers
to the superstructure of the Garbhagrha, in the fully evoked Hindu temple north
of the river Kistna it is the most conspicuous, indispensable part of the exterior
of the Prasada The 6ikhara is here understood as the mountain or peak like
super-structure above the perpendicular walls of tlie Prlslda It is cunilincar,
as a rule

In its most widely accepted types, the superstructure comprises the parts which
are either a curvilinear and truncated bod>

, i neck (kantha, g il i, gru 1) and croun-
ing part (araalaka, Pis I, XEIII, LXXI) or a p3Tamidal truncated bod\ and on
It a small High Temple (vimana

, liarmya) whose ‘walls’ form the neck (kantha, gala,
griva) of its massive dome-shape as the crowning put (Figs f-h) Sikhara m the
present context is used to denote the whole super-structure including the ‘crown’
and up to the finial

, this is the generally accepted meaning in carh V istuslstra

In South Indian texts, how^ever, the pyramidal superstructure is designated
by the number of its storeys (bhumi) whereas Sikhara is the name of the dome-
shaped massive roof of the small downing miniature temple onh (\ nirina = ksudra-

^ The entire Prasada is a superstructure on the V'lStupurufaniatulah
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alpa-vimana
, sec^Pt VII) Sikliara in this sense is the subiect of verses 65-74 rh

XXXII of the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhatp, Part IV This Sikhara or massive
dome-shaped roof is described as square or circulai, six or eight sided

Fig a Emga shrme, Maha-

kutesvar , Type lA j

Fig b ^ Temple No lo, Aihole, combined

T>pe lA 1 and IB ^

Drawn after H Cousens, *The Chalukyan Architecture*, ASI, vol XEII NTS, Pis

XXVI and XIX
Similai shrines (Fig b) at Mahakuta haVe a crowning Ainalaka but are ivithout comer

Amalakas (ASI, Bombay Photographs, i939-4o, Nos 9554, 9555, 9558) and at Xurnool (Satvel,

Bamalingesvarasvami Temple , ‘>South Indian Epigraphj*, 1940-41, Photograph No 1973)
^

Drawn after a relief of the Gupta age
,
Coomarasivamv, 'Early Indian Architecture,

'Eastern Art*, III Fig 59

46
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&ikliara tlms paiticularly denotes a sh'xpc cursihnear in the vcrUcal sccUon

whether it is used to designate the uliole supei structure of ISoithcrn Indi in Pra-

sadas or the cupola of tlie High Temple only which is placed on top of the super-

structure of South Indian Piasadas This tuofold use of the term Sikhara in

Indian Vastus istra has led to wiong interpret itions Its square or^round, etc
,

horizontal section on South Indian temples (siias-ch inda ,
Mayamiia , XVIII 1)

has mistakenly been considered b}’' modern scholars i erilenon of the entire super-

structure of a Hindu temple

Sikhara, howcvei
,
is an ancient term of Indian arcluteeturc , it is used fre-

quently both m the ‘Rnnlyana^ and in the ‘M iiribhlrat i’ when alluding to the

Prasada m the shape of a mountain, like KniHsi oi Mcru With its storc\s it is

Itself like a mountain (‘Rama}ana\ IV 33 8)" whatever its actual form nnght

have been, of which there is no cleai indication gi\en in the I::/pics Tlie Prisida,

high and dazzling like Mount Kailas i in the Hunahjas and liU Mount Mcru

which IS known onl} by the mind, is the sc it of divinity and the World Ivlounlun,

symbol of the polar axis, the verticil which leads from the Centre to the Highest

Point While the whole temple is gcncrillv likened to the Mountain, the tenn

Sikhara m early Vastu-sastra generalh applies to eicrv \anition of the super-

structure which rises from the perpendicular walls of the Prasida, and covers the

Garbhagrha

Its pointed form is generally accepted and presen cd in India from the fifth

or sixth century A D to this day Various kiuas, Uov cvci, of high roofs of the

Prasada exist, the apsidal temple witli a band loof,** or a rectangular sanctuarc

with its superstructure crowned bv a ^anlted roof ha\mg a ndge/ neither ol

* Some of the mam htcr mscnplions winch v> ck^enbe it uc gnen hc'-c n Pr'i'-un

aboce Hmmvnn InscnpUon of Menu irnnn, ASI 1002 a, P iJ^’cnhcrc, n

stone temple is dedicated ‘kcscmblmg in lustre the mountam ‘Nmuhra*' \U, icos 0, t» 18s)

The Klniuraho Inscr of the \akruin \cir ion (\ 1) 051*51) (hsco\crcd nuns u
the base of the Lnksmaii'i temple, \cr>e 42, extols chimunv, splendid home of \ i^'ini wlucu
m^ls the peaks of the mountains of snow** Tp Ind * col I p 121 f

In South Indnn Vlslusastra the entire supcrstniclurc is discussed accordiin: to its number
of ‘storevs* (bhunu)

,
it bests no spccnl name

The passage of the I P given above, slnctk refers to the shape of tl c Tna''M\L dome
the small High Temple on fop of the storcicd p\ramul of n South Indnn temple The other
parts of the temple should be the same **%atharham tu \ath*isobham** lit as js fit '^nd

beautiful (IP m XXVIir, 42)
® This t>pe appears to be an adaptation of the buddlnst Cait\a h\U Ihc Kapok'sMra

temple at Chcznrla appears to ha\c been such a CaiUa lull converted for Suva worshiji

The VadamalHsvara Temple at Oragadam, near Mannllapnrun, of the lotli centurv
(ASIAR Southern Circle, 1914-15 ) Ins an apsidal superstructure above its Garblngfln, from
which it IS closed off b> a ceding of teak wood rafters, concrete and plaster —^llic Ilastipf^lln
type figures in Vdstu sastra, from the temple called Kufijart, in the list of the temples**
of the ‘Brhat SamhitT

Sbima Ratha at Mamallapunm, about 650 A I) , the Navadcvi shnne at \agesvar, \linori
(Stb 9tb century

, ASIAR, 1928-29, PI lY)
, the Vailal Dcttl or KaplhnT Temple, Bluuancsvar,

Ons^, about 850 A I)
, the Teh-ka-I^Iandir, Gvtahor, nth ccntnrv

, the A aital Den! represents

/
KhUlnra iy pe, also the Teh ka Manchr The *Bhiu ampradipa*, ch XC\ 11 ,

j
distinguishes three vanctic*> of the Klrikharl tvpe D’^ivip,

Barabhi and Kosoh , these names appear to refer to an ongmalH gcoi>raplncal distribution
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these vaulted shapes with their horizontal sky-lme express the ultimate iim of
Hindu life, which is Moksa, release by reintegration These types, lemmisccnt
of buildings as represented in Buddhist reliefs and also m some of the early paint-
mgs in Ajanta, were not destined

to be generally accepted forms

of the superstructure of the

Hindu temple The keel
vaulted shape became the t37’pi-.

cal top of the gate towers, the

Gopuras, of temples in South
India

Apart from these vaulted

roofs there are several types of

domes represented in the reliefs

mentioned They belong to the

huts of hermits, to chapels or to

temples The Naga or Fire

chapel represented in one of the

SancT reliefs is supported on
four posts and has a dome which
shows a construction in sections

In this and other examples, four

or eight spherical triangles are

joined with sharp edges It is seen in other reliefs that round domes were frequent

over circular buildings ® These various dome-shapes were transmuted, as extant

examples show, from their leaf covered prototypes (parnakuta, parnasala) and
bamboo fiame, into brick and stone, they foim the solid dome-shape of the small

High Temple which crowns the South Indian Prasada with its p3aamidal super-

structure

The pyramidal trunk itself of the superstructure has no prototype in the lelief

1 epresentations of Barhut and Sanci Only the dome of the High Temple, the

small Vimana (Figs e-h) resembles by its external shape the types of domed build-

ings represented in the early reliefs The High Temple however is not a building,

it IS a massive crown of the monument ^ As a rule the storeyed p37^ramidal super-

Fig d ® Temple No 9, Aihole

of the varieties of the Khakhara type, but similar to the names of the domes of Sikharas m
South Indian temples they are used for the purpose of classification only Cf Ft VII, note 56

" From Cousens, The Chalukyan Architecture*, PI XVI
® Agm-grha ,-agara ,-sala ,-sarana denote a Fire chapel (*Ramayana*, II gr, ii , 99 12,

etc ) Huts u ith domes in four sections are represented in Barhut (R P Chanda, ^Beginning

of the Sikhara of the Nagara Temples*, Rupam, 1924, Figs 1-3) , a circular temple with a

round dome, the Sudhamma Devasabha also in Barhut (ib fig 4) 1
cf Ft V, note iS

A building, having apparently an oval—or rectangular—plan and an oval (^) curvilinear

tiled roof with a ndge, is represented in a relief of Stupa H, S^ci
,
Marshall-Fouchcr, The

Monuments of Sanchi*, vol HI FI XC, 86a

The Naga chapel is represented in the second panel on the interior face of the left jamb

of the East Gate
^ The non structural function of the ditmnutive High Temple is also to be seen on one
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structure is nothing but a monument, it may be altogether solid, such internal

space as it then may contain lessens its weight, is due to stiuctural expediency and

being unassessable from outside and, as a rule, inaccessible, has no architectural

significance ® This applies also to the cuiviliiiear Sikhara

The superstructure of the Hindu Temple is not a high roof None of the roof

forms represented in the earh reliefs noi built to-day in rural India have been

stretched or stilted m order to Aueld the height of the superstnictuie

The superstructure of the Hindu temple is a monument whose raison d'etre is

symbolical Where it is piled up in horizontal tiers, each similar to the other,

their profiles owe their variety in different types of temples to several architectuial

constituents which in their oiigmal context have then mam extension in the hori-

zontal The horizontal courses and mouldings of the superstructure are adapta-

tions of various stiuctural forms The mam tiers or storeys are called Bhumi,
they are the levels of the superstructure and of the spiritual ascent of the devotee

*

The two mam types of the superstructure of the fully e\olved Hindu temple

both have truncated bodies, their sides which are cither straight or curved are

terminated by a platform (skandha, the sjioulder course) Above rests tlie croun-

ing portion, (a miniature Vimana or an Amalaka) whence rises the finial

The ascent towards the higliest point, is given shape b}’’ a concourse of several

components The pyramidal superstructure, in its generallj^ accepted shape in

South India for example, (Figs f-h), is composed of tliree mam factors of which

(1 )
the lecessed tiers or storeys aie the chief and supporting element,

(
2) abo\e the

last of these store3"S rises the miniature Vimana or Harm3'’a, the High Temple,

(3) each storey is surrounded b3^ a rampart or enclosure composed of chapels In
this its complete form, the p3U"imidal superstructure is an amalgam of several

independent types of buildings Its form is complex, it is, howe\er, not the only
of its kind Contemporaiw^ wath it are other forms of the p3^ramidal superstructui e,

though less rich in components

The evolution of the supeisluicture did not take place m one narrow^ channel
Contributors to its form are inan3?^ and so are their combinations but their conjunc-
tion IS to one end, to lead from a bioad base to a high central point , all the resources
that lend themselves to this end are strung together and amalgamated Simple,
aboriginal types for example are incorporated in the most evolved and complex
monuments

One of the sites most helpful m gaming an understanding of se\eral leading
types of the superstructure is MahiUcutesvara (Makutesvara), near Badami, Bijapui

of the small shrines of Aihole (No ii)
, Cousens, ‘The Chalukvan Archltcctu^e^ p 48, ,

It IS placed above the flat tiers of the pyramidal superstructure The designation ‘‘High
Temple*' is made by analogy of the term “High Altar’*

Tvr
Vaiknntha Penimal Temple, in Cojjeevaram (Pt V, note Sg) , or the

JVlaliabodhi Temple m Bodh-gaya, wdiich had a chamber opening from the second store\
In some temples m Bhnvanesvar, Orissa, constructed after the tenth centurv and generally

in temples of Northern India subsequent to the thirteenth ccntuiy, no horizontal mouldings
appear on the curvilinear Sikharas

Shuvanapradipa* (N K Bose, ^Canons of Onssan Architecture*, p 114) enumeratei^
in the downward direction, the presiding divinities of a Sikhara of 10 Bhumis
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District, where man}^ temples surround a tank m which a small Lmga shrine is
built (Fig a) The mam temple, that of giva Makutesvara, has given its name to
the place and is mentioned in an inscription dated 601 A D from which it appears

=* Drawn after JTSOA, \ol V, PI XI Finnl paitlj missing ,
(lost, in Fig f)
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to have been constiuctcd ni the llincl qinitci of the sixth ccnUirv In its super-

structure aic combined all the factors mentioned above b> vlnch dn timnnshed

the most complex t^pe of its vSouUictn form Other temples of tins site have

pyramidal supcistnicturcs of a inoie simple tvpc, othcis unm In^e eurvihiKir

Sikharas, full}’’ evolved as fai is tlicir constituent f iclors aie concerned

The temples at MahakrUcsvari Invinf/ cunilineu hil Inns** mav ilso be of

the same or a shqhth later date, they seem to coircspmd to Uic tv pcs of temples

which arc clissificd in the ‘Brlnt Samlnri’ of the sixUi teniun ukI llie 'Mitsvi

Purana* winch have doubtlessl} hiUnris of the eurviline ir tvpc

The Papal) “itln temple at PiUidakil w is Innll after fnO A D Here the eur-

vilmcar Sikhara is closcK iclated to those of \ihok d) and M drd ulesv \r and

appears to represent i more fuih evolved tvi>e tlie cenlrd buttress hivmj; its

compositional theme perfected in a continuous piUeni vlnch forcibh 'cU it oH

against the lateral parts of the bikh n \ This is not so cle irh evident on mv of

the other temples referred to and inav ukIk Uc th it thev renresent an c arber ph \s^

of the curvilinc ir bikluri

The inipoitance of the site of Mahll utesv \r » suppKmerled hy the c'tK

temples of Aihole, Bld"nm nul Pittadal il. ill cUrch rel iled hntoiiviUv, l^ing

the three successive capit ils of the e nh Cllul v a dv n islv In tins vnnll in iri^le

of the Kanarcse countiv fioni the fifth to tlu. s^ventli tenturv ind ht» r. the nrnv
shapes which were to rem un the ts>^enln! lonsljtncni^^ tlie su[ierstnicturc of i

Hindu temple to this dav appeu isc^cinbled nd v ’non K <oinbincd

Tlie following conslitiitc the mam cfjatnbalioas to the nrnidioi of the mpe”-
structure

I The principle of sti Uificition in rciunm^ lur It h Ivo main hrmches,
the one (lA) having a fl it o* sloped ny>f, its eonuec e e .

Uv it^ unit, and the
other (IB) having a complete sUrev for it unit

II The shape of tlie ‘Taoinmleh tlie ^jiimev il »t*td Inictnre mult of

bended bamboos, branches, etc It «^vcs it turvi!mei>r ouilme to the h ra In
Us earliest appearmcc in preserved tempks/ the h .n/oild Lour^s of moildmcs
(lA), irc embodied in its curved smfiees (I ig o)

It IS seen tluis that Ivpe 1 in Us lonu 1 \, is iko merred in 1vik IIP ulicrc'^s
type IB exists by itself tfnonghout v^outii huh *

In tjpe IB, the following are the main e<mtnbutins

(1) tlie centi il kube’ in reahtv \ low jmsm of the rc[>evted in e leh
storey, (2) the High Temple oi minnlUK \ imln \ tue lu^l and c^-own of the
pyramid, (3) the enclosure oi rampirt of smill sluincs or ebapek uironnding the

The date corrcspomhni: to 6oi A I) m an n scmU mi U M dukuUsMM, H
Coigns, The Chaiik>an ArclutccUirc’, op cu , p ^2 *lhi tenipk o' in v ith ita.

rcctuinear supcrstructnre consisime of storeis is ihcrcbv tkfnntcl^ dUtd no e >7
Coiisens, op cit , PI XXVI '

Rc the Plpanltha Temple, see ib
, p OS , PI k

- Sec Part V, notes 7 S and 67 Fer^^us^on, IIII I p nehlK runark^l
stvlc IS complete and settled in all its pnrts Tlicre wns no hesU uion then, no»* Ins the's bcua
anj since

*’ See however note g
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central walls and in some of tlie earlier South Indian temples sufficiently distant to
allow for an air space between the central walls and the rampart of chapels (Figs f-g)

Fig h Brbadisvara Temple, Tanjore

Type II has an Amalaka for the crown of its high trunk It is a flattened shape,

a cogged stone of which the circular horizontal sections are scalloped or lentil like,

etc The scallops are generally convex (Pis I, II) and rarely concave (PI XLV)
Every curvilinear Sikhara on a square or circular base has an Axnalaka as its crown
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The Ainalaka, however, crowns also Upe lA'* (I'l^is a, c) ,
ils pi icc furlhcniioi l,

IS also at the corners of a Blunni or ‘stoicj ’ of it pc IB I, nicl U each unit of several

strata of type II (Fig d) Wlieicas a ‘storev’ oi Bhuini of the 13 pc IB roughly

corresponds, on a reduced scale to a storcN in the usual sense aid eonsnting here of

the wall with its pillars, irclutra\e (IB I), aid, in Soulii Indiai temple^ a roll

comice, the latter lepresentinc; tlic edeje of the roof, its c lecs, i storev or Bhuini

in types lA and II consists of cues and recesses allern itnij' or conibined in several

courses

The High Temple snnil irlj is not confined to tvpe I onlv A certain varietj

of the curvalineai Sikhara (II) rising Jrorn the reel ingle of the temple ill> is

crowned by a High Temple

Type IB and type II ire the most vvuleK reprcsenteri forms of the sujKr-

structure The cunihncar bikhii'^ (tvix. II) is the generil form of the mper-

structure—though not the onh one—tlirouglioiit Nortliein India is fir south as

the nvers Kistna and Tungibhidra Further -onth, in the Drlvida toanlrv, il

ceases altogether The northernmost represent 'tne of iv]k. Hi is the roeV-ent

Kailasanatha temple in Elur i

Type IB prevails in the Drlvida counti^ inrl u nell represented in the

Kanarese distncts of the Deccan In eirlu: centuries, from tne *)Ui to the 8th

approximately, tvpe II also v is ircquent in the K unre^e autnets (I ig d) but

subsequently its occurrence is rare ** Certun of it‘ features uere combined vuth

type 1 and i new sUlc was then evoKcu

Some of the mam components ire common to tsjK.s lA aiui IT T^vJK. IB
shares with them manv lesser pirticulars (Sul inlsl, and otner*) oc Kie-> the mim
principle of their combination Tvpe lA occurs spo^ iriicdlv in diflcrent pirts of

India This is also tnie of t\pe IB where Us component IB 1 is lounn forming
siib-vanety m winch this tvpe of supcrstnictiiie consists o" ^ siip^-po^ition of wall

pnsnis or sanctuaries onlv, m receding storev s

The superstructure, tvpe IB 1-3, hovever, is n composite inonutnent in which
hav^e been coalesced various forms of buildings and their eombinUioas

The curvilinear Sikhara, tv pe II, is the most piohfie , it is built over the largest
part of India and is also a nucleus for inniunerable variations of v» Inch the thenu
IS alwav^s the shape of the Tnbenncle Formed ongiinllv from the curves of
vegetation, similar in their meeting it i point to the curves of a gernnn Uinr pHnt,
it throws forth part-forms of itself, ])irts of its own intrinsic shipe, dike a living
plant Its expanding, prolifer Uing exubennee is^ however, gathered '^nd united
in the point tow^ards winch its curves ascend

/
Ifinga pavilion at Mali ikiitc^vara, etc Cf the temples at ^atranuli etc in

Kathiawar

'ind not a square plan (Pt VI, note .,1 It is Inovn is
Kliaklwa

, N K Bose, op cit
,

PI prccceling p ‘Is'm si\ it^urudcv ip uUUntt*. Ill
ch XXIX 107 (kal ara kospiaka)

^
The temple of Ganapati at Hangal, Dharwar

,
Coustns, op cit PI LX\X\ II

and contributors of t>i>c I, on the other liand, arc found also m Northern India,m the Pan 3ab, in Bengal, etc {Pt V, note So)
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The single point towards which are raised its cur\^ed sides, is also the aim of
type IB in which have congregated several forms of buildings and planning Thej
have been absorbed by the discipline of its p3 ramidal shape The e\olution of tins
type is not by proliferation but b\^ increasing coalescence

In the various parts of India, in the course of rougliH one iiiillenniuin, nianv
solutions were found and m part rejected The nnin components of the super-
structure have been indicated, then places of origin in different traditions will now
be traced However wide apait these may lie, the superstructure, together with
the Prasada, in its full3^ evolved form is one consistent monument Seen from
outside, the socle or base supports its perpendicular walls from which rises the
superstructuie and carries the ciown of the temple, the High Temple or the
Amalaka, on which rests the finial Superposition of se\eral units and their
coherence in one solid monument is once again the principle of the superstructure
itself, in its composition along the vertical

Structural forms of aichitecture such as the Tabernacle, the dome, and also

the wall cube or pnsm of the ‘dolmen temple', its cornice and other roof forms and
their eaves are as much integrated in the monument of the superstructure as are ilso

originally non-structural and piiiely s3’'mbolical forms of architecture of which the
Amalaka is the foremost^ The conjoining of these constituent parts, in various
selections and their consolidation m w^ell defined t3?'pes have produced tlie multiform
countenance of the superstructure

lA THE PYRAMIDAL SUPERSTRUCTURE FORMED OF SLABS

lA 1 The Stepped Trunk of the Pvraaiid

The superstructure is seen to enter the history of Indian architecture in one

of its pristine modes in the water-pavilion at Mahakutesvai (Fig a) On a flat

roof slab, supported by 4 corner-pillars onty, another smaller slab is placed and

above it in the centre is an Amalaka The slabs wdiich thus cover the Linga

pavilion in the tank called Visnu-puskannT of Mahakutesvar form the initial steps

of the pyramid With them is associated the Amalaka The Amalaka here has

the same appearance which distinguishes it as part of the capitals of rock-cut pillars

in Western India of the 1st and 2nd centuiies A D and as part of the shaft of

Buddha-pillars carved m reliefs in Amaravati in South India Where however

it IS part of the shaft of the pillar the latter appears to pass through it and to be

clasped by its cogged rim It is then a ring-stone, perforated On the pointed

superstructures of the temples of India noith of the Kistna, the Amalaka is the

support of the finial of the temple and is itself supported b}^ the round shaft of the

Cooinarasw ainy, HIIA, 136 ,
'Elements of Buddhist Iconography', ^ lorli?

The Amalaka functions as a ring in relief representations at Is Igarjunakonda (ASIAK,

1935-36, PI XXX c e) This Amahka ring is slipped over a Composite symbol, which has the

shape of a Makara on one side of the ring, and of a lion (simha) on the other

1&)
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neck (giivl, gah, kintlia, see liowctci also kig d liut Uic Am il il t u iihsmik')

which seems to emeige fioin the shonkkt toiusc ('•1 mcllia), tin. iippcrmo t trnij't.

of the trunk of the foiklinia (Pi I) Tins picsiippo^cs a central • h ift (P irts \ and

VII) which having tiucisccl the cntiie both of the Pt'isuli vonld cincr"c ibnc

It, support, and be ruetted in, its ciouii, the Aiml il i As i cl np and rint'-'tone,

tlie Aiiialaka would be i 'natui ilK perfoi iltd’ -tone dilc in tin* re‘i>ett to the

‘svayainatmiils’, the naturalK perfoiatcd ‘bntl s’ in the eeiitie of the hire ^It

Thcie, tlmv had been placed in icitic il succession, the third lad ' at of them iip-/ii

the centre of the completed fifth, oi nppeimost Inc. of the \s'nt

The superstructure of superimposed ind eiimiiiishiiu' -

1

tb'- tone fo-nimg

a stepped p3iamid sunnouiited In an \m ilal i is i pn-lmc Ivue of the

structure of the temple In dcci easing si/e, slab iijion • 1 ib >ie pi iced on tin ron o'

dolmen t3'pe shrines in South Indi i ind the Him d >3 as as veil “ In its ‘tuilifii itioa

is repeated the honrontal theme of the bise, vhett the v ill o, the H u oh tj'rlia "re

raised on the Adhisthan 1

lA 2 Tin STRAic.ur Tmim with Round Hdo'

d

S' \rs

The slabs, pi iced one on lop of lat oihei, !i n. (it)' r ‘ti '"lit urtiial ed"c->

or the edges arc moulded m the sh'pe of 1 mil eo'-mec o'" tuf The lo't," si <,>

of the Mahlkiitc^i ir paiilioii li is i sln'hth ronnned ed"c It' tune n th’l <>’

the ea\cs of a til itched roof in mimitiire \ 1 I the ’ inetie* o*” l<> noe moalui'n" >’

the Iionrontil courses of the superstruetuie in\c sreh ei'cs to- their p o’ole.v

It was 111 this sliapc that the steps of the p\ i niia o^ tin Mi[v-r-‘ tniclurc of the

Prasada were to be perfected nid to enter into nea '>
11 ' niets 1,1 the leiitur'cs, th.

more austere form of right ingles hid les- e! isticite

Two different building traditions eonlnbnted to me pir'iniud ‘ up.r't-iietare

whose stratified courses hiii lounded edges The untie. K I'l” -b tp. beloag^ to

stone protot3pes Slabs 111 diminisbing si/e ue plated 01 the h it shb o the
dolmen t3'pe Their added weight 1 ceps the roif in p'-sitio 1 It c tn’cl oc mo' <,d

,

the supernatural presence cnshniied should b\ no UK an . es ip.' ‘ Ti,e •
1 ib--, (King

placed on top of the walls ind on the flat loof, oce ime issnmi ted to r»>‘ forms
The3' were guen the shape of the cun dine 11 c lets of tiic tha'ch , eo-i.icc moaldim's

Whitehead, 'The Vil!ai;e Goiis of Soutn Imiii , I’l IX , ! 1 ' ri t ir II-oH i-

NandJ Mnmhpas etc, m difTcrctU parts of Indii, late frttp" iiH a p\ri 1’ t

'

slabs for their roofs, for e\anipk the puilion of the 3 iiid I\id, liiu.ti \ i-. O i-,-,!. o- tie
Nandi Mandapain of the Vistan'ilha ttinpk in klitjnriho. m ahv' in I* Huiln-i.
Hengal , a representation of a torrtspondiiu tcinpk >.hi[,. 01 th \ iraptr 1 ! .. 'ri, C mt 1.

Beniral, of these! cnlh centnn (S Iv Sar ist ati, ' i,.itipks of Ikn ' d’, JIsO \ 3 oI II p,> o
panhon of the Baijnath Temple, Kanqra, latli cviUnr\, etc

“Temples No 10 (I ir b) and iKo \o \ihok (Oni^ is op m Tl XIX, XXIl,
combine the slab tjpe (I A) with the storettd suptr-tnictnrt I I! , noX o

i. 1

‘^Nplanation is gncii to this du it Boilh ^.ae' in rspU ti pk gin.'.no 1 wl a tlx
tombs of the Malnnts near the tempk are in tl e '•hape of sUpp.ci pi r i ' d^ o' co i-ukr .bk •> <.
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of great antiquity and derived from its cun'es“ were adapted to the relatively narrow
slabs and formed their edges (Fig c) They softened the hard contour of the original
stepped p3 ramid A seemingly unbroken outline results of the pi^ramidal trunk
of the superstructure

The approximation of tue horizontal courses of the superstructure to a parti-
cular roof form once haimg been achieved further varieties vere adopted, in each
particular instance however one kind only is chosen as the theme and repeated in
the several tiers of the superstructure While the roll cornice moulding gained
widest currenci in the earlier temples, ea\es with a double fleved cun^ subse-
quently became used in the same ivai Their edge is frequentl

3
- fattened out

into a fillet and presences the memory of the edge of the horizontal stone slab

With the introduction of the cun e of the eaves of the thatch into the straight
edge of the horizontal components of the superstructure, gaps enter their layers
and alternate \uth the \ariegated profiles of the horizontal mouldings These
gaps are given different height and depth m the single superstructures

, as a rule
they are deep and narrow and their effect is that of dark bands of shade which cut
into the mass of the superstructure without breaking its continuity Seen across
the comers, air and space have entered its solid pile, alleviate it and enrich its

slanting and cun^ed profiles with shades, delicate or strong “

The superstructure develops w ith the logic of form destined for one pnrpose
Into this monumental shape, roof forms spontaneous^ enter , eaves and slopes are
adjusted to the levels of the massive pile Although a fulty developed superstruc-
ture of the highest kind has not more than 16 Bliumis,"® each of these may contain

The Kapota or roll cornice is frc-quently carved on the facades of rock cut Caih a halls,

for instance at Karle Its outline is that of a quarter circle approximateK {P Brown, ‘Indian

Architecture*, PI XIX Fig 2) This cornice, in structural buildings of stone, senes as a

dnpstone
This is an extreme possibiIit> to which the shape of the roll comice lends itselr, being an

accentuation and protraction of its lower edge which is halted bv a fillet This particular shape

of the eaies appears to ha\e been coinpletel}^ evolved in stone architecture and not in the thatched

prototype, although in an initial stage the flexed airve belongs alread> to the dome of the Fire

chapel in Sand It occurs for instance in the *01d Jama temple* at Pattadakal (Cousens, ‘The

Chfduk^an Architecture*, PI LIV, above the door of shrine and Mandapa, but not m the earlier

Calukyan temples, Virupak^a Temple at Pattadakal, PI XL ,
I^Ialegitti ‘^ivalava, Badami,

PI ^^IX) As can be seen in these buildings the end of the overhanging thatch when
translated into stone looked abrupt , its form subsequently was softened, the one steep and

heavy curv^e was giveu a gradual descent and its downward slope became upheld and balanced

by a counter-movement This shape, moreover, was evolv^ed simultaneously as a profile of the

base of the temple, and is known in Vastu sastra as Padma or ‘lotus petal* The roll comice

or Kapota retams its name in the various phases of transformation and it also becomes one of

the profiles of the base
,
see PI 11

,
‘Fssa> on the Architecture of the Hindus* hy Ram Raz,

London, 1834
Aihole, Temples 37 and 38 ,

Cousens, op cit Pi XXV
,
the superstructure of the Pirhl

Deul, i e the IMan^apa, of Onssan temples, from about the tenth centurv

=®The ‘Old Temple* at Visavada, Kathiawar (see p 155) is one of the most elegant

solutions of this kind Together with the slope of the roof, dormer windows (gavaksa) have

become part of each stratum of the superstructure The association of the superimposed slabs

of stone and the roofs of houses is now complete

1 e the type ‘J^Ieru* according to the ‘Br Samhita*, etc The Bhumi, originally of one

horizontal unit onl^, soon consists of two or three mouldings The third course is carv^ed m
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a number of ]oof-ede:c nioulclin^^s, si\ foi example, the number umuninp lln

in all the Blnlnns, so that ninety-six sum) ii Iion/ontal * enlnen its tour c*

With such I number of superimposed ifK)fs no aeUnl bmldinj^ t\u ro ^ ]>)ubU
and triple roofs arc frequent in letu il bmldinp^

,
Vntu sVtri Inou' <if then

emp]03anent as Dvieiridjn, cle (*S nmnamMiusulradirna*. XLIX, eU ) The
house of God is othei than the houses of men, their loof .tre but nu)ul(iinn and
lines of its su[>eistiuctuie uicl desi;:»n ite its levels

The pyrmiidal su|Kistiuelure of dumnuhnr: hori/ont il M 'bs v ho r ed'a^
assumed the cuzves of different roof sliapcs is uiclelv dislnbnted m Indi i, dthouuh
not nnn}^ temples uith tins kind of supcistiuelnre oi the Prl* 'id i no.» < ' i*i

*
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THE SUPERSTRUCTURE

carved pattern formed by its layers of mouldings alternating with daik bands of
shadow, was to be cast also on Type II of the superstructure, the Sikhara with
curvilinear sides

Tile pyramidal superstiucture composed of narrow horizontal tiers, originally
various types of roof edges, cornices or eaves, has several further varieties

IB THE PYRAMIDAL SUPERSTRUCTURE COMPOSED OF
STOREYS (BHUMI)

IB 1 The Stepped Trunk of the Pyramd Formed of Single
Storeys

The other main variety of the pyramidal superstructure is divided into broad
horizontal parts each of which represents a storey of a building This super-
structure IS a counterfeit of an edifice, it is set as a whole on top of the vertical

walls of the Prasada Two varieties of this type are specially clear The one
(IB 1) IS represented by few preserved temples only like those of Bodh-gaya
or at Samath/*^ their gradually receding stoieys have each a row of niches in

relatively low relief against their compact walls The other architectural features,

Gavaksas, etc of this high superstructure are also carved in low relief and alternate

in parallel courses with the rows of niches (cf Fig b)

The storeys recede imperceptibh^ , an Amalaka moreover, is placed on each

comer of each tier-hke storey The composition of this high pyramidal mansion
if visualized without any of its sculptural details, without the comer Amalakas
especially and by giving to its abbreviated stoieys proportionately greater height,

would resemble the stepped pyramid of the Sat Mahal Pasada in Polonnaruva,

Ce5don, of the 12th Centur}^ No such type is preserved in India itself The
stepped pyramid here, as also in type I A, appears to have been less frequently

employed than the pyramid with a seemingly unbroken edge The latter type

however is based on the stepped p^^ramid and this fact is never completely disguised

This variety of the pyramidal superstructure (IB 1), shares with the more complex

The pent-roof of laminated boards for instance, lends its slope to the superstructure of

the temple at Gop, of Gupta age, in Kathiawar, and to the temples of Kashnur (Temples at

Pandrethan, Payar, etc , 8th century)

JISOA, VI PI XXIV , PI XXIII shows 'A Miniature Replica of the Mahabodhi

Temple’ (pp 78 f in an article by B Rowland Jr ) ^

The conjectural restoration in the drawings on Pis XXXI and XXXII of P Brown s

‘Indian Architecture’ conveys roughly the disposition of the storeys On a smaller scale, and

combined with alternating projecting tiers of the slab roof profile, are Temples 7 and 10 m
Aihole The crowning part of these temples might have been an Amalaka , as such it appears

in the restoration of the Bodh-gaya temple ,
corner Amalakas support the shoulder course of

temple No 10, Aihole (Fig b)
. « . r ^

In this superstructure the narrow courses with their cornices represent flat roofs above t e

broader courses representing a storey each whose walls have niches
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variety (IB 1-3) the nucleus only, the superimposed wall-pnsms in receding

storeys ” Carved with many niches and pilasters on each of the four sides it is an

ef&gy of a storeyed mansion, placed on top of another large building with straight

walls

The pyramidal superstructure with closely set receding tiers (lA) had its

beginning in the strata of diminishing supei imposed slabs The pyramidal super-

structure with receding storeys on the other hand has its beginning in the super-

position of a complete storey of the type described (Fig b) or of a much simpler

type consisting of a cell only on top of another building with upright walls and

having one floor only This can be seen in the cell put perpendicularly on the flat

roof of the Gupta temple dedicated to Pan^atl in Nachna Kuthara, and also in the

Kuraja Bir Temple near Jhansi which is of later date
,
similarly also the small

shrine of Surya, is placed on top of the temple known as Lad Khan in Aihole

These flat roofed cells, remotely of dolmen type, are actual sanctuanes with an

interior space ,
they have not yet consolidated into the exterior only of a compact

monument The pnnciple, however, of piling one complete building, however

simple, on top of another remains the same, in the artless combinations and in the

compounded solidity of the stoieyed, p\^ramidal superstructure

The Sat Mahal Pasada in Polonnaruva, Ceylon, is an authorised translation

from stone into brick and an enlarged version of the dolmen type raised to the

seventh storey on a stepped pyramid composed of similar shapes

IB 2 The ‘‘High Temple” (KsuDRA-ALPA-vmANA)

Differing from such consolidated mansions are the superstructures of the

temples in the Kanarese districts®* and throughout that part of South India
generally known as Dravida There m the large temples (jati vimana, mukhya
vimana), an entire mansion of pyramidal appearance is placed on the vertical walls

of the Garbhagrha (IB 1) Each storey of tins pyramid however consists of the
one central building plus a series of small buildings surrounding the w^alls of the

^

The crown of the superstructure seems to have had the shape of the Amalaka and in this " v
respect it resembles type lA Intermediate types, like Temples lo, etc at Aihole (Fig b) show
the drawing from one and the same reservoir of t>pes Amalakas occupy the comers, if not of
each storey then at least of the highest la>er below the top slab The Amalaka, a broad and flat

shape, on a high neck is shown also on the high pyramidal trunk of the shniies represented on
day seals from Nalanda, of about i,ooo A D (Gurudas Sarkar, ‘Notes on the Histoiy of tlie

Sikhara Temple’, Figs 12, 14, “Rupam*, vol III)
As far as preserved monuments go, these date from an earlier age tlian the stnictural and

also the rock cut temples of South India , the IMahaku^esvar Temple which was in existence
before 601, was probably built in the third quarter of the sixth century

, more ancient than the
well preserved temples are the ruined Kont Gudi temple, and three others near it, in Aihole In
South India, the rock cut temples at Mamallapuram are of the mid-seventh century and the
earliest of the preserved structural stone temples were built subsequently, from the later part of
the seventh century onwards

The temple of Mahakutesvara has a rampart of chSpels in the second store>
,
another rampart

of chapels closely adheres to the third storey
, the dome is stilted and has eight sections
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central building (IB 3, Figs f-g) The small one-storeyed buildings, aligned

in a row serve as a kind of parapet at a given distance from the walls of the mam
building with its pilasters and niches The small cottages, cells or chapels which
are linked so as to form an enclosure wall or parapet of each single storey alternate

in shape ,
the}^ are square and capped by a dome or rectangular in plan and waggon

vaulted, the former type, called Kuta, is invanabl}^ placed at the comers of the
respective floor (bhumi)

, its top has the appearance of a dome in four or eight
sections (Figs f, g)

The small High Temple above the shoulder course (skandha) in which the
superstructure culminates (IB 2) is reminiscent of the simple shrines represented

in the reliefs of Barhut and Sanci Placed on top of the trunk of the pyramid, the

walls of this High Temple form here the neck (griva) of the crouming dome, the
‘Sikhara’ The Svalls* of this ultimate temple are alike in their position and
function to the shaft (griva) by which is upheld the Amalaka above the curvilinear

Sikhara Here too, in the pyramidal superstructure of superimposed Bhumis the
shaft, be it round, square or octagonal, appears as if emerging from the Prasada,

as if it were stuck across it from the base to the crown This visible part of the
< shaft in which is sheathed the vertical axis of the temple is formed here by the walls

of the domed shrine

If the flat roofed cell was the simplest type of a building which had been piled

along the vertical axis, and with its flat roof lending itself to repeated superiraposi-

tions, the small 'High Temple’ or Vimana with its dome is another type of building

or temple which was raised on top of a flat roofed building A domed shrine, the

prototype of the 'High Temple’ of the South Indian temples is for example the

Naga or Fire chapel represented in one of the reliefs at Sand (1st century B C ),

Central India
,
aggrandised and consolidated in its architectural form is the rock-cut

Draupadi Ratha at Mamallapuram (seventh centuiy A D
,
South India) , with its

curvilinear roof in four sections it is another model of this type of one-store3red

temple It appears in relief representations—raised as a whole and placed on top

of another prismatic flat-roofed sanctuaiy^—and also in extant temples of Pallava

and Cola age, in South India, such as the temple at Enadi (Fig e) It exemplifies

the "Small” South Indian temple (alpa-Prasada) and is without the rampart of

The meaning of the dome is given by Coomarasivamy, ‘Symbolism of the Dome’, ‘Indian

Histoncal Quarterly*, Vol XIV
The piling of one shape of temple upon the other as its superstructure is the subject of

chapter LV of the ‘Samaranganasutradhara* The superimposed temples may be square m plan

or circular, etc their vertical sections also are different and each type has its name, such as

Rucaha, etc “Rucaka or Vardhamana or Snvatsa or Hamsa, whichever one may like among
them, one should set up that on Garuda” (SS LV 79)

A small High temple is raised not on a pyramidal superstructure, but on a pyramidal sub-

structure consisting of terraces, in Ahicchatra The single terraces have each a rampart ,
there

are however no chapels and the open air ambulatory is between the central part or block of

masonry on each terrace and the rampart of that terrace

Pallava relief m Undavalli
,
A H Longhurst, ‘Pallava Architecture*, Mem AST

No 17 PI XIII , in Mamallapuram, in the Gangavatarana relief ,
Coomaraswamy, HIIA,

Fig 198 , further elaborated temples of this kind are carved m relief in the gable ends of the

Bhima and Sahadeva Rathas m Mamallapuram Siva temple at Enadi ,
'Cola Temples m

Pudukottai* by Venkataranga Raju, JISOA, vol V PI XI
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chapels The actual date of these developments is not ascertainable from the above

examples About half a century earlier than the Pallava representations, the cul-

rninating chapel, with its dome, crowns some of the fully preserved temples of the

Kanarese country ,
there it is not raised to the second storey only but to the third,

fourth or fifth In these temples too, another component, the rampart of chapels

(IB 3), has been incorpoiated whose origin is still discernible in South Indian

templet of the Pallava age and is dealt with below

The origins of the consolidated varieties of the superstructure are manifold,

the dates of their entry and participation in its body arc not known Their sequence

must be reconstructed although architectural solutions which must have preceded

denvatory forms are not infrequently presented in actual buildings some centuries

younger than the diverse and derivator}^’ applications This is only partly due to

accidents of preservation, but is itself a symptom of the course of history in India

The original theme remains, either m its pristine or else in its highly evohed form

,

development is here tantamount to exposition A form giving the fullest exposition

to the meaning it conve3^s may be contemporary with the nucleus of its meaning

represented in elemental terms (Cola temple at Enadi, Fig e) on the one hand, and

at Taujore (Fig h) on the other or else is even outlived b\ the bnginal, elemental

form (for instance the fully evolved temples of the t3^pe of the Sangamesvara at

Pattadakal, Bijapur District, of the early eighth century ,
and fhe above mentioned

tenth century temple in Enadi in Pudukottai)

This happens irrespective of schools or regional developments as instanced

by the above examples Every age, every province, every school and architect give

their knowledge to the task of building the Hindu temple ,
the forms and their con-

nections in which its meaning is inherent remain pregnant with it all the time
,
and

some of them remain unchanged The flat roofed, one store3xd Pattaini Devi
temple at Unchahara in central India, for example, has one monolith for

its roof slab Its actual date is about the year 1000 A D ,
its form that of the ‘flat

roofed Gupta temples’ , the construction of its roof is megalithic But so is also

that of the top of the many storeyed superstructure of the Great Temple at Tanjore,
about 1000 A D (Fig h) It is a single block of granite, 25 feet square

Mahakutesvar, 6th century, Malegctti Badlinl, 6th ccntim , Temple of
Sangamesvara, at Pa^^adakal, 696-733 A D

, half a century later, the Viriipaksa Peiiiplc, and
others at Pattadakal, Cousens, op at Tarlier temples than these, though destro\cd in the
upper part, are in Aihole

J M Somasundaram, 'The Great Temple at Tanjore*, p o The author rightly calls

the octagonal cupolic dome a Sikliara The 'Isanasivagurudevapaddhati*, m Part III ch XX\Tn
34‘39j moreover defines the Kuta, Ko^tha and Panjara—these arc the single miniature replicas
of buildings, shrines or chapels, set along the edge of cnch of the 'store\s* of the feouth Indian
temples—and discusses the shapes of tlicir roofs (sikhara) which are \aulted or domed

K R Pisharoti, ‘Sikhara*, ‘The Annamalai UnuTrsitv Journal*, \ol V No 2, treats of
the Sikhara, 1 e the superstructure of the Garbliagflia

, it niav be called the ‘head* of the
Vimana or Prasada

,
this is substantiated in Vastu-sTistra w Inch know s the temple as the concrete

form and body of the Purusa (cf also Pt V, note 66)
^he South Indian Sikhara supports the Sikhl, the finial above the miniature ‘High

Temple
, the ‘ksudra alpa-Vimana*

Sikha is the skein of hair on the crown of the head, where lies the Brahmarandhra, the
threshold of Brahman It is there that the last immanent breath leaves the body at the time
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- IB 3 TheEnctosuri or Chapels \

Diffeient from sucli unchanged sui rivals in the body of temples themselves
representative of different stages of evolution uc ccitain other forms one of winch,

the rampart of chapels (IB 3), is of the gieitest inteicst The rampart or wall

made of single shnnes or cells, even in the earliest presented temples of Aihole, is

a compact and diminished replica of its structuial foim (Kont Gudi Temple) , it has
become b} the se\enth Century the general pattcin of the parapet on a flat roof

(Papannth Temple, Pattadakal
, and contemporary lock cut representations m South

India) ,
its compact, contracted and abbre\i itcd version points back to a distant past,

when e\cry single shrine in such an alignment had played its part m the total

sanctuary or sacred precinct, enclosed b\ ind ^ consisting of contiguous chapels

CerLain Palla\a temples though of later date (700 A D )
repiesent an earlier stage

in the histor}’’, nearer to the onginil function, of the enclosure made of cliapels

In a fulh^ c\ohcd South Indian temple or Jlti Vinniia of about 1000 A D the

high pyramid of theBhumis of tlic supeistrnetuic rests upon upright walls m wdnch
IS encased the Garbhagihi Thc\ ne fieqnenth gnen the appearance of tw^o

store\s, one pcrpeiidicul iih ibo\e llic other as in a \ast building with maiw niches

(glnindx Ira), flanked b\ pilisteis in each '^toiew uid a hcnv\ coniice moulding,

thcea\es, abo\c eaeh (Fig h ) Both these stoie\s oceup\ the same floor spice and
together the\ form tlie jje^pendicul r u ill^^ on which is placed the pyramidal
superstructure The sloie\s of tlie pMamid il super struetuie aie compaiativch^ on

a miniiture scale but thc\ loo ha\c their inclies ind pilasteis In front of tlicm,

liowc\er, on each floor on all the four sides, m a senes of small chapels or cells,

oblong or square, and \ lultcd or domed, conespoiidnnde (Figs f-h) These
chapels arc cilled ICuta uul Kostin, etc

,
pi wed close to the connee of each storey

thc\ fill theg’p between tlic leccding lieis ind gne the outline of the snperstinctiire

the appear incc of leading straight and unbroken from its base to its shoulder course

If an origin d hinldiny n nnagincd of which e\erv single storey forms a large

square hall (cf IB ]) and not \ humble cell, and wliicli, moreo\cr, is surrounded
In a numlxii of closeh set sm ill buildings, all in i row nid at a gn cn distance from
the mam hall (Fig f) this would be tlie piolot\pc of eich single storce of the

P3Taniida] snpcrstnietnrc premlciit in the largei temples of the Drlnda and
Kanarese eonntiies Little if aintlung has been piescr\cd of cailier 'structures’

thus lain out e\cepl dcscnplmns b\ h'ah Him and In Hiucn Tsimg of Buddhist
monasteries

“

Othei Buddhist monasteries built of stone, consist solch^ of a row of cells

forming \ qnndr mglc , Buddhist s meUnnes in idc up smiilarh of a row of variously

sliaped chapels surrounding i Stfipi as the m un saied object in the coini: formed
of elupcls, liaxe been pics(r\ed in Gindhln, it Taklit-i -Bill n, and also in

of death The ‘Brhndis\arn Malraiim* W (S'onn*'iuulnnni op cjt i) /|o), tells of the

Brahnnnmlhra of the Ore it Teinplc it 1 injorc which was closed b\ the Imce monolith
^ I ah linn, guoted 1 )\ rerru*^''On, HIT A, \ol I p 171, the rod inomstcr\ Invinir soo,

400, 300, 200 and 100 cells in the snccL‘'‘'i\c torc\s rcsi>eclneh
The mine for Buddliisl nioinstcr) js \ilnri

,
Vihli i orimniII> denotes sacred rroiind and

seems to Inee been used in tins scn*e, the cell nnrl ing Us enclosure or limits
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Tainalgarhi where the comt is circular Cut into the rock, the Buddhist monas-

teries in India show an alignment of single cells without architectural pretensions,

along the sides of a square hall This is the general arrangement of rock-cut

Buddhist monasteries, fioin about the second century A D onwards

The plan of the rock-cut Buddhist monasteries in Aj inta, Nasik, etc
,
does not

differ m principle from the stone built Buddhist monasteries in Gandhara Tlicsc

again conform, as in the Takht-i-Bahai establishment, with the santuary, ‘the

court of the Stupa', with only that difference that tlicrc the single cells house

images and that m the court is the mam object of worship Was it the organisation

of monastic life wdiich found a suitable type of dwelling and set up its sanctuaries

m a similar manner^ Or did the Buddhists adjust to their mode of worship and

monastic life a form of religious architcctiuc already m existence ? The
Gandhara example represents an open air architecture , a row of cells surrounds

a court, their alignment is at the same lime its enclosing wall A monument may
be set up in the middle of the court, or not This open air architecture is not

suitable for the cold winters in Ganclliara and ha<= not been ciohed there cither

The rock cut monasteries m India itself, with their ccntial hall arc identical in plan,

retranslated into structural terms and set up in the open tliei' would ha\c

consisted of a row’^ of cells sunoundnig a central court Tlie Buddhists generally

adjusted for then own purposes tj pes of architecture already in existence

Though not presented from an early age, the open-air or h\ paethral temples^*

m existence consist for example of a row of single cells, each housing an image of

one of the 64 Yogmis , the cells surround an open court, winch is cither empU or

has its centre marked by a small pa\ihon
None of the preseixed Caun^ith Yoginl temples is earlier than the ninth

century A D
,
the one ni Kliajuraho in central India encloses a rcctangul ir court,

whereas at Bheraghat, the hypaethral Caunsith Yogun temple with its 81 chapels
providing also for the images of subsidiarj dn unties and also the Caunsatli Yogmi
Temple at Ranipur Jhonal, in Patna State, forms i circular enclosure In its

centre is a small Chatra or pavilion on four pillars
, an image of biv i is enshrined

in it , the images of the Yogmis, each in its chapel or cell of tlic enclosure, face

towards it The Bhimsen-ka Akhara m Dudahi, Jhansi, a circular cloister of 64
cells is without a central structure

Another variety of the hypaethral temple belongs to Bengal Two groups of
108 Siva temples were built b3^ the Bindwan Raj about 350 years ago, one at Kalna,
Burdwan, the other in Burdwan itself The lOS chapels form the boundarj of an

The slow evolution of the rock-ent moinstcrv from a hall v ithout cells iinmcdntelv
attached to it, to a hall with a few irre^iHr cells attached to it, to a hall with a few irrcsrular
cells opening into it on one side or the other, md to the final result described above docs not
go against tlie above assumption The C'^cavntion of sanctuaries and solitary retreats preceded
establishments of rock-cut monasteries on a large scale—^Thc stiipa of Takht-i Balm is not in
the cen^e of the court, but lies on its N-S axis (ASIA.R 1907-S, Pi h)

^ ^The village shrine in its most primitive t5pe is always hypaethral or open to the skv'*,
” Yj^ooke, ‘Religion and Folklore in Northern India', p 89

^ Guide to Ivhaiuraho', p 8 ,
R D Bancrji, ‘The Haihnvas of Tnpura’,

Mem ASI
, ASR, vols XII p 128 , XVII p 64 ASI, U P Photographs, 1042 43

Nos 516-17 , 1937.38, Nos 6760-62
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enclosure, circular at Kalna and rectangular in Burdwan They are built in the
usual Bengal stjde The doors open into the court which has no other structure
built within Similai temples are also in Calcutta, they represent an ancient and
perennial tj^'pe of sacred architecture

This t3pe of open air temple appeals to be tlie basic form of the Court of the
Stupa, at Tahht-i-Bahai But it is also preserved in the surrounding wall of cells

of some of the great temples set up b} the Pallavas in Soutli India, the Shore
Temple at Mamallapuram (Fig g) and the Vaikuntha Perunial Temple being the
30iingest (710 A D ) Each of these laigc temples wath its accessory biuldinys is

surrounded b3 a wall of cliapcls Apart from this enclosure of the whole pieciiict,

another corresponding row of chapels surrounds the Prlsada itself In the Shore
Temple it has tlie form of a wall of cells sepaiatcd from the body of tlie temple by
an open air passage (Fig g) In tlic Kailasanltha Temple however, another great

stnictnral temple of iboul 700 A D
,
at Conjeeveram, the single chapels of the

enclosure, arc attiched to llie walls of the Pilsldi from which the3’’ are seen to

project, also in tlie rock-cut Kailasanllhi Temple in Elura— ,
whereas in the

Vaikuntha Perunial Temple lhc3 arc aUogclhci embodied in the temple of which
the3 form part of the outermost but co\cied ambulator3'’

These ^anoiis solutions are stages in a process of drawing towards the

Praslda the enclosure wall of the ch ipels ind incoiporating it Nearest amongst
south Indian temples to the origin il opcn-iir t3^pe is the Shoic Temple The
Praslda occupies the place of the Stupa as in Takht-i-Bahai or of tlic central Si\a

image in its paMlion, as in Rlnipur Jlion il

The Garbhagrh i ensconced in tlicsc temples does not cover more floor space

than a paMlion, but it was the purpose of the Prlsada to be large and to reach to the

clouds The Garbhagilia b\ its nature is, and at all times remains, the small secret

chamber B3 the s ime desire its secretedness became enhanced in the great

temples and the floor space of the Prasld i became enlaigccl bv covenng the

circumambulator3 According to Vastu-slslra, tlie temples covering a huge floor

space arc Slndlilra, winch means the3 have an intcnnl circuniambuIator3^ so that

tlic Garbhagrha lias its walls ennsed in a second senes of walls
, this is the rule

**

Abo\e the broader base thus gamed for the \citicil walls, the superstructuie anses

I am indebted for tins infonintion to Dr Jitcndranatb fianerjea

Other Inp'icUiral temples allhoiiph \Mlhout chapels ns for c\ainple the Tnmurli Ko\jl,

Annamalai Hills, Koimlntur, with its circle of iniapcs facinc: in\ ard, arc bneked b\ a low

Wall (Sir Walter niiol, in 'Indian Aiitiquan k VIl p 1^7) Ihe sneredness of nn enclosed

coiiii\ard, open to the si 5 and containiny imn^^es is also fnimlnr to the Jams in their 'Bella*

Such caicloscd courts \ ilh their imafrcs arc copnalc with the sc\crnl enclosures (prlklri) and
their iinaRes which ‘'Urround South Indian temples (cf 'Vail irmasTipfama*)

TJicv face the temple ind, as in the Vail unjlia Penimal Temple, form one continuous,

pillared cloister , on the outside howc\er, the wall is shaped in the likeness of a row formed
of single cells, complete \ ilh their roofs

\ irious CNiimpIcs of tlie internal circumambuhtor3 dale from the Giipla period
,
the

temple at Gop, the Si\a temple at Bliumnra, the P'liaatT temple at Nachna Iviillnra , cf also

the 'Bfhat-^^iiphitl* and other texts

The Vaikiinjhn Peninnl Temple at Conjeeveram Ins two internal circiimambnlatones
(Bhrannnli or KainanT, Aiulhnl ‘inka, Andhiinkl or Pradal ?inl

,
'Sannrlngnnasutradhlra*,

l^VJI ii/j 5/tS, etc ) on the ground floor
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in Its full volume So tlieie is the small sauctuarj^ encased in its vails and having

an inner enclosed circumambulatory or two even and, as in the Shore temple and

the Vaikuntha Perumal an outer one, in addition in the open Further, there is

the enclosing wall composed of cells of the entire temple precinct The rites of

circumambulation and the rite of ‘enclosing’ the more than human piesenee have

their architectmal equivalent in the walls of the circumambulatory ,
to enclose the

presence, and also the path aiound it, not only on the sides but also to covci its

top, IS logical for the central sanctuary, the Garbhagiha itself, in prineiple, is closed

on top like a dolmen

While the Dravida temples incorporate the theme of tlic Iiypacthral temple,

the enclosuie formed of chapels, in the body itself of the Prasada, tlic enclosure of

cells aiound the mam temple, belongs to some of the gieat shnnes in distant parts

of India, such as the Viriipriksa temple in Pattadaka], or the Nn\alniga temple at

Kukkanur (Gadag),^" in the Kanarese country, the Kesava temple at Somainthapur

in Mysore,^® and, in Kashmir, the Sun temple of Martand ind the A\antisvami

temple lU Avantipur Amongst Jam temples tint of Vimala Shah, A D 103 L,

on Mt Abu, the Neminath Temple at Girnar, K itlii luar, oi the Chaumukh Temple
at Ranpur,"'* Jodhpur, built by Sutradhlra Depaka in 1140 A D arc cloistered hy

a range of cells, each a shrine with an image

On the Malabar coast, a pillaied cloister, the Nllanibalam, a wooden structure,

encloses the several buildings of winch the temple consists

The h3^paethral temple survived also in another shape Instead of a contiguous

range of chapels a number of separate temples maj form an enclosure around a

central shnne

In the ‘South Indian* temples however of the Kanarese districts m the Deccan,
and in the Dravida counti}^ the full range of the cloister built of chapels becomes
incorporated in the bod}'' itself of the Prlslda

Cousens, 'The CInlukyan Architecture’, PI Lll The Navaluif’T temple is about three
centuries >ounger than the Vinip“il sa temple

P Broun, op cit PI CVII The date of the temple is 126S A D
These temples were built in the eighth and ninth ccntuncs A D
ASIAR 1907*8, PI LXXX
The temple of Thirunandikkara, of the 13th ccntiu} The temple of Vaikom, dated

1534 A D , both m Travancore
Eight such subordinate temples surround the central temple in Sirpiir, the four m the

cardinal directions being larger than the rest (ASI \ol VII, p 175 f) ,
a composition of eight

temples uas the original form of the Siva temple on iMclamaHi, Karttainalai, Pudukottai, of the
ninth century (see plan. Part VII), and of the Nilakant]ics\ ara temple at Ud i\ ipur (ASI ib p
82), etc and of the Kothesvara Temple at Pathari of the ninth ccntur> llic rock-cut temple at
Damnar (Rajputana) belongs to this group

Further reduced m the number of the shnnes forming the enclosure is the composition of
temples called Pancaj^atana in uhich 4 separate shnnes, each in a comer of the enclosure,
surround the central shnne This grouping is frcciucnt in northern India and the Deccan ,

Uie^ following are some of the representative Paiiclvatana temples Three different groups of
Pancayatana temples (two of Hari-Hara, Sth-Qth century, one of Surj a of a later date) at
Usian, Jodhpur, Ra3putana

, the Gondesvara Temple, at Sinnar (Nasik)
,

at Kh ijuraho the
temples of Visvanatha and of Lak§mana (see Part VII), the Brahmesvar Temple in Bliu\ aiicsvar
and at Mukhalinga (Gan3am), the Mukhalnigcsvara Temple
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THE superstructure

The integration of the enclosing walls onlj^ of the ambulatory m the body of
the Prasada, houever, is also an all Indian development A temple having an
internal Pradaksina is called Sandhaia In Soutli India houever the enclosing
wall had a greatci tenacitj^ than elsewhere in the countr^^ on account of the
importance with wlncli it was vested The principle of ‘enclosing* is as strongly in
force in the Vastu-mandala of the iy pe Sthandila or Padmagarbha wath its several
rigid zones, is it is in the structural Praklras or Avaranas, the high walls w^hich
enclose a South Indian temple

The enclosure, be it a wall onh^ oi a contiguous senes of cells, is an essential
part of the South Indian temple in its ful4 e\oI\cd fonn Its delimiting function
makes the sacred precinct a ‘temple’ and keeps alive the meaning of the Sakala plan
in a Vlstumandala of man} divisions These are obsened in South India in their

concentric rigour The} arc allotted to Brahma in the centre, to the gods in the
immcdiatel} surrounding /one, to men in a further /one and to the demons in the
outermost run Conforming in principle with tins triple enclosure, are the seven
enclosures of which the full itonograplu is gi\cn in the ‘Vaikhanasagama’, etc

The temple of grirangam has indeed se\cn enclosures and if all the ‘avarana devatas’

are not to be found therein, the} are magical!} assigned to them by the priest

While other South Indian temples ha\c i smaller number of Prlklras, the only
Northern Indian temple in existence which has two enclosing walls is the temple
of Jagannatha, in Pun, other Onss^'ii shrnics (Muktcs\ar, Brahmes\ar m
Bhmanes\ai) ha\e one surrounding w ill and most of the North Indian temples aie

altogether without it, the walls of the main building themselves are its enclosure

The surrounding wall howeier belongs particularly to Draiida temples Thus
the enclosure made of cliapcls too, kept its independent opcn-air existence wdiile

it ilso came to function as an essential put in the large Pallaia temples, the first

structural temples built of stone, winch were set up in the Drlvida country Finally,

it becomes an ndonnnent of tlie superstniclure of the Prasada

Tins takes place not on one lc\cl onh, but is repeated on the floors of the

man} -store} cd superstructure (Fig f) In receding tiers, a wall of cells fonns the

continuous parapet abo\c winch emerge tlie walls of the Garbhagiha of that floor,**

these again carry the parapet of the floor above An open nr circiiniambulator}"

IS thus provided for each respective floor, it is hidden from vaew by the parapet of

cells (Fig f, also Fig g) ,
tins in addition to its ritual suggestueness has monu-

mental efTectiveness for llic recess of cich upper store}, the step of tlie pyramid,

IS thus masked, the outline of tlie snpcrstructuie appears unbroken, and ennehed
bv the bold three-dimension'^] discipline of the domed and vaulted chapel-shapes

of its parapets or enclosures

The inti eduction of the row of cliapcls on each flooi (bhfinn) of the superstruc-

ture fulfils i similar purpose in tins larger conception as did tlie introduction of the

cur\ed (IA 2) eaves of the roof issimilatccl as they were to the slab t}pe of the

pyramidal superstructure (lA 1), and also the Aiiialaka pi iced at the corners of

its Bliumis (IB 3)

As in the Vaikuigha Perunn! temple An nctinl Garblnprln however on each floor is

Slot the nilc , the stnrcturc of the Sotilh IneJian (cnipk ajs a rule h is tlic nppeannee of a jna«snc

monumcnl , its interior, ns a rule, is inaccessible to the devotee and not meant to be seen
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Here, an entiie tj'pe of planned aichitectural form is placed on top of its exactl}

similar but larger fundament, this proceduic is repeated until the extent of the floor

IS reduced so that the accessory and surrounding buildings of the lampart can be

accommodated no longer and only the central siiwll building on the top, the High

Temple, remains which is the crown of the monument (Fig g)

The theme of the pyramid as represented by the Vaikuntha Pcrumal temple

comprises the entire Vimana It is logically carried out from the bottom to the top

In the wholeness of its conception this type of the temple, pyramidal in the vertical

section, corresponds to the curvilinear type where the buttresses of the ground floor

are extended and earned up all along the cuned superstructure (Type II) The

same constructural wholeness is seen here though with different units of form

These first stiuctural temples of the Pallavas subsume ancient t\pcs of sacred

architecture to a comprehensive conception of the Prasldi The seicral original

destinations and forms of their constituent parts can still be distinguished They
are the central ‘cube’ or prism of walls, the rampart of chapels and the ‘High

Temple’, the latter forming the crowm of the temple

In later structural temples (Fig h) but also in earlier Palhia monuments

(Fig f), preserved in rock cut examples, the entire pyramidal temple is placed as

pyramidal superstructure on top of the prism or cube of the perpcndicuhr walls of

the ground floor (samsthana) Thej’’ encompass the (mam) Garbhagrha of which

the superstructure (IB 1-3) consists of storci's (bhumi)

In the rock-cut Dharmaraja (Fig f) and Arjuna Rathas in ISIamallapuram the

total pyramid of this collective t3'pe of sanctuary is raised on the high perpendicular

walls and pillars of the ground floor But not onh in these rock-cut Pallaia monu-
ments IS this tjpe (IB 1-3) of the superstructure condensed into a monument
without an internal space, in the structural temples of the Coh age and subse-

quently It IS cut off from the interior of the Garbhagrha by the flat ceiling of the

latter The Vaikuntha Perumal temple, however, with its Garbhagrhas in the

centre of each of its four storej's, reveals the original purpose of accommodating a

sanctuarj’' in each storey of the pi ramidal superstructure to the same extent as does

the outer shell of this Prasada, from the ground Iciel to its ‘High Temple’ As
a rule how^ever and seen from the outside the consolidated trunk of the pyramidal
superstructure simulates only a Garbhagrha in each of its storey s (Fig h)

The paradox is obnous in the history of this ti pe of the superstructure of the
temple The hypaethral temple with nothing in the centre or near to nothing is

here amalgamated with a monumental structure in its centre It towers in each
storey above its surrounding enclosure wuth its many small shrines

The existence of the Centre, how e\ er, w hether marked or not, in the by paethral
temple had prompted its enclosure and the demarcation of its perimeter Not by
chance is the number of the Yoginfs and their chapels 64 or, proiiding for accessory,
images, 81 They are related m number to the squares of the Vastumandala The
central position corresponding to the Brahmasthlna is marked, in Ranipur Jhonal,
by^ the central image in a pavilion

, towards the Centre moreover face the chapels
and me images of the Yoginis in each of these hypaethral sanctuaries

The superstructure, produced by a transfei and elevation of the pyramidal

Its section in perspective and ground plan arc given bv P Brown, op cit PI LR'

nno
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temple, each of its store} s surrounded b}’’ an enclosure or riinpart of chapels on the

cube or pnsin of the suppoi ting u alls, docs not result from a single operation , the

paradox of the h}pacthral temple, attaining its maximum height by means of a

monument in its centre, ho\\e\ci
,
is not the only one in tlic histoiy of the pyramidal

superstructure of South Indi i

Further paridoxical de\clopmcnls accompui} the c\olution of tins type of the

superstructure The surrounding elnpcls, h is been pointed out of the ground
floor of the Kiiri^anlth Temple at Kafieipinam, ucic allached to the body of the

building and drawn nUo the outer walls of the temple circumambulatory Similarly,

from the Cola age onward, the pirapet of tinpels on each floor of the superstruc-

ture IS attached to its w ills, tlie open nr circunnmbulator\ itself a \cstigial part

of the Inpacthral temple, is pressed out of existence The enclosure of cells is now
ui embellishment of the w ill of e ich lihumi, i sculptural pirt of the monument
(Hg h)

*

After the Col i ices moreo\cr, in the eour'^c of time, a de\ohition approximates

the total appe'^rance of the centi »1 temple to one of its initial forms, such as is

exemplified In t\i>c IB 2 consisting of the domed High Temple on top of the per-

pcndiciil ir w ills of the Garbliagrh i

The fnll\ c\ohcd pxrimuiil sujK.rstiucture liaMiig attained its perfect form

'^Tid greatest lieiglit (lOn feet) about the }ear JOflO \ D ni the Brlndis\ara, the

*Gre it Temple' in Tanjorc (1 ig h), loves it in the following periods in proportion

to tile mere i^^ing height of the y ile lowers, the Gopuiasof itscnclosure walls Taken
ps 1 wliole, llie South Indnn temple inespectuc of the flat loofs of its extensne

pjllsred halls, m tl^e centuries of its greilest expmsion (Temple of Srirangam,

Ljth-]Mh cenlurv ,
the lemjde of Tninmnarndai, Cola period and Inter) is a

hxpacthral temple, "*«i ojku air '*ierecl cnelo^^iire, witli high wnIK, be thc\ is mam
as sc\en, nnrled i i the foui direelions h\ Gopurns wliose height decreases towards

the centre, where the in on lemjile is nniked In Us poeilion Its presence is

inconspicuous, us diimnulivc suiK-rslnicture h^rth noliee ible as u cmciges from

the flat root of a eo’crecl court With its i*nm su1)ser\icnl huildmgs immersed in

tlic air sp^ce enced ofi* In reiKited liigh w ills ind tlieir Gopiiras, tlie total

Soutli Inarm temple tov n co\tis tlie gruunci marled in the four directions In the

sequence of the Gopuras of micccsmvc v ills, witliin the outermost cnelosing wall

The shrinkage of tliC sujkz ''

trnclure of tlk centre, the dimmulion of the height of

the main temple is a par »do\ of v Inch the me uung is adjusted b\ relating it to the

enclosure (pincihi, [iral 1, i) inci its archUeclni il form, the Inpacthral temple

Bel.vcen the be^Munnig and the end of this development lies the fornnliou of the

supc* slruclure of the South Indim temple, a pxrumd of mun slore\s each with

its cnclosin;^ par ij/et of tli ipels ind t ro' ned h\ i sm ill High Tcmjilc (\'inrina)

'Tin lcripl<^ 'uul al o the rocJ cut Kaj! ivinlth i Tetn|»k m I Itu i are ^ uuUrtra PrS^^ ul is,

t^’e nr r unbahtor^ intc’^vcrn hc\ ter tla oiittr vail in wlnth irc knihoclicd* tlic cliapck,

aid tilt iratr \ d! tlie Oarldn^fln
** The Dnrmarni Hnll i tn nnallapur nn thorn h hut \ in dl iikhIcI of i temple, c'^irved

out or the rocJ
,
(told hnHu o') ho c\cr raovidc^ a pa in t ich of the s siorevs of its

snpcrstnictiire vide eroiiji for \ dl nv mound the ecntrd pari of the iiiominkiU (1 iv f)

Tnc vIjoU dc tlopnkni onllnutl above wns dial of the larK temples onh "Ihe sm dl

•hnne^ { ilfia pr" wkS) in Mntli Indn Tcnnmcd in tlieir ion litncnl puts the ^nne as thc\ are
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The devolution of the South Indian Prasada, the shrinkage of iLs height m
compaiison with the Gopuras, the gate towers of the surrounding nails, whose

height increases with their distance from the temple in their centie, appears a para-

do-acal development, but it may be understood ns <i return to type Few represen-

tations and no structural examples of this type aie preserved The representations

are of an early age and from central and northein India, from Bnrhut and Mathura

A high stiiicture is seen there, it encloses and encases a small building which is

the mam temple The central sanctiiar} siii rounded b3 structures larger than

itself show's heie the piinciple of the Garblngrlia extended to the building that

holds It The small central temple with the image in the Garbliagrha is the

Sanctum Sanctoium comparable in its position to the “Tliione of Supreme
Blessedness”

This vision IS akin to that of the cit}' of Brahman (‘Chandogva Upanisad’,

VIII I I), wherein is a small centre, a dwelling, in wdiicli is a small space

carved m the Gangavatarana relief m Manialhpunm (see note 34, Pt VI) and siniihr also to
temples like the Siva t^nple at Enadi The patTpet of cells \\ as not embodied m their form

e mam Garbhagrha below, and the shape of the High Temple abo\e, were united through
their proportionate measurement and sculptural elaboration

Coomarasw’amy, HIIA, Figs 42 and 70 Similarly also is the Amalaha enclosed m a
casket shape, on pillars m Bedsa, Karli and Nasik
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II THE CURVILINEAR SUPERSTRUCTURE (SIKHARA)

Howevei manifold the \aneties of the p3^raniic]al superstructure proved to be,

the\ do not attain in number, wealth and distinction, the range of the curvilinear

Sikhara which belongs to the Hindu temple throughout four-ftths of India The
nver Kistna (Krsna) is generillv taken as the southern boundar3^ of its extent
Temples liaving curvilinear Sikhaias howevei exist even south of the Kistna and
as far as the Tungabliadra ** Amongst the several types and stages of their develop-
ment, two slnpes are fundamental The one kind of Sikhara, (Fig d), except for

the inward curve of its sides does not differ in detail from the p^^rainidal type of

the superstructure (t\pe lA 2
)
as lepresented in the Sur\^a temple at Sutrapada,

for example Its horizontal courses haie gencralh’^ the profile of cornice mouldings

,

Ga\aks'\ ‘windows’ are car\cd on them In this t3^pe of Sikhara (Fig d) as well as

in the corresponding p3ramidal superstructure, an Amalaka, indispensable as crown
of the whole superstructure (Fig c), 11103'' also be placed at tlie four corners ** Tliere

the3 were seen supporting the topmost couise or slab of the superstructure (Temple
No 10

,
Aihole, Fig b) This ma\ represent an carh^ stage of the emplo3nnent

of the Amalaka on the trunk of the sufxjrstructiiie The Anialakas are, however,

repeated in most of the curvilinear 6ikhiras in regular nitenals reinforcing the

curved edge where thc\ mark the Bhumis, levels, or store3s Each Bliiimi has
several strata, first onh two (Fig d), and siibscqucntL^ an ever increasing number
of hon/ontal livers (PI LXXI), niouldings and recesses, the mouldings opening
their Givxiksa ‘windows’ as carved svmbols (Fig d) in gi owing profusion until

their rounded shapes are but the meshes of a patterned network which is cast over

the ^)ikhara (PI LXXI, etc
)

On the earlier temples, from about the Olh ccntuiy, the distinction between
p3ramKlal and curvilinear superstructure of this tvpe is one of degrees onL'’ The
sides bulge but little (Temple IX, etc

,
Ailiolc) or else, on the temples of another

provincial varict3 in its later phases (Lingarlj Temple, Bhuvanesvw, Orissa), the

Ihc cu^Mhnc^^ ‘^ikhan, as illustrated in I lymrc d, is preserved with Us Amalaka intact,

on two ^hnnes at 'Nfah'ikrga ^Iadras Photographs, i03S-'5Q, Xos I/PI, ^ 7^^) uul also

on l\ o shrines belonging to the R'linaliiigcsvara Temple at Kumool (Satv'cl ,
‘Soutli Iiuliaii

I!pigraph> *, 10^041, PJiotogrnphs is'os 1072-7^ t 101243, Nos 2251-61) , a number of tempks
having curvahnear haras arc in Alampur (Kaichur) , 'Annual Kep Arch Dept H B H
The Ki7am*s Dominions’, 1026 27, Pk II-IV, X f On *:omc of the carlv 'aiklnras, the corner

Amalal as have their onginal rounded shape (relief of a Gupta Sikhara, Dcogarh
,
ASI, U P

Photographs, i9'i2 43 ,
No 167)

The Amalal a crown corresponds to the Svavanritfmri stone on top of the fifth la\er of

the Vedic altar The Amalaka at the 4 corners lias Us Vcdic analog) in the four iiatiiralh

perforated stones placed in the 4 directions of the High Altar according to the teaching of the

Kathls ('Apastamba Srniita Sutra’, XIX, 12, 16)

Icchnicallv however the Amalaka is not a holed, but a solid stone and serves to lock

together the sloping w alls of the superstructure

Cf also l>pe IB I, the Mahlbodhi temple
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gikhara lias almost perpendicular, straight sides winch curve in touards the

shoulder course only of this truncated superstructure

From the beginning, the curvilinear ^>ikhara has one ccntial projection in the

shape of a broad offset, nil along its height (Fig d) Where this superstructure

appears on top of the walls of the square Gaibhagiha, the wills thenisehcs aie

similarly buttressed (PI LXXI) The sui faces, in receding planes of the super-

structure, aie the vertical extensions of the theme of the perjiendicular walls of

the ‘ground floor' As one unit, the entire Prlsada steps forth on the four sides

,

the cential buttresses or offsets fiequentlv even exceed the sides of the S^ikhara

in height and are extendedjibove its shoulder-course (sj^andha) into the region of

the neck (griva) below the Amalakn (Pis LXXI, XLIII, Fig i, p 212)

The buttresses have their beginning nt the foot of the wall of the temple,

including the socle, the Adhisthann The brond projection of the central buttress

makes the ground plan of the Piasada cruciform (sec ground plans, Pt VII) This

is also the form of the central part of the Glrhapatja hcirth where it results from

the shape itself of the bricks (phn in Part VII) On the pcrpendicul ir walls of

the temple, within the buttresses, m their niches oi ‘massne doors’ (ghanad\“Lra),

are placed as images the main aspects of the dninit} m the temple (Pis LXXI,
XLIII) Thus it appears to have stepped from within the Garbhagrha, through

the massive walls of the temple and its ‘solid doors* for an aspect of the deitj has

no physical bod}^ but it is given form and is bodied foith across the wall and itself

IS the door, b}^ which the devotee in his heart and mind approaches the central

divinity It is made manifest on the outside of the temple
, w ith tins extenonsa-

tion, the Prasada wall itself, as it were, keeps pace, in the middle of its surface it

steps forth in the shape of a buttress, a symbol of progressne manifestation in

terms of architecture In the course of time the buttresses are increased m number
and m depth Their structural significance is small, no stresses have to be counter-

acted for the wdiole monument, the Prasada, is built in hon/ontal courses which
rest on their support in the vertical Tliev do not exert anv lateral thrust

Trabeation and corbelling are emplo3 ed in the Prlslda and the Mandapas for

spanning spaces and constructing domes The buttresses could be dispensed with
structurally but they are indispensabh'’ part of the iorm of the Praslda, the monu-
ment of manifestation of the Supreme Principle From the centre of the dark
Garbhagrha, it shows forth in the architectural theme and in the images on the

walls of the temple It leads from the bottom of the temple to its crown, the
Amalaka (PI XLIII)

The buttresses do not form part of the flat roofed dolmen temple The}’’ can
be thought of as having originated in brick structures corresponding to the augmen-
tation of a central area, b}'’ adding bricks in the four directions as in the piling of

Vedic altars (Figs in Part VII), not onh^ but also m pillared buildings whose
halls are made spacious bv an an ilogous arrangement of the pillars When the
buttresses make their appearance on the otherwise plain walls of the Garbhagrha,
its roof is no longer flat but carries the superstructure, the ?>ikhara (Deogarh, etc )

The indispensable buttresses of the temple wath the curvilinear Sikhara belong
to its total form, the}^ have their origin neither in the stone slabs of the dolmen
nor in the Tabernacle of bended branches Brick la3ang, as in the Vedic altar,
might have facilitated their emplovment and pillared halls wath their regular inter-
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columniations might also have preceded them Such as they are they convey
directly the meaning of the Prasada and are part of its monumental form

The other shape of the Sikhara has its perfect appearance m temples such as

those in Khajuraho (Pis I, IV , Fig i) It surges towards the apex other smaller
Sikharas cling to it in a massed competition of ascent^ Although each of them
has its edges marked hy Bhumis of many strata and by Amalakas, these horizontal

elements, like the nodules of the stem of a plant, do not break its rising lines

Their curves belong to forms of vegetation, the nbs of the large leaves of Banana
plants, of palm trees or bamboo rods fixed in the corners of a square drawn on the

ground and bent towards a central point
,
with their curves the stone built 6ikharas

of the Khajuraho temples arise and reiterate in their complex organisation the

perennial meaning of the Tabernacle of the forest It served and still serves the

performance of worship (puja) and \ows (wata) When these Pujas and Vratas
are completed, the leaves and branches which had formed the Tabernacle, having
served their purpose, are thrown away, whereas the form of these temporary ana
humble structures was clothed in brick and stone and raised above the Garbhagrha,
in the innumerable 6ikharas kiiowoi to exist from the Gupta age and which to thit>

day compete tow^ards the Highest Point

The Tabernacle of lea\es, bamboo or brandies is the prototype of the cur-

\ihnear Sikhara The arch of vegetation, the arch of Nature surmounts and
encloses the seat of God In temple chanots with a framework of bamboo, as much
as in the temples themselves, it is this ‘Form of Nature’, which remains one of the

pnme\al and sempiternal forms of sacred architecture in India It is the most
sacred of all the forms of the superstructure, destined for the Prasada onl}’’ It is

ne\er placed as superstructure on any’' Mandapa or any^ accessory building of the

temple proper There the p\Taniidal ty^pes are accommodated, and at times

assimilated to its curves, \ ithoiit however attaining to their unbroken ascent (PI I)

The construction of the curvalinear Sikhara, by’' means of a division in

geometrical progression—by four fold division (caturguna sutra) in this instance

—

IS given in the ‘Hay^asfrsapancaratra
,
XIII 324 f and ‘Agnipurana’, XI/II

15-17 This particular method which is indicated here, underlies the process by
which the batter of the cur\ed outline of this type of the Sikhara is determined

The ‘Samaranganasutradhara* gives further information and the ‘Brhacchilpa-

sastra*, wath a recent commentary’' in Gujerati, is partly even more explicit

The ‘Agnipurana’ passage speaks only of the four Sutras, wdiich

are to; be separately drawn—from the base of the Sikhara up to the

other end, the Skandha,—for the ‘purpose of the Sikhara’ (sikharartham hi

sutrani catvan vinipatayet) Tliese vertical parallels are intersected at certain

regular mter\’'als by^ hori/ontals (Figs on p 209 f), of w Inch only’' one is given in the

‘Agnipurana’ at the height wdiere the Sukanasa is to end There a lion’s figure

should be carved In the ‘Agnipurana’, its position marks the middle of the

Sikhara A lion’s figure, carved in the round juts out from above the ‘Sukanasa’

of the temples in Onssa The later texts make it clear that the shoulder course of

the Sikhara is generally assigned 6 parts in width, the base of the Sikhara

measuring 10 such parts (‘Saniaraiiganasutradhara’, LVII 6G4b, ‘Brhacchilpa-

sastra’, III 81) The height of the trunk of the Sikhara being given it should be

divided by geometrical progression into a certain number of parts, three, four, five
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or SIX accoidnij? to the ‘Saniaiangnnasutradhara’ A line parallel to the height

IS diawii from one end of the Shandha to tlic base of the Sikhara and one more

parillel from the end of the base of the 6iklnia The uidth of this rectangle is

2 parts and its height is equal to that of the ti unk of tlie feikhai a fFigs on pp 209 f)

Into as many paits as the height is to be divided—in a geometrical progression—

into so many paits also is the nairow side of the rectangle dnided The texts

always speak of ‘tii-guna, catur-guna’, etc ,
‘sfitra’ This, no doubt, implies that

the division of the height should be in a geometrical progiession (guna saiil alita)
*’

From these indications, repeated in the description of piactically c\ery single

variety of the 6ikhara, (in Chapters LVI and LVII of S vS ) it apjx. irs that the

curve of the tsikhara is given by connecting the points of intci section of these lines

The total height has to be divided, for example, in geometrical piogression into

SIX parts (sadguna siiti i) The narrow side of the rectangle liowever has to lie

divided into six equal parts of its own Tlic veitic \1 par illeK drav n through these

points are equidistant Thev intersect the hori/ontal pirallels vhich are drav n in

a geometrical progression The curve is drawn thiougli their points of inter-

section (Fig on p 210)

The method of drawing the curve was common 1 now ledge and did not require

an explanation A different curve resulted accoiding to the number of divisions

It sufficed if this number was stated, by controlling the lines according to a well

known method," the batter of the superstructure had to be made

*' S S LVI 137 “CatiirKunaih prlhalvfitr nh padnnt oMri' ‘ '’iirilitliet”
, lA I 17s

“Pl-tliaksutnistripnnitTir \ cmil osTtp lict** LVII $17 "Suninh pnficTf umi]] utmp
rekli^tTip tatrT \artT\ct^' L\n^I 674 prescribes ‘'saclpiun sutra*^ etc —ThC‘'c passaics 1 ul calc

that lines ha\c to be draun sc\cralh from three times to ‘;i\ timc'
,
di\uhn the hci ht of tnc

trunk of the Sikhara in a geometrical proprcssion b\ three, four, fnc or si\, while another <'t

of lines of corresponclinp: number and at ciiual distinccs is drawn parallel to the heirnt withir
the rectanjrle described above The terms ^Venuko'^a*, the "sheath of the reed", ^SimV, tlic

boundar> or width of the PruCula, arc c\plaintd in Part \ II

The curve is drawn throiipli points of intersection of the ho’-i/ontal and \ertical lines

In drawing: the curv'cs of Sikharas as Tips on pp cop 10 sno;
,
based on an mtcni^etation

of the tenn ‘guna* in the sense of ‘guna sanlalila’ or geometrical progression, the vnicr ha*
had this view confirmed bv Mr E C Gcnlr\, A P I B A , Xcw Dclln

The illustrator of the ‘BrliacchilpaCistra*, III 7^01, attempts a dnison of the iicirhl

into equal parts, with the result that the curMlincar outlines of the nnr\ \anetics of ^ikltaras

are identical in his constructions The cinwcs moreover, arc not dr^'N n lh**ough the points of

intersection

The figures denoting the batter in ‘Canons of Onssan Vrchitccturc*, p in f, and the accom
panymg drawing of the ciir\aturc of the ‘gandi* do not appear to illustrate a mathematical
rule Cf howeicr the term ‘‘Pckhagunaglrija" (pp 114-5)

The methods practised bv the ancients can be ascertained onU b\ mcasuririg the batter of

the extant Sikharas and correlating these measurements wiMi the formulx gi\cn in the Vislii
sastras

Practising craftsmen (Damodar Maharlna) in Bhu\ancs\ar dctcrnunc the curve of the
‘gandi*, le the trunk of the curvahnear Sikhara, ‘‘according to Us bcautv " Thev know no
formula for its batter

, thev take however the width of the shoulder course as measuring ^4 of
the base (and not 3/5, see p 207) ,

and the width of the ‘gala’ as of the Mftla sfUra ,
the

height of the temple being twice, etc Us width (cf Part VII), the perpendicular walls arc assigned
a height which is %th of the width“ "Rekhavasena kartav>lh pravcs^IU* (S S LXV iS)
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THE superstructure

The Prasadas as described m the ‘Sainaranganasutradhara’, Chapters LVII,
etc

,
with their curvilinear superstructures (Sikhara) are the most particularly

Indian amongst the monumental shapes of the temple While cube, prism and
pyramid belong to sacred architecture not only in India, the monumental shape of

Curve of Siklnra dravn by means of 'tnguna sutra*, the end of the rectangle

being divided by three and the side by geometrical progression of three

the 'Tabernacle’ original!}^ of blanches, etc
,
curvuiig towards one point, is the

pre-eminent shape of the Hindu temple It fonned the nucleus of mnny develop-

ments, and has thrown forth multiple proliferations of its shape Rich in possi-

The word *Vasa’ winch means 'power* might be taken to refer to "the lines which consti-

tute the sides of rectangles bearing a square-root relationship wath their ends** Dynamic
^vmmetrj however does not se6ni to be implied m the indications quoted in note 6o See al^o

the proportions and measures given in Part VII Scarcely an\ accurate measurements have as

vet been made of extant Sikharas
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bilities they have been tlaboiated and massed around the ccnti.d dominant theme,

accompanying its direction towards the higlicst point

The cur\c of the Siklnra dr'\\\n h\ nienns of sulri*

proi^rcssion bj si\) is more attenuated than llio^'C dnwn b>

(duiMon and pcomtUital

4 or 5 division

THE MAIN VARIETIES OF THE CURMLINEAR SUPERvSTRUCTURE

IIA Tnr Cu«sTrk o\ sikhvuas

The evtant temples having cui\ihncar {t>iklni \s are distinguished b\ the

followint^ features The plan appeirs cruciform (see drauings in Part VII) ,
tins

IS the result of the central niaior proiection of each side, gencralh called Bhadra,
being flanked by more shallo\Y literal offsets, called Ratha If the tcmjffc has an
ambulator}^ the Bhadras appear like ti insepts in the plan , the Talacchanda of the
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Prasada is accentuated in the 4 directions, in which the temple seems to step forth

from the straight inner walls of the Garbhagrha The square of the Garbhagrha is

transmuted into the cross of the Prlsada, the static centre of the temple is

ensconced b}’' its d} nainicalh laid out perimeter The steps in the plan correspond
to the buttresses or planes of the perpendicular w^all of the Prasada They have no
structural purpose and are the monumental form of the progression from the centre

,

the\^ are carried up the 6ikhara, and terminate at the shouldei -course (skandha)
, in

certain temples as alread} pointed out, the main offsets of the 6ikharj even exceed
the Skandha and point towards the Amalaka (Pis XLIII, XLV, Fig i) Above
the Skandha, the Annlaka, held aloft b}’' the round neck, supports the finial

The Sikhara Ins two main shapes The one, IIA, consists of a central

cunnhnear Sikhara surrounded b} clusters of similar Sikharas (Pis I IV , Fig i)

These are formed In one or sc\cral h ilf Siklnras or bingas leaning against the
Thest’ (liras) of the main bikh ira and of e ich successive Uroniahjarl At the corners,

narrow and high qinrtcr-Sikhar is fill and round off the recesses betw^een the
Uromaujaris and the main Sikhaia (mul i-bikh ira or Mailjarf), while smaller part oi

three-quai ter Srngas arc grouped in the lower couiscs of the Sikhara each in

continuition of a buttress oi oflset of the perpendicular wall of the Prlsada The
man\ \ariations of the theme of the bikhara cluster are bi ought about by the

number of Uroiii injaris of the vSikhara, t ic number of Ratlins oi offsets of the

perpendicular wall and the number of honro ital rows in which are set the miniature

Sikharas called Tikaka (scsanium seed) at the base of the in un Sikhara, the

Mulainaiijari These factors depend on the specific proportions of the particulai

t\pe of temple and also on its height and the cui'\aturc of the superstructure All

the subsidiarj fijikharas and other shapes are alwa\s subordinated to tlie main and
dominant central 2^Iulainarijari

T^pt IIA Ins the multiples of its own form set forth in the 4 directions, the3
^

iscend morco\cr from the corners, and eacli time to the same height as the res-

pectne Uromailjans, the} ire accompanied furthermore in this massed competition

towards the apc\, bv lesser replicas at the bise, attaining to sm iller fractions of

the height wlnlc the\ reinforce on tlicir own, lower lc\cls the urgency of the ascent

Each of these multiple replicas h is i *neck* (gri\a), Amalaka and fininl of its own

,

while the<^ tcrimnale the single forms, the\ punctuate the striving of the entire

miss of the superstrueturc towards the find point which lies be3^ond its trunk,

whate\er its lieight Tlie single bnigns, as a ride, are spaced with increasing

distances towards the lop where is tlie single Blifnms or hon/ontal courses of which
each Srnga is composed, decrease in height tow*irds the summit of the Sikhara
A counter-pla} of proportions results from tins double progression, contracting on
the upper register of the wall sui faces of eacli Srnga and expanding witli lefcrence

to tlie snpcrstnictuic ns a wliole Its tension m ikes e\cn more ostensibly coherent

the substantialit}^ of the monument whose texture tlius is seen not as tliat of the

stone or the bricks but ippears to be composed of tlic acceleration and the halting

of the ascent

“In this finnl and ‘cnccssivc* isccnl the Initlrcss gluts the hod> of the budchiiR: , while

it IS non slructiinl throiiRhoul its end Inb (he nppcinucc, IhouKh not the function, of a

flMng buttress (Pis LXXI, XLIII)
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Temples of tins type ate lejirescnlccl most jKifcctly in ccntnl Infln, cspcciall\

in Khajnnlio, ni iiortlicrn Gujarat, nud also in R ijput m i llic R'lj.i-R'int tempk

m Bhuvanesv ir, Orissa, belongs to tbi' l\ jie lecordmg to tin st\k of tb it country

Tiir 1 3C\\n\nn s Ti MJ n , lvH\jtKUio

From B L Dlnnn, ‘A Guide to Kh ijnnho\ PJ I\

The pill'ired Inlls \\hich Ic'id to, nud surround, tlic Gntblupyln occup\ the i:round
(sTmstlrma) onlj 'IJic \nst supcr‘5truchire is iinisihlc from iristdc, where InlK nnd Girbh i

are closed b> trabente domes of \ar>inq: height llic main dome is o\cr the centre of the «i m
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In this zone across the width of northern India, however, none of the extant
temples of this type is earlier than the tenth centuiy This does not imply the
relative lateness of the t3^pe, on the contiai}^ earlier less evolved temples of this

t3^pe are no longer in existence There ought to be Sikharas with but one set of

Uromahjaris instead of the usual two or four sets
, the centre, the Mulamanjari, if

imagined without the many flanking v^rngas and Tilakas, corresponds to a complete
cunalinear Sikhara m the shape in which it has not only the widest distribution

but also the longest history (T3^pe II[B]) Although relatively earliei gikharas
of this t3^pe (II[B]) are preserved—from c the sixth century, type IIA of which
no earlier i epresentatives than those ot the tenth century exist, is the more pure
of the two embod3aiig in the main but one prototypal shape which is that of the
Tabernacle of bent branches This shape was amplified by throwung forth

multiples from its curvilinear walls, clinging to them like the petals of a bud about

hall (I^Ialiaman(Japa) The Garhhagrha, though raised high above the level of the Mandapa,
has its dome on a lower level than that of the central dome of the Mandapa

The Lmga m tlie centre of the Garbhagrha is straight below^ the finial and the middle
of the Griva, if the shaft of the latter is imagined to traverse the whole Prasada

The Ulterior of the superstructure is not meant to be seen
, cf note 65

Seen from the outside, the superstnicturc three tunes rises and falls to an ever higher le\el ,

each of its peaks is above the centre of a hall
, the long draw n out descent of the superstructure

above the main ball is met b} tlie steep vertical of the ^ukanasa, the antefix of the front of the

Sikhara of the Prasdda The Sukanasa is above the Antarala or porch of the Garbhagrha
(re Sukanasa, see Part VII)

The steep slope of the back of the Pras“ida (W^ is beset wath Uroinanjarfs Their Kalasas,

and the high ends of the middle buttress of each, punctuate its curves

The perpendicular walls of the temple open up between rooflets and seats The latter with

their sloped backs arc shown in the sectional drawing , the seats rest on which also

traverse them

The temple rises from a high socle (adlustlnna) and has steps in the East Below' the solid

Adhisthuia is the broad terrace which supports the temples of Kandariya, Mahadeva and

Jagadaiiiba Devi (PI I)

Jain Temple in Osian ,
Somesvan Temple m Kiradu, ixth centiirv, etc The Mula-

manjari or mam Sikhara exceeds b> 3/10 parts of the height of the i5ikhara, the portion {7/10

parts of the height of the Sikhara) occupied b> the Droniafijaris (*Brhacchilpasastrak III 80)

The Tour sided* temple of the Trhat Samliila’, LV, having 5 Andas appears to have

had 4 Uromaujans massed aionnd its IMiilamahjari (see Part VII) The Sukanisa of Type IIA,

as a rule, has the outline of a triangular pediment and not of a Gavaksa It is how»ever fllled

b\ a network (jala) of Gavlksa tracer3
,
Tilakas or Kutas m many cases add their small but

solid shapes to tins particular Sukanasl (Pis I ,
LXXI) The topmost Gavaksa, forming the

apex of this pediment is an actual smill window' opening in the Sikhara of the Kandariva

temple The interior of tins Sikhara (Pig 1) is divided into internal clnmbeis bouhded b>

large piers and having for llieir floor and ceiling transverse stone beams The single, dark,

room like, corbelled cavities ina\ be entered by an invisible opening above the Antarablntti,

the inner wgll of the Prlsada (<ee Part VII), whence the stalagmitic interior of the super

structure may be traversed in all directions It served howevei no part of the cult and W'as

not meant to be seen It is built on the principle of the hon/oiilal tie-plate

In the temples of Onssa, there are four such liori^onlal courses only, those of the ceiling

(garbln muda) ind shoulder course (latna niuda)
,
between these arc the Baliinuda and lyakhi

muda
,
these are invisible from outside Below' the Ralnannida, a small rectangular w'lndovv

opening admits some air and light into the interior of the 'gandi*, the trunk of the bikhara
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to open Far fioin inntatnicr foiins of nature, Midi as \ohik^, stems, Miasit or

flowers, It was mack in conformiU witli the cneiKJ<.‘> Htiec in prcylncim^ tho.c

forms Repeated in proportion itc i eductions, the Snu \s, to 'ether v jth the smtiIkjK

carved on them, intc"i illy belonj^ to the whole Sil h ir i and vith it Ic id to/ ird<*

the highest point of the temple The Tdieinide of hamhoo, lei\e‘> or bended

blanches tianslated into bneL or stone w*is eliborited ind implifiefl logieilly n
accordance with the energies of form inherent in its jniitine sh i{>e

IT[B] Tin vSiKiiAUA Enminuid in G\\\}s\s

The eiirvilinear bikh ira II[B] cieseiibed ilrcuh in in e irlier eonncelion

(Fig cl) has been seen on the temples of the K inareM conntre, Ot the seventh

centur}' and piior to it The sunc t\pe j)re\ails in Oiis> i irom the eifdith ecntnrv

and is also frequent in the Deeaii*', in Rij[)Utani (PI LWI), Centril Inaia ind

as far north as the Western Him il i\ is Its surf lees, in t<»atinu Uioi of the theme

of the peipenclienl ir walls of the Pr“is“uli, ire nude up in e\er\ nut niee of tue

central buttiess ind those it the comer, bet/ ecu thesi ni i\ I)e added two o'* fo ir

intermediate buttresses The se\eral buttresses ir u ynded pi nits on the

body of the 6ikhaia, thc\ function each u i pittern unit 'riie tkemt of the comer
buttresses of the Sikh in remains one and tiie sunc tiiroughout the centuries md
in all the countiics It cm ilw i\s be rccognued as eo isisimp of hon/ontal units,

lulled Bhuini, each of winch represents the tnink oi a mini iturc hara v ith its

Amalaka Such i miniature Sikh in nia\ consist of one two cour'^es onh ly^lo\

its Amalaka as in Aiholc (iMg d),oi it m i\ comprise si v courts, o 0*1 the Liag iraj i

temple in Bhiu mes\ar Fieh course lepresents the cues of i ro^>! Thc^^e

miniatuie Sikh iras ire stiiing together to form the xcrtuilk extended cc>rncr-

buttress, the edge of the total* Sil hara
,
leeordnu' to tlie s‘i ijk. of the total Jsil Inn

and the height at which 1 sin ill Sikh in is pi iced, it will be eiirulinear or it will

appear straight (PI LXXI) The hori/ont il courses gi\e soluhtc to tlie soinng
movement of the superstiueturc

The innci buttresses of each side show, aecwdni" to tlie clirnnologie il sequence

of the temples the single striti or comiees with their ' ittie windo\ s' eitlicr as

separate motives or as incrcasingh connected inionyst tlienisehes h\ the

‘gavaksas’ or ittic windows forming i tracer} wlucli is cist I 1 I e i net (jlli) o\er

them, at first veiling two or tlirce such strati ouK and finilK eoceung the entire

length of the 6ikhua offset The bode of the *^ikh in crime slied m it. cl isped as

by a creeper (lata), shows b} its later il indent ilions onh the strati themseUes,
the onginal loof-edges Such *o\eigrown’ buttresses ire therefore called Litinl, in

Vastu-sastia The}' are one with the ti iccr\ of the ‘ciceper’, the Litl, tint ewers
each of them Its unit ilwa}s remains the cnmlincir Gufksi

At Aiijnnen near Nnsik , Cousons, op cit PI LMII (Temple Xo 7)
It IS called Koinl a-plga in Ons^^n

Cooimraswann, Tarh Indian Architecture IIB. in Tastern \rl’, \ol 57 7'"-

shows various uses of the Ga\'ik?a motif md its repetition, scctiouiie ind reduction^' m \ t'ioU'>
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THE superstructure

This, the most widely diffused type of the curvilineai 6ikhara, is an amalgam
of two constituent shapes The one, it^has been shown already, was the nucleus
of the t3^pe called IIA There it formed not only the root-Sikhara but also the

model of all the multiple and lateral issues of this t^pe The Tabernacle formed
of branches curving towards the point in which they are gathered is its perennial

prototype

The other constituent of ^ikhaia II[B] is the straight trunk of the super-

structure in its pyramidal forms such as has been discussed m different stages and
types (Figs a-c) Both the curvilinear gikhara as also the pyramidal super-

structure were built not only in the earlier centuries at one and the same place, in

Mahakuta and Aihole or in Satvel, Kurnool, in the Deccan, but—by the side of

each other—also in the Western Himalayas, m Dvarahat, Almora
The close connection of type II [B] vith IA 2 has been shown alread3^ The

curvilinear form of this type II [B] however is not in any wa3^ derived from the

P3^ramidal shape It presupposes a curvilinear prototype, the Tabernacle of

leaves, bamboo oi branches The Bhumis—indicated at the corners along the edge
of the Sikhara—do not belong to the Tabernacle prototype

The curvilinear Sikhara II[B], its edges beset with several Bhumis, each
marked b3^ an Amalaka crowning the horizontal strata, and itself a miniatuie
Sikhara, is a complex shape

, in it the general shape of the Tabernacle comprises
parts such as contributed also to the p3Tamidal trunk of type lA These are the

strata whose contours were assimilated to roof shapes of current types of buildings

Together with their windows the3'' w ere combined and subordinated to the Amalaka
which gathers and crowns their shapes into one unit, one miniature Sikhara

,
strung

together they are as many as the Prasada has Bhumis in its superstructure The
principle of repetition is seen here applied in the vertical

,
garlands of closely set

miniature Sikharas rise on the arched edges of the Sikhara, t3pe II[B]
This theme had also become incorpoiated in the Sikhaia type IIA, there,

however the web of Gavaksas is subdued in its effect and altogethei 'overshadowed’
by the powerful proliferations of the Uromanjaris on the sides of the major Sikharas
where they form slabs and slices of masonry, compact petal shapes with minor
volumes of miniature Sikharas, etc

,
filling the corners

Proliferation in the four or eight directions of space and on various levels is

the generative principle of the 6ikhara IIA Supenmposition of repeated units,

Gavak§a patterns
,
cf Part VIII PI XLVI, etc —Gavlksa defined as Gonetra or

‘
‘Bull's eve"

designates also the unit of the pattern of the Jllaka or perforated screen, etc
,
on South Indian

temples Six vaneties are described in the 'Silparntna', XXIV g lo ,
‘Kas^apasilna’, XI

The Onssan variety of the Rekha temple of the “Nagara" class (see Part VII) would
thus most perfectlj be a Latina, temple This particular variety is not confined to Onssa onh

,

but is also represented in Mavurbhanj, Bengal and Assam in local versions The ‘Brhacchilpa

sastra’ (Part III, ch XI 503), more concise than the 'Samaranganasutradhlra' in this case,

defines Latina as ‘Nagara wath one Spiga* and m Part III ch V 71, assigns Latma to Gauda
and Kamarupa, 1 e to Bengal, and Asgam, where this variety of the Rekhl temple had found
general acceptance

ASIAR, 1924-25, PI III Temples of the Maniyan group
See how ever, Coomarasw^aniy, HIIA, p 83

Xo amount of the compression of miniature straight shapes can produce a curve of the

total shape
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however as especially seen in II [B] is not pirticular to the curvilinear 6ikliara

only Stiipa shapes, for example, ueie similarly siipei -imposed in towering

structures The vertical series of miniatiiie feikharas, indicative of Bhiimis or

levels is subsumed in type II[B] m the total 6ikhara or Tabernacle The senes of

small 'corner gikharas is not only completely integrated in its curvilinear edge,

they aie proportionately pait of its height, which they build up in an aiithmetical

progression, most frequently (S S LXIII)

The edge of the Tabernacle in extant stone temple II[B] is not however always

beset wnth the symbolic-architectural detail of miniature ^nklnras forming the

Bhumis In some of the subsidiary shrines around the Lingaraja Temple in

Bhuvanesvai, Orissa, the Bukhara with its oil sets is otherwise without any com-

plexities
,
in some of the later West Himalayan temples the one central buttress is

flanked byjateral wmlls as plain as it is itself but for some wndely spaced courses

of narrow Amalaka shapes which demarcate the Blnimis vSuch retrogressions in

varying degrees towards the original shape of the T ibernacle, pro\e the leading

importance of its total curvilinear shape and the accessory role filled by the various

smaller devices all of winch are either its leplicas on a smaller scale or of parts of it

The temples in wdiicb the ascent is continued m one theme from tlie walls

of the Prasada to the shoulder course of the v^ikhara arc called Latina m Vastu

Sastra The Latas or single offsets of the v^ikhara each with its web of ‘sunray

windows’ 01 Gavaksas carry the vertical movement steadily upwards Its urge

and also its assurance rest on the curved walls of the i^ikhara Between the several

offsets are recessed chases (jalantara) , their shadows outline the vcrticalitv of tins

Sikliara while they also add tone and enliven the inaiw hoii/ontal mouldings which

are carried in tiers across the facets and the recessed chases Between these

horizontal mouldings run narrow^ but deep, horizontal bands of shadows With
their dark lines they clasp the entire volume of tlie 6ikhara Over it is cast the

trellis of point like openings of the Gavaksas, light and shade thus become part

of the texture of this gikhara
This form of the curvilinear Sikliara has been particularly perfected in

Orissa the coherence of its monumental sliajie is enriched In carvings ,
nowhere

else in India are the walls of the temple ns intimatch^ connected with their sculp-
tures As the offsets project one from the other so also do their outermost planes
show their carved patterns in more than one surface of interlaced scrolls, these fill

the panels that form the background of the images of the gods The temple here
IS a work of monumental sculpture of wdnch the single carvangs form the intncate

Cooniarasw am\
, ib , PI XIX Fip 69A

The convex curve of the Sikhara known from the sixth ccntur^ onwards nnv be con
pasted with the concave outline of South Indian towers or Gopuras of about 1700 A D
The latter outline may be seen against those of the roofs of South Indian houses, cspcciallv

Malabar Coast Their bamboo frame is bent conca\ cl\
The various shapes which contributed to the Orissan temples liaie their modek carved

on the walls of the Lingaraja and Brahmesnra temples spccialh and also on the Citragupte-
svara and otlier^of the later temples in Orissa The stringing of Spigas on some of the
Latas or Pagas*, as they are called there (anuratha plga), of the temple is a sign of an assiim-
lation by this school of sequences of form which belong to the architecture of central and
w estem India
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surface They are contiguous and unbroken hy large openings such as those of
windows, etc These, where present in Mandapas, are screened with sculptmed
compositions

The closed volume of an Orissan temple consists of the Prasada and its

Mandapa , the former is the Rekha oi Bara Deul and the latter is the Pirha Deul „

its superstructure isj)yramidal, it represents type lA In its fully evolved shape
it IS crowned by an Amalaka above a Ghanta (bell-shape) The two shapes of the
superstructure, the curvilinear Silchara I1[B] and the pyramidal Sikhara lA
here conjointly, each by the side of the other, form the perfect shape of the Orissan
temple, the lower Pirha Deul being subordinated to the higher Bara Deul in propor-
tionate measurement of which the width of the Prasada is the module The
balance of these two contrasted superstructmes, a closety knit unity of Prasada
or Baia Deul and Mandapa or Pirha Deul, is peculiar to Orissa In the other
provinces the superstructures of the Mandapas prepare and defer the climax of the
Sikhara of the Piasada (PI I)

Multiform and lending itself to the widest variations however is the clusteied

Sikhara (IIA) Its Uromanjails widen the base of the total superstructure It is

thus specially suitable for Sandhaia Prasadas—having an inner ambulator}^ and
projecting Bhadras or buttresses in the middle of the sides (Figs in Part VII)
Bhadra, Sala, and in addition also Catuskika, an open pillared balcony, can thus

be added one upon the other, leading to a furthei progression and extension of the

cruciform plan , w^hile in the vertical direction their digression is gathered up b}^

the Uromanjaris as they lean against the central body of the Mulamanjari The
perpendiculai walls are frequentty broken h\ balconied openings in the cardinal

directions and deep shadows cut into the bod\ of the temple, while flat surfaces,

instead of the mellow graded shades of the Orissan scioll work are a frequent

accompaniment and background to the images on these temples Altogether

these temples are greater in the tension of their units, different in size and power and
competing in the same direction

, some acquire their full stature, however small,

at a low level, wdiile the high road along the central face of the innermost 6ikhaia

IS punctuated b}^ the simultaneous rising of several forms of varied surge, to

different heights

Bara Deul and Pirha Deul retain the completeness of their shapes, the former is without

the connecting projection of the Sukanasa , it is outlined against the sk> m the integntv of its

ascending curve, and is separated from the sloping outline of the Pirha Deul b> a deep incision

In it the shapes of lions (simlia) jump forth, the one from the ‘Pekha’, the other from the

Pirha Deul, they form the sculptural link between Bara Deul and Pirha Deul

In Pajputana, Osian, etc the Sikhara is closely related to the Onssa tyjie The ^ogic of

form of the entire temple however is absent There, open pillared halls are an air> prelude

but detract from the grandeur of the closed mass of an Orissan temple, however small its actual

dimensions may be

In plan, the Orissan temples are more closely related to the scheme ‘Prasada K^itibhu§ana’

(Part ^TI) than to the more nchlj’’ difPerenbated shapes

^ The architectural contrast of dark expanses of shadow' and flat wall surfaces in the

light has its equivalent in paintmgs whose quality lies in the juxtaposition of coloured surfaces

(cf ‘A Painted Ceiling*, IISOA, vol VII, PI XVIII, at Madanpur, in Central India ,
and

the Western school of Indian painting)
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Here too, the Mandipi oi Manclapas, each with i suix.rslruclurc of its own,

are fused with tlie Prasada m one plan, then scparitc supet structures indicating

their nuinbei and original separiteness (Fig i, p 212) ^^Thc\ ire graded in their

slow ascent tow-ards the Miilainanjari of the Pias'id i The superstructures of the

Mandapas, though thej also as in Orissa belong to the p\raniidal t\ pe (lA) are

assimilated (Fig i) to the cur\es of the feikhira of the 1 r isada

lie ThI CoMI’OSiri

Composed of elements of both the ‘o\erspun’ (IIP) ind the ‘clustered’ (HA)
varieties is a third (IIC) t>pe of the Sikhara (PI XLIII) Us centril offset

is earned on in continuation of the buttress of the perpendieukir wall , the ciine of

this projection, covered with the web of ra} -windows (gulksi), sjirings from the

base of the gukanasa Kept in shajie b^ these offsets on its four sides, the breadth

of the segments of this gildiara is set with hori/ont il rows of miniature gikharas

alternating with cubical ‘Kiitas’, these demarcite the store\ s of this least

ingenuous, and composite, form of the cunilinear gil h ira (PI \LV) It belongs

to central India and the Deccan ,
there howcier the segments freqiienth are

straight rather than curved ficcs ind the four buttresses appear flung upwards

like high, independent arches * On the central Indian temples howcier with the

uniformly cuned gikhara, the horirontal rows of brng is and Kiitas, far from pro-

ducing a store3'ed effect, appear as so m in\ gigmtie beaded gai lands thro%\ai up
towards the neck (grha) of the gikhar'’ The shadows in the sertieal chases I cep

the single rows more deepl} apart than the h ilf shadows lingering o\er the slighth

receding Kiitas which alternate with the shapes rounded forth in broid light

The straightening of the curve of the bikhara, in the Deccan temples, is an

assimilation of the gikliara to the picference in the more southern parts of India

for the p3wamidal shape, which is the leading shape of i South Indian temple
This is not only a special feature of the ‘composite’ bikhara (IIC) just described

but also of the gikhaia (IIB) in the Deccan and can best be seen in the PiiieU itana

temple of Gondesvara at Sinnar

The third or ‘composite’ main \ariet3 of the curvilinear supersti iicture (IIC)
IS neithei overspun by the web of Gavlksas (IIB) nor is it shaped b\ a central

‘To the Gujarat varietj of this t>pe of temple are added i Guijha and babh'i Man^hpa,
the former closed, as the name implies and one in plan with the Pr'isTida proper , in front of
It the Sabhi IMandapa is an open pillared hall which, as in the burva temple it Modhera, is

a separate structure

Coiisens, ’^Icdiaeval Temples of the Dakliin’ op eit Plates, pissiin ItsecntialK however
there is no difference in tjpe between a temple like the Xilakaigliesvara at Udavajuir of the
nth century (Gwalior , PI XLIII) and the temple at Jliodga, Xisd (Couscns ib PI UID,
althougl; in plan the Uda>apur temple is stellate, of the ‘Blifimij i’ \ irietv (b b LX\ ), its

buttresses and vertical rows of Spigas being placed on edge, and not pirallcl with the ni'’in

buttresses Kufas flank also the central L;ifi, in Jhodga, a peciiharilv due to its more ‘eonthem’
geographical position

Cousens, ib Pis XLni-XLIV
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impulse and its proliferating activity fllA) While it combines elements of both

it loses the cogency of either form In principle, though not in quantit3^, t\rpe

II[B] IS its more powerful component
Highly flung central offsets overshoot the body of the Sikhara and reach up

to the Amalaka The}'' terminate as a kind of flying buttresses, disembodied and
carrying no weight On some temples, especially in the Deccan,^® they secede

from the body of the Sikhara not only at the top,, the buttresses, in the four direc-

tions, project from the body of the Sikhara like gigantic ribs witnessing a process

of disintegrating form, their curved shapes are reminiscent of the bended blanches
of the Tabernacle

ib Pis Lxvni, Lxx, xcn
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Tlie Tabernacle of the jungle was placed on the dolmen, or also embraced while

siiimounting it The dolmen had been raised on a platform or altar These forms

of sacred architecture are conjoined in the vertical direction
,
their indissoluble sum

total IS the Vimana in its most t3’'pical Indian form

The shapes of sacred architecture absorbed by the superstructure itself or

subsumed to it are many With them the image of the Mountain was given an

indefinite number of variations The purpose of the superstructure is always one

and the same It is to lead from a broad base to a single point where all lines

converge In it are gathered the multifarious movements, the figures and sy mbols

which are their earners, in the successive strata of the ascending pyramidal or

curvilinear form of the superstructure Integiated in its body the3" partake, each

m its proper place, in the ascent which reduces their numbers and leads their

diversity to the unity of the point

An exchange of forms within a communit3^ of s3J'mbols went on through the

countries and centuries, an ever more explicit and detailed exposition vas given

to the meaning of the Prasada
,
increasing coalescence of the several S3^mbolic shapes

on each of the t3^pes safeguarded its monumental umt3'' The intncate canungs all

over the surface of the later temples do not distract the attention from their one

and only purpose (Pis I, XLHI, LXXI, etc
)

In the strong light of the Indian

day the profusion of plastic detail is absorbed into the texture of the monument
In its wealth its form is alive

,
it impregnates the carvings In tlie most elaborate

versions and their many combinations is the integrity of the original forms

They had been assembled from diverse origins superposed slabs and vanous
types of roofs whose more mellow and suggestive shapes the vertical edges of the

former assumed
, and also actual roofs arrayed in similar stratification This latter

type, as in Gop, Kathiawar, and in Kashmir, however did not lend itself to great

development in stone or brick buildings, due to the meagreness, as a plastic form
of the pent roof of laminated boards

Slabs in receding tiers are placed on the flat roof of the temples of village gods
in the Tamil country and on Siva shrines in the Himala3ms They help to hold
the supernatural presence on the spot and correspond in this respect to the
Sannirodhmi mudra, the ritual hand gesture by which the presence of divinit3 is

restrained and held at the place of worship, in the image in uhich it has its seat
at that time The slabs produced the trunk of a p3^ramid, stepped and gradually
contracting into one steep ascent

With this have to be contrasted the la3ers of lucreasiiigh broad beams or shbs
supported on posts, etc and placed in several strata above a sanctuary cf the Bodhi tree
temple, as represented in a relief from Mathura, 2nd centur\ BC (Coom'^nsn nmv, HIIA,

70) and the particular shape of capitals of Buddhist pillars, in which an Amalaka forms
the most important part (Part VIII)
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Richer in motif than this tj^pe (lA), of the pj^rainidal superstructure, is the other

(IB) in which a storeyed building, the centre of a 113 paethral sanctuary on each of

its levels, is crowned by a domed High Temple and raised ns a uliole on the walls

of the Garbhagrha
As humble in^its origin as is the series of slabs, whatever the}^ onginally might

have consisted of, stone, or layers of bricks or less likeW wooden planks,
attaining height in the shape of a p3’’ramid (lA),—is the curvilinear protot3pe of

the Sikhara (II) The Tabernacle in the forest is one of the primeval forms of

sacred architecture in India, as full of meaning in its curves as is the arch made of

branches described m the ‘^Apastamba Sraiita Siltra* under ivhich, as under the ra\ s

of the Sun man returns from death to life (Part IV) The arch of vegetation gnes
its curve to sanctuaries set up for a definite Puja onl}?-, the}'' are not meant to outlast

the time of worship They have no permanence but are alw^a3’'s put to the same
use The large leaves of the banana fold into walls

, or the temporary shrines are

made of bamboo, etc
,
and withes As many of these shrines as are set up, so raan}^

perish
,
quicker even than they had been built the}^ are dismantled after the Puja

,

they belong to a tradition ivhich does not date and is living

The superstructure crowmed by the Amalaka 01 b'S'’ the Higli Temple is the

third and highest part of the "body’ of the monument, the Prasada the two other

main parts of the temple being the solid base or socle, its altar ,
and the sanctuary

with its vertical walls By its form the Prasada leads from the square at the base
to the point above

,
by its e\alted position and by its form, which leads to the peak,

the superstructure is the Mountain
,
its mass is the vesture (kosa) in which is clad

It IS crowned the High Temple or the Amalalca, and exceeded by the Stupika or

finial The latter is no longer part of its mass The -finial, Ciila (‘Agnipurana’, CIV 22) or

Culaka (ib_I/XI 14, where the word is wrongly rendered as Vrkala, Cubuka or Calaka) is

above the Amalasaraka (which is above the Kantha and the latter above the Vedi) , abo\e the

Culaka—in a temple of Vi§nu—is the Sudarsana Cakra, Visnu’s disc (ib ) This is one of

the few passages which mention the emblem of +he god to whom the temple is consecrated

and which is placed on top of the finial

The 'Samaranganasutradhara* enumerates in man> passages the several parts of the finial,

the Candnka or Padmasir§a, the Kalasa or Kumbha and on it the Bijapiiraka, Bijasvara, etc

(LVI 153-154 I/VII 136, 425 , 719) No comprehensue name is how^ever given to the

tvhole finial

The Tantrasamuccava , I II 50, describes the finial, the Stupika, as consisting of a Padma,
lotus , Kumbha, vessel and Kudmala, lotus bud, etc In an Alpaprasada, th<^ height of the

Stupika is of the Manasutra or width of the Viinana, and is equal to the height of the

Adhisthana ('IsanasivagunidevapaddhatP, HI ch XXX, see chart I, Part VII , also

note 40, lb

)

In a certain class of South Indian temples, 1 e the “small temples” (Alpa Prasada)

(‘Tantrasamuccaya’, I H 52), the demarcation is conspicuous between the walls of the

Prasada and the superstructure , it is brought about bv an entablature (prastara) and a

recessed part above it, the walls of the storey called Griva or Gala (neck), just as the shaft which
emerges from the shoulder course of the superstructure and reaches up to the Amalaka or forms

the walls of the High Temple is a recess in proportion to the platform of the Vedi,

the Skandha, and is therefore also called Griva (gala, etc ) Thus six parts of the Prasada

are distinguished in the vertical direction—^Adhisthana, the socle (with or without Upapltha,

the pedestal), Pada (the pillar or height of the wall) Prastara, Gala, Sikhara, and Stupi The
«ading of the superstructure (the High Temple) to the flat roofed lower temple is recorded

m these divisions
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the Ams of tlic temple Tine emei«cs, iii it- lojiino' I i>orlio.i onh . i' ‘eetio.i oj '>

mmhl\ pillir, is the 'necl ’ (}’rl\'i) of the temple. i!)0 ’ e the •hoiiidcr (si mcih i) of

thesupeisluietme The e\mbol of llie Pill ir ol the f.nne, _ inhere in the puture

of the Workl-moiml un
" '

'i'he \\ orlcl-moniit iin r it' u Um , the oT ef ind

buttiessee of the ]'. Islcl i .ue if fold Tlie\^ lit\e tli- 1 on in i-i the Pr' •fp

Itself whieh IS the momiment of iM iiiiie t ilion Tiie, u honed lo'Oi j.i rin tiiimc-'l

profession /lom Us eenl.e mdeeiliei! i'
i ,

on eecie Mt- t h ' el . (hluMiii)

Tins rhethmieil pioeiression from tiic eentie i MtlKiii rh e 1 iIk)- iti d in t’-e

plan of the temples hieni',' i euieilnieii tsil ii u i \\ h' i tiie h ipe oi ti,.

Tnhein icle rests upon or eiulo'es the V ill of tin e'ol.u r Mrim p! -eed o.i the iltir-

hke Inse, the three m nil eomponent of the Hindu teinpli r- .o ..^d in tin ’ertic 1

dircetion b\ tile inedi Him" auhe of imiltiple hutt t - in n el’ ], U' s tree]

form (Pis LXXI, XLIH) Uii tlie tempU v ith i pe . mud 1 u.v r trmtme, the

buttresses are but ludimenl', fl >1 md v ithout ({ j.. n . ef pPn in

P irt \TI), witliout the seo,x. of mnuhi.ile e iiiitioa o*’ 'i.ip m 'j<'si t!u > 'ten

forth from the centre of the G!’h!ii"il!i uui me I'na'o Ij' !o the v.ii'l 1 i o the

cur\iliuear isikhirn

The Pr'isldn v ith a p\i umd tl • up*r t'-iielii.e upo i t’u \tih'’ o' pma* —
of Its w ills on the olliei hind jiresene tiie di tmetiei .l f>* the t.’o mi',/,

(Fig h) Tlic\ eoheie but do not enile'Ct l.i plin, t n dl e ith ll ir li^’l

buttresses where are the niches for the nmoc* , ho ' the.'' tri'e'hl o >thue IroK"
onh b3' sh illow eiTects ni re nil ir intere li (1 i" in Ih t \ If), the’ (,o nf)* jrt

out b}' being set oft one an mist tlie other— " tlte i.o ni temple'' h ’ 111,4 a

cureilinear Sikhari—especialh in the ee.ilte id e leh i 'e ..i.eivhe the ’ dh rd iK
square Garbliagrh 1 and of the Sil h m > l'•snme tl t h qv. o" i i ro s, in the pi 1.1 am’



THC SUPHRSTRUCTURi:

in an3’’ horizontal section The proliferating vitality hy whicli the square of the
Garbhagrha is commuted into the cross, or into the circle of the stellate shape
(PI XLIII) of the penmetei of the Prasada does not belong to the temple with the
pjTamidal superstructure

^Howevei diversified the components and attributes of the temple with tlie

pyramidal superstructure may be, the ‘Jati-viinaua’ remains in principle a pyramid
upon a cube, at all phases of its history The vertical section of its shape m all

Its variations has for its theme the square with the tnangle above it It is a \cision
of the sj^mbol of total manifestation ‘more geometrico' and of its reduction to unit}
The 4 regions of space he wuthin the w^alls of the ‘cube’ of the Garbhagrha and the
storeyed pj^rannd aboie it, the superstructure, leads to the unity of the point

The pyramid above the cube is to this day the form of simple shrines in Benares (cf

also R Ir Mitra, The Indo-Ar>aiis*, Vol II) Here the ‘onginar stereometrical, sMiibohc

form outlived its diversified appearance in the great monuments such as those of Boclh-ga}!,

or the South Indian Vimanas of about looo A D
As a peculiar version of the Sikhara wath Uromanjarls, the temple of Sinaria (Monglnr,

Bihar) deserves mention Applied m low^ relief to its pyramidal superstructure are triangular

Uromanjarls (ASI Bihar and Onssa photographs, 1936-7 , No 4655)

R Guenon, ‘La Tetraktys et le Carre de Quatre*, L T 1937? PP 140 i45 >
treats of

the quaternary as the number of universal manifestation Its significance is cosmological (the 4

cirdinal points, etc) whereas the significance of the ternary is ontological The unit\ is the

first triangular number , it is also the first square number The second tnangular number is

1-^2 =3 I corresponds to the point of the tnangle , 2, being produced bv the polarisation of

the initv, corresponds to the extremities of the base of the triangle
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PROPORTIONATK MKASURKMKNT
ANU

VARIKTIKS OF THK TKMPLK
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''When the gods aie set up with coircct proportions then they

can be worshipped

'Samaranganasutiadhara*, XL 13^

"As a cook cooks aftei testing various suitable flivours, the

piquant, the sharp, etc
,
so should ilso the architect obserie e\er\-

thmg, w^hether stated explicith or not, all (that is required) is clear

(to him) ’’

lb
,
LV 158b—159



VII

I
’ PROPORTIONATE MEASUREMENT

OF THE TEMPLE

THE RHYTHMIC DLSPOSITION OF THE GROUND PLAN
AND OF THE VERTICAL SECTION

The process of drawing tlie initnl squaie is described m the same way
througliout the Vastu-slstns In the middle of the ^ite the gnomon of a given
length IS lived in the giound, attached to it is a string A circle is drawn with a
radius twice the peg Wlicie in tlie forenoon and the afternoon the shadow of the

peg reaches the pciiphcr\ of the circle, there he the East and West points, the

line which then is stretched between the two intersection points of the arcs,

described fioni those two points, lies Noith to vSouth With the East-West and
the North-South lines ascert nned, the square sliould be diawn * This cord or line

IS the Pi unana Sutri It comprises the co-ordinates of the Prasada Outside,
forming the perimeter of tlie temple, the circumscribing hue, Par3^anta-Sutra, is

stretched The Viin Isa-Sutra comprises the lines which divide the Paiw^anta

Sutra, thex assign their place to the ‘Pad i*-di\initics (‘KImiklgam i’, XVIII, 5-7,
‘Ma\annta’, \] ]9-2]) ind to the buttresses of the walls ^ These three groups
of lines determine the rh\ thnne il disposition of tlic plan (talacchanda) of the temple

Tlie threefold system of piopoi lionate measure cvprcssed b\ tlie Pramanasiitia,

—origin ilh the two main oi thogon ils of the square Prlsad i— , the Pan antasutia,

or its perimeter, and the Vim Is isutra, which gnes the theme of the walls, is the

rule of the ground plan of the Hindu temple in its most c\olvcd t3’’pes (Figs on

pp 217, 250) ind in its simplest form Tlic simplest foiin would consist of

four internal squ ires brought about b\ the two mam co ordinates, the Brahni istliana

being congruous to the Garbhigiln If i border of cqii il squares is added, the\

arc twche in number and occnp\ the thickness of the walls In this plan there w^ould

be sixteen squares on !3 ,
the Pir\ant<isutia would measure four times llie length of

a square on eacli side, ind the Viiu ‘isasutr is would assign to the Devatas then

* Sec Part 11
, pp f

‘The 'Klinil Ipatin’, XVIII 6, and LV 117, makes it clear tint the Par>niita Sutra

ends with 'JCigi, Kostin’, etc, ic with the projections of lint name, from the wall of the

Pr islda

The ’K’is\ npqsilin’ XXVIII 2 ,
XXI\ 2 , ^5 , 60 ,

etc
,
expresses all measurements in

parts of the M'ln'isulri (Pramlnasfitra) ind of the “space between the Viiij Isasutras” dispcns

ing with the Par\ antasulra Although this ternimologv belongs to South Tiulian tc\ts its

principles arc ipphcd in Vlslus*istra as 1 nown to us from the 'Bfhat Saiphit'i*, etc
,
in the si\th

ccntur> A D
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nlacts witliin the wall 'ipacc of the temple This is in fact the proiincl plan of the

first oi general (samanyi) iiorni, according to the 'Mats^a Piirani', CCLXIX, ].6

(Chart I)
. f., r>--i

Four kinds of proportionate me isurcincnt of the Frisula ire pnen in the

‘Matsya Purana’ In the first, the plan is dnided into si\Uen scpi ires
. the liei;:;til

of the wall is cquil to its outer length ,
the body of the Piasld i is a cuIk, its high

superstnicture is twice as high as the width (w) of the 1W'ld i (also ‘Garutli-

purana’, I, XLVIl) If the w idth of a square is ] unit, the w idlh of the Gnrblngrli i

measures 2 such units, the width of the Prlslda is 4 ,
its height is 1 and tint of its

superstructure, the 6ikhara, is 8

The division of the Pranrinasfilra is 1 2 J This is ilso olvereto in the

‘Brhat Saniliita’ (LV IJ-lb) ’ The adjustinenl of the Mmdila of fit •-qinres

to that of 16 squares has alrcid\ been discussed (Pait II, p
'
18), here, it •ecnis to

have been suggested by the simplieitv of the •hnne , it* plain, thul v ilK, without

buttresses, belong to small structural teninles in central India of tiie Gupl i \gc
*

A height of the 8ikliara twice the width of the Pr'is'idi, and its total height

thriee its width as in t3 pes I and III of the 'Matsj ipurun’ are rire in preserved

temples of anv age - The 'Print Samhita' on the other hand, ind norms JI and I\

of the ‘Matsyapurlna’ show the total height of the tenijile is tv ice the v idth of the

square of the Ihasada The proportionate nicastirenienl of pi m and elevation in

the three dimensions of space, and the conforinitv in princqile of the plan md the

Vlstumandala, underlie the geiicial rules or norms of the temples in \ 'istuslstra

Their several sets arc put together in Ch irt I On the e fi eci * v Ntem of nror/i tioa

the elaborations and specific sliajKs arc snperiinpo<cd which ui* tinvnish eieli sm *
1
*

varietj of the temples These Liks mis or ‘peciiie ft ituie* tc listed in Chart II

Referred to the Vastupunisam mdal i the tuple svs'cni of proportionate

measurement pertains to (1) the co-orciinates ot the M .uial i (Jl the [vri.ncter

of the Vastu, and (.3) to the border /one occupied bv the .‘12 gotis For this ’•easan

too, the \ astupurusamandala is drawn on the ground 0.1 winch the Pr'is'ida is to

be built (‘Ismasivagurudevapaddhati’, III ch .\X\ 11, Vk(.O) is the jnototvp.

in whose conforinitv the measure of tlic pi in is meted out Ttic drawing of that

Mandala sets the mind of the architect in tune ind he pi ins the temple Mid builde

It guided by its dispasition The dr twins* of the Mandal 1 gives the ‘piUh‘
according to which the ground plan (talacchand 1

) ha* its lonsictenev When the

great temples were built, after the ninth centurv md which still stand, the driwmg
of the Vastupurusaniandala had iKconic an aichitcctural rite without nccessirilv

coinciding with the laying out of the ground pi in of the Prrislda

'Not all the incasurcmcnU of the tempk of the several tvpcc are- d tailed in o.cl test
The proportions of the ‘Brliat Sapilnl'i’ bcinc* based on the square of s, ^re iiea'cst 10 the
‘pnnciples’ of the temple

, the 'Matsv.apurma’ where it deals with nrchilvetvire. Mins vp
subsequent practice

* The Ncnil, the outer circUTTnmlnihlnr\
, pro\idc<; for the tl c Rath lu::n uc^

projcctioix (nirgiim) js given in proportionate incasurcmcnt in other t\pts of the Prl^^uh Ke
Chart I)

hiklnras of this proportion or having even a greater height such as the \ui|tcb\an 'Kmplc
at Singhanapur {Cousens, hMcdncval Tempk-s of the Dakinn’ PI XCII) arc rare In wo^dui
temples this c\ccbsuc height might have been normal



PROPORTIONATE jMEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPLE

The three-fold pioportions legulate the ihythmical disposition of the simple
as well as of the most complex or evolved ground plan Diflferent varieties of temples
and their plans are described for example in chaptei LVII of the ‘Samarangana-
sutradhara^ ®

i

The plans, p 247 f
,
of the Prasadas Ksitibhusana, Vijayabhadra and Hemakuta

are di awn according to the ^Samaranganasutradhara ^
^ They belong to fully evolved

structures, the one relatively simple in plan the others more elaborate, in which
the original principles are worked out in their implications These three varieties

of temples have each an ambulator}’^ outside the wall of the Garbhagrha, it is

enclosed hy the outer wall of the temple ® The name of the walled-in ambulatory
IS Andhakarika, being a blind (andha)/ jn the sense of daxk, ambulatory

, the mnei
wall is called ^the walP (bhitti) oi inner wall (antarabhitti), or root-wall (kanda-
bhitti), while the outei wall has only one name, (bah3m-bhitti), which means outer

wall and shows that the inner wall is the original nail, by which the Garbhagrha is

surrounded This augmented plan is also organised in three respects (1) along
the orthogonals corresponding to the Pramanasutra (2) along the outside of each
of the two sets of walls or the Pan^antasutra and (3) along the Vinyasasutras and
their extensions by which the projections and the vertical recesses of the wall are

proportionate^ measured in their thickness or depth
The balconies and 'halls’ (bhadra, sala), that is the buttresses in the middle

of each of the three sides of the Prasada which have the greatest projections

(nirgama)
,
the lesser offsets or buttresses (ratha, etc ), the vertical recessed chases

(jalantara, udakantara, etc which means 'dram’), the width of all these are shown
in the plan on the Paryantasutra and their proportionate thickness is measured on
the Vinyasasutras These are extended beyond the Ksetra This field is drawn

® Actuall> 40 and ig temples are described
, in the other chapters of this most detailed

treatise on architecture, ground plans similarly organised are indicated or taken for granted
The published text is not complete

, after verse 210, ch LVII, 50 verses are said iO be missmg
of the manuscript The prescriptions are not ahvaj^s fully given

,
this was not necessary as

long ns a living practice sustained the knowledge embodied in the text
^ The draiving of the plan of the temple is explained on pp 247 f

* For early examples with Andhakanka or Andhanka, see chart “The 20 Temples*’ and
also the Temple of Golaganath, Patfadakal, (Photo ASI, Western circle, igog to, No 3343)1
in addition to the temples already enumerated

® The synonyms are Bliramam, etc see Part VI, note 44
The measurement by these Sutras or lines applies to the plan of the temple , the Mana

sutra houever is the module not noly of its honzontal but also of its vertical pioportions

(Chart I)

A lesser module honever is used for the 'accessor\ parts* (anga) Angas are, for example,

the mouldings of the socle, the Adhisthana Their recesses (pravesa) and projections (uirgama)

are measured by Danda (or rod , Waikhanasagama‘, VI
, see also Part I p 10) This in-

junction, recorded about the Sth centuix, is repeated in the *Isanasnagurudevapaddhati*, IV
ch XXXI 36 (quoting Parasara) of the gth-iith century and in the 'Silparatna*, XXI \o,

of the late i6th century There it is said “all Angas of the Vimanas are measured bv Danda
The vidth (vipula) of the yall pillar (kudya stambha) at the top is called Danda** Later tevts,

it IS shown below, apply the Danda measurement to pillars without anv qualification or to the

wall pillar (kudya stambha) or pilaster only
The Danda as module for measuring proportionately pillars, pilasters, mouldings, etc was

used generally though not exclusively in South Indian Sastras The ^Vaikhanasagama* speaks

of three possible ways of the proportionate measurement of pillars
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first as squaie, as a uile, its rlutlimicil tlicmt. is }'u<-U Ijv the miinbtr of squares

into whicli It is divided In tlic ‘vSaniai "nij’ m isutr idlilia’ tlie division is aecordiny

to one or the other of the even ininibcis in the seiies of 10 to -iS k a lule The

figuies on pp 251
,
41

,
5U sliou a Ksetra dnided on eah side into J2, 20 ind 2a

parts respectii el}’

The name foi ground plan is Tilicehnida, or iliitlini of the flryii , it is also

designated as SainsUrma, though this teini ineludes the \eilical section of the

giound-floor is well (vS S eh XLIX), its piopoition (inhii) iiul the issi'-mnenl of

the parts (tal in3’asa) to then positions

The plan of the Temple of Anibirnltha (p ‘210A)" ui the Konkm, Bombas

Presidenc}, built in A D lOfiO, shows, to the left, tlie Pi'islda with its (nearh)

squaie Gaibhagrha nid thick w ill It liis no iiiiiei unbiilitoie and onl\ one set

of walls Tlie'tlicme of its projections consists in one eeiitial Sill on e icii side as

broad as the inteiioi of the Giibhigrha, nul hunig i fiiither offvet nirrovcr In

one thud appioMinitel} Tlie lateral bi\s (jn ittanga) of the m un biiltiess line

3 offsets on each of them tw'o sides A stei)]X.d ind f icetted w ill of tins Xir inclhlr i

Prasada oi ‘temple without ambulitore’ results from tins simple pi in with the

Garbliagrha a square of ], the Prlsld i eoiering in ire i of 1 such units ‘qii irc anti

the furtheniiost projection of the w ill extending to i disfiiee of 3 Mich units from

the Garbliagrha so that the squaie of thiee oeeiipies the centre of i ‘enicifoMii’ pi in

measunng nine such units icross its arms

(r) bv DnTKjn , in this connection it is stnlcd tint, nl the to,> o tl ^ <1 1 i t it'-

slnft) the parts called Polikl, Vhrak infill nul IMial il ^ *’houl(l tiK i nrt i or s i i 1 t,ht

(2) It IS said of the pillar (d)o\c the Xdhisjh n i) tint it*' \ c hi \ (In
^

«** b«

should ha\e i heij^hl 1/6, 1/7, 1/8 or i/o of the heatht ilu pdh^ (p td 1 tn,> in

bottom The width of the Plda should he 1/7, i/*^, 1/0 or i / to of 1 luuh*
In this method of measunne, the hcii^hl itself f)f tlu pill ir 1 tl <. unit of t ei^ireiunl

The hught of the pillar (p'lda-j <ee Chui ll }o\L\cr i*' vuei ^ »th to

the Mlnasutra
{'^) It IS also said that the width of the pdl ir (pjdi m 1 npbhO— U the top— 1 is tnn

Angulas as the Vinuna or Mlnasuln In*' II i^'lns (i e llu vvidih tl e jullar v osld tin s b^ if**
of the i\r‘imsutra or width of tlic iLinple {\inrma) I lU** S^mth Indian '^isirtv ionn et

combine the possibilities (i) and (2) of the "\ ad irnn*-’!!. nna* 'I ueir dificrn n-s n’’t rturibk
possibly to wooden pillars on llic one hand tnd pilasters o the timb.’' o v \ dl <» 1 *I c
ether

The ‘Ma>amata*, XV 2S, and the 'K'ts\ ipisdpd, \ I n;, sp, d of ll e mlh*' (puli) without
qualification and not of the wall tnllar (kud\ i st upbh \) o\\\\

,
wh^re \ the 'K \s ip isdjn » \ III

4 0, sa\s that the width of the pillar (<ririiplda) it its In^-v should he 1/7, 1 o, t/ix or

1/12 of its height Similarlv also the ‘Tantras miuec n I II 10 wleru i/o or i/io
of the height of the wooden pdlir (cl'inistaipbln) ire gneii is the width it the biss liic
wiclth of these pillars at tlie top is 7/8, 8/0 or o/io of die v uUh of tl e respective hi*^. 'Ihe
width of the kluhaStambha here is euen is 1/2, 2/ a or "/4 of lint of the D'lrus* iipbln

Vanous nielliods were in use not onl\ with rci nrd to the pdbr nd its j»ro]»o»'tionate parts,

but also when measunug the inoukhngs of the soek, (see Put V, note -o), lud the ; rojte turns
w^ere expressed in terms of their rcspectuc height Where s the dntncler of the cedumn it

the base was often taken as a inodidc of the Creel temiile* in the ludnu temple, the width
of the ^pillar* at the top is the module of the mouldings, etc or

* icctssnn j) irt*'* (ane i) finh

“ Tins plan of the temple at Amhanrdh has been tnibhshcd m the ’ the Indnu Vnliquarv \
\ol III

, another in ‘Alednctal Tcmiiks of the Dd han\ AM \ol XIA III, PI I\ I he litter
plan shows in detail the wall facets of the *prat>angis’
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PROPORTIONATE IVIEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPLE

The theme of the Prasada is transfened to the large Mandapa, the hall in fiont
of the temple Such Mandapas were added and form part of the Hindu temples lu
the latet period only

, in the earlier temples, the Mandapa is but a hroad porch in
front of the Prasada (Chart I)

N

S

Central Part of the First Layer of the Agni
of the Soira Sacrifice

N

S

Cential Part of the Fifth Layer of the Agni of the Sonia

Sacrifice

The stepped plan of this temple follows closely the la3^-out of the strata of the

Agni of the Soma sacrifice (shown above) A living memory builds the buttresses

SEE vol XLIII pp 17 , 98
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of the Hindu temple in a pattern Minilai to th il 1>\ vluth tin bncJ <. vcrc 1 tm m
the Vedic Altai These olTscts of the ualls of the temidt h ivc Imt the appinruicc

of biitlresscs without ho\\c\cr fulfillnir their slriKtuial puri>o^e Wink thc\

strengthen the nails, the\ do not counUn(t m\ thrust, fundanuntdh ihej ire

the nionuinental eonsequeiKe and foMii of i tlieniu laid out fiorn the cnitre, ‘hncl
*

b\ ‘brick* (Minasa) When the Vlstujnu in am nuhh is dj n n oa the quin fiw

of the Prisada'to be built the numbei of Us squ nc is d o that of tlu dnisions of

the ground plan of the temple 1 his houe\er r in pi icliti not tlu < ise in tla hUr
temples, the side the pnncipial \ Istupiinis \iu nuhl > of a Pr n ui i r dr idea mto

8 or 9 equal paits, jcspeetiveh, etc . where ‘s the dn imoi of the^ quire Kalri m
thelaterincdiae\al temples requires UkasnOpiit^ (‘.t infra) T!i( ^ 1 tuminddi

howc\er remains the qiiiding jinnnnle or the pr^UoUpe o^ dl st Inlet ttnal d:\iMoi

unaffected b\ the varieU of temple t\pes tint n t on it
^

If on the otla- h irn

the Vastumaiidala IS eo-e\tensue with the entire site pi ui of i tenqik esl lolulnnint,

the position of the shrines of the different duniUie ire osiganl to the

plots occupied bv the Vastiide\atls

With the prototype of tlie Vlstunnndal i n the tonn , the ground pi in ts hid

out rh]y thmically 1) from the centre, ii) along its perimeter uia 'f) oace mo^'c from

there in rhythms in which is summed up the inner imn et of nunemenl , it aquires

MsibihU on the outside of tlie budding which n {l'S|>d b\ U indentatnis lud

arises in the gradations of its planes

A phn indicntinr the pn^^ilion of tbc r lu
T\ithin a Vi^mi temple of 7 enclosures is dnun h\ V v f»op i crn Kno *I k k*"! o Him 1

Iconogr'iph\ *, Pt 11, \ol I, Appendis A 'I he inuns nrt n s ^ : c<! to tK ipnr'us itl dK
mtcnncdiatc directions mid also to points m the imddk o** at otUr re mu ds U
the quarters and sub quarters I rom there, dn-oinl!^ tov uds iht cait"^ the uin m uv

While the image occupic-s the llnlmlpirl (Ilnlmitbiri d m a (iirb'a fhi ^ k
IS divided into sc\en ('Agnipuratn

, I X if), the I m a should i nt b i nct.<l n
centre of the Garbliagfln but slighth north east of it \l the d^lu cc of 1 df . kuu
barle\ com (>ava) in order to avoid the rutreme (vedln) of tlic CLOtre (*\unnir‘nd. XcMI
4 5) Py this slight deviation the ruks of tlie \ "isuipuru^maudala are obc' e\l md lu vi uus il

sv mmetrv is being avoided
Sec Plate XLIII These offer their vertical ‘'Urficcs mio which ue inV nulw ton

taming images of the gods, or ckc the imaqss protrtide fro n the ilN u thev h ul 'itpp a
forth from their vertical surfaces Ihcv ire ^ct in niches (PI \I III) or frimul In am dcviet.
(in Orissa, etc , also Pis LXXI, III) In them the impact from llie centre ^eciu'* to bv iivcii

iconographic shape In this wav ako the images on the v ills ol the tempk hu^ t'Kir platt
rhythmically dclcrmmcd with uUnmlc reference to the \ astunniul il i
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POSITION AND ORIENTATION OF THE TEMPLES

As the positions of the images are fixed in relation tp the Vastumandala
underlying the Prasada, so are, theoretically at least, the positions determined of

the various temples within anj^ kind of settlement and also outside of it and in

relation to it

Hamlets, villages, maiket towns, citadels, cities, capitals and subuibs, all

these walled habitations/" as the Prasada itself, are laid out on the Vastupurusa-
raandala, and the temples ot the callage or city have their place assigned on it In
practice, equal in Smva and Vaisnava texts, the mam position of a Siva temple is in

the North-East, in Isana, and that^ of a Visnu temple m the West, in Vanina
,
the

Centre is the place for the temple of Brahma, or of Visnu or of any other form of

God as the main divinity of the temple Buddha and Jina temples, which belong

to the heretics, are assigned generall}^ to the South-West On all other points

there is as much agreement as diversity in the different Sastras, so that the

‘‘Kamikagama’, ch XXVI 6 lays down that in this, the ‘Kamikagama’, the

situation of a temple of Ganesa is m the West, or South-West or between the

North-West and the North oi elsewhere In the chart on p 234, several texts are

put together which are more or less explicit on the positions of the temples Where
the temple of a divinity is set up depends upon the branch and phase of the tradition

followed at the time and place of building The worship of the Mothers, foi

example, whose temples and images the 'Kamikagama’ gives as stationed in the

North-East or the North (XXVI 8), and other texts in the South, is said in this

text (lb 18) to have been performed but recently by the Brahmanas Apart from
the positions of the Siva principle in the North-East, Surya in the East, the Visnu
principle in the West and the Brahma pnnciple in the Centre, the temples of the

many forms of God are frequentlj^ assigned more than one place even in each single

text The temple of Brahma moreover according to South Indian tradition, it is

explicitly enjoined in the ‘Kamikagama’, should not be in the centre, its place is

in the SSW and S (ch XLIX) or in the NE (ch XXVI 2)

The latitude in assigning positions to the temples contrasts with the definite

rules for their orientation
,
the margin of their application, however, is equally

The following we enumerated as walled habitations (pr ikarantarathavasa) in the T P
lir ch XXV, 13-15 Grama, Khetaka, village, hamlet ,

Kharvata, market town Durga,

citadel
, Nagara, towm, city ,

Rajadhlni, capital
,
Pattana, town , etc etc and Sakhanagara,

suburb In most of the other texts, all these walled settlements are implied in the designation

“village, etc ” (gramadi)

cf XXVI 7, where the position of a temple of Durgl is given m the South or South

Vest or North-West or Bast or between the South and South-West

In chapter XLIX however of the same text, the Tvamikagama*, Subrahmanja is assigned

to the SE, whereas the plots of Sugriva or Varum are his in ch XXVI
Some of the positions prescribed in ch XLIX are given in the chart This chapter more-

over lavs down 111 which directions Nagara, Dravida, Vesara and Sarvadesika temples are to be

built, not only in the eight directions, but for example in Jhe SSW ,
etc
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PROPORTIONATC ^lEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPLE

broad Given any position it is of pnmar\ importance where the temple faces

In the orientation of the temples three prmciples combine (1) the orientation proper,

for the temple should face the East, the rising sun
, (2) the temples should face the

Centre of the settlement, the village or town, etc
, (3) God m his peaceful (santa)

image should be located in and turned towards, the liabitations of men, God in his

wiathful (ugra) image should be situated outside and face away from the habitations

of men The ‘ugra’ aspect of the image is linked up with the quality ‘tamas’,

which implies destruction, and with Abliicarika ntes

The cosmic orientation, with reference to the Sun
,
the metaphysical orientation,

with reference to the Centre of the Vastupurusamandala and of every settlement

of men, and the orientation with regard to man, the living being (jiva), his w^elfare

and peace are the considerations w^hich determine w^here a temple faces

The first consideiation is primeval and remains the basis of orientation Most
of the pieserved temples face the East, others the M^est It is therefore said that

it IS best if a temple has its door to the East and that it is good if its dooi is to the

West While" how^ev^er it is admissible that a temple faces South it is not desirable

that it should face Noilh This is observed also when the second consideration

prevails, for it is said that the temples in the East, should face West, and those

in the West should face East, and the others clockwise (pradaksina) so that those

in the North face South but those m the South should not face North (‘Samarangana-

sutradhara’, X 112) Not only the temples in the town should face its centre but

also those outside the town If for some reason, such as the ten am, etc
,
the temple

and wuth it the image m the Garbhagrha have to face away from the town this is

remedied hy painting on the wall of the temple a likeness, identical in all icono-

graphic matteis to the image in the Garbhagrha The painted pLox}^ on one of the

walls of the temple then faces the town, for in paintings, the gods may face in an3^

direction (ib X 125 , 128)

The temples and images that are tunied away from the village or town are

those which are not auspicious, says the same text (ib 124) Temples of Narasimln
should face away from the village (‘Manasara’, IX, 270) whereas all other images

and temples of Visnu should face the ullage oi town (ib 268) While images of

Rudia are not to be placed within the settlements of men (‘Kamikagama’, 1 c 30),

the image of Siva m the North-East should also be outside and face aw’^ay from the

town (Tsanasivagurude\apaddhati’, Pt III ch XXV G8) The latter applies also

to temples of Siva in the intei mediate directions Onh’’ those situated in the East

or West should face the village, town, etc (‘Manasara’, IX 271-'75) The latter

tw^o situations are not particularly those of Siva temples, should these be built

there, the^’' conform with the inile valid for the other temples ,
like the gods of the

Vastupurusa-mandala they all face tlie Bralimasthana, the Centre In its

principle how^ever, which is Tamas, destruction, the Siva temple has its proper

position in forests and on mountains (‘Samarangannsutradhara’, X 122) Even
though a Siva temple may be placed not only in the outei ,

but also in the inner

border of the Vastumandala, it should face aw a}’’ from the settlement of men

*VaikhanasagaiTia* ch II —^The creniation 2;round as to the notth of the village, etc

and the Candalas live there The contagion of the dead bodv, its impuntv, must nou enter

the temple
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THE illl^DU TEMPLE

The tnple onentation, towards the Sun, towards the Centre and_ towards man,

provides for diverse contingencies, so that summing up, in the ‘Manasara* (1 c 276),

It is said that the main door of the temple of all images except those of Visnu,

which alwa3 s (but not in his terrible aspects) face the town, and those of Siva which,

as a rule, face zwdy from it—mav be in any direction In truth, wherever the

temple faces, to a Tantnk the East lies between him and the image

^Tujjapujakayormadhje pracim tu parikalpa^ef'
Dr Cooinaraswamy, m 'A New Approach to the Vedas*, explains the orientation

of temples, in accordance with 'Chandogya Dpamsad
,
III 6 ii, and with the sunrise m the

East, South, West and North respectively which depends on one*s ow'n spiritual condition ,

for the Sadltyas the sun rises in the Zenith and sets in the Nadir, and finally for those who
J now the essential truth of Brahman, the Gnostics, the Supreme Sun, risen m the Zenith, stands
there m the middle, neither setting nor rising The direction of the rising sun, (whether
L S u isj

, spinthall^) is always spoken of as East empirically
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THE IsORMS OF PROPORTIONATE MEASUREMENT

(A) Froai the Sixth Century AD to c 900 A D

The relative^ few preserved shnnes, from the fifth century A D and prior

to the eighth century A D , are sufficiently vaiied in plan and ele\ation to sugccst
that among the large number of temples uhich must have decayed and \’imshed
further types were represented Their differences vere due partly to the integration

of sanctuaries of heterogeneous origins into the Hindu temple Manifold solutions

were arrived at while embodying the dolmen tj^pe or also the ‘halP t\ pe (see infra,

pp 281-85) and others By the sixth century, twenty shapes of temples arc
recorded (Chart II), each has a name and specific features The}’^ are \ariations

of certain fundamental themes or norms, by which are regulated the s^nimetiv
of their horizontal and vertical proportions, five or six norms of proportionate
measurement, of which some admit of alternative versions, are gnen in the earh
texts dating from the sixth to the ninth centur}^ approximately (Chart 1)

The module of proportionate measurement is either architectural or it is taken
from the mam cult object The architectural module is the outer vidth of the uall

of the temple, the Mulasutra or Manasutra of the square Prasada (Norms I, V, and
IV), and secondarily also (Norm III) the inner vidth of the Prasad i which is equal

to the Garbhagrha All the mam horizontal as well as vertical proportions are

referred to the Mulasutra, the basic wudth This is differently expressed
,
the

area of the Prasada is to be divided into 16 (Norm I) or 64 (Norm V) squares
,
its

width is 4 or 8 units respectively and refers in either case to the Vastuinandala
called Manduka All the proportions here form octaves, the width of the Gar-
bhagrha being 2, that of the Prasada is 4, this is also its height

,
it is a perfect cube

and from it rises the Sikhara to tw ice this height
, the w all measuring 4, the 8ikhar i

has 8 units in height The geometrical progression wudth of Garbhagrha, width

of Prasada or height of w^all, and height of Sikhara—links the temple m its

horizontal and vertical extent and interrelates their mam parts Analogous is the

proportion between the thickness of the w^all, its internal and external wudtli The
ratio 2 1 or the Octave is the leading theme of the first norm as gnen m the

‘Visvakarmaprakasa^
,
with it is interwoven the Fifth, as the total height of this

kind of temple is thiee times the width of the Prasada, the height of the 8ikhara

being two thirds of it

Samanya or San^asadharana are the terms in the *Vis\akannaprakasa*, ‘Mats\n’ and

Agni-puranas’ (Ch XEII) with reference to norm I of the Prasada The ‘Brliat S^Inhlta’, tlie

earliest datable text, lavs down only one norm or set of rules for the Prasada (Norm V, in

Chart I) The ‘Agnipurana’, ch CIV, includes under ‘samama lak^na* three norms of

proportions (see Chart I) ,
the prescnption of one or several norms precedes in each case the

enumeration and descnption of the 'specific features*, (lak^ana), that is of the or 45

>

vaneties of temples The 'Visvakarmaprakasa* is the source of P
,
and the ‘Havasirsapan

caratra* of A P
The 'Gamda Purana*, the ‘Hayasirsapancaratra’, and the 'Agnipurana*, ch XLII,



THL HINDU TDMPDi:

Tlie ‘Brhat Samliita' gives onl}^ one Norm of pioportionate measurement (V)

and tins not in detail,''^ whereas the ‘Visvakaimaprakas i' and ‘Matsyapurana*

convey wider information The total height of the temple in the 'Brliat Samhita'

IS double the width of the Prasada " The thickness of the wall, its inner and outer

width are related in the geometric piogression 1 2 and 2 4, and analogously

proportioned are the inner and outci widths of the wall—the latter however is not

equal to its own height nor is the Sikhara twice is high—and the total licight of

the temple The height of the wall, the Kati, is l/3rd of the total height, steps

lead to it The base, the Jagati (‘Visnudhai mottara’, III LXXXVI 4), is also

l/3rd of the height of the building, also the superstructure A high base is not

provided b}^ the norms of the ‘‘Visvakariinpr ikisa*, ete , the superstructuie

dominates, is double or at least equal to the rest of tlic building Two sets of

proportionate measurement are combined b3 V.irrihamilnra The proportions of

the entrance however once more form a geometric progression The width of

follow^ Norm I of the ‘Matsjapurma* The two httcr texts iisj Uic Icnn JaiiRiri (pilhr) for

the height of the wall, and Mafijari (shoot) for Sil hara In open, pillared build in gb, such as

are represented in Barhut the pillars (Jangh*!) of the groundfloor supjiort the second floor, etc ,

and no walls are there Jangln onginallv denotes the pillar and has its meaning—m *>onic

cases also its shape (PI XLIII) transferred to the wall

Jangha, in the ‘Gani(la Purma* denotes the \crticall> di\ided part of the wall corresponding

to the ‘upnghts* or shafts of pillars It is the lower part of the wall (blutti), its iipjKr portion

or entablature with its hon^ontal mouldings is the Urdh\al Kjtri , this term hov e\er iin\ as well

connote the lower part of the wall, t c
, the Vcthbandhi, or the socle Ihc text not being

explicit, the above rendering of tJrdlu ak^etra is onlv tentative —Cf the Jaiighl in Onssan
architecture The G P and A P , ch CIV, treat of the Icmplcb** (p 277)

The ‘Br Sam ', LV ii, sa>s *'Thc hciglit of the Prlslda should lx? twice its \ idth , the

Kap of the Prasada should be one-third of its (the Prls*ida*s) Iieight That is called Ka^i (=hip,
above the Jagati) where the temple starts from above the steps’’ (ib ,

comm) In the coin

mentary on si 16 however, Kasyapa says that the Kap is J'^rd of the width of the Prlsada
A plain stone wall (Kab) or one of timber, having pilasters, etc (Jaiighl) and following in its

division their structure, were described onginalI> bv different names This led to discussions

of the respectiv^e proportions Tlie Br S LV 20 >0, recounts a seeming discrcparicv of

measurements as given bv Visvakarman and Mava The height of a storc> (bhflini) is said

to be 84 angnlas by tlie one preceptor and io8 b> the other The difference however is

accounted for The height of the Kapotap'ili (the ‘iirdhvak<;etra*) is not included in

Visvakarma’s statement —A reconstruction of the temples on the basis of their proportions
as given in Vastu-sastra, will be possible onl> when further sources arc explored Ihc
^Vi§nudhannottara’ describes temples which have found no place amongst the temples of the
texts collected m charts I, II, etc 'Jagati is employed in the ‘Hav asTrsapaucarltra’ and the
'Agmpurana* Jagati means 'earth* and covers the raised ground, platform or terrace from
v\hich the temple rises In the later usage it is the name of a horizontal moulding only (Part

V note 50)

^
The width (vistara) of the Jagati v^arics from one-third to four tunes the wl^lth of the

Prasada The tw*o last named texts explicitly speak about the width of the Jagati and give it

as equal to or double the height of the Siklnra of the temple Tlie method of expressing the
proportionate measurements of the horizontal parts of the temple with reference to the vertical

ones and the vertical with reference to the horizontal shows that ihc building was regarded
as a three dimensional unit interconnected in all its parts

Such wide terraces or phnths are in existence in tlie temples at Bhitargaon and Deogarh
*“ Cf N K. Bose, 'Canons of Onssan Architecture*, op cit , p 93
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PROPORTIONATE JIEASUREjMCNT OF THE TEMPLE

the dcwrjambs being equal to the space or width of the threshold, the width and
height of the door again form the geometnc progression 1, 2, 4 This is given m -

detail in the ‘Brhat Samhita’ with reference to the temple whose height is twice*^
its width

Not only on the outside but also m the interior is the division by three fitted

into the leading proportions It is introduced at the veij'- centre of the Gar-
bhagrha, by the height of the image It is two-thirds of the height of the door,
3ret not of the complete height but of seven-eighths of it Together with its pedestal
which has half the height of the image it extends to seven-eighths of the door Were
it equal in height to the door, this absolute integrity would not appear so to the eye
The image would then not look as if framed by the entrance, and housed in the
shrine, but it would touch the height of the lintle and seem to cut across it

The Prasadas, built according to Norm I oi V, in their horizontal and vertical

proportions and the interrelation of these, are essentially based on the division of

the area of the Prasada in 64 or 16 squaies (pada) respectively This principle

laid down in the Manduka plan, of which the mandala of 16 squares is a reduction,
regulates the coherence of the building in the three dimensions

In Norm IV, of the 'Matsyapurana' the width ot the Prasada is to be dmded
into three parts , the outer width being 3, the inner width of the wall which is that
of the Gaibhagrha is given as 2 ,

with the introduction of the ratio 3 2 coriespond-
ing to the Fifth, in the ground plan, the main veitical proportion, t e

, of the
superstructure, the Sikhara, to the perpendicular wall remains that of the Octave,

4 2, while the ratio of the wndth of the Prasada and its height, is 3 6 This
shows the two themes, the horizontal and the vertical, linked and combined W'hile

the single parts of the temple are measured by the module of which they are a
multiple or an aliquot part, they are also referred the one to the other and their

proportions are expressed by each other In Norm II, the Sikhaia is divided into

4 parts of which the two lower are designated as Manjari, half its height is that of

the Sukanasa Above the Manjaii is the Vedi, its height is 1 part and so is that

of Kantha and Amalasaraka Manjari, how^ever, in the HP, is a synonym of

Sikhara, the Sukanasa has half its height This great height distinguishes the

Sukanasa of some of the earlier extant temples
In the Prasada, Norm III, the width of the Gaibhagrha being divided into

three equal parts, the respective measuiements of the ground plan form an odd

senes (visama) 1, 3, 5 While the ratio of the widths of the outer to the inner

square of the temple is 5 3, 'that of the width of the Prasada to its height is 1 3,

the height of its Sikhara in relation to the wall is 2 1, and its total height to the

Sikhara 3 2, this corresponds to the ratios of the Octave and the Fifth

In Norm II, finally, the module is not architectural
,

it is the height of the

sacred object housed in the Prasada the Linga, or the image While the main

architectural module is invariably taken from an horizontal extension this is

vertical The architectural module belongs to the lay-out of the Citi, the massive

pile, which IS the support of Linga or image The vertical direction of the latter,

however, which is that of ascent, is imparted as module to the building according

to Norm II Its main measures in the plan, the width of Prasada and Garbhagrha,

are also those of Norm IV of the ‘Visvakarmaprakasa’ and the ‘Matsyapurana’

whereas the proportions of its vertical section agree wuth those of Norms I and III

The ‘Garuda Purana’ gives different proportions which also have the height
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of the Linga as module (Noim IIA) They are 4 2, 4 8
,
4 4, the proportions

m the plan form the geometnc progression 12 4 whereas the ground plan of

Noim II does not yield any of the 34 classes of senes (sredhi) nor the geometrically

piogressive series (guna sankalita) of Indian mathematics ”

The main architectural paits of the temple, in the hou/ontal and the \crtical,

form progressive senes, anthmetical or geometrical in the ground plan, and

geometric or harmonic—in the measures of the plan and the vertical section of

the temple The harmonic proportion is established between the width of Gai-

bhagrha and Prasada ,
the width or height of the wall and the height of the v8ikhara

(Norm I), 01
,
betw-een the widths of Garbhagrha and Prasada, and the width of

the Piasada to its total height (Norm IIA and V) In Norm III, the width of the

Prasada= the height of its wall, the height of the 8ikhaia and the total height of

the Prasada fonn the progiessne senes 5 10 15 With these series are

combined as pi oportionate measurements, the ratios, 2 1, and 3 2 corresponding

to the Octave and to the Fifth in music
'

The ‘Brhat Samhita’ gives the purest t3'pe in which the pirls are related with

each other and with the whole in a geometric 1 II3 progressue scries The temple,

moreover, is based on the Manduka-mandala The pure Octa\c pre\ails in the

proportions of the plan and also of the plan and the height of the Praslda The
Fifth, the ratio 3 2 is introduced in the height of the 1111 ige and its pedestal and

a division by three is effected of the height of the temple Tlie 'Brhat Samhitl’

however is silent about the proportions of the .8ikhai i , the ‘Bh iMs\ a Purana’, at a

later date, repeats the statement and omission of the ‘Bihat Samhita’ in which two

sets of norms appear to have been fused The\ belong to different t\ jics of struc-

tures The elevation of the one consists of three mam parts of equal height tlie

socle, the perpendiculai walls and the superstnicture or roof (‘Vismidliarinott iia’

,

see Appendix) whereas the other has two mam parts, the w ills and the super-

structure, the latter equal in height to the wall 01 twice as high The norms of

the other set are given in the ‘Visvakarmapiakasa’, etc (Chart I), llitc include

the sections of the 8ikhara The 8ukanasa places an important part

Sukanasa means the ‘nose’ or beak of a parrot, its outlines are cuned, 6uka-
anghri means ‘parrot pillar’

,
the height and also the projection from the body of

the curvilinear Sikhara, to which this ‘nose’ or ‘pillar’ belongs, are given Another
name for pillar is ‘Jauglia’ the latter being commonly used to denote the wall ,

‘nose’

or pillar here denote the same, an antefix or wall-like projecting jiart of a particul ir

shape, on the Sikhara of wdiich it occupies, according to the carlv texts, | or \ of the

"Gurugovinda Chakravarti in an article on ‘The Growth and Derelopmciil of Projrrc';si\c

Series m India’, ‘Journal of the Department of Letters’, Calcutta UnucTsit\, \ol XXIV, states

that “the Hindus were acquainted with the arithmetic and Kcomctnc senes oiih The harmoiiic
senes is purely a Greek contribution" It is however “histoncalh recorded that sacnfici il altars
were constructed in ancient India in accordance with the proportions of the root rectiiiRles’’ (J
Hambidge, ‘The Parthenon’, Introduction bj L D Caskc>, p X\ I)

=*The measures of the ground plan, according to Norm II, which arc i, i, 6 respcctiveU,
are the only exception

These ratios in music, are between lengths of identical strings and at the same tension
Numerically these musical intervals correspond with the ratios of the proportionate measurements
of the temple
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total lieiglit In later temples, (Pis XLVII, XLVIII) the proportion of Sukanasa
and Sikhara are different Suka, in this combination, does not indicate the cur-

vilinear shape of the gikhara to which the Nasa is attached Nasa, Mahanasa and
Nasika aie terras widelj used in later texts from South India (‘Ka^apasilpa’,
XXII, ‘Silparatin’, XXXV, 1-27, etc

)
where they denote exactly the same shape

as in the eaily texts, the structural function of the Sukanasa is linked w-ith the
meaning of its curved, s} mbolical shape As symbolic form it appears, lepeated
on the four sides of the Sikhai a, on its bodj-, but in South India Nasas and Nasikas
flank the Sikhaia or cupola of the high Temple of the supersti ucture

, its Bhumis
are beset wuth them (Fig h, p 187) and small ‘Nasis’ are carved even at the base
of the temple

“

Sukanasa or Sukanglin is a projection from the main body of the Sikhara,
it has ^ or 1 Its height, and one thud or one fifth pait (Norm VA) of its own height

IS the proportionate measure of the projection (nirgama) of this compact, shield-like

antefix to tlie bod} of the Sikliara Its width is equal to that of the Garbhagrha
(‘Garuda Puraiia’, I XLVII 3) Its outlines are curvihneai, its shape is that of

the ‘siin-window ’ pioper or Gai Iksa (literal!} ‘'ray-e}e”), its archivolt is filled

with man} figures and augmented by further images, it generall}^ wells forth from
the nioutii of a Kfrttiinukh i (Pis XLIII ff

) The oiigmal position of the
Sukanasa is on the fiont of the Sikliara Amongst the presen ed temples, some in

western India, the Papanatha temple in Pattad ikal shows the Sukanasa about
half as high as the Sikhara

, in temples built subsequently, foi instance m
Gwalior (Pis XLV-XLVIII) or Orissa, its replica, diminished in size

(Sukanasika) is combined with the central offset ('lata’, or also ‘paga’) in

the three remaining cardinal points on the feiLliaias Incorpoiated in its bulk it

retains the symbolic \alue of the original position Its ‘place value’ accompanies
it, as it docs also other architccluial forms whose oiiginal structuial function is

remembered, in its s}rabolic suggestu eness e\en where it is no longei put to any
practical use This refeis also to the doors which liaie become massive doors

(ghana-dvara) or niches, in the four mam diiections at fiist, and then at regular

intervals on the walls and to all kinds of the equally solid ‘Sun window’, the

Gavaksa or Nasika Tins, from being the ‘e}e’ or curve (aksa) thiough which
pass the sun’s rays into the temple—as is seen in the lock-cut Buddhist temples

where this early Indian architectural form is preserved, in its petrified state

—

was con\erted into a paiadoxical shape, a solid window, symbol of the radiance of

the Light from within the temple Repeated in its reverse function as unit of fonn,

the Gavaksa became a lace-like pattern of indefinite extensiveness made to fit any
shape to which it was applied (Pis XLIII, LXXI, etc

)
Such prolifeiations carry

in each of their units the original meaning or function including that of their place

‘The TCib^apasilpa’, XXII 1-25, treats of varieties of the Mahlnlsi aud Kstidranasa

The ‘Brhacchilpasastra’ presupposes tlic 'Saiinr'iiiganasulradirira' It is a later compilation

and lias a Gujerati Coiiiiiientarj In Part III 95, the ‘siikairis'i is assigned, 9, xo, ii, 12 or 13

parts out of the 21 parts of the Sikhara, from the flat roof or ceiling (ch'idj a) to the shoulder

course (skandha)
,

it is about half the height of the fiikhara

Re Ksudranlsa, or small X'lsl, sec also ‘APnas'ira’, XIV 236, etc ,
Sukainsa docs not

designate tlie curvilinear Sikhara, as assumed bv R P Chanda, ‘Rfipaip’, 1 c

See Part VIIT , Gaxlkfa, Klrttimiilhi, etc
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The original place of the Siikanasa is above the udiitia\e or cnlablatuic of

the temple, in front, wheie the entrance is Theic the wciglit, above tlic architrave,

of the superstructuie, the ^ikhaia, is lessened, cspcci illy in buck strucUucs, by

a large corbelled opening Stone permits of dcepei corbelled piojcetions than

brick, the vertical opening in the fiont face need not be is high ns in a bnek

temple The closing stone fixed like a protruding shield in fiont of this opening

IS the Snkanasa, it has the shape of a blind window oi nni^snc Gaiaksa Its

thickness is given in pioporlion to its hciglit The Tslnasivagunidevapaddliati',

III ch XXIX, 3, a later text dealing with the vSouth Indian type of the temple,

gives to the Mahauasi conespouding to the bukanasl in front of the building, in its

original position, a projection wdnch has half the width of the Gaiblia

Vedi is the attenuated poi tion of the Sikhara, it is half as high as the lower part

of the Sikhara having the Sukanasa and just above it ^Tlie lower half of the

gikliara, m the V P
,
VI 06, etc

,
is cillcd Mafijirf Tlic tvo, Uie part of the

^ikhara thus designated and the Vedi form its body oi trunk and lead from tlie

veitical wall of the Prasada in an ascending curve tow ud tlic highest point of the

fiuial The}^ do not reach it though, for tlic biklinra being trunc itcd, tlic Vcdi is

topped by a flat horizontal surface (skaiidha) kl injail is ilso used a s\non3m
of gikhaia

Kantha, the 'iieck\ is^the narrow, tubiilai poition abo\c the Vcdi or *alt ir^

(PI I) and it holds up the Amalaka
(
= Ainalasliak i), the cogged ring-stone winch

IS also knowui as Anda Kantha and Amalasliaka arc the ci owning portions of

the Sikhara, above its truncated bod}^ whose cur^es lead towards the Inglicst point

of the finial, above the Amalaka

Corresponding to the sections and parts of the 6iklnra, the peipendicular walls

of the more elaborate temples too are described in their lion/ontal striictuic, its

main portion is the zone of the pillais and is thus also appropnatcly called

Jangha The zone above this coi responds to the entablnturc, liaMiig an architrave,
comice (Kapota)^*’ and other conesponding mouldings, etc It luaj’' be called the
‘‘upper region'^ (urdlivaksetra) Tins name however maA’^ ilso be applied to the
zone below^ the pillars where it w^ould denote the lowermost pail of the wall, abo\c
the ground,—the socle projecting by an aliquot part of its height

The ‘Matsyapurana’ gives variations of the pure noun of the ‘BrhatsamhitrP
Norms V and I are the primary alteniatnes when the heiglit of the temple is twice
or thrice the wudtli of tlie Prasada

certain stone temples, withm their Siklnras, n second nnd sometimes c\cv a third
chamber, etc , are placed above the Garblngrln (See part VI)

In the Virupaksa temple in Pattadakal, Cousens, op cit Pis XXX\^II, XL, XLV, the
vSukanasa almost answers this description Ihe lieight of the Snkanisl of this Dra\i<ja
temple exceeds howea^er half the height of the superstructure

The shape of the Kapota or roll cornice is derived from the edge of the thatcli and the
rrmutivc dripstone cut above cave dwellings to prevent the ram from running in (Cootnara-
swamv, Tndian Architectural Terms’, 1 c p 2C0) Its name means Move’, but, far from being
a dove-cot, its function is not only to prevent the lam but also the doves from coming in The
‘Samaranganasutradhara’, XLVI, 17 f speaks of the defilement uid of the various misfortunes
should a dove enter a Prasada, propitiatory rites have to be performed for the pigeon is the image
of Kala (Kalaniurti), of Time and Death

, it is the lepository of the root evil The bird of
Aphrodite, in India is the bird of Yama
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"

The ‘Agnipurana’, ch CIV, appears to be latei than ch XLIl although it also
adheres to the division of the gikhaia as given in the ‘Garuda Purana’, but it

admits four alternative proportions of the total height and the width of the Prasada

,

the height is twice,^two and a quartei, two and a half, or three times the width ”
In these less pure proportions, a concession is made to the contingencies of bmld-
ings , an increasing number of possible alternative proportions and further varieties
in the division of the square plan of Norm I (Chart I), etc

,
belong to an age when

adjustments were made on the basis of the pure proportions in building the house
of God in all parts of India, and in each place according to the special local facilities

Pioportionate measurement, it has been shown, is meted out by means of an
aichitectural module oi else the Liuga oi the image is the module In the latter

instance the ‘Mats3'-apurana’, CCL-XIX 26
,

speaks of Lingamana^- whereas
Rupabheda denotes Ihe divisions (bheda) of the building bj^ a modification (blieda)

of its form (rupa), refeired to the architectural module Each of the norms of
proportionate measurement comprises three classes of temples, best, middle and
least

To vhich t3pe of extant temples do these nouns refer’ Some of the names of

their parts appear to allow a more definite view than their proportions alone would
enable us to hold Manjai i, as part of or equivalent to Sikhira, appears to imply the
cur\e of a 3roung shoot, it is a curvilinear superstructure Vedi, in more recent

texts, IS the name of exactty the coiiespouding portion of the Sikhara in Orissa,

uheie the Gandi of the Bara Deul is curvilinear, and Amalaka is the cogged ring-

stone above the neck (kantha) of the curvilinear Sikhara These names taken
together with the pioportions seem to refer to t3pe II, covering its varieties and
development from the sixth to the ninth century approxiniateE?^

The chronological sequence of the texts is indicated in Chart I from the ‘Visvakanna-

prakasa’ and the ‘Brliat Samhita’ of the 6th century A D to the later chapter of the ‘Agni

Burma’ which corresponds to inediacial stiuctures (loth century) The ‘Hayasirsapaficaratra’

precedes the ‘Agni Pvir'ma’ which has copietl it Chapters I-XW onl> of the ‘Ha>abirsapafl-

caratra’ are referred to See Appendix
The height of the Emga is equal to the w idlh of the Pithika, the ‘pedestal’ of the Linga,

which forms the central square of the Garbhagrha The holder-space is called Pindika, in the

‘Jlatsyapuraia’, whereas it is called Gaibha m the ‘Havasirsapancaratra’ and in the

‘Agnipuraiia’ In the last-mentioned texts, Pindika denotes the central square w'hose width=tlie

height of the image or Lniga Garblia and Pinda (Pindika) on the one hand ,
Pipiika and

Pindika on the other, are sjnonyms, the first pair signifies the germ, the expanding ‘embryo’,

and the second the pedestal
,t -vr jt.. „” ‘Jlatsjapurlna’, ib

,
no clearer explanation of these three terms, Jjestha, Aladhyaina,

Kanistha’ is given there ,
later texts {‘Agnipur-ina’, ch CIV), etc however give all the details

of this classification in terms of measure

The Amalaka is also the crown of certain vaneties of the rectilinear Sikhara (rart VI)
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In the 'SamarangaiiasMiadliai i’, a stmdaul conipcndiuin on Indian niclii-

tecture of the earh^ eleventh ccntur}
,
can be seen modifications in the jiroportionatc

measurement of the Praslda The pure pioportions of the earlj texts aie no longer

observed in the veitical dimension (unman i) but they icniain binding in the plan

The Sukanasl which extended oiiginalh^ to Inilf the height of the bikhara is now

given various coinmensuiablc heiglit in tlie different temples (S S LV 91-9 3)
"

The diffeient height at which the 6ukanasa ma\ terminate liowever is not an

arbitiary nor an isolated measure on the bod\ of the temple for it legulates the

height of the Mandapa, its finiil must end below it The Mandapa is now estab-

lished as a separate hall in fiont of the Prlsldaf" prepaiaton and subscr\icnl to

the purpose of the Piaslda The walls of this semi-detached hall arc extended

from those of the Praslda (Figs on pp 253 f) and aie regulated in their propoitions

and theme b}^ those of the Piasada
The Garbhagrha oi Jathaia,

—
‘*the womb’*—as it is also e died (S S LIX

29) retains in principle its oiiginal proportions as given in the carlj^ texts In a

temple wuth one set of walls onl}^ its width is h ilf of that of the Piaslda or Siml
w^hich ma}^ be assumed to have 10 equal paits The vSukanasl, at its bottom, has

the wudth of the Garbhagrha (LV 94-100) or 5 parts
,
one and a half time the width

of the Grabhagrha or (garbhasutia) is the height of that part of the i^ikhara which
IS called its chest (mas), abo\e it is the head (siias), the height of the lattei is

half of the height of the chest (liras) oi it ma^ be one quniter onl}^ of its height

(S S LV 88-101) In other woids, if the Miilasutia is dnidcd into 10 pirts, the

height of the bod3 of the 6ikhara 11 such parts

The height of the 6ikhara howeier exceeds, as i lulc, its width at the bottom,
or the Miilasutia If the width be 6, the height is Gl/ in one tipe of temple, 7X
or IX of the width in anothei varieU (see below) In the temple cilled Vimlna,
the width at the bottom of the 6ikhara is 8, its height is 9X» uhereas in 3 ct another
temple, the height of the 6ikhara is one and a quaiter its width it tlie base ^ vSuch
variations are made in view of the pin siognoni3^ of each individual \ arieti of the

^ Excepting the ‘Visvakarimpraklbi’ the earlier texts arc not full treatises on architecture
but form pirt of large compendia

, it ni'i\ be objected that the pure proportions given there
formed onh the general rule and that manj variations were implied While this mav liwc
been so, chapter CIV of the 'Agnipurana', shows that this great compendium is aware of less
pure propoitions in one of its later chapters while the pure proportions arc known to it in an
earlier context (chapter XLII)

In the early temples of the 'Brhat Saiphifv* etc and the Gupta age the Mandapa was a
broad porch of the Prasada

,
subsequentlj a separate building became added to the Prlsldi

which did not harmonize with it from the start as can be seen in the Parasurlmcsvar Temple at
Bhuvanesvar, Orissa W^ithin the tenth centiir> however the I^Ian^hpa had become pari of the
temple and was regulated in its dimensions b} the proportions of the Prisida

, it alwavs
conforms with its architectural theme and within it appears frcqucntl> as a prelude or else
as a counterplayer to that of the Prasada The separate 'carlv’ I^Iandapas arc described inVP VI 124-136

S S EVI 161, 165, 175, 176-1S1 This IS Its proportion in the ‘Bihacchilpasastra*, III S2
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temple, they are in consideration of its Lahsanas or specific features uhicli morn
the underlying rules (S S LVI ]14)

"

^The trnnh of the ^ihhara or ^danjarl \ihicli is referred to licic is ciir\ilineir
*

Its curvature varies not only with the height of the Skandha, the slioiildcr course,
from the base of the 6ikhara but depends also on further f ictors 1 he n niic of
this cui-vilinear shape is Padniakosa or Venukosa ind me ins i sheath, which is
compared to the petals of the lotus flower (padnia) irouiid the pcricaip, or is

Venukosa, describes the cunulinear shape as a sheath of that reed (\cmi) or channel
which itself encloses the vertical axis of the Pras'ida and exceeds the trunk of the
Sikhara in the shape of the shaft or neck (kantha, griva) on which rests the
Anialaka

In the early texts, in the 6th century etc
,
the total height of the temple

including the Ainalaka was twuce or else thrice its width The general rule Inlf
a millennium later, as given in the ‘Sainaranganasutradhara’ however is that the
height of the temple to its shoulder-course (skandlia) is twice, two and a half tunes,
and “2 small parts (kala)” or two times and a quarter the width of the Prlsldi
(S S L/VII 122 , 329 , 455 , 492, etc

)
Above the shoulder-course of the cun ilinear

Sikhara are the neck (kantha, grfva) am^tlie Amalasaraka or Andaki, which >eL
form part of the Sikhara Above the Amalasaraka, i e

,
above the Siklnra, is

the finial w'hich is composed of several parts, the Candrika also called Padma-
sirsa, has the shape of an inverted flat bowl It supports the jar, Kalasa or Kuinhh \

and on it is placed the Bijapuraka, the shape of the citron, or an Usnisa
( S S

LVI-LIX, passim)

The pioportions of the various parts aboee the shoulder course aie now taken

fiom the width of the Skandha
,
the height of the Amalasaraka for example is gnen

as one part, according to the nunibei of parts, into which the Skandha is divided

If for instance, in the temple Nandisala (S S LVI 148-155), liaMng a Mulasiilra

of 12 parts, the Skandha or Skandhakosantara, the inner sheath of the Venn—the

lattei being the vertical column of the Piasada—is divided into 3 parts, the hcigiit

of the Neck has ^2 ,
the Ainalaka 1, the Kumbha 1 and the Padmasirsa J/ part

These vertical proportions are fractions of the width of the Skandhakosantara

,

this again is referred to the width of the field (ksetra) of the Prasada or Mulasiitra

,

being, as a rule, three-fifths of its extent The height of the portions above the

Skandha of the temple called Nandisala in units of the wndth of this Prasada is

71/5 out of its 12 parts

“Yathailiam tu yathasoblnm”, ‘Isanasnaguruclevapaddhati’ ,
III ch III 4:

W ith an increasing latitude m the selection of the correspondence of forms on the basis of the

ihithnis underhing the entire structure, beauty becomes the regulating factor Bcautv is an

outcome of the response bv the Sthapati to tVie given theme and to the fundamental rhv thins

Re the construction of the curv'ilinear superstructure of the Prasada, 1 e the 4ikhara --cc

Part VI In the drawings on pp aog-io, the base is assumed to have 10 and the height 1 1 p iri-

The ‘Agnipiirana’, LXI 13-14, enumerates the Vedi, Kanjha and Ainalas iraka , the Ciila

and Sudarsana in CIV 22, the height of the Cula (==Cuda, crest) is pven as half the height of

the Griva, the neck
, r, , , f -i , a 1

The base (pitha ,
adhisthana, etc ) is but rarely (cf the temple Riicaka) referred to 1 iw

Vedibandha, the hon^ontal mouldings at the base of the wall however are specifii^d (cf no<c 11

)
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If the Garbhagrha has one wall only, the temple is Nirandhara and has no

internal circumambulatory ,
if the Jathara is ensconced by two walls and an

ambulatory the temple is Sandhara (S S LVI 21 )
The geneial proportion of a

temple with one set of walls only (nirandhara) of which the temple Rucaka is the

prototype is that the basic square, the Ksetra, having a width of 4 parts, the

Garbhagrha has 2 and the thickness of the wall has one part (S S LVI 44-50)

The height of the lower pari of its pei pendicular wall, the Jangha, has 2 parts and

rests on a socle or base (pitha) half its height The entablature above the Jangha

consists of Mekhala and Antarapatra, the former a roll cornice or eaves shaped

moulding and the latter a recessed course oi '‘innei blade*’ ,
it has part in height,

and the moulding, its name is generally Mekhala, the ‘gudle*, but also VaiandT

(\erandah), is given 1 part, these are svnonyms for and variations of the Kapota,

the roll cornice ^(S S LIX 133, LVI 119, 133) The perpendicular part of the

temple is thus 4j^ parts high and is not a peifect cube, as in the earlier temples

The mouldings of the entablature or crowning part of the walls have different names
and shapes, similarly also the mouldings at the foot of the wall (Vedika or Vedi-

bandha),^' such as the Antarapatra and Mekhala, so that the same profiles belong

to mouldings of the w^all at the base and also to the wall portion above the Jangha
From this entablature or upper portion (ludhvaksetra) of the wall, from the

Mekhala, rises the Sikhara up to a height of four and a quarter parts of the Mula-
sutra (LVI 48)

In front of the temple Rucaka is a pillared porch, three parts wide and 2 parts

deep The model Rucaka is a small temple without inner ambulatory It has no
separate structure placed in front of its entrance, its Mandapa is a pillared porch

only as it has been in the earlier temples Now, however, a large Mandapa or

hall structure is placed contiguous!}^ in front of the more important temples^^

whether they are Nirandhara or have an inner ambulatory (Figs on pp 255 f)

Plans (talacchanda) of some Sandhara Prasadas aie drawn here following the

‘Samaranganasutradhara* The proportions of their elevations are also given

The proportions of the base however are most elaborate!} dealt with in the South Indian
Sastras and such chapters of the general treatises which deal with the South Indian temples (see

infra)

Tivo approximate drawings show^ing the profiles of the Adhisthana and Vedika (from ASI
Rep vol VII, PI XII and vol VIII PI VII) of the Laksmana Temple in Kha)uraho and the
Nflakanthesvara Temple m Udayapur (PI XTH) are given on p 259 f The names
of the mouldings, etc are added following their descriptions in the *Samaranganasutradhara* ch
LXI dealing with the 5 kinds of bases (pitha) of ‘Dravida Temples’, Silparatna’, ch XIX (on
Adhisthana

,
‘Vastu vidva’, ch IX, and other South Indian texts) —Partly the same, but also

different names are used in other localities, cf Burgess-Cousens, ‘Architectural Antiquihes of

Northern Gujeiat’ and N K Bose, ‘Canons of Onssan Architecture’ In the latter work (and
also by M M Gangul}

,
op cit ) attempts have been made to measure the proportions of the

extant temples
S S kVII, 25-26 describes the mouldings of the Vedibandha as Kumbha 4/9,

Masuraka 2/9 , Antarapatra 1/9 of its height
I/VII 61-67 , divides the Vedibandha differently, not into 9 but into seven parts , of

these Kumbha has parts, Kalasa Antarapatra and Kapotali iV^ parts
In the ‘Hall temples’, described in the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’, of which however few^

buildings such as the Lad Khan Temple m Aihole and several temples at Alampur (Raicbur),
Hyderabad, have survued, there w^as no need of a separate Mandapa or hall adjoining it
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The temple Hemakuta, the abode
reconstructed from the Talacchanda (p
ch LVII 60-86, and translated below

of Siva and th^ Vidhyadharas, is here
247) and the tjrdhvacchanda given in

Pr‘ii>acla Hciinkut'i (S S LVII 50 So)

'‘In a square field, (each side) being divided into 26 parts, six of these parts

are assigned to each coiner (karn 1
) ,

the Sala, the hall-hke piojection in the middle

of eacli side, extends (ayania) over 32 parts and projects (niigama) 3 parts on all

the foui sides of the square Thence there is a furthei projection , it has a width

of eight parts and its offset measures once more 3 parts 4 four-sided pillais (should

be there) in the four diiections [these are not indicated in the dra\sing] The
interval between Kama, the corner portion, and the Sala has 1 ividth (vistara) of

one part, there the vertical chase (jalantara) has a lecess (pravesa) of one part

The angle or edge itself (kona) of the corner portion (knrna) is assigned one

part and next to it is a minor offset or lateral bay (pratyanga), one part wide and
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If the Garbhagrha has one wall only, the temple is Nirandlura and has no

internal circumambulatory ,
if the Jathara is ensconced by two walls and an

ambulatory the temple is Sandhara (S S LVI 21 )
The geneial proportion of a

temple uith one set of walls onh (nirandhara) of uliich the temple Rucaka is the

prototype is that the basic square, the Ksetra, hiving a width of 4 parts, the

Garbhagrha has 2 and the thickness of the wall has one part (S S LVI 44>50)

The height of the lower part of its perpendicular w<ill, the J uiglia, has 2 parts and

rests on a socle or base (pitha) half its height The entablature ibove the Jangha

consists of Mekhala and Antarapatri, the fonner a roll cornice or eaves sh iped

moulding and the latter a recessed course oi ** inner blade” , it has yi part in height,

and the moulding, its name is geneiall} Mekhala, the ‘giidle^ but tilso VaiandT

(\erandah), is given 1 part, these are svnonvms for and \ inations of the Kapota,

the roll cornice ^(S S LIX 13d, LVI 119,' 133) The pcrpendicul ir part of the

temple is thus parts high and is not a peifect cube, tis in the earlier temples

The mouldings of the entablatuie or crowming part of the w\a]ls ha\e different names
and shapes, similarly also the mouldings at the foot of the wall (Vedikl or Vedi-

bandha),^' such as the Antarapatra and Mekhala, so that the same profiles belong

to mouldings of the wall at the base and also to the wall portion abo\e the Janghd
From this entablature or upper portion (indhvaksetra) of the wall, from the

Mekhala, rises the Sikhara up to a height of four and a quarter parts of the Mula-
sutra (LVI 48)

In front of the temple Rucaka is a pillared porch, three parts wide and 2 parts

deep The model Rucaka is a small temple without inner ambulatory It has no
separate structure placed in front of its entiance, its Mand ipa is a pillared porch
only as it has been in the earlier temples Now% however, a large Mandapa or

hall structure is placed contiguously’' in front of the more important temples^’

whether they are Nirandhara oi ha\e an inner ambulatory (Figs on pp 255 f)

Plans (talacchanda) of some Sandhara Prlsadas aie drawn here following the

^Samaranganasutradhara* The proportions of tlieir elections are also given

The proportions of the base however arc most elaborate^ tlcnlt with m the South Indian
Sastras and such chapters of the general treatises which deal with the South Indnii temple^ (see

infra)

Tw^o approximate drawings showing the profiles of the Adlusthaua and \ edik“i (from AST
Rep vol Vn, PI XII and vol VIII PI VII) of the Lak^maiia Temple m Khajuraho and the
XHakanthesvara Temple m Udayapur (PI XEII) are gnen on p 250 f The names
of the mouldings, etc are added following their descriptions in the *Samar mgaiiasutradhara' ch
EXI dealing with the 5 kinds of bases (pitha) of 'Drlvida Temples*, Silparatna*, ch XIX (on
Adhi^thana

, ‘Vastu vidya*, ch IX, and other South Indian texts) —Partl> the same, but also
different names are used in other localities, cf Burgess Cousens, Architectural Antiquities ol
Northern Gujerat’ and K K Bose, 'Canons of Onssan Architecture* In the latter work (and
also by M Ganguly, op cit ) attempts have been made to measure the proportions of the
extant temples

JJVll, 25-26 describes the mouldings of the Vedibandha as Kumbha 4/0,
Masuraka 2/9 ,

Antarapatra 1/9 of its height
EVII 61-67 ,

divides the Vedibandha differentlv, not into 9 but into se\en parts, of
these^Kumbha has 3^ parts, Kalasa 15/, Antarapatra }/ and Kapotali parts

In the 'Hall temples*, desenbed m the 'Samar mganasutradhira’, of which however few
buildings such as the Lad Khan Temple m Aihole and several temples at Alampur (Raicluir),
Hyderabad, have survned, there was no need of a separate Mandapa or hall adjoining it
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The temple Hemakuta, the abode
reconstructed fiom the Talacchanda (p
ch LVII 50-8G, and tianslated below

of Siva and tli^ Vidhyadharas, is here
247) and the Urdhvacchanda given in

Prl^’id 1 Ilcnnt utn (S S LVII so So)

''In a square field, (each side) being divided into 26 puts, si\ of these parts

are assigned to c icli comer (karn i)
,
the 6"ila, the hall-like projection in the middle

of each side, extends (avmn) ovci 12 parts and projects (iiiigaina) 3 paits on all

the foni sides of the square Thence theie is a furthei projection, it has a width

of eight parts and its offset measures once more 3 pai*ts 4 foui -sided pillars (should

be there) in the four dnections [these are not indicated in the drawing] The
intciial between Kama, tlie corner portion, and the 6ala has i width (vistara) of

one part, there the vertical chase (jalantara) has a lecess (pravesa) of one part

The ingle or edge itself (kona) of the cornei poition (karna) is assigned one

part and next to it is a minor offset or lateral bay (pratyanga), one part wide and
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projecting 2i ilf a part, it is next to a fuither piojected pait (latliika) uliicli is two

parts wide and has a pi ejection of one (furthei; half part [it forms the middle

buttiess (bhadra) of the corner portion] and is flanked on its otlier side by i

Pratjanga, equal to the fiist These are the pioportions in the foiii K irnas In

thickness the outer wall (bahya bhitti) nieasuies three parts

The Garbha has an area of 64 paits and the uall of the Gaibha is three parts

thick (Here) the Kama, including the water-path, extends ovei three paits, the

chase (vanmaiga) measures one hilf pait in width, its depth (pravesa) being one

part The Sala, the broad, central buttiess, extends over 8 parts, and has a

projection of half a part Thence the Bhadra which has a width of four parts,

projects one half part further” (verses 50-59)

The drawing of this ‘rhj'thniic disposition’ of the floor, the Talacchanda or

ground plan, show's the pow’erful projection of the central part of the wall, while

the corners are elaborated as flattened potygonal butti esses, thej' connect as much
as they hold apart the four faces of the temple An anah'sis of the rln'thmical

cadences of the outhne is not given anywhere, it would fall into the sphere of

aesthetics and could be correctly undertaken w'hen a large number of temples would
be drawn in plan and their vertical sections reconstructed

Walls set up on this plan w’lth bold projections and deep recesses aie nch in

mouldings The lowermost part w’hich extends to about one third of their height is

the Vedibandha with its theme of horizontal mouldings of different curvature and
height Above it rises the 'pillar' (jangha) or the recessed part of the v all Then
follows, as usual, the crow’ning portion of honzontal mouldings

The Vedibandha is assigned a height of 7 parts, of the module, which is the

width of the Prasada having 26 parts The se\en parts of tlic Vedibandha are
distnbuted following the Urdhvacchanda or vertical rlnthm ^

which are the respective heights of the moulding Kumbliaka, a torus, the
moulding Kalasa which has the profile of a vase, the recessed fillet Antarapatra
and the roll comice moulding Kapbtaii

The middle portion of the wall which is called Jangha, aftei the height of the
shaft of the pillar, has 10 parts

,
in the 5 parts of the crowning mouldings above it,

the Biiarana portion, corresponding to the capital of the pillar, has 2 parts while
the cornice moulding Mekhala and the recessed fillet, Antarapatia, ha\'e 3 parts
to themselves (S S LVII 62-65) These \eitical rhj'thms aic Mbrant with the
tensions of the various curves of their profiles

,
the vertical walls, b\ then stmeture,

appear as if in a continuous movement , they project and recede , thus the\ carrv'

to every comer the repercussions of the impact which has placed them on the
perimeter of the Prasada Each facet is a woild of its own, presided o%er by its

own Regent or image Though it is complete in itself it is not isolated, for the
profile of the next facet, and more than one corner at a tune, contribute, from
various angles, their identical themes Reinforced by such varied repetition, the
superstracture rises from several points, in several shapes it a tune Thev are
gathered in the ascent of the Sikhara (cf Pis III, XEIII, LXXI) *'

The above Plates and those referred to subsequently in this chapter correspond, each
in some respect to the particulars of the S S
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The corners of the supei structure are fortified by small Sikharas of their own
the Ivariiasikliaras (cf Pis I, III, IVl In each corner a Karnasikhara is set up
w itli a \\ idth of 6 parts thus carrying the theme of the Kama which also is 6 parts
\ude, from the vertical wall below, into the superstructure The Kainasikhara is
T rephc<i, on a smaller scale, of the central and mam Sikliaia, the Mhlamanjari
Against each of the 4 cui'\alineai faces of the *Root* Manjaii (mula-uiahjari) and the
comei ^Mahjaris leans an Uroinaujaii, its name says that it leans on the ‘chest’
ot its iVIaujari An tjromanjail is a vertical section of a JVTanjarf, it is lower than
the tiunk of its Mahjan having the height of its chest only, and represents a replica
m the shape of an offset Its width, on the KarnajMaffjari, is given as 4 parts
Like Its Mailjarf, it is complete with a neck (grivl), Amalaka and a finial consisting
of Candnka and Kalasa While the Kamas have their continuity in the super-
structure in the Karnasikharas, the Ahnda, the balcony or furthermost central
projection m the middle of each side, has its corresponding foim in the Sukanasa
or Simhakarna, the large ‘face stone’ in the superstnicture Its width, like that
of the Ahnda itself, is equal to the nidth of the Garbliagrha, its height has six
parts The mteival between Kamamanjarf and the Simhakarnas is filled hy
minor or ‘lateral’ forms (pratjaanga) caia^ed with figures such as Kmnaras, etc

Tilakas, inorcoxcr, or Maujaris, as small as a ‘sesamum seed’ (tila), and small
Kutas are placed as lesser accents on the total \olume of the feikhara

Abo\e this \anegnted ‘socle’ of the snpeistriicture rise the curves of the

Mulamaujari
,
its ascent is prepired bj an Uroman^anka half of whose height lies

behind the Snnhakam i It is broader than the Simhakama so that the latter has

the position of an antefi\ This Uromanjari of the mam Sikhara, the Mnlamanjaii,

is 12 parts wide at the base, its Skaiidlia or shoulder course has seven parts, the

parts ibo\e it ire, as usual, the neck (gin'i), Andaka, Candnka and finally an

Akasa-lingi, insteid of a Kalasa Its height is guen as two parts Now the final

M nlj in* emerges from its sheaths, the Urom nijaiJs, to a height of 21 paits from its

base of 20 paits which co\eis the Garbliagrha with its waalls (the k^xudabhittis) and

the Ancllnknika or Bin nnaiii, the inner cncumoinbulator}^

The root-Maujari has fi\ e Bhiinus, storej s or le\ els, of which the first is 5 paits

high and each subsequent storei is louder hy half a part than the piecedmg one

The shoiildei course, Sk mdh i, being only 12 parts broad is one part high Above

the slioulder course are the obligatory parts ,
the Andaka is very broad, 11 parts

out of the 12 of the vSkandln, and abo\e it, slightl} smaller is the Daiidikl, whose

di iniclcr has 9 pails ,
Dandika appears heie as the name of the second Anda wduch

IS frequent on temples in the middle legion of India of the tenth centur\’’

Thus the Prlslda Ilcnnkuta attains its total height o{53 paits, it is one part

lijgher th in twice the 2G parts of its basic line and module

The Prasldi Vij abliadra (S S LVII 173-180) can also be reconstructed

from its plan Its Sllfis, contraiv to the general use aie not equal to the wadth ot

the Garbhagrh i, but arc ninowci ,
the vcrlical drain (jalanlara) supplements the

Its base lies above the kannsiUnras ,
m height it occupies 6 out of the 13 parts of the

(Jrounnnnk^i^
(cilled P'lga, in Onssv) further difrercntntc the Siklnrv

S S
,
dc^iRintcs nn olT^ct or ‘buttress’ of the ‘^iklnn (LVII 197)

Lat'i, in the
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E

required width In the plan of the Heniakuta, only the second Alinda oi ^.ala

had the width of the Garbhagrha ,
in this way the buttresses and recesses are

balanced and based on the knowledge of an optimum pioportion In this Prasada

of 28 parts, tlm height is given as twice the ividth plus two Kalas
,
the neck (griva),

the Anda or Amalasaraka being outside this measure

The text gives 16 as the measurement or width of this Prasada Sixteen
however is the outei side of the w'all of the Gaibhagrha, the Antarabhitti, in this

“ The depth of the recess of the water-course (nnibumarga) and the Kandabhitti or wall
of the Garbhagrha, is not given in the text, verse 179 being corrupt It is assumed to ha\i.
half a part The ambulatory appears m the plan as i part wide in the middle of e'>ch side ,

the Salas, however, are not massive but form balconies so that m the actual building the
' ambulatorj is wider, in the middle of each side, than appears in the plan
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Sandhara-prasada
, tins is the proportionate measure of the wall of the Prasada

proper
, the length of the Bahyabhitti, the outer wall is 28 , the height of the vertical

walls of the Prasada is given as 24, thus forming a pnsm lower than a cube The
heigiit, expressed as that of the Tula or the aichitrave, is composed of the Vedi-
bandha, the base mouldings, which occup3^ 7 parts, the Jangha or wall proper of
12 parts, and the crowming mouldings v hich have 5 parts "

The vertical walls of a Nirandhara Prasada, like the Rucaka, may be higher
than the measurement of its width, in a Sandhara Prasada they may be lower
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PrTsada K§itibhusana (S S LVII 760S0)
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The ground plan of the Prasada Ksitibhusana (S S LVII 760-80) is of parti-

cular interest The height of the Tula has 10 parts, two parts less than its width

,

its superstructure has 15 parts which are divided into five storeys, the lowermost

has 3 ^/< parts, the second and each successive storey is by % part lower than

the preceding The heiglit of the portion of the superstructure, above the shoulder

course, is here called 6irsa, the head, and it measures part, so that the height of

the Prasada Ksitibhusana is 253^ parts The Sirsa above the Skandha may have one

of several shapes The Prasada Ksitibhusana is one of those Prasadas which can

be built as ‘‘Dravida, Nagara or Varata*’

It IS a non-committal plan , a Dravida Prasada (Fig on p 257) is thus laid out,

in principle , as a rule further offsets are placed between the central, mam projection,

The Vedibandha here is composed of a Kumbbaka which occupies 3 parts, Masuraka ly,

^ntarapatra i and IMekhala ly parts The crowning mouldings abo\e the Jangha have here a

Galapattika of 2 parts, Andhanka Varandika and Antarapatra of one

Dravida, Nlgara and Varava, as also Nagara, Dra\ ida and Vesara are

dealt with m a separate following chapter
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structure The nomenclature of the temples, according to their superstructure is

dealt with in a subsequent chapter of Part VII South Indian texts and the

chapters 1/XI and L-XII of the ‘Samaranganasutradhara*, which have the Dravida
Prasada for their subject, have their own norms and nomenclature

The architectural rhythms of the Hindu temple impart to each building its

consistency and wholeness They evoke in the devotee (bhakta) an adjustment of

his person to its structure
, his subtle body (suksma sarira) responds to the propor-

tions of the temple by an inner rhythmical movement By this “aesthetic” emotion

the devotee is one with the temple , and qualified to realize the presence of God

N

Central Part of the Garhapatya Agni

(S B Vn I I i8 ,
Part U note 19)
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PROPORTIONS OF THE MANDAPA

The Prasada at all times is the temple proper The other structures which arc

combined with it are subservient to it This is expressed in their proportions \Uiich

are based on those of the Pras'ida By propoi tionate measiiies and the theme of iLs

walls and not only by propinquity, contiguousness or coalesccntc with the building

of the Prasada is the Mandapa part of the temple At first, howeier, in some

of the earlier temples, having a Mandapa structure, it w as added to the Prasada

after the construction of the latter Tlie Mandapa of the Parasuramesvar temple

in Bhuvanesvar is the lesiilt of sueh m ifterthought ,
its squat shape with its

clerestory roof appears shunted on to the wall of the Prls'ida which prioi to tins

combination had been carved in e\cry detail But it is not 011 I3 is an ifterthought,

as in this particular case, that the Mandapas of <-0100 of the cirlier Pras.ldas give

no rhythmical response to the theme of the Pras'ida
,
they offer an unmitigated

contrast The Uttaresvar temple at Bhuvanesvar, wliose Mandipa and Pr'isada

were planned and set up at the same tunc and arc contemporarv with the Parasu-

ramesvar temple show's the nroblein which confronted the Sthapiti
” A eenturj'

or more had to pass before he airiv'ed at the perfect solutions showing the Prasad i

as the main building and temple proper, with the Mandapa as the lesser part

of the sacred structure, following its rhythm in the particularities of its own form

In Onssan temples the integnty of the two buildings is more strongly retained than

elsewhere, but even there one w lU surrounds their continuitv and only indicates

their separateness by a deeper recess than anj produced 113' the buttresses of the

wall of the two structures Within this juncture (samsrti, S S LXVI 17) lies

the porch (antarala) of the Pr'islda or Garbh igrha, fulfilling the function of the

Mukhamandapa of the more ancient temples This sm ill porch is marked on
the outside of the Prasada (Pis XLVIII, XLIX, cf also Figs on pp 2‘53-3G)

by a buttress earned on to the Sukanas'i, at the presenbed height which regulates
the height of the Mandapa

The superstructure of the Mandapa must not exceed in height the Siik inlsl
of the Prasada (S S EXVII 102, 110) The Jsukan'isa, however, at different
penods and in the vaiious types of temples itself vanes from having half the height
of the Sikhara to a less ‘perfect’ proportion While thus the height of the hland ipa
depends upon the height of the temple and its gukanasl, its proportion is not a fixed
one, in plan however the centre of the Mandapa is in a fixed proportion to the
Garbhagrha, its central square has the same area (S S LXVII 43) “ This

B5 building instead of the ‘clercstorj’ “dvichadva” roof of the Jagamohan (cf also
Vaital Deul, Bhuvanesvar), a “trichldya” roof is on the Jagamohan of the Sinihan'itha

Temple at Baramba, Cuttack, the Jagamohan is seen to rise towards the shape it was to be
given in subsequent ages, as Pirh i Deul, hanng a pj ranudal superstructure composed of the
roofs of many storeys

" In a Nirandhara Prls'ida (Fig
, p 230A, Ainbamltli) this square is the Garbhagrhn pro-

per In a Sandhara Prasada (Fig, p 255, Khajuraho) it is the Garbliagrhn with Kanda (or
Antarabhitti), the area of the square in this instance is measured from the outer comers of
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central space is marked as a laile by four pillars, forming a CatuskI, a pavilion,whose pillars by underpinning, help to support the roof or dome The mtScolumma of the central square have the maTimum measurement The other pillars

Pmv or L^vksmana T^^^PLt (954 AD), Khajuraho

The complete correlation of Prasacia and 2\Ian(^apa (Mahatnandapa) is seen by the walls

of this Sandhara temple comprising within one rectangular space, the Garbhagrha with its

own or internal wall (antara bhitti), porch (antarala) and ambulatory, as w^ell as the

Mahlmandapa with its four central pillars These lie m one line wnth the respective pillars

of the Antarala and the lateral walls of the Garbhagrha , and furthennore with the pillars of

the balcon> of the ambulatory behind the Garbhagrha, m one direction, and with the internal

pillars of Man^apa and Ardha-Man(^hpa in the opposite direction

The transepts are formed by the lateral balconies of the ambulatory (pradak^ina) and bv
those of the ^Ial^lmandapa The Talacchanda, the rhythm of this unified plan, is akin to

those of the schematic plans (pp 250, etc ) drawn following the 'SamarInganasutradhara”

The Lak§niana Temple is a 'pa^c1>at^na* temple four subsidiary shnnes are placed in

the comers of its liigh terrace , thc> are connected by a high stone bench with a sloped back

which acts ns parapet The two small shrines near the steps face inw^ard, the tw'^o of the

back face outward, so that all the five temples open their doors to the devotee who has

ascended tlie terrace

The mam buttresses or graded planes of the cKtenor of the temple are indicated m
projection (cf B L Dhama, op cit PI III)

the pillars, whereas in the Nnaknnjhesvara Temple in Udayapur (Fig
, p 256) it is to be

measured from the inner corners of the pillars
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are placed at equal distances from each other, in aliquot parts, and ongmallv, half

of the intercolumnia in the centre 64 pillars is then maximum numbet in the

Puspaka Mandapa (S S LXVII 12) The significance of this number has Us ba«:c

in the number of squares of the Manduka-Mandala

The Mandapa is eithei square or rectangular It should ha\c the width of the

Prasada (S S LXVII 98, Fig on p 255) or its width is equal to the height or

diagonal of the Prasada (S S LXVI 8) These are the most perfect proportions,

or else it should be double—it has twice the w idth of tlic Praslda in the Uda_\ apur

Temple (below) or its length is 1^ of the width of the Prasada Am of these propor-

tions may be chosen according to tlic .ivailable space (LX\^1I 10) and other

Plan or NIlakantui svara Ti ah ll (1050—toSo A D )

Udayapur, Gowalior (Pis LII—III)

from Cunningham, ASR, \ol VII PI VI

The very substantial walls of this stellate Nirandlnra temple extend from its perimeter
to the Garbhagrha and Mahamanijapa, etc as outlined in the plan In this Upc of temple,
the buttresses project radiately , and not axnllj , as usual

“‘Various intermediate proportions arc specified in the SS LXVII 1-4 In smaller
temples, the Mandapa increases in size to and 2}C of that of the Pr.is’idn
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TOHSidcralion-^ “As js the Prlslch. so ,s the Mindapn ,n fro-n or u
Tins applies to its w UIs and lhar theme

'

, U
howevenre dispensable in tlie J^Iand-'pa, it ,s Hun an \J un ir.tubo

(lb 23) such as are for oaainple tlie Sahhl-nnndap ts in Guient, these .re e tinl

1= n

PJ/^^ or VijAYAJ \VA Cons\ \r\ rr nn o\ (Cob penod)

Nlrttinialai, Pudukkottni

From JISOA, vol V p S5

Tins Sandhara temple has a circular Garbln^’rha around thu LiuRa , pillar*^ in 1: c

ambulatory
, the walls of the 'Manijapa arc without buttrc‘^ses , tho'^c of the Pr'i^'lda ha\c the

regularity which distinguishes South Indian Temples The Temple faces wc^^t

Si\—onginalh scaen— small shrines, each consisting of Pr’islda and Mandapa \ic ‘ t

around the main temple

The pillars have their parts adjusted in height to the diM^^ion of the pc’’,jcra*cuP’'

wall (Burgess Coiisens, ^Architectural A.ntiquities of Northern Gujarat*, op cit , p U all

f and pillars arc one in nature, being perpendicular supports, tbc\ ha\c the san l inn c

(janghl)
,
pillars arc carved on the walls , the wall is either pillar or offset and, but fo- tri

intcnor of the Garbhagj-ha, where as a rule, it ib plain, it scarccU answer^ to ll c tc^ n ^ ill

as understood in architecture elsewhere and also in the earlier temples

Actual pillars on the other hand in extant medie\al Flmdu temple‘s do not form 1 of

the Prlsada unless thev support the roof of the balconies of Slndhlra P-'l^^ldis (fig on p
lull pillars arc an exception in the Prlsada (Fig on p 257) Thc^ belong to the '•b ^'’4
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separate from the temple which comprises within its walls the Gudha or "closed”

Mandapa
The same themes, but varied in their proportionate ipplication, linh the

Mandapa, bmlt in one or the other of the 8 or 27 possible varieties, to the Pras'ida

The entrance to the Mandapa may be equal in width to that of the Praslda, but

exceeds its height by or (S S LXVI 20) or it should be ] ^ or

twice the door of the Prasada (S S LXVII 07-98)

Within these margins of proportionate measurement the true Stlnpati shows

his mastermind in such temples like the one at Anibaniath ,
its proportions corro-

borate and make use of the rules The distance for example from the sqii ire of the

Garbhagrha to the Catuskika, the central square of the Mindipa, is the di igonal

of these congruous squares So mtiniately moreover are the two structures locked

into one building that in this temple the centre of the Garbhagrha is the corner of

the square on edge, formed by connecting the angles of the offsets of the v all of the

Mandapa (p 230A)

The division of an area marked by pillars is ineaburcd from their outer corners, as a rule
The AXani^apas of South Indian temples arc classified according to the number of their

pillars, the 4 pillared, 12, 16, 32 and 100 pillared Jlatulapa have each their special name and
those having more than 100 pillars are known as Vis'ila (IP IV, XKXII 07.116 cf I'lg
on P 257) The sjnonyms for pillar are Sthupu, Sthuna, Plda, Jaughl,’ Caraiia,
AnghriKa, Stambha, Talipa and Xampa {*^fajamata*, X\ 2) The proportionate
measurements of Mandapa and Prasada, of the pillars and intercolunmia, are dealt with m
the Isanasivagurudeva paddhati’, 1 c
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Profile of socle and lowermost

part of wall*^,

Laksmana Temple,

Khajuraho (cf also Pis I and HI),

954 A D

1

^ Adhis^hana
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Profile of socle and loucrniost part

of walK, Nilakantlicsvara Temple,

Udayapiir, Gwalior (cf PI XEUI),

1059 1080 A D

**'The inoiildiiigs arc

(a) rectilinear

Pattil^’i (vljana), fillet

Gala (kantha ,
antarl), recess

Kampa, a lialf-fillct or fascia

between a

Pa Jtiki or any major mould-

ing and a recess

(b) curvilinear

Kapota, Padma, etc
, c} im

Kumuda, torus

Kumbha, half torus and

fillet combined

Kanika, ams

re further smon> ms and n nncs of

other mouldings, see notes 47
«

1
\ cdibandiin

Adhisthlna
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THE PROPORTIONS OF SOUTH INDIAN TEMPLES

The pure proportions of the earhei texts are, it has been shown, modified laterA large body of Vastusastras, moreover, which belongs to South India, testifies
to a further departure from the correspondence between the proportions of the plan
and the elevation of the temple None of the known sources of South Indian
architecture is as ancient as the ‘Brhat Samhita’ In the Tsanasivagurudeva-
paddhati’, compiled between the ninth and eleventh centunes, is the key to the
complexities of the proportions of the South Indian temples They correspond to
the complex nature of these types of temples

Size, in a South Indian temple is more than a quantity The different classes
ot the South Indian temples are distinguished partly by their size which in turn is

connected with the simplicity or the complexity of their types The simplest or
one storeyed small temple (alpa-prasada) has for its superstructure but another 5et
smaller shrine, complete with its perpendicular walls and cupola (Fig e, on p 185)
The larger temples with many storeys show this superstructural temple raised to

the top floor (Figs f-h), 16 floors being the maximum number, whereas each one
of the lower storeys has its parapet of chapels In brief, the distinctions are not only
between the Small Shrines (alpa-prasada) and the large. Mam Temples (mulchya-
prasada) but also and even more important, between the Alpa-prasadas and
the Jati Vimanas Jati means not onl}'^ a special class (Jati) of temples

, a

Jati temple is a ‘collective temple’ which carries on its perpendicular walls the

various classes of the shrines of the parapet It is their ‘common denominator’

The 20 Main Temples (mukhya-prasada) dedicated to Siva, Brahma and Visnu
—are foremost amongst the Jati Vimanas Second in the hierarchy of the Jati

Vimanas come the 32 Jatitara Prasadas, dedicated to all the gods, and these are

followed by the Jati Vimanas of which twelve are for (worship by) Brahmanas, 24
for Ksatryas (kings) and 8 for Vaisyas and Sudras

The Alpa or Ksudra-vimanas, the small shrines, are described as having from

one to three or four storeys (I P III Ch XXX 18-21 , 54-60) Their wadth ranges

from 3 to 10 cubits (hasta) They have an inner ambulatorjr (madhya-nadika)

between double walls, or are with one set of walls only In the latter instance the

area of the Garbhagrha has 64 squares, while in the former it has 81, by the

preservation of these numbers the South Indian temples prove themselves built on

the Vastu-mandala The walls are relatively much thinner than in the temples of

“The relatively earlier datable sources as \et known are the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’

and the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’, the latter gives two chapters to the Dravida prasada, while

the former deals with the architecture of the Dravida-prasada only to the exclusion of other

types The ‘Vaikhanasagama’ is probably earlier and, on the whole, has been assigned a date

not later than the eighth century A D Its author is Marici , the architectural terms (sikhara,

etc ) have their definite South Indian connotation —The ‘Kamikagama’ appears to be later than

the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’ or of the same age
, , , «

The rendering of the architectural term ‘Jati Prasada’ as collective temple is based

on the meaning of Jati “reduction of fractions to a common denominator”
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THE HINDU TEMPLE

Chart I Instead of having a thickness of % to J^th of the width of the Pr'islda or

of the Mulasiitra they are assigned an eiglith, ninth or tenth part only, or in a

Sandhara shrine, the thickness of the outer wall is J^th of the width of the Pnlsada,

that of the inner w'all J^tli of the Garbh igrha (‘Silparatna’, XX, 3-3) The
proportions of the plan thus form a gconictncal senes when there arc double v alls,

they form no series at all in the temple without ambulatory, which judging from

the proportions of its plan is an afterthought introduced for the sake of the

cornpleteness of the ‘small temple’

The vertical proportions arc meted out with icference to the height It is a

principle of the South Indian proportions that the total height of the temple is sub-

divided into a certain number of parts, each of these again is subdivided
,
the latter

divisions are not directly referable to the dnision of the ground plan although the

height itself is expressed in terms of the Manasutra

The height is twice the width of an Alpa Prlslda, being dnidcd into R pirts,

four are assigned to the perpendicular walls and 4 to the superstructure, each of

these main divisions of the Small Temple is subdnided three-fold, the perjiendi-

cular wall into its socle (adhisthana), ‘pillar’ or w.ill surface proper (staniblia) and

entablature (prastara)
,

the superstructure of the one-storc\'ed Alpa-praslda
analogously has the following tlirce parts its Neck (kantha)

,
the bikhara

, and the

Stupi, above the Sikhara These b portions follow in the lertical direction the

rhythm 12 1,12 1, this is how’ the 8 parts of tlic height arc meted out

This applies also to the proportions of the wall or pillar and door Their total height

13 conimensurate to their width
The pillar is higher than the door liy i/7th, i/Sth or i/oth of its ov n height and the

width of the door remains, as in the earliest texts, inlf of its o\ni hcielit (‘Rilparatna’ XXII 3)
See note 10, Part VII

“’The (solid) dome shaped roof or cupola is called Sikhara in South Indian \ as'uslstra

(IP IV XXXII 67-68) Eight kinds of Sil haras arc distint,uishcd according to their

section (siraschanda) or ‘plan’ square, rectuigular, circular, clhiiticil, of R'd'i shape, the
6 sided, the 8 sided and the 16 sided (‘caturasra, Ijafisra, \rtta, \i-tt'i>ata, s'd'illri, ^a^lasra,

a'jtasra, ^odas'isra’) These Sikliaras, moreoacr, fall into sc\cn dihercnt classes aeeordin„ to
their relative height The names of these seten classes are K'diiiga, K'lsen, \ 'ir'ija, Ullil 1,

isaundika, KasmTra and Glugeya (verse 71)
The ‘Jila>amata’, XVIII 8-10, too knows 8 classes of these Sil haras and gnes the pro-

portionate height as 2/5, 3/7. 4/9. s/u. 6/13. 7/1S. S/17, and y. of the width of the ch ipel

Kantha (neck) stands for ‘bliitti’, the wall of each , the gcncrallv accepted height of the cupola
or Sikhara being y. of the width of the chapel

The respective names of the 8 classes are in the ‘Maearnata’ P'luc'ih, \ aideha,
Magadha, Kaurava, Kausala, Saurasena, G'lndhlra and \\antika These, however, art
names of the Lupas (rafters) m the I P , whereas the names of the eight classes of the Lup'is
in the ‘Mayamata’ are ‘Vyamisra, Kaliuga, Kausika, Varlta, Drlvida, Barbara. Kollaka and
Saundika (XVIII 13-14)

These names refer to countries and seem to suggest that the various proportions of the
dome originated in the various parts of India Their senes however are interchanged in the
two texts, with those of the rafters (lupa) The name Var'ija is common to both the
texts, Dravida occurs in the ‘Mayamata’ only The various proportionate heights from 2/5
to J4 are named after regions of India from Kashmir in the North west to Knluiga
(Orissa) in the East Varava (Berar) as the name of a region is familiar to Vastusastra The
naming and classification of certain properties of the dome shape after v arious parts of India
IS a characteristic of South Indian texts

, cf chapter on 'Nfigara, Dravi^la, Vesara’
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PROPORTIONATE MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPER

rhcJr Tuf
IS absent from the majority of the proportions of

3
s not specifically assigned a definite heightThe triple division of the perpendicular portion is necessary in view of thespecial kin_d of superstructure which is a complete shrine, its walls now form the

fstfi^

Sikhara, its dome shaped roof, on which is placed the finial

Alpa-Vimana acc to ‘Isanasivagumdevapaddhati’

Pt III ch XXX 54-59

A
Without ambfilatory

B
With ambulatory

Proportions of the Plan
,

1

Width of the Vimana (manasutra)
Width of the Garhhagrha
thickness of wall
Thickness of outer wall
Width of ambulatorj (madhji

nj^hkd)

W = 10^
4/6W=S\
W/10= X

W^9x
W/3=3x
\V/9= X

do
do

Proportionate Vertical

mea<;urt.s

Height of socle {adhi§thana)
Pillar (stambln) or wall
Entablature {prastan)
Neck (kanpia)

[

$ikhara
Stupi

W/4=5x/2
\V/2=5^
\V/4=5x/2
W/4
W/2
W/4

\V/4^9x/4
\V/2=9x/2

'

\V/4=9x/4 i

W/4 !

W/2 1

i

W/4
j

1 part
2
1

1

2
1

Height of Vim'ina 2W=20a I2W^IS\
1

1

1

8 parts

According to tlieir size, there are 3 varieties of ‘small shnnes^ The foremost
has indeed a height twice its width, whereas the height of the lesser varieties is

given as 1 6/7W or W for the mean and the least land (verses 52-53, ib )

The width of the Garbhagrha in a one storeyed temple is given in the

'Vaikhanasagama' as 3/5, 4/7, 5/9, 6/11, 7/13, 8/16 or 9/17 of the width of the

Prasada The ‘Kasyapasilpa^ XXVlI, adds 1/3 or 1/2 to these possible

proportions (slightly modified) and the ‘Manasara’ also follows them closely

SiUnra is the name of the dome shape, whether it crowns the High Temple (Harmya) of

the Alpa-Vimana, Jlti-Vitnana, or of any of the Annkaya angas (kuta, kostha, etc) of the

latter The ‘IMayamata*, XVIII 16 enumerates^ in addition to the shapes of the cupola in

the I P , the following the 12 sided , the npe Amalaka shape , the lotus bud shape, and the

globular dome Cf also ‘Silparatna*, XXXII i—17, for further specifications about the

proportionate height of the Sikhara

In Onssa, Pabhaga is the name of the lowermost zone of the wall (vedika) with its

horizontal mouldings , they have their specific names ('kumbha, kalasa*, etc ) , also m the

temples of Gujarat Pabhaga, Jangha and Barandi ('Canons of Onssan Architecture , op cit

pp QS-99), in the Orissan temple correspond in their proportions to those of the A^is^hana,

Stainbha and Prastara of the South Indian Alpa-prasada With the addition of the Pitha,

the actual socle, in an Onssan temple, however, the proportion changes from 1 2 i to 2 21
Re the Ktha and Vedibandha, the socle and the senes of mouldings at the bottom of the

nail, see notes 40 and 41 , -r 1 ^ ^

The level of the fioor of the Adhi§thana is either where the Jaugha starts from or at a

loner level where the mouldings of the Prati are (cf Mallayya, Studies, op _oit , JAU , X
p 113 , commenting on T S I ii 17) This would be suitable m an Alpa prasada
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The ideal height and proportions of an Alpa-prasada are given in the

Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati’ The modifications of these perfect proportions are

also classified Five possible kinds of proportionate measurement are generally-

admitted in the South Indian texts The height of the temple is divided into a

certain number of parts and these are assigned to the base, ivall and entablature,

and to the three parts of the High Temple or the superstructure In Alpa-prasadas,

the height is divided into 6 or 8 parts, but also into 9, 10, 11 or 12 parts these are

variously assigned to the four or six main horizontal divisions of the temple , each

variety is given a name of its own, as shown m the chart below A divergence from

the perfect type, “at peace” in its proportions (Santika), is, it appears, the rule

The superstructure, moreover, in three out of the five varieties exceeds in height

the lower ‘half’ of the building

The vertical proportions of one-store3’^ed South Indian Temples or

Alpa-Vimanas, acc to ‘Vaikhanaslgama’, VI

Number of equal
divisions of the

The Peaceful The Successful The Jo\t,i\cr The Super The All Desired

6dntika Piuspka Ja% ad 1 natural
\dbhula

Sar\ ak'inuka

height
6 S V 9 10 11 !2

H= 13/7W : i

1

H=:2»<\\
Adhistliana 1 1 1 lU
Stambha 2 2 2/ 2^^ 2*,

Prastara 1 1 1 1

Kan^ha 1 VA 1/ 2H
•^ikhara 2 2 3 3*' 2K
Stupi 1 1 1 1 1

Vargas®” 4 6

The ‘Vaikhanasagama’ allows from 13/7 to 2 ^ the width as the height of
the Prasada The height of a South Indian temple does not, as a rule, exceed the
double of the width of the Prasada this refers to small shrines whereas in large
temples the height, as a rule, is 13/7 only of the Manasutra (‘Isanasivagurudeja-
paddhati’) or it is equal to the diagonal of the square of the Manasutra The latter
proportion is given in the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’

The height is subdivided in each of the above classes in a certain number of parts
The number of these divisions is the greater the more storej s the Prls'ida has

""Instead of the—in a Dravida building (‘Kamikagama’, XLIX 13)—usual SIX iinjor
sections (varga) the least’ shnnes have only four sections (varga) ---The ratios {‘Kamikagaina’,
ch XTIX, 80-88), differ considerably from those of the "Vaikhanasagama*

In later V^tu-sastras, the proportions remain basically the same but further variations
are conceded The "Kasyapasilpa*, XXVH, 14 f, divides the height either into 8, 9 and 10
or mso into 7, 15 and 16 equal parts and has three different proportions 'NNhen the height is
divided into 9 parts Tuo of these are i, i, i ,—as also in the ‘Vaikhanasa-
gama and ^e other i, 2, i, i}4 , i

The Manasara XIX, also divides the height into 8, 10 and 12 parts, but also into 14, 16
and 32 parts

1 i
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PROPORTIONATE MEASUREMENT OE THE TEMPLE

The generally five-fold classification of the South Indian temples accordinc! to
their proportionate height apphes not only to the Alpa-prasadas, but nlco to the
Jati (and Mukhya) Vimanas While the height of the larcje'Jt temples (Mulin''
Prasada) is generally 1 3/7 parts of its vidth or equal to the'diagoml of the square
(ksetra) of the Prasada, there are several further variations, and their nomenclature
IS not always the same in the different texts of whieh some arc listed belou

The Proportion of Height and Width of a Dravida Temple

Vaikhanas
1 KamSna i Samaraii 1

1 \

\ \
1

1

^ilpTraina
agama

1
ganide\a

1

ganasutra 1 iVlnMiiiat-j 1 Xrti\an3Sjlpa
j

1 7kI7n3*iara \VI
paddhTti, dhlra

1

1 \\\\ Ma^arnTn
' VI IV XXXI

1

1

1

XI 8 9 XXI\
\

j

1

21 2c^ MX 2

Santil^a 3/7\V 3/7W 1 3/7 .1/5
i

W 1 3/7
H = 1 1/2W : H=I 5/7W 1 3/6 1 5/6 1 1/2

J'lvada H=1 3/4W H=I 6/7\V H=WV2 1 3/5 1 6/7 1 3/4
Sar\ akamika H=2 1/7\V 1 3/4 2 1/8 H-1 iW 1 W
Adbhuta H=:2W H=2\V 1 2W 2\V H-2 W

i

2\V

Abbicara ( 3/4\V

The Jati-Vimanas too, can be relatively small temples, their width ranging

from 7 to 23 Hastas, (I P III Ch XXX 13-14) They are however more than

double the siae of the Ksudra or Alpa-prasada these measure from 3 to 10 Hastas

only

Jati-Vimanas are those which have for their parapet and later for their

‘enrichment’ or completeness only, a row consisting of various miniature shnnes,

surrounding, as a rule, each of their several storeys The fully evolved South

Indian temple may best be designated as “Jati” or “Collective” Vimana, the

Mukhya Prasada comprises the largest temples, they too are Jati-Vimanas in their

composition (Fig h, Part VI)
,, , t

The Jati Vimanas, as a rule, top the list of four classes of temples, called Jati,

Chanda, Vikalpa and Abhasa “ These four classes differ in the selection and the

“ The IP, III ch XXX i-i8, assigns a definite number of storeys and width to each

class

Storeys
i V idth in

hastas

Jati • Vnnana 3—12
1

!

^5—70
or also

r—23

Chanda j,

Vikalpa ,,

Abhasa ,,

S—12 ^

5-12
j

4—12
1

17—63
13—55
11—17

Mukhya Prasada

Alpa Vnnana

3—12
t— 4

13—
5—10
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arrangement of the miniature^ chapels and they aie also prescribed to be caeh of

definite height These distinctions however aic secondary, all the four classes

being Jati Vimanas in principle

The height of the Collective or Jati Vimanas (vSarvajati) is severally given as

twice the width whereas the Mam (Mukhva) temples differ from the Jati Vimanas

inasmuch as their height is only 13/7 of their respective uidth Tlie largest of

these Mam temples (Mukhya-prasada) m its maMinum width has 70 hast is
, the

height of this 12 store3^ed temple is 100 cubits

The Jati-Prasada has its plan laid out with the lielp of the M ina ind Vinyasa-

sutras Along the Manasutra, the width of the Garbhagrha measures from 1/3 to

5^ and more of the width of the Prasada On the Vmyasa-sutras and to tlic Paryanta-

sutra the various buttresses project eienh and but little, only tlie central jner steps

forth more boldly, the perpendicular walls of the Prasada, the pnsm or ‘cube’

which they form, is not impaiicd by these offsets, the nian> varied patterns of the

plan and of the rli^dhms of the wall to which the northern Indian method led, arc

not part of the sev^ere stereometrv of the South Indian structure (Fig h on p 187

and Fig
, p 257)

The buttresses of the Jati-praslda ire named after the respective miniature

shrines (Kuta, Kostha, Panjara, etc) placed above them m the superstructure of

the temple Buttress and recess (salilantara , hn mtara) alternate and never does

one offset project from another, the stereometrv" of the South Indian temple, its

nearness to the ‘cube’ and the p^^ramid, arc mamlamed bv the discipline of these

its ‘lesser limbs' (anukaya) “

The method of proportion ite measurement of the South Indian Prlsada
comprises A, (1) the proportions along the Mm isutra, or the co-ordmates, (2) those
between the Vimasasutras in the first oi ground floor and (3) in each of the
subsequent storej^s

,
all of these referring to the Talacchanda, or the rh\ thms of the

floor and B, the height w^hich is divided into a certain number of parts The
4-storeyed temple may be taken as representativ e of the method v\ Inch also applies
to the most ambitious, the 16 storev^ed tcmjilc, v\hose width (mannsuti i) is divided
into 34 and whose height is divided into 202 parts

A one storeyed building, houever, should lia\e a width of 3, 5, 7, or o Instns A two-
storeyed building of 12 or 13 hastas and a three storeved building of 15 or 17 hastas With
every storey above that, the width of the building should be increased b\ 5 hastas (III
XXX 49-52) This IS the general rule

The difference between Jati, Chanda, Vil alpa and Vbhasa in the selection and arrange-
ment of the miniature shrines Kuta, Kostha, Pahjara, etc

,
is formulated in I P The

|Kamikagamak XLV 7 ,
i9’20

, etc , ‘Mayamata*, XXII 77 f Jati. Chanda, etc ,
in the

‘Manasara
,
XI 103-4 > XXX i74-5 » etc

, do not refer to the varieties of architectural shapes
but denote various measurements only

68 Hastas is the mean width of this largest ^luklu a Pr’islda

The graded planes of the perimeter, of the temples to the north of the Drlv i<la country

,

are unknown there In South India, a stereometric architectural bo<l\ carries representa
tional sculptures, wfiereas the other temples show a gradual con\ersion of monumental
sculpture into its carved surfaces
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A “Rhythm of the Floors” of a 4 storeyed South Indian Temple
according to ‘Kasj^apasilpa’, XXX “

I il^nn^utra

1st Floor
2ncl i loor

Moo-
A b FIoo-

I \ccordini, to a aivision of the co-ordmates of the ground floor

12

8
S

G
3

GarbhiprPha 6 Crhapindi* I Alinda* 1

II \ccording lo ' diMSion of the ‘iidcs of each floor
[)\ \ inwsn^utra'?

knnial u; i* 1 Pafijira*^ 1 Kospn 2
J

1

I

.. 1

, 2
»> 1

Kara'-**

Harantara5

1

the rest

The Mlnisutrt, i e the co-ordinates of the square plan of the Prasada being
dnided liere into 12 parts, tlie \Mdth of the Garbliagrha is half of it, or 6 parts, its

tsall (grlnpindi) has a tliickness of one part, this is also the ^^ldth of the inner
ambulatory (uhndi), the outer uaJl (Jiari) has also a thicJoiess of one part

The \ndth of tlic Praslda is thus 12 parts, for the purpose of allotting to the
PiCrs or buttresses thar proportionate part of the nidtli of the Prasada the latter

IS now dnidcd bv the Vm\ Isasutras into 8 pirts of which the buttress at the comer
occupies 1 pirt, the 2nd buttress also 1 part and the one in the middle of the
building Ins 2 p'^rts Their names arc those of the ty^pe of the chapel of the
supcrstnicturc

,
pi iced on top of each pier respectnely, the Karnakuta at the

comer, etc (cf Fig h where houevei further elaborations of the Anukayas are

to be seen)

The reduction in width of the floors (bliumi) of the superstructure is given by
means of the \ mynsasulras

Simihrly, the siicccssnc floors of tlie temples with a larger number of store}

s

are dn idcd each into equal parts decrciswg for example, bv one part in a lO-storey^ed

temple, from 14 parts of the ground floor to 3 parts of the top floor, and by 2 parts

in a 10 storey cd building, from 32 parts of the ground floor to 4 parts of the sixteenth

floor

“Vocibulnn Grin pmcji, AlincH and Kara arc 'enclosures* of the Garblngrb^ . their

width n rnen Thc\ correspond to the inner wall, ambul itor} and outer wall rcspcctneU

KamaVuta js the Kiih near the corner, the chapel with a <^ainrc plan Pafijara is another

lind of chapel, Har'intara arc the rcccs'jcs mtcrvcnin^r between the chapels, xs the

rcctaii; iilar chapel in the centre

\dhi*;thana and Tala arc sjnonynis for socle or base, Maflca and Prastara for

cntaldalure t hich here combines the role of 'socle* of the lupher floor and 'entablature* of the

lox’ cr floor ,
Carana and Talipa for pillar

,
Kinpia and Gala for neck , Sir^aka and Sikhara for

riiiKfl'i nnd Stupi as well as SiUiA for fmial The Psrjanta sutra is not c-^plicitb gi\en in the

*' The -istcrisl indicates that the resi>ccti\c parts of the building- are symmetrical and

hue to lit counted t\ ice—the Gihnpindii etc —to cither side of the Garbhagj-ha , the

Kamal u{a, etc to either side of the Ko^flia The numbers guen against each length are

thosr of the parts into uhich the Manasutra is divided
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B “Rhythms of the Elevation” of a 4 storeyed South Indian Temple

acc to 'Kasyapasilpa’

Ground floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

4tli floor

The Cro\Nning
parts

The Finn!

•^antika

Prasldn Paii*itika Ja\ada Adhhnta
Height H 42 parts H 50 parts H 50 parts

39 parts

Adhi?th“ina 2K Tala 3 3/ 3^
PjlHr 5 C 7

l\Ia«ca 2*/ Prastara 3 3

Carana Tahpa 5 6 w
Mauca 2/ Prastara 3 3

1

Carana ! 4K Tahpa 0 6

Prastara 2 Mauca 2*6 3 3

Carana '

4K !
4* 5*^

Monca i1 2 ZV: 2*^

VediU 1 1 1 1

Kantlia 2
1

2 2

Sir^alwi 4/ 5 5

Stupi 2 2 '

!

-K 2K

Snr\ 1

) atml 1

I 50 parts

3K
7
3
6K

CK
3

5K

1

2
5
\

Whereas, it has been stated already, the height of the Great Temples is 1 3/7
of their width in the Tsanasivagurudevnpaddhati’, it is the diagonal (kama) of the

square of the plan in the ‘Sainaranganasutradhara’ (LXII 1) uliere the \arious

Bhumis are expressed as parts of the height or the diagonal (S S LXII 207 212)
The several storeys are divided into horizontal strata (stara) In a se\ en-store^ ed

temple for example, each storey having (a) its socle (pTtha) or the corresponding
lower part of the wall (vedi), (b) its pillar or wall space proper (jangha)^ and
{c) entablature parapet (kutaprastara), the respective height of each of the seven
storeys is 7^, 6^, 5^, 4, 3, succcssnely to iihich are added the
comice of the shoulder course (kapota), etc

,
and the ‘bell’ (ghanta) or dome-shape,

etc The width of the seven-storeyed temple is given as 35 Hastas

Vertical Proportions of a 7 Store3^ed Temple according to

"Samaranganasutradhara ’
, LXII 183-191

First Floor Pitha 3
JangTi 5
Kutaprastara

Second Flooi Vedikabandha 2
2nd Janglia 4
Kutaprastara

Third Floor Vedi
tjid Jangha
Kutaprastara

Hastas

The further sets of rhythms with the Mana and Parjantasutra, each of lo or g parts
respectively, are given in XXX 36 f
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Fourth Floor

Fifth Floor

Sixth Floor

Seventh Floor

Vedi
4th Jangha
Ktitaprastara

Vedikabandha
5th Jangha
Kutaprastaia
Vedika
6th Jangha
Ktita

Vedi
7th Jangha
Ktitaprastara

Kapota
Ghanta with Padma and Sirsa

1^ Hastas
3 ,,

1
2

IH
K
IK
1
3

5K

The Total Height is 49 Hastas

In a Prasada with the maximum number of 12 storeys their decrease m height
IS however different^ spaced and this holds good also for each of the Prasadas with
a different number of storeys The width of a 12 storeyed temple being given as 67
Hastas in the 'Samaranganasutradhara’ its height is given as 95 Hastas, of which
the successive storej^s have 14, 11, 10^, 10, 7j4, 7, 6, 6, 4, 3, and
2j4 Hastas, and the High Temple with its cupola or Sikhara—^here called Ghanta,
the bell shape with a height of 2 and 4 Hastas respectively make up the appro-
ximate length of the diagonal of the square of the Prasada, which is 67 Hastas wide
The successive decrease of these pragmatic proportions does not yield any senes

Ganya-mana, the proportionate vertical measurement of the height of the

temple and of its component parts (‘Manasara’, XXVII 35) is elaborated in South
Indian Vastusastras The several component parts, analogous to the height of

the temple, are subdivided each into a number of sub-sections, strata or mouldings

,

entire chapters, m^the various texts, treat for example of the sub-divisions and
proportions of the Adyanga, the socle (adhisthana) only Whereas eight varieties

of the socle, according to its profiles and their proportions, are recorded in the

‘Vaikhanasagama^ VI, five vaneties only are given in the ‘Samaranganasutra-

dhara’, lyXI, fourteen varieties are described in the ‘Mayamata’ XIV 38, and

'Silparatna^ XIX 1, twenty-two in the 'Kasyapasilpa' and sixty-foui different

kinds of Adhisthana under 19 classes in the ‘Manasara’, XIV 10-372 ^ When

The chronolocfical sequence of South Indian Vastusastras is approximateo

'Vaikhanasagama’, ^Mayamata’, ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, Kamikagama’ (note 54) The

Tantrasamuccaya* belongs to the early part of the 15th centuiy (Mallay>a, op cit JAU vol XII

No I p 11)

mile the 'Xasyapasilpa’^^Amsumadbheda* of Kasyapa and Trajogamahjari* are prior to

the 15th century (ib p HI), the *5ilp3ratna* dates from the later part of the r6th centur\

The ‘Manas^a* has been assigned, by P K Acharya, a place close to the ‘Brhat Saiphita*

and ‘Matsyapurana’ (‘Architecture of Manasara’, p LIX, LVliiJ The ‘Manasara has
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the great Vimanas of South India were built meticulous 'case-laws’ of the many
possible proportions based on the norm were classified in Vastu-sastra

nothing m common with these treatises on the science of architecture and represents a different

school, 1 e that of South India exclusively

The wwd 'Manasara' is also not to" be found in the *Agnipuram*, where the Amalas iraha

has been mistaken by P El Acharya and rendered ns 'Tvlanasara* , cf A P ch LXI , note 40
and chart I

Amongst South Indian text books the ‘Mdnasnra* stands rclativch nearest to Klsynpns
treatise which, being referred to in the ‘Tantrasamuccay n*, belongs to m age pnor to the
15th century The ‘j\Ianasara’, moreover, frequently, though summarily, speaks of Buddha
and Jma temples and images This would indicate that these religions must lia\c had
adherents m S India not very long before the compilation of tlie ‘Mlnasara* , it may be
assigned to the Pan^ya age when high Vimanas were still erected and neccssitatetl the detailed
measurements given in the ‘Manasara*

Most of the sources used in the present context have been published , a fcw» onlv ha\ c been
translated ('Manasara^ and parts of ^Tantrasamuccaya* and *Vistu-vid\ a*) Relevant passages
from unpublished texts are given in the Appendix

About four hundred manuscripts on Vastu-sastra, as yet not published, are said to exist
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II VARIETIES OF THE TEMPLE AND
THEIR GENESIS

A THE ^'TWENTY TEMPLES”

The description of the Twenty Temples in the ^Brhat Sainhita\ LV, follows
immediately the rules of proportionate measurement They apply to each of the
twenty vaneties tabulated in Chart II The same names and descriptions are also
given in the "Visvakarraaprakasa’, 'Matsya Parana' and other Puranas
and in the chapter on Nagara-prasadas in the ‘Samaranganasutradhaia’ (LXIII
1-34) The same varieties were thus considered as representative of the Hindu
temples the middle of the sixth century and about half a millennium later But
there is a difference, for the Twentj^ Temples are described not only once in the
‘Samaranganasutradhara’ and somewhat summanly, they are also dealt with m
some of their ^subtle’ details (suksma laksana) m the selfsame text, in Chapter
LVII 041 f and in Ch LIX where some of them are seen to represent, amongst
other temples, a particulai local school, that of Malava

The first three names in the 'Brhat Samhita’, Meru, Mandara and Kailasa,

which are those of the Mountain denote the largest temples, they have also the

greatest number of storeys or Bhumis
,
another temple, Nandana, is equally high,

but has 6 Bhumis only Tliese four vaneties and a fifth, called Vimanacchanda,

form the first and most important group They have all one and the same shape

in plan , this is expressed by the specification that each has six Asras (sadasra)

Asra means here apparent^ a side or face and not an angle, the ground plan of

tliese temples is not hexagonal but it has six faces, for each of its three sides has a

central buttress which is set off from the wall, its face running parallel to that of

the wall
, the fourth side, where the entrance is, has no such buttress , a porch

(praggrJva) or a Mandapa piotects it Although this side is the entrance side, and

generally faces East (piacf) it is not the fa9ade of the temple, the temple strictly

speaking has no facade, it faces the four directions ,
as a monument all its sides

contribute equally to its form and meaning The ground plan of the first group of

temples tlius is a square, the middle of each face projecting from the total length

of that side Viewed by an author of the sixth century this shape was evolved

** No hexagonal temples are presented but this \vould not be sufficient reason for assuming

that hexagonal temples did not exist , no elliptical temples (watavrtta) are in existence ei er ,

yet they figure largely m Vastusastra The usual w ord for hexagon however is baakona

The specific use of the terms in Vlstu sastra has to be reconstructed from the meaning of

the passages in which they occur, a comparison with other passages where either the same er i

are used or else the same meaning is given though different terms may be etnp oye ,
an y

testing the meaning wuth the help of actual buildings _
^adasra, however, in the 'Silparatna*, XXXVIII i5i means hexagon

millennium approximately later than the ‘Brhat Samhita*, was by n

Kerala in the latter part of the sixteenth Century and deals wtih the South Indian yp {
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but recently, it had the greatest importance at the time when the ‘Brhat Samhita’

was compiled The plain straight walls of the dolmen had preceded it This is

why the description ‘sadasra* heads the list of the varieties of temples in the ‘Brhat

Samhita’ and disappears from later lists when the central face (asra) or offset on

each side had consolidated as the main buttress (bhadia) in the architecture and

terminology of the Hindu temple

Others of the Twenty Temples are arcular, or else the walls have 8 or 16 ba>s

which make a cusped ground plan ,
it is likened to the petals of a lotus flower

Another plan is likened to the bird Garuda ,
the temple Garuda as described in the

‘Visnudhaimottara’, III Ch LXXXVI 60, might have been its shape (see

Appendix) The difterent shapes of the temple carry suggestive names, one of them

being Kunjara or Gaja, elephant, its shape at the back being that of the posterior

of an elephant (hastiprstha) might have been apsidal

The four Prasadas, enumerated at the end of the list, forgoing all metaphor,

convey the geometrical form of their plan by their names they are the round,

the square, the sixteen and eight sided one (Vrtta or Vartula, Caturasra or

Catuskona, etc
)

These straightfonvard names however imply a particular

configuration of the temple No light should enter it, walls are built all round,

the image in the Garbhagrha is of jewels, an embodiment of superluminous dark-

ness The entrance is from the West so that onl}" the rays of the setting sun can

enter the dark passage around the walls of the Prasada It is this meaning expressed

b^^ the commentar^r which is implied in the temple plan Square or circular, eight

or sixteen sided, the Prasada has two walls and a dark passage between them The
outer wall is not carried up to the full height of the Prasada, it is ‘cut’ (cheda),

ends at a longer level than and is connected with the mam building within it, by a

roof (Br S LV 28, Comm

)

of temples only The hexagonal type is enumerated as the second but last of seven t\pes of
‘shapes’ of the temple The first type is Caturasra, the “four-sided”

It seems improbable that the ‘Brhatsamhita’ would gi\e the first place to hexagonal
temples, in five vaneties of w^hich the first and foremost is Mem

, Mem, in the ‘Matsya and
‘Vayu Furanas’ is described as four sided (caturasra)

The temple called Visnucchanda (type IB) of the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati*, Part III
Ch XXVIII 113-115, has a hexagonal Garbhagrha and cupola (sikhara) A small
temple at Toka on the Godavan is described as having a six pointed star for its plan (J Bur-
gess, ‘Report on the Antiquibes in the Bidar and Aurangabad District’, ASWI, vol III p 21)
The temple type, recorded in the eleventh century, in the I P is one in a list of 20 temples
of South Indian type , it belongs to a different tradition than the Twenty temples of the
Brhatsamhita, and the other Vastu-Sastras given m Charts I and II

Astasra however denotes an octagon , it forms the ground plan of the IMundesvari temple
at Bhabua, Arrah, built before 634 A D (ASI NIS LI p 143 R D Banerji, ‘Historj of
Orissa’, II PI facmg p 240) and also of the Sankaracarva Temple at Srinagar of the eighth
centur3^ (ASIAR, 1915-16, PI XLIV) Xonetheless ‘astasri’ m the ‘BhuvanapradTpa’ N K
Bose, op cit p 125, denotes a Xavaratha Temple

, having four Rathas on either side of the
Bhadra Similarly we are compelled to consider the Sadasra not as a hexagon, but as a square
with Bhadras or offsets m the nuddle of each side A§tasra, however, admitting either ex-
planation, appears to mean an octagon in the classification of the texts The Sadasra bemg
a special form of the Caturasra is omitted from all the later classifications

^’’A similar constmction can best be seen in the temple at Gop, Kathiawar, also m
Central India at Bhumara and Nachna Kuthara, and in the Deccan at Badami

, these temples
howe\er have a superstmcture above the ground floor
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of fl

temples have each one storey or Blmmi only The rcmainin-
of the Twenty Teni]^es have either one Bhunu only, or dse, an3' number from fnc

temple is not necessarily gnen by the number
of Bhumis The temple Meru has the greatest height, G4 Hastas or 06 feet—it is
not advisable say the texts that a building should exceed 100 Hastas m height “

64 Hastas is also the height of the temple Nandana, but the former has 12 Bhuniis
and the latter only six

The height of 14 of the 20 Temples in the Br S is double tlicir uidtn
Following other norms the height is thrice the width of the temple Sikhari
designates the tapering superstructure

, Srnga also, but it is i\ithout storc3 s (bhuini
‘Vlsnudharmottara^ LXXXVI 13) Anda as another name for Amalak i (cf S s’
LVII 110, 234, etc

) The number of Andas is one where there is one pointed
Srnga Where however the store3rs are many, m the temple Nandin, or the
Sikharas, of the temple Sarvatobhadra, or the roof is of a different shape the number
of Andas is many , several such devices supported a row of finials, similar to those
of the keel-shaped roof of the Bhima Ratha at Mamallapuram, where their number
IS eighteen

The 'four sided" temple moreover is described as having 5 Andas, one crowns
the high Sikhara

, and clinging to each of its sides is a lesser gikhara each with its

Anda Each Szkhara or Srnga carries above its crown a Kalasa or jar of the nectar
of deathlessness ” The lateral Sikharas, later texts designate as Uroinahjari
They face the four directions

This was also originally a function of the four doors which are e\plicitl3
^

prescribed for the temples Meru and Sarvatobhadra , in extant temples, the niche

(ghanadvara) in the centre of each w^all corresponds to the ongmal door (d\ ara)

The temple wath a door in the four directions, and the slirine wath double walls full

of darkness, and one door onl3 , represent each a different tradition Few Hindu

This tjpe of temple is particularly that of a Hindu temple, with the light shining forth

from the centre in the darkness of the interior which is safeguarded by the circuiinmbiih-

toiy Itself in darkness The devotee entenng the outer door, turns to the left, haMiig the

shrine on his nght, when he w^alks around it Temples with their covered circunnmbuhtor>

are known in later texts as Sandhara
,
the dark circuniambulator> is the Andhakarikl, or

Bhramani, etc

"Isanasivagurudevapaddhati*, III ch XXX 32 , so as not to be castiv damaged b>

great stonns, etc This rule prevailed at the climax of the temple building actuitj in the

loth century A ro>al palace, on the other hand, m the 6th century was loS pastas high ,

its base is much broader than that of a temple

Bhumi, thus in the chapter of the ‘Brhat Samhita' dealing with temples is not cquunlent

to an actual storev as it is in secular buildings There the height of the first floor is cn\cn

by the formula that it is one-sixteenth of the width of the building plus four cubits (Br S

Tir 22-23) In a royal palace which has a height of loS Hastas, the height of the first floor

is ten Hastas and eighteen Angulas and each subsegiient storey is one twelfth part lower than

the preceding This restriction applies to bnck walls only, and not to wooden ones The

lieiglit of the successive Bhumis of the superstructure of a temple also decreases progrcs^^iicU

but far more rapidly
,
see for example, the chapter on the South Indian proportions and S S

LXII 1S3-191 The storeys of tlie temple are unlike those of the houses of men though lhc\

resemble them in their position and parts ^ ^ ^ /o
Buildings represented m the reliefs of Barhut, Saflci, Amaravati, etc (Coomaras^ am>,

‘Early Indian Architecture*, op cit Pis XCII ,
XCIV) show the roof ndge with water pot

finials
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temples exist having four doors, m Kashinn ,
and a small temple in Sinnar, in the

Deccan, for example Jama temples, however, as a rule have four doors

The subservient parts (anukaya anga) of architectural and S5^mbolic significance

of the Twenty Temples aie Praggriva, the porch , Torana, the gateway
,
Candra-

sala and also the Citrasala, the gabled chambers on or above the Kapota, the

Citrasala having been most probably a painted chamber, Valabhi being the vaulted

roof itself which contains Candrasalas (Br S LV 25, Comm )
The Candrasala,

as represented on the Prasada, might have indicated only an internal space by its

Gavaksa, the round window within its pointed aich Such gable windows are set

singty, or combined in rows ,
whole rows moreover are superadded so as to form a

lattice or Jala, for the Gavaksas on the extant temples are blind windows, just as

the niches are massive doors Eithei of these are symbolic forms on the Prasada

The Gavaksas are carved on cornices (kapota), the Kapota, the ‘‘eaves of the

thatched roof*^ moulding, superadded one above the other had formed the Sikhara

of slabs in its pyramidal (lA) and curvilinear variety (IIB) as ivell With their

closely set rows of Gavaksas, these superimposed roof-edge-slabs are seen covered

in their total extent as one Jala or lattice of which the unit is a Gavaksa On the

Papanatha Temple at Pattadakal, built more than a century after the compilation

of the ‘Brhat Samhita*, the Jala can be seen in a far advanced state, in the shape

of an intricate network of curves which covers the middle buttress of the 6ikhara

,

whereas on its lateral parts the horizontal courses of the Bhumis,—the strata of

roof-edged ‘ slabs\—are maiked each b3^ its row of Gavaksas

The ‘Visvakarmaprakasa*, the ‘Mats3?'a’ and ‘Bhavisya Puranas’, and the S S
LXiii, show the Twenty Temples rich in form

,
with many subsidiary 6ikharas

and Kalasas, with a laige number of Bhumis and great in height and width, the

Meru attaining to the maximum height of 100 Hastas, its width measuring 50
Hastas

All these Prasadas can be constructed either of timber, bricks or of stone This
alternative is important, for those Prasadas (S S XLIX 6-7) wdiich are built in the
“likeness of the chariots of the gods’’ should be of bricks or stone onl3

’'

The leading varieties of the list of the Twenty Temples represent T3’’pe II,

and their description adds further characteristics to this tvpe which the few’' pre-
served temples of the “early” centuries do not show These are especially the
5 Andas of the Caturasra Temple, which means a Prasada wnth a square plan having

“ Candrasalas in the Valabhi are to be seen on the Hatha of Nakula and Sahade\a in
M^mallapuram (Coomaraswamy, ‘Indian Architectural Terms’, JAOS, vol 48, PI facing p
259) There are three candrasalas on the broad side of the Valabhi, as prescribed in the Br S—^Kuhara seems to be the ‘cavity* of Sukanasa, etc

The single Gavaksa opening in the superstructure of the Kandariya Temple (Pt VI note
65) serves its origmal purpose

^” ASIAR, 1924-25, P 125, opines that “the Matsyapu&na*, ch 259, contains directions
for the building of temples of two classes, the one with curvilinear Sikhara and the other with
a storeyed superstructure In the latter type 20 different types of temples are named In
the Br S the type wnth the curvilinear Sikhara finds no mention but 20 types of stoned
temples are described”

This interpretation, as is proved by the terminology, descnption and proportions
assembled in charts I and II cannot be correct
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a central gikhara ivith its Anda, and fom lateral Uromafijarls, each with its crown orAnda, clinging to the sides of the central gikhara This type of temple in latSversions exists in Central India, etc
, and has attained its fullest and m?st detadedform in Khajuraho (Pis I, III)

'T'u
‘Matsya Purana’, are meant to enshrine a LingaThe Brhat Samhita however speaks, not of the Lmga, but the image (pratima),m geneial, and in cPnnection with the 'dark’, double walled, fundamental forms of

the temple, the square, circular, etc
, m particular The temples of the ‘Brhat

bamliita weie not intended to house the Lmga, the symbol of giva Whatever
the destination of the temple, Sana, or Vaisnava, it had originally its bearing on
the architectural form The symbol or an image in the centre, the images on
the walls of the Prasada—and the symbol fixed on the finial of the gikhara—show
the particular divimt3'- to whom the temple is dedicated

The Twenty Temples form the nucleus of a development of each variety and
its ramifications Some of these, wadely dealt with by the texts, have not survived
in actual buildings So vast is the ‘ocean of the science of architecture’ and so rich
in forms that Visvakarman, quoted in the ‘Bhavisya Purana’, L CXXX 36, does
not appear to exaggerate wuen he is said to have spoken of three thousand kinds of
temples of vanous shapes

The ‘Agnipurana’ embodies knowledge which must have been formulated and
recorded over a long stretch of time Twice it gives a chapter on Prasada Laksana,

‘Samaranganasutradhara*, ch I/VIII "‘PrasMa-stavanam’, verses 4-17 , “Of these (64)

Prasadas 8 belong to god Sanibhu (Siva), 8 to Hari (Visnu), 8 to Virmca (Brahma), 8 to the

Lord of the Grahas (the Sun), 8 to Caiidika, 8 to Ganesa, 8 to Sri (Lak^mi) and 8 to the rest

of the gods
Viinana, Sarvatobhadra, Gajapr§tha, Padmaka, Vr$abha, i\Iuktakona^ Nalina and

Dravida—these 8 belong to the enemy of Tnpura (1 e Siva)

Garuda, Vardhainana, Sankhavarta, Puspaka, Grliara^ Svastika, Rucaka, Pundravardbana

—these 8, the ornaments of the city (pur), belong to Janardana (Han) s

jMeru, ^Nfandara, Kailasa, Hamsa, Bhadra, Uttunga, Misraka, Maladhara, these 8 Prasadas

belong to Brahma
Gavava, Citrakuta, Kirana, Sarvasundara, Srivatsa, Padmanabha, Vairaja and Vrtta—

these 8 Prasadas of auspicious features belong to the Sun Nandyavarta, Valabhi, Supama,

Simha, Vicitra, Yogapitha, Gbantanada and Patakm, these 8 abodes of God belong to Candika

Guhadhara, Salaka, Venubhadra, ICuhjara, Harsa, Vijaya, Udakumbha and Modaka,

these 8 auspicious Prasadas should be constructed for Vinayaka (Ganesa)

Maliapadma, Harmya, Ujjayanta, Gandhamadana, gatasrnga, Navadvaka, Suvibhranta and

ManohanUj these 8 belong to Lak§mi '

Vrtta, Vrttavata, Caitya, Kmkini, Layana (cave-temple), Pattisa (tent or made of cloth),

Vibhava and Taragana, these 8 Prasadas should be constructed by one skilled m the Vastu-

Sastra, for the rest of the gods ^ t r o rrrr

With this enumeration however has to be compared S S LV 105-108 Kaiiasa is tne

abode of Mahesvara, Ganida of Vi§nu, Padma of Prajapati, Gaja (Dvipa) Gananama

These are not to be constructed for any other god Tnvi§tapa is an abode of all the gods ine

different forms of Prasldas, other than these belong to all the gods without distinction

To this have to be added further specifications, such as ch LVI 35 Meru for Han,

Hiranyagarbha, Bhaskara and not for any other god“, ch LVII passim, and LIX 4

It would not be safe to attempt a classification of the temples on the basis of their dedica-

tion to the deities at the age of the S S Nonetheless a definite shape of the temple originally

implied a definite dedication which was also expressed b> its name This is shown m the

'Visnudharmottara* (see Appendix)
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the features of the temples The earlier one, XLII, is practically identical to the

lespective passages in the ‘Hayasirsapancaratra’ from wliere it seems to have been

absorbed into the ‘Agnipurana’ The later chapter CIV, also has its prototype

in the ^Hayasirsapancaratra’ , the proportions given there are less pure than in all

the othei ^ early texts', it appears further removed from the principles and origins

and nearer to the contingencies of actuality The 6ikhara is given particular

attention, for not only are its vertical proportions dealt with as in the other texts

also, but the horizontal proportions are also stated, although of its upper part only

The width of the Vedika is given as 10 ,
this is the width of the Sikhara where the

Sukanasa ends ,
the width of the gikhaia at its base is not given

,
assuming however

that it is of the type of an Orissan Sikhara, the two may be same The width of

the shoulder course is 5 parts, or half as wide The neck occupies three parts and
the Andaka (Amalaka) has a width of four parts (CIV 23) The preceding verse

goes even further and details the proportions of the finial (Cula)

These proportions however are no longer those of the Twenty Temples but of

a different variety of the same type (II) They are known as the Forty-five Temples
The Twenty Temples represent a liberal assortment of architectural shapes

A selection was made and five basic shapes were to ramify in the several schools of

mediaeval architecture, in forty-five variations and also in different sets of sixty-four

shapes each
The Twenty Temples however aie not forgotten They are the Nagara

Prasadas of ch LXIII of the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’ , their names are incoipo-

rated in those of the temples in chapters LVII and LIX, and in the hundred—and
one temples of the ^Visnudharmottara'

The width of the shoulder

allotted to the base of the Sikhara
course is generally given as 6
See p 2o8, note 6i

parts out of the 10 parts
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Vciiraja, Puspaka, Lailasa, Manika and Tnvistapa, these 6 chariots of the
Gods, are the primary shapes Meru heads the list The first is square, the second
rectangular, the third is round, the fourth elliptical and the fifth is octagonal Each
of them has 9 subvarieties So there are altogether 45 varieties of these Prasadas
('Agnipurana’, CIV llb-21)

The chart on p 278 gives their names according to the "Agmpura^a^ Garuda^
purana’ and the Trayogamanjari The last named text is a later, South Indnn
compilation ^

Meru IS the foremost and highest of the twenty Temples (p 270A) It is also
the foremost of the 32 Jatitara temples of the Southern school as represented in the
‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati' 111 ch XXVIII 10 The most eminent of various
lists of the temples is likened to the World Mountain

The 45 temples are distinguished by Sikhara, Kantha and Amalasaraka (A P
CIV, 10-11) Their names are those of Nagara and Lata Prasadas (verse 22)
They are Nagara Prasadas (chart I) built in a particular region, Lata or Gujarat
Their classification (p 278j is rational

,
it discards certain shapes of the earlier lists

(chart II) such as the six and sixteen sided plans, a consolidated school within the
Nagara tradition has laid down its programme

A digression may be permissible here Verses 11-12 may also mean that the

5 Vimanas, the Chariots of the Gods, are placed on the head of the Meru This Ins
no bearing on the 45 temples Meru however not only heads many lists of temples

,

it should also be contemplated as the support of some These are the High Temples
(Vimaua

, pp 194 f, 29J) Meru, as the support of the Vimana of the gods has

the shape of the mountain or of the pillar , it is the cosmic axis Its architectural

form IS the PrasMa ^

,

and also the Stambha^®, the free standing pillar The Stambhas
on which Asoka in the third centra B C had his Dharma ins^ibed are better know n

than others, such as the Manastambhas of the Jains or the Ayakakhambhas of the

Buddhists and other free standing pillais which carry a small High Temple The
former bear on their capital a small pavilion supported on four pillars , the latter

tei annate with an abridged chapel shape

76
^2ie Trayogamanjari’ VI 15, says People of this world have neither enthusnsm and

knowdedge nor the money to have the temples constructed in all these vaneties The text

seems to be considerably later than the two Puranas, see note 67, and explains, to some extent,

the absence amongst preserved monuments of certain shapes, such as especially the elliptical

tempk^^^
of the generally accepted forms of the 'Mem* is the stepped pjTamid , in that form

(of also Type I A) it has wide currency under the very same name jNIeru, in Greater India ,

immature models of the Mem are kept m Burmese monastenes and sanctuaries They too, lia\e

the shape of a stepped pyramid (R Heine-Geldem, 1 c Fig 23)
, i. i/r«i tau «.

Fergusson HIEA, vol II p 81 ,
Figs 302, 308 A H Longhurst, The Buddhist

Antiquities of Nagarjun^konda’, Memoir 54, AST PI XI h, c

A miniature temple on a pillar, from Kashmir, is illustrated by Fergusson, op cit , \ ol 1

p 256 , cf also the slab or 'pillar’ carved in the shape of a Sikhara temple surmounted bv an
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TIIL HINDU TJ.Mrur

Tni FiVl ViMANAS

AND

Tin 45 Tlmi’Di s

according to ‘Agni Piiran i’, CIV 3I-12”,

‘Garuda Purana’, I XLVII 21 f and ‘Pra3 0ga-MafijArI’, VI 4-13

The Vjm'ims of

I Bnliml
VnirljT
enturi'^rn
(Square)

2 Kin era

Pn*^]) d n

Av U'i‘>ra

(Kectangular)

a n

Kailu a

\ rtta

(Cirvular)

1 \ nri n 1

AT uni i

\ 11 iv ta

(I lhpM(.*3l)

The ‘M5 Temples"

derived from tlic

"5 Vimams"

'Mem* Vdabhr
C^rhar'ijn*

Man (lira

\ isU i [A P
Vim-iin IC P ]

\ nl IV T

Diitidublu

I Khnn’
'Mnli ijiadi 1

1

"Mill nil (no in

\ PJ

Ga) I*

\ r abl a*

nan
Gart »)a*

SU} In*
Ilhu 1 a

Mandara*

VimInn*

Brnhma Mandirn

lilnu arn
ITabbav n fA P }

e ni'-l

il In

Miunu 1 ha
[(» P 1

IlhOtlha a

nhadralvfl Uitai]iblia[GPl I nln a*

Kinvrl*'! [A P ] Srij va

Sarv atobhadra* SiviklVe^ma Gnv 'i\ rl ^a [G P }

Pr In fdh'*ra

-

Cariil a [A P ]

Uncabn
Nnndann
Isandiv nrdha
nrim*

Snvalaa

\ ndlnnl [VP] K1 ^an' V aba

Tn\t
\ 1 1 ’'T

(Oc’T omi)

Ciyr-i

Ml Uri fO ri
iMhlru CO VJ
\ lor}

n-i] t

s*”!* "irtln

‘^;c n CO r 1

\ IJTV'I

Cl 'h

\ jr*' Sin*^* ti

An indispensable part of tlic Buddhist Stupa is tlic Harnnkl, tlic rnilinc; which

surrounds its shaft where it emercces from the domc-slnped pile of tlic monument
This railing is square (caturasra^kostln)

,
it encloses morco\cr a smill ptMhoa or

chapel—similar to that on the Ajakakh imblns and also to the High Temple of

a Dravida Prasada—where it is not represented in the shape of a solid cube The
part where the shaft of the central pillar of the Stupa emerges abo\e the Harmika
IS called Devata Kotuva in Ce\lon It is tlicre that the 31 gods reside, in their

heavenly world, above the sphere guarded by the Regents of the directions of spicc

The hierarchy of divine manifestation is thus accommodated in the monument, it

IS especially located within its vertical axis, the Cosmic Pillar The II irmikl and
Devata Kotuva are above the expanse of the Stupa, and are part of as well as

\

Amalaka and Kalasa , the date is ‘late mediaeval* (J Ph Vor:cl, ‘Calaloj:nie of the \rchacolo*,ica!

Museum at Mathur'i*, p 193) The pilhr on the other baud, which supports an Amalnl a

(Bedsa, Karli, Nasik, etc ) is a cognate symbol (Part VIII)
The names [A P ] are those of tlie Agm Purana

The Names [G P ] of the Garuda Purina, the others arc common to G P and \ P
The names marked" occur also in the lists of the “Twenh Temples**
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its a\is
, they e\actlv correspond in place and function to the 5 Vinianas

ns High Teinplcs
Not onl\ in Indn itself, but nlso in Indian colonial architecture, the <rods are

knou n to reside on the top of .Aleru In Bah, the central pillar, n here it forms the
pcik of the temple is hollowed immediatelv below its point Nine gems are deposited
there of winch the one in the eentre denotes the presence of 6na This central
{Xist does not exist aclu ill\ in the stone and brick temples of India Its position
and extent Iiouever <are iiidispens iblv part of the Prlsada (Part VI)

The position is mailed by the cential, eerticil axis around which the temple is
built

,
its extent is shown In the sh ift or neck (grl\”i, kantha) which emerges above

the shoulder-course (slandha) of the highest lee el (blifimi) of the truncated super-
structure TJie sh ift or neck, in the Icinples of South India, assumes the shape of
the w ills theniseKcs of the High Temple (vnn'ina)

, thev arc, moreover, also called
In the name of 111x1^ (I iiitlii, g il i) In such Pr.lsadas, howeier, where there is

no Higii Temple, the round_shaft emerges from the shoulder course and is clasped
at 1 gnen di'-lince, In the Annlaki

The lop of Cam temples m Cambodia is crowned by a Liiiga, it is the seat

projxr of dninits The shaft of the cential pillir, if extended to the bottom of the
Prlslda holds the centra! Lirn'i in the Girbhagrha of a Siva Temple (Fig i, on

p 212) The top of Indi in temples is nn iriabh surmounted b.v n finial of which the
K-il-tsi !, iIk. most import ’lit ])a,t In this jar the Golden Prasada -Purusa is

installed (PtI \ III)

The central sh nt of the temple holds the clninc presence, it is special!} mani-

fested on the lowest keel, in the vomb, the Garbhagrha, and on the highest level,

alxiee the bexh of tlie tenijde The ecrtical column of the temple is the cosmic

tnml .md its eju idruple ramifie itioiis ire the four directions of space in which the

P’-l* 'da h IS its extension The eeitieal eolumn of Pr'islda and Stupa alike has

.Is pro'o'njK j;i tint eertie'al shift across the sir it i of the Vedic altar formed by

the tutu, ilh pcrforited 'brnks’. the .‘se aj .nirilinn'i stones, which were placed in

\trlicil '•iKscssion ibovc the Golden Purus

i

The Am ikl i, the co'-ged ring stone, is .an equivalent of the highest of these

jxifo'''’ted ‘tones it w is plated ibo\c the 1 ist, the fifth lajer of the Altar Where

no Am il ilv 1 el 'sjj, the ‘net! ’ of the jnll ir of the temple, the High Seat of divinity

IS pPeed in the Ili'di Teiniile, the “\ei\ small” (ksudra-alpa) \ nnliia, wdiicii

ero'iis ti.e Soutli Indnn Pr'is'ida The sh ipes of this High Temple aie square

or cjrcii! ir
,
or rccliiij^uiHr or cllijitic il, the Htler tuo bcniii considered specnl foriiis

of the foiniur, tlic 0^ 115401^

'J he *]nT-es onh 'ind not the jnnics of the > Vnnuns or Chanots of the Gods,

Ii-sc hixn to the lUy^h Temples arujstnpa is the heaven of Indra,

incl of the Ji ^0^3 ,
TinisMpa is also tlie iinnc of the clunot of Indni Anothef

n ime is \ aii'ija
,
it belongs to the eo'ime intellect, Virlj, who rules over and unites

the whole manifest ilion which is nitegiated in himself, kiraj, the non-suprenie

-
‘Dll S..1 1) iinuln) -indn', of Hit Dtoj-lrn

Mils, op tit p !is Cf 'Lp Iiwl’J p an
eo! Ill

in-!criptioii of Viiijascm, ns wndcrstooil by P

,
timJ R C Miirumdar, 'Inscriptions of Bengal

,
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Tm HIKDU TEMPLE

Brahman It is therefore also the name of the chariot of Brahma The other names

are those of the celestial chariots, the Kailasa of Siva, the Puspaka of Kuvera, and

the Manika of Varuna The chariots of the gods, the sky-travellers, have alighted

on top of the World-Mountain in which inheres the cosmic pillar, ^nd show by their

shape to whom they belong The Five Vimanas on the top of the temples correspond

to the other small ‘High Temples’ set up on pillars such as the Caturasra-kostha,

the Harmika, below the Devata Kotuva, vithin the central shaft of the Stupa, and

to the small chapels which crown the Mana-stambhas and Ayaka-khambhas Meru
which supports them is a free standing pillar or the central shaft of the monument,
the temple

The pillar, the shape of the Cosmic Axis on which rests the Amalaka or the

Vimana of God, is sheathed in the body of the temple The mass of the monument,
the temple, is fitted around the pillar and its mantle has many fornm That of the

45 temples is hemmed by the shape of the 5 Vimanas and has an Amalaka for its

crown In the South Indian version, a small Vimana, alike to one of the five celestial

chariots, is given the place of Amalaka and Kantha
The Vimana placed on top of Meru is the small domed shrine, which is placed

on top of the flat loof of a dolmen temple of one storey (Fig c. Part VI) or its

repetition in the vertical and forming a pyramid of many store3'^s In its simplest

and original form this type of the temple consists of one such storey onl3’’, the

prism or cube of the dolmen t3'pe Garbhagiha On this flat roofed shrine thus
another is placed This indeed is the form of the small shrines of South India which
are called Alpa-prasada In their aggrandised shape, having one Garbhagrha
above the other, or a series of storeys in receding tiers, these temples, called Meru,
would be stepped pyramids, like those preserv'ed in South India but without the
parapet of chapels around each store3'^ In Northern India too, this shape occurs
but in a different version In the ‘terrace temples’, in Ahicchatra and Paharpur,
it IS the solid stepped pyramid consisting of terraces wdnch forms the Meru It is

traversed by a shaft, square in section and equal in ai ea to the High Temple in the
centre of the topmost terrace

The Meru below the Vimana, the Mountain on which rests the High Temple,
is not only an Indian aichitectural concept The cubical or rectangular sub-
structure of the Zikkurat®' is also the Mountain

, on it is placed the Hut, the dw elling
of divinity

W Andrae, ‘Das Gotteshaus und die TJrformen des Bauens im alten Orient,’ (1930),
speaLs of the cubical or prismatic sub structure of the Zikkurat as being the Mountain On it
IS placed the Hut, the abode of God
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C THE FIVE VIMaNAS AND THE 64 HALL TEMPLES

From the Five Vimanas on which the gods travel in the air and from the fne
temple shapes built m their likeness were derived fortv-five varieties of temples,
square, rectangular, circular, elliptical and octagonal, nine of each Lind

From the self-same five shapes of the Vimanas, the ‘Samaranganasutradlilra’,
Chapter XLIX, derives 64 kinds of temples, Vairaja, the square one, having 24
vaneties and the other 10 varieties each (Chart on p 281) They are to he built m
towns and are made of stone or burnt brick (S S XLIX 6-7) Their names arc

THE 64 TEMPLES DERIVED FROM THE 5 VBIANAS ACCORDING TO
'SAMARANGANASUTRADHaRA’, ch XLIX 2?—202

I
Vairaja, the ViitiSna

of Bralima

24 vanette'i of Square
Prasddas

Rucaka**
Simliapanjara
Citrakuta
Bhadra
Srikuta
U^Tii^ia

saiagrba
Gajayuthapa
Nandjavarta
Avatamsaka
S\ astika
K^itibhugana
BIiu3a>a
Vijaya
Nandi
Sritam
Pramadapnya
VyamiSra
Hasti Jati>a
Kuvera
Vasudhldhara
San atobhadra
Vim"ma
Vimuktakona

_n
Kadasa, the

Vimana of Siva

10 varieties of
Circular Temples

Valava
Dundubhi
Pr3nta
Padira
KdUta
Caturniukha
Manduka
Ivutraa
Tahgrhd.
klflpi

III

Puspaka the
Vimlna of Kuvera

Prototv'’pes of

10 Oblong Temples

Bhavi
Vi^dld
Slmmukhva
Prabbava
‘^ibiragrba

IMukhaS'ild
Dvi4dla
Grharaja
Araala
Vibbu

Manika, the Vimlm
of Varuna

10 rihptical
Temples

Ain0da
Raitika
Tunga
Caru
BUpti
Niscv aki
Ni^iedh i

Simba
Suprabhd
kocanotsava

V
Tmistapi the

Viinain of Indra

to Oclagomt
Temples

VQjnkT
Nandana
•^iiiku

Met hall
V mnna
kava
JMahlpadma
Ha Ipsa

Vioma
Candrodaja

Rucaka like Meru, is the name of more than one t>pe of temple Rwcak.a is tlie name

of a mountain ridge which projects from the base of Meru, on the South Other mountains,

uhose names uere given to temples are

JMalyavau (ch 65), desenbed as a Bhumija Prasada ,
Tnkuta (ch 57) .

^Is^dha (ch 65) n

Bhumija Piasada ,
Gandhamadana (ch 59) , Xandana, Hunavan, Smgm, Nila, Sve a, etc
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THE HINDU temple

only partly the same as in the list of the Agnipurana (p 278) ,
the square varieties

have vastly increased in number, moreover, certain temples (Hamsa), descnbed

for instance as elliptical in the first list, are amongst the octagonal temples in the

second ,
or, Mahapadma, circular in the one list, is octagonal in the other The

names thus do not denote the same shapes
,
the name of Meru, however, which is

particularly mentioned and actually heads the first list is absent from the

second In short, the 64 temples of Chapter XLIX of the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’

differ from the 45 temples of the other list although then prototypes in heaven and

the shape of their honzontal sections are the same
r

The 64 temples of Chapter XLIX are low buildings, m the centre is the

Garbhagrha ,
its position is marked by four pillars only (verses 64, 80, etc Fig on

p 282) It IS surrounded by pillared or walled corridors (alinda, etc ) , these

alternate with broader pillared halls (sala)
,
pillared porticoes (praggriva) are placed

in front of the doors of the inner walls
,
Praggrivas also project beyond the outer

walls, which, as a rule, have two windows (gavaksa) on each side The plan of the

bmlding is laid out in concentric zones, the method being that the square or any other

of the five shapes of the plan is divided into a given number of equal parts (bhaga)

,

they range from four to twelve in the different temples, the width of the Garbhagrha
having 2 parts , the rest measure the extent of the ground of the various pillared

halls and corridors, separated in the larger temples by an internal wall
, they have

two or three Alindas all round Their colonnades are formed by pillars with equal
intercolumniations, one Bhaga being the unit, whereas the pillars are doubly spaced
on the 4 sides of the Garbhagiha so that a cross results in the plan fomied b}^ the
two broad, east-west and south-north corridors

Scheme of Plan or Samstliaiia of the

temple Svasbka, S S XLIX, 62 67

(*Vi§nupurana’, II ch ii) Some of the names of the Bhumija Prasadas
the 100 temples of the ‘Vi^pudharmottara’ (see Appendix)

are amongst those of
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VARIETIES OF THE TEMPLE AND THEIR GENESIS

one o. .Has on^
of two pillared Almdas (in the temple PrthMjaya, for example fverses8^ thedistance between their posts has the width of the GarbhagrL ^r Devakostha the
latter term is more appropriate where the innermost sanctuary is marked by fou5
pillars onlj^ one in each comer and has no Avails

The Prasada is raised on a socle (pitha) whose height is one part (bhaga)
, stone

(Sse Sr^''
temple Gajaymhapa

The temple Rucaka (verse 25-28)/‘ the first of the ‘64 temples’, within its
pillars, etc

, is so to say the nucleus of the others, it has a ludth of four parts
(bhaga) , the vertical proportions of the square Garbhagrha, measuring two parts
are one part for the socle (pitha) and 3 parts for the height of the Prasada of which
lyi parts are the height of the pillars (stambha)

, above them is the ‘upper part’ of
the Prasada, it has 3 roofs (chadya tra3^am), a neck (kantha) and Amalasaraka
(Cf the upper portion of Fig c. Part VI) The temple is as high as it is broad
The height of the door is 1 part, its width is half of it

The proportions of the Garbhagrha and its parts do not change In the square
hall temples, its width is invariably 2 parts, whether the temple covers an area of

Avhich the side has 4 or 12 parts Its door is always 1 Bhaga (part) high, and half

as broad The Garbhagrha is the nnchangeable nucleus of the seveial zones Avhich

are made to encompass it,''® the temple Rucaka is its shell If circular, the

disposition of the ground plan remains the same in principle, the single corridors

measunng 1 Bhaga in width, the intercolumniations also being the same A simple

example of tins type is t]ie wood-brick temple excavated at Bairat_(Jaipur), of

c the 3rd centur}^ B C Low pitched roofs (chadya) crowned by an Amalasaraka
(Amalaka) raised on its neck (kantha) cover the temple ‘Rucaka’ Tne other

temples described in Chapter XLIX, are covered by one Chadya which is circular

on round temples, or by a double roof, Dvichad^^a
,
the portion of the colonnade

under the proti acted eaves, is called ValabhT

The circular temple ‘Valaj a^ is called Caturmukha if it has 4 doors and Manduka if it

has one entrance only (S S XL-IX 11Q-121)

Tlie temple Rucaka, of ch XLiX 25-28, differs from the temple of the same name and

described m ch LVl 44“50, of the *Samaranganasutradhara* In cb LVI, it has a Sikhara ,

but tlie rhythm of its ground plan is the same as m ch XLIX
The innermost sanctuary, m the oblong temples, is a double square , m one of the oval

temples (Suprabha) it is octagonal, demarcated by 8 pillars (verse 181) The rectangular

temples have the shape of a double square , m the elliptical temples the lengths of the two mam
coordinates are, analogous!}, 8 and 4 Similar in plan, though without but having a

railing instead are the circular sanctuanes represented in the reliefs of Barhut and early

Amaravati The rectangular temples shown there are open pillared hall temples ct p no,

A miniature Dvichadya wath its Amalaka would thus also be the proper description of

the mof of the water pavilion of Mahakuta Different kinds of roofs are h<^e f

^

one of slabs being perfectly flat , cf also the central Indian Gupta temples, the other having a

low pitch

ValabhT, takes sometimes the place

names and shapes of the Kapota or

of PraggrTva (verse 201) ValabhT is also one of the

Mekhala, the cornice moulding of the entablature
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The 'Inll temples’, uitliout intern il walls, with row^ of pill ir- .
icscinhk in plan

the Laclli Khan Temple m Aiholc and also the etrculai temide m Ban at, if one is

to compare these prcscivcd examples with the richer and liter \arieties of

Chapter XKIX of the ‘Samaramtanasutradlrira’ Sneli are its f)l Prls'idas built

in accordance with the fne shapes of the chariots of the j,'fxls

Although the\ are generally low, spre iding slruetiires, the arrangement of

their roof having an Amalas”iraka, with its Kiiitha in 'oiiie cise-., ” o ‘iinilar to

the superstriictnre (T3 pc I A) as it is know 11 in iLs eai 1 \ ph ises 411 these tt mples

howeaer haaing one roof, or a double and e\en 1 triple nxif in without 1 «nper-

structuie proper This is clearlv stated in a following Cliajiter (Lll) of the

‘Saraaranganasutradhar'a’ The rudiments of \ super'^lructure (lajie I A) '•re,

however, in the description of_the npjier portion of the temjile ‘Rue il is imieh as

they are in the slabs and the Am ilak 1 of the Linn 1 shnne at M ih'il ut 1 ami \ anous

chapels icpresentcd in the ancient reliefs md paiiitim's

The hill temples were buildings not imiinrih destined, it ‘cenis, fo*- Hindu
worship Thee lent themsehes to Biuidliist iites and had to be condensed to 'er^e

the purpose of the Hindu temple While thee did nr>t eontribute to i irds the origin

of the Hindu temple thej’' ilso did not essenti ilK determine it* ultimate fonn Tnee
were, however, utilised and adipted for its purjxj'es

The G4 temples had to undeigo i process of coiuiens itio i of their pi in, until

the internal galleries and their pillars weie eompres'-ej m oae intenial eireain iiiibu-

latora between thiek walls, when its I’r'u'grh >* and \"'lib5d Ke line

‘Aiuika}'’a-ang is’ or parts of the w ill itself The hitheito difTme bil>nee o' the

plan laid out irouiid the centre bccinie org 'iiised from within The nev conipiet-

ness was a iicccssitv so that the high suiierstiiielure might tower o tr ll i centre

and rest secureh on the walls of its bisc

While following the one account of the H Pr'isld is (‘ 4i'nipur“ina’ Cl\t.
Nagara and Lata Pr'isad is were built ilile 111 sh ipc to the five* eelesti il elnriots, in

the other tradition the G4 Temples, alif e m pi ni to tho-.e of the Fne Ch iriots, h kI to

‘carr3'’ divnnt3’^, this was cvpicssed subscciuenth 111 a monuineiit il si.,mt, b\ the
addition of the superstructure (S S LII tiO-22 ), which thus ‘eoavcved’ dninitv
to the devotee coming from afar

The ‘Samarmganasiitradlrira’ (Ch XLTX) describes *21 temples lining a
square plan, their protot3pe is \'a]r‘ij i From these, one storeved temples, further
eight Vimanas were formed iiid they hue bil haras (S vS LII 20 -22

)
Fne of

them, Riicaka, Bhadra, Sarvatobhadra, Avitimsi md Miiktilona ire in the
list of the square temples (Chart on p 2v^]), the shrines of a eertiin t\pc
lemained Rncaka or Bhadra, etc , eicn though a Stkhiri w u sujierjiosed The
three other temples are Mem, Mandar 1 and V irdhaiirma , these, and csp;.ti dh the
images of the Mountain, are absent from the list of the (>1 chariot-like temples , the

or upper rone of the wall of the temples wlueli have n supcrstruclurt. Tla c-nes o' the
Ch'idva too, arc retained amongst the profiles of the cntahlature

, on vo ne teanples thee aie
doubled or trebled (dvicli'idja , tnclrid>a) and fonn tlie canopies In which the imagts on the
walls arc shaded and protected (PI III) \ special virielv of this archUeclural \nukna is
known as Mallaccliadya (S S LX S5, etc)
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7mIf:“riSr •f'’'” ‘“p- (F>s d,

” Some of the temples in Aihole are hall temples with a Sikhara superadded either m the

onginal design (Fig d, Part VI ) or as an afterthought (Dnrga temple) As part of the original

design, the curvilinear superstructure, the Sikhara, rises above the Garbhagrha of the rectangu-

lar hall temples at Alanipur (Paiclmr, Hyderabad) from their flat roofs Report of the Archaeo

logical Department of the Nizam’s Dominions,’ 1926-27, PI X) Cf also the Papanathu

Temple m Paftadakal The hall temples m Alampur serve as Mandapa and Sandhara

Prasada combined These combinations lacked consisteiic> and were not continued beyond the

ninth century
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NaGARA, DRaVIDA and vesara

The early sources, from the ^Brhat Samhita’ onwards to the earlier chapters

of the ‘Agnipurana’ classify the temples neither according to Nagara, Dravida and

Vesara nor according to their regional distribution They give the norms of propor-

tionate measure and list 20 possible shapes of the Prasada which conform with

the canons

Fifteen out of the 20 names of the early texts are repeated amongst the ^‘45

Temples” ("Agnipurana*, CIV, etc
)

Amongst the five which are not repeated

are the Square, the Octagonal, the Sixteen sided and the Round Temple, they

have no place in a classification which itself is based on 5 prototypal shapes, namely
the square, oblong, circular, elliptical and octagonal The earlier list having been

rationalised and augmented, the ‘Agnipurana’ CIV, 22, moreover, adds in the verse

immediately following the standard proportions and the subsequent enumeration

of the 45 names ‘^These are the names of Nagara as well as of Lata Prasadas ”

Lata IS the ancient name of ‘Gujerat’ it is the country to the west of Ujjain and to

the south-west of Vidarbha (Berar) Nagara however is not amongst the names
of ancient Indian geography

The name Nagara occurs frequently in the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati* and the

^Samaranganasutradhara’ Both these texts belong approximately to the same age,

the one belongs to South India, the other to Dhara,®® in Malwa ,
the first named text

treats of one type of temple only,—^the Dravida,®** whereas the latter is a compendium
dealing with the mam types then known Both the texts are contemporary with

temple architecture at its climax Nagara, in the Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati*
occurs in connection with the names Dravida and Vesara, in the ^Samarangana-

The ‘Isanasivagunidevapaddhati,* embodies the teachings of a long line of Siddhantikas
who w^ere influential all over India dunng the ninth to eleventh centuries and later Fart III,

the chapters of the ‘I P * dealing with the architecture of the temples may have been written
at the Gorapka matha in Dhara, if not in a monastic establishment even further south

This name however is absent from chapters XXVIII and XXIX which treat of the
Prasadas and Vimanas and classify them according to their 'Alamkaras* (XXVIII 23) This
term is used in a sense analogous to ‘Lak§ana* in the 'Brhatsamhita*, etc

,
and denotes the

specific shape of the various temples Each has a name of its own, Xalma, etc
,
Mcru, etc In

chapter XXX 41-42, the 'Xsudra-alpa Viraanas’, the diminutive High Temples at the top of
these structures are labelled according to their shapes, as Nagara, Dravida and Vesara It is in
this restricted application only that this terminology applies to the South Indian temples winch
themselves are knowm under the regional and ethnical designation Dravida In this, its original
application in Vastusastra, the name is absent from chapters XXVIII and XXIX To the
South Indian school of architects the temples built by them were the temples , there was no
need to designate them as South Indian or Dravida The ‘Brhatsamhita*, too, treats of the
temples simply, without calling them Nagara or any other name which w^ould indicate their
‘style*

The ‘Visvakarmaprakasa* and ‘Matsvapurana* too, are without the classification Nagara,
etc , although they treat more fully of the Twenty Temples as they were built in the sixth
century and earlier
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V

sutr^hara’ however, the name Vesara does not occur, whereas Nagara and Dravida
are rreqnentl}^ discussed and the triad of names m completed by the term Varata

Another datable source is an inscription from Holal, Bellary District This
Western Calukyan insciiption speaks of 4 types of buildings, called Nagara,
Kilinga, Diavida and Vesara

These three sources belong to the Deccan and the South A South Indian Agama
further clanfies the designations by explicit definitions In chapter XLIX 1-2,
the Kamikagama’ assigns the Nagara temples to the country from the Himalaya
to the Vindlu a

, Vesara from the Vindhya to the river Krsna
, and Dravida from

the Krsna to Cape Comorin This temar}^ is based on that of the Gunas Sattva,
T imas and Rajas Although the ternary of the Gunas constitutes a total—^that
of the nature of tiie vorld,—three further classifications follow, in the ‘Kamika-
garna', the teniary of Nagara, Dravida and Vesara"* Sarvadesika, “proper to
all countries^, Kaliiiga and Virlta form the other ternary of^,styles 2-3) Kalinga
IS the country^ now known as Orissa, whereas Varata has no place in the Sanskrit
accounts of ancient Indian geographj

, and is discussed in the subsequent pages

As the ternary Nlgara, Dravida and Vesara looms large in contemporaiy
discussions on Indian architecture and has found more than one interpretation it is

here being tracked to its sources

N\g\r\—^The word Nagara, as derived from Nagara, a city, means ‘per-

taining to a ciLj^ or toun* Tins is a generall3^ accepted meaning, also in Vastn-

slstra “Prasadas of stone and baked bnek should be built for the adornment of

towns (nagara) The shapes of these Prasadas should be in the likeness of the

Pi\e Vinianas, the chariots which Brahma had created for the gods with the purpose

of carr^ang them on their hcaicnly wa^^s As the gods are accommodated m heaven,

so are thc> accommodated on earth, and m the latter case their habitations conform

with the particulars of Ining in dilTerent towns in the different parts of India As

Xonc of the*^ three minet> however is ^ivcn in ch XLIX which deals with the “hall

temples** Hie triple clislinction is made m the chapters beRinninfi: from LVII only

'Annual I^cporl of the Assistant Archaeological Superintendent, Southern Circle for

rpigraph\*, 301 s, pp 40, oo The inscnpuon is iti the J^Iukha-mandapa of the Amrtesvara

Temple at Hohl, Bclhr>^ District, “built long before the Mohammedan conquest of Northern

India*’

Tauns, the descending tcndcnc>, is here gn cn the position of Rajas, the expanding

tendency, as Vesira is Taims, while Drlvida is Rajas

The ^^cqucncc Klgan, Vesara, Drlvida belongs to the geographical distnbution, whereas

the sequence Nlgara, DrlM^H, Vesara gi\cs first the two mam styles of which is composed the

Vesara su Ic It indicates also the chronological position of the style Vesara (see infra)

’ Klsjapa, quoted In Utpala, m liis commcnlarv to 'Brhit Saqilnta*, LV i6, similarly

enjoins that “Icniplcs, conforming with the prescriptions should be built according to the towns

therefore hn-; also heen taken to mean espccnllv “pertnmmR: to Sn Nagara or

Pltalipulra, the ancient ^retrojiohs of Indn^', R D Banerji, 'History of Onssa > vol II p 333 *

which however is not likcb for the designation of the temple types as Nagara, Dravida, etc is

later than the 'Brhat Satplna*, when PMaliputra had long ceased to hold the leading position

Nlgara mnv ilso be derived from Nlga The Vastupuru§a ' has the shape of a Naga

f'Visvalarnnriral Isa*, i 97, pof )-and the Vastunaga who is gc§a or Ananta, encircles every

site (p 62)
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in heaven, so on eaith, are the Vimanas of the gods, they are made of substances

which are proper to each, of stone and burnt bnck, specially should the temples be

bmlt in towns, for those which are known as Vimanas on the ways of the gods

(suravartmani) are called Prasadas when they are immovable (sthavara , S S LV
104-5) ”

x, m,. ^ ,

Another word which means a (fortified) town or city is Pura This word also

refers to man (‘Nirukta’ I 13, II 3) for he too is a residence Thus Brahmapura

is the heart as the centre of Being, the residence of Brahman, the Supreme Spirit

On the island of Bali, the word generally used for temple is Pura This

meaning, however, is but one of the possible meanings of the word Nagara

The Twenty Temples of the early Vastu-sastras hitherto discussed—bear no

particular name comprising them in these texts There are no others , they

represent all the possible shapes of the Prasada The self same Twenty Temples

however are also the subject of one chapter (LXIII) at least of the ‘Samarangana-

sutradhara’ It treats of Nagara-Prasadas The Twent}"- Temples m the eleventh

century are called “Nagara” This is how they are distinguished "irom Dravida

Prasadas (chapters LXI, LXII) and Varata Prasadas (ch LXIV) Once the>

were ‘The Twenty Temples’ , now they are known as Nagara Prasadas

Another meaning of Nagara is Universe (Visva) The temple, the Universe

in a likenesd, is Nagara for it rests on the Naga, the Vastupurusa, who supports the

Universe and is Sesa, the Remainder
Between the fourth and seventh centunes A D , the Hindu temple, it appears,

consisting essentially of the perpendicular -w'alls of the Garbhagrlia and a super-

structure, the Sikhara, was being given shape In the subsequent penod local schools

worked out in logical sequences, the specific features (laksana) of the Prasadas
One of these schools had its centre in Dravidadesa, the country of the Dramdas,
or South India proper from Madras to Senngapatam and Cape Comonn There
the temples called Dravida were built such as are presented from the seventh
century and in the subsequent centuries when the texts referred to w'cre compiled
Not only however in the Dravida country itself but also in the Kanarese part of the
Deccan, where Aihole, Mahakutesvar, Badami and Pattadakal, are situated were
such temples built, at an earlier date even This Southern school contributed a
particular t3q)e of temple to the architecture of India and a particular branch of

I^astusastra to its knowledge The South Indian text books on architecture are

" In some of the temples this version of their origin is o\ erdone
, built of stone, the\ > et

have wheels, carved m stone even this, inappropriate, form has found a great Stbapati to build
It in the Sun temple at Konaraka Other wheeled, stone built temples belong to South India,
the shnne at Darasuram for ex:ample”

‘]Sranartharnavasamk§epa’, by Kesava Svami, si 100S-9, TSS p 135, Ins “nagaram
visva ’ and also "nagaram kaseru”, Kaseru or Kaserumat is one of the nine divisions of
Bharatavarsa or Jambudvipa, but it is not known which part of India is denoted as Kaseru If
it is Madhyadesa, this would agree with a verse of the ‘Aparaptaprccha’, Fol 5 ,

{Ms in the
S K Ray collection, quoted by S K Sarasvati, 1 c ‘Indian Culture’, vol VIII p 183;, see
note 106

Another meaning of Nagara is given in the Vacaspatya, s v “Dhanurvedasja sutram \ai
yantrasutram ca Nagaram”, see part I, note 20 In its Vedic njB&liation, architecture might ln\e
been classified as Nagara, though the meaning of Nagara in this application is not given Apte,
Dictionary, s v gives "desire of final beatitude” as one of the meanings of Nagara
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copious They treat as a rule, exclusively of the particular South Indian type of
the temple in its varieties which they designate by appropriate names

In the Brhat Samhita (LII 1), Varahamihira spoke of Vastu-sastra as
transmitted for the pleasure of the astrologers from Brahma to his days h\ an
unbroken series of sages The Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati* however speaks of
Brahma, of the succession of sages, and Maya as having described the Vimanas,
such as the twenty Mukhya-prasadas, etc

,
which are dealt with in this text (IP*

III ch XXVIII 3-4) Whereas the whole science of architecture in its primeval
connectedness with the stars and the universe is present to Varahamihira in the
sixth century, the later text applies it to a description of the temples only

,
it adds

moreover, the name of Maya to that of Brahma It begins (si 7) with the descrip-
tion of 20 mam (niukhya) temples, called Nalina, Pralina, etc The number 20 is

the same as that of the more ancient lists, the names however are others and those
at the beginning of the list have not the cogency of the names of the Mountain
(Meru, Mandara, Kailasa) which introduce the Twenty Temples of the 'Brhat-
samhita’ These comprised every shape of the temples then known The hter
text degrades to the ^^second class” the names of the Mountain, they introduce the
Jatitara'Vimanas The special knowledge embodied in the ‘Isanasivagurudeva-
paddhati' seems to be particularly that which had in Maya its mam exponent

Varahamihira knew that architecture had its beginning in Brahma In a

different context (Br S LV 29-30), he mentioned amongst the sages or preceptors

of architecture Visvakarman and also Maya, an apparent controversy betw^een

these two great teachers as well as its solution Maya is The Architect, the

*arch-builder^ of the ^Isanasivagurudevapaddhati^ , tradition knows him to be the

master-builder of the Asuras, whereas Visvakarnian is the Architect of the gods

Visvakarman reveals the Sthapatya Veda, he is The Great Architect’® No
regional oi ethnical distinctions however ha\e been made in the chapters on

architecture of the ‘Brhatsamhita’, nor are the3^ taken into account by Utpala, the

commentator, w^hereas iconographical distinctions of this kind are referred to at

least in one instance, m the text and the commentator, in the chapter on

Pratimalaksana (Br S LVII 4, 15) Iconometiical differences m the facial

proportions of the images are noted and Nagnajit is the authonty referred to”

The 'succession of sages’ m their unbroken continuity is a reality to the earlier

text, whereas the latei text makes it halt before one Great architect, Maya, who

IS the mythic builder, of the South Indian branch of the tradition

With the elaboration of architecture in the different parts of the countr}.
,
each

centre became to its own practitioners the central, comprehensive school This

Maya is to tlie Asuras what Visvakarman is to the gods {*Ramayana’, IV 5^ 11)

‘Manasara*, I 3 -4 ,
derives Vastu-sastra from Siva, Brahma, Vi§nu, Indra, Brhaspati and

Narada ,
Narada belongs to the Southern school " 1,1
says 'That is called Dravida proportion when the face is 14 angulas long and 12

angulas broad”, whereas the general rule is that the face is 12 angulas in length and ^so in

width The greater length of face, according to Nagnajit, is discussed at length in EV 15

»

and commentary It distinguishes the facial proportion of 'Dravida’ sculptiwes, ‘5uch can

be seen from the earliest preserved South Indian sculptures (second century B C ) through all

phases, from those of the rest of India Nagnajit is one of the 18 preceptors whose names arc

given m the 'MatS3’’apurana’
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IS true of the South Indian or Drlvida biunch of the tradition and also of another

legional school, which is represented under tlie name Var'ita in the 'Sam ir'ingana-

suti adhara’

Varata Virlta is derived from Vaiad (Berai)’'”’ The ‘Ri'ip itmndanV, III

6, a treatise on iconography Sutradhara Ivlandina, the author of the ‘Vlsturi-

javallabha’, of the fifteenth centurj', mentions the Varltas ind aBo the Kir'ilas,

whose country lay on the Viiidln is V'n'ili thus is a territorial division and

being derived from Varad (Berar) designates Vidarbln (Berir), vliich c tended

fiom the river Krsna to about the Jsarniada

The ‘Kamikagama’, XLIX lR-20 ,
speal s of the seven stores s, and of the

Griva, Sikha and Stiipika of the pill ired—or hiving pilasters (stambh i)—V'nlta

temples which are thus shown to be storeted pi,raniidil buildings surmounted bv

a High Temple with its walls (griva, ‘neck’), eiipola ind finial Thev represent

t3'pe I and, on the whole, belong to the same f iniilv as the tcmjiles “jilaced on the top

of Meru” Thev are said to be built where Sattva ind Raj !<> ire ictive (ib ), this

means where North and South meet The sime is ilso end of mother ’ irietv of

temples called Krilinga, their country, is K ilinga, where are the temples of Ihiri

and Bhuvanesvar, etc In this regioiul stvlc however the Southern elements are

subordinated to the general ‘Northein’ Indian form
These two regional stvles ire sjiokeii of in the ‘K'linil Igaiii''’ ifter the

temples called ‘Sarvadcs3a’ oi ‘S”irv idesika’ (ib ) whieh meins 'Ixlonging to ill

countnes’ No special rules have been laid dowai for the form and pro,x)rtio.is of

their buttressed walls whereas Kllinga h is Ixien given Southern traits

Varata and also Kalinga thus are known to the ‘Klmil Ignm i’ is regional

styles From the South Indian jioint of view of this Agama, the third term of this

temaiy', the ‘Sarv'adesika’, in ikes allowance for temples whieh hive the Pras'ula
Ksitibhusana for their pai idigni (p 2 ‘)I) and which inn be Iniilt as ‘Drlvida,
Nagara oi Virata’ in the opinion of the ‘Saniarliigan isfitradhlr i’

The ‘Klmiklgama’ as well is the ‘.Samarlngan isuti uihlri’ know of \ Irlta
as a regional school of architecture The ‘Klniil Igania’ describes it coutiselv
It also sums up the mam features of the other stvles It deseribvs (el If) the
Nagara temples as having eight constituent pirts (aetavargi) in tiiear elcv it>on

These are Mula, ‘the root’, i c , the foundation or .iFo the terrace, Masilrila,
the socle, Janghl, the ‘wall’, Kipoti, the eoiiiice, these fo, m the fKrjKiidieul ir

portion of the structure and support the Siklnia, Gila, the eireiilir Am iknlr ika
and the Kumbha with its 6illa or finial Tlicse are indeed the mam pirts of i

temple of 'T3’'pe II’ Its Rukanasl is also spcei 1II3 mentioned

S S LXIV shows the Varlti temples siniilai 111 plan to Namiri tenmles, it is

not divided according to Kuta, Kostha, etc Then supersliaieture however dims not
seem to have been curvilineai

‘Nigara, Vesan, Drlvida, etc’ bj S Knslimswatni <\nanc:ar, JISO\, vol 11 p101 •'pjjg extant temples in tins region however neither conform with the tlcscription of
Virata (Vivata) Pr'is'idas in S S ch LXIV nor with that in the 'k'lmik'itnnn' The' descrip-
tions would more closely fit the temples known as C'llukjan
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Outstanding amongst South Indian Vastuiastras in recording the schools
of architecture outside the Dravida country, the ‘ICamikagama’ however also
establishes the importance of the South Indian school which is its mam topicAs an exponent of that school it formulates the theory of the Three Styles
‘Nagara, Dravida and Vesara’ seen under the aspect of the Three Gunas and
representing the sum total of Indian architecture

Ves VR \ Vesara, in contradistinction to Varata, is not the name of a country
It means a mule an issue of lieteiogeneous parents, in plan (vinyasa) it is
Dravida, in the shape of its details (knya) it is Nagara (‘Eamikagama’, ib ) It
denotes a mixed style

Vesara temples are generally assigned to the country between the Vmdhya
Agastya (Nasik)^®* or from the Vindhyas to the river Krsna, as in the

Kainikagama^ It thus seems that Varata and Vesara denote types of certain
temples, assigned to the Deccan But these temples, of ‘mixed’ t3?'pe, are preserv^ed
to the south of the region allocated to Vesara They were built by the later

Caluk3’'as, in the Kanarese Districts, and b3'^ the Hoysala Dynasty, in Mysore
The3’' represent a school which consolidated its particular style later than the
temples haviUg a curvilinear Sikhara or those of the Dravida country Certain
special features of these temples result from an admixture of Nagara detail to

DraMda building
,
this is natural in a region betwnxt two pow^erful schools of which

Nagara, the first and foremost is centered in Madhyadesa, according to the

‘Aparajitapiccba’,—in the countr3^ bounded by the nver Sarasvati in Knruksetra,
Allahabad, the Himala3as and the Vindh3''a,’“ and Dravida in South India The
earlier Caluk3^a temples (t3^pe I) are Dravida in plan, the later are Nagara in plan

The ‘Brliacchilpasastra*, III 68 and 73, gives the following lists of the types

or st3dcs of temples beginning with (1) Nagara, (2) Dravida, (3) Misraka,

(4) Latina, (5) Sadhara, (G) Bhunu and (7) Nagarapuspaka Vimana, in the first

instance, and (1) Nagara, (2) Dravida, (3) Virata, (4) Bhumi, (5) Latika,

Nevertheless the I P III XXX 41 b, distinguishes the Ksudra alpa-Vimanas according

to countries (desa) as Nlgara, Drlvula and Vesara Vesara here appears to have become sub-

stituted for, or identified vith, Varata ^

N V Mallawa, JISOA, IX p Si f

In the I P ,
‘Klmiklgaina’ ,

also 'Silparatiia*, XVI 44 ,
this is not so in verses 47-49i

<ce infra Cf also K R Pisharoti, ‘‘Nlgara, Dra\i^a and Vesara*, ‘Indian Culture’, vol VI

P 2“^ f

N B De>, ‘Ihe Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval India , s v

The ‘Apar'ijitnprcchl’, Fol 25, asbigns Nagara to the Madhyadesa,—the ‘midland’

country (‘Manu’, 13 21) , L'lp to the L'4a country (Gujerat—m the main but also as far east

as Guahor—), Dr'ividi to the South and Vair'i^i to its oun country Re Vairati, see note 107

Viripa or JIatsja had Vairl{a (Bairat) for its capital , Bairat is situated to the North of

Jaipur, Rajputana Although it has nothing to do vith Varata, a later compilation like the

‘Brhacchilpasastra’ might have altered the spelling of the label of an architectural style —cf

alM the ‘Naisldhacarita’, XVI 117 a%hich speaks of Varatarat or Virataraf according to some

coinnientanes as ucll as of VidarbharR S vS LXIV treats of 12 Vavataprasadas Tu ice the

\iiialas'iraka is mentioned as an optiolial subsbtute for the Ghanta (the cupola in its later

Calulrvan shape) No such superstructures are in existence —Varata, it appears, is the

of a mixed t^e Its location can not as 3et be ascertained ‘Vairafi to its own country
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(6) Sadhaia and (7) Misraka, in the second This, though a late compilation, is

full of interest Misraka is third after Nagara and Dravida, and so is “Virata”

Misraka, indeed, is Virata which seems to have been substituted for Varata

The lists of the varieties of the temples in later Vastu-sastras are alwa5>-s headed

by Nagara, once the universal and the leading ‘style’ Next in importance and

consolidated in its own particular form is the type of temples called Dravida while

Varata or Vesara, the mixed type of the Southern Deccan, was still near its

experimental stage when the ‘Samaranganasutradhara’ was compiled

At all times, however, from the ‘Brhat Samhita’ onwards, and probably earlier,

Nagara were the most numerous temples ,
their centre seems to have been Madh}^-

desa From this centre, under the patronage of the respective ruling dynasties, the

specific types of temples (p 270A) built there were seen to develop local variations

of their own, m the countries to the East (Kalinga) and West (Lata) In Orissa

(Kalinga) as well as in Western India (Lata), the ‘Universal’ or Nagara style was
developed in distinct varieties

Having its centie in Madhyadesa, temples were built in the Nagara style,

from the Himalayas in the North, to the East and West coasts of India and as far

South as the river Tungabhadra The actual extent of the vaiieties of the Nagara
temples exceeds, in the Southern direction, the limits given in the Vastu Sastras

to the style ‘Nagara’ The regional schools became known in Vastu Sastra under
the name of their respective countries of origin While this took place, the

Dravida school seems to have been especially piolific in laiang down the charac-

teristics (laksana) of its own type and to prove its importance in the whole of Indian
aichitecture This is shown by its terminology

Dravida “Nagara, Vesara and Dravida” The ternar}'-, Nagara, Dravida
and Vesara, in agreement with the three-fold geographical division of India into

the North, the Deccan and the South comprises the entire extent, though not the
range of Hindu temples in India The ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’ (III

ch XXX 41f), however, makes it clear that in this Sastra the triple distinction

Nagara, Dravida and Vesara applies to Ksudra-alpa-Vimanas only, the very small
or diminutive shrines, the High Temples (Vimana, Harmya) on the head of Meru

The temples, in the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati’, III XXX 1-35, classified

as Mukhya Vimanas, or the chief and largest of the Jati Vimanas, the South Indian
Vimanas or the “Collective temples”, represent each a collection of various classes,
namely the storeyed temples, on the head of which is placed a small shrine (the
‘Vimana’ described in Part VI) plus a rampart of chapels sunounding each storey

does this mean Virata? The ‘Brhacchilpasastra’, III 73, Comm speaks of Virata temples in
Kalinga and of Latma temple in Virata

‘"“The diffusion of the various ‘styles’ uent far beyond their original home whence they
derived their names in Vastusastra (for example, the KailasanStha Temple in Elura
(Aurangabad), a ‘Dravida’ temple , temples in Kurnool, Raicliur and the Kanarese Districts,
are “Nagaia” The Calukya and Hoysala temples which seem to correspond to the descnptions
of Varata (-or ‘Vesara’) temples belong to the South of Berar (Varad)

Certain ‘ab original’ types such as the wood and stone or brick temples of Malabar are
not specially named in the Vastu-sastras See houeved Kerala, a 12 storeyed temple, note 112
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The Jati Vimanas are further recognised as Chanda, or Vilcalpa or Abhasa Vimanas.
accoidmg to the different arrangement of the several kinds of chapels of which^e rampart consists (‘Mayamata’ XXII 77) The chapels are called Kfita,

Panjara, etc
, accoidmg to their different shapes (see Figs on

p Ibof) They are lesser consUtnent parts (anukaya anga
, I P III XXX 35-4:1)

The group of temples enumerated after the Mukh}^ and otlier kinds of
Jativimanas are the Alpa Vimanas or Ksudra Vimanas, the “Small temples*’

The complete South Indian temple is a Jati Vimana The Mukh} a Viinmas,
etc

,
are but specially large Jati Vimanas whereas the Alpa Vimuias, also called

Ksudra Vimruias, are not complete “collective temples” They consist of the
perpendicular “cube” or prism of the walls of the Garbhagiha on whose flat loof is
placed another smaller shnne u Inch is domed (Fig e on p 185) The Alpa Viin mas
stnctty consist of the Vnnana onij'’ which is placed “on the liead of Meru”

After the discussion of the lesser parts, the Anuk lya-aiigas of a Jab-Vimana,
the Tsanasn agurudevapaddhati’ saj^s of the Ksudra-alpa-Vimlna, the “very small
shrine” or the High Temple, udiich crowns the whole assembty of chapels, that
this small shnne is distinguished as Nagara, Dravida and Vesara (\ erses 41-42)

Following the ‘Isanasu agurudevapaddhati’ III ch XXX, 41 f
,

the
“diminutive temple” (Ksudra-alpa Vimana), the High Temple, of the t3’^pe Nlgara
IS square or rectangular, its quality is ‘sattvika’, its localit}’- is the countiy between
the Himalaams and Vindhjaa hills, Dravida is ‘rajasa’, the Dravida countrv and
none else is suitable for the chapel-tj pe Dravida This is described as si-s. sided or

eight sided, of e\en sides, a regular octagon, etc , or an oblong octagon, oi the small

temple maj’’ also be square below its neck (gala) only, its roof-shape however ma}'

have the appearance of a dome in eight sections Vesara is ‘tamasa’ , it is assigned

to the countrj'’ hang between Agastya (near Nasik) and the Vindltya Vesara

should be circular or elliptical (vrtta3nta) or ‘diyasravrtta’, which means having

one pair of opposite sides straight and the other pair cur\ed, or Vesara ma3
’' also

be square below' the neck, i c ,
the small High Temple has four straight w'alls and

IS circular above them, so that a round dome-shape (sikhara) rests on them

The schematism of the division of the w hole of India according to the prevalence

of the three Gunas and the three st3 les is not to be taken literalh Temples of the

Cf also I P III ch XXVIII 40-41 ,
XXX i-iS ,

'Krimiknctuma’, XLV 19, 20 and

X/V 123-30
These names also denote different sizes of the South Indnn ‘‘Collective Temples’*, Aclni>a,

‘Dictionar>*, s v
In subsequent centuries, rudiments of the chapels of the parapet, or the itnag:cs ov

^\hich these uere iillcd or replaced adorn also the Alpa-Prasldas

The same shapes of the Sikhara, i c the 'dome* of the Hiqli Temple arc ffivcn in 1

1

IV ch XXXII 65 f There, the proportionate hciqlit of the several 'Sikharas* is queu Thc\

arc called each bv a name of Us oun, which has a geographical ongiu , see note 57 South

Indian Vlstu-slstras give geographical labels to their manifold classifications of the hinldmgs

and their parts The ‘Mlnaslra’, XXX s-6, treats of 10 varieties of 12 slorc%ed temples

thc\ arc named after countries such as Pluclla, Dravida, Kllinga, Virata (cf Varatn), Ivcram,

Mlgadha, etc The ‘K-isNapasilpa*, XXVII 55 ,
on the other hand, classifies a certain kind of

one storeyed building as ‘Kosala*, and t>pcs of two store>cd buildings as Pmcala and

Gandliara
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Nagara Type are to be found as far south as Kurnool (Tungabhadra)
,
those of

the Dravida School as far north as Elura

In some of the texts moreover (‘Kasyapa Silpa\ XXV 19-20, oilparatna’,

XVI 47-49) Dravida and Vesara have been made to change place The totality

of the extent, all over India, of the mam shapes of the High Temple is expressed by

the ternary Nagara, Dravida, Vesara ,
and it does not matter in this particular

classification with what part of India the one name is associated or the other

The implications of this are made explicit by the ‘Silparatna’, XVI 61-63

This most carefully compiled text speaks of Nagara, square from the bottom to the

gikhara , of Dravida, whose body is square and its dome shape is six sided or Dravida

IS eight-sided as in the above descriptions and of Vesara as ‘circular* as also described

in the ‘Isanasivagurudevapaddhati* These rules, however, says verse 53 of the

‘gilparatna*, XVI, very clearly, are for the Hamiya only, and not for the Kuta,

Kostha, etc ,
the latter are the chapels of the rampart or enclosure whereas the

Harmya is the diminutive High Temple which crowns the Prasada

The South Indian collective temples, the Jativimanas, Jatitara and also the

Mukhya Prasadas with the storeyed pyramid of their superstructure are classified

as Nagara, Dravida and Vesara according to the shape of their High Temple, the

Harmya or ‘Ksudra-alpa Vimana*
The High Temple (Vimana, Harmya) which crowns the Prasada of

Gangaikondacolapuram of the 11th Century (near Kumbhakonam)”^ is circular

This Prasada would thus be a Vesara Prasada of the Dravida school of architecture,

whereas the Koranganatha temple at Srinivasanalur, Tnchinopoly District would
be a Nagara temple amongst the Jati Vimanas of the Dravida school . The terms
‘sadasra* and ‘astasra*, in this connection, seem to denote the number of sections

of the ‘dome* or Sikhara of the High Temple crowning the superstructure, it is

octagonal on the Shore temple at Mamallapuram (Fig on p 185) and on the

Brhadisvara Temple in Tanjore (Fig on p 187) These are Dravida Prasadas of

the Dravida or South Indian school

The classification Nagara, Dravida, Vesara of the South Indian Vastusastras
IS an expression of the exuberance of the builders They call their types and
patterns after the vanous schools, and after the main regions of India, giving in
this way a universal value to their work Nagara, therefore heads the list, it is

square, for the square is the perfect shape
The ternary furthermore is made to imply not only the wholeness of India,

but also the completeness of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas, Tamas), and the other
ternaries as S3mbols of totality three world ages, three Principles of manifestation,
three great Gods, three castes, etc

Overlooking these nnnustakable instructions of Vastnsnstra, modern scholars have
stretched on Procrustean beds their explanations of the terms Nagara, Dravida and Vesara, as
defined m the South Indian texts, cf K E. Pisharoti, 1 c

P Brown, op cit PI LVIII, Fig i

The transfer of names is frequent in Vastu-sastra Meru, first amongst the Twenty
Temples of the 'Brhat Samhita? comes to denote the first or leading tvpe of a senes of temples
As such it is described in the I P III XXVIII lo ,

XXIX 5, having but three, four or five
storeys only and leading the list of the Jatitara, the second series of temples

TsanasivagurudevapaddhatF, III XXX 47
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VARIETIES OF THE TEMPLE AND THEIR GENESIS

As the Jatmmana had come to be the collective momiTnent into which were
gathered several types of the temple so also is the South Indian village or town the
place in which the several varieties of the temples are assembled Nagara temples
in the North, North-West and North-East,—^renuniscent of the Northern pro-
venience of this variety, and Dravida temples in three of the cardinal points expres-
sive of their particular importance Dravida temples may also be built in the North-
West and North-East, where they would alternate with Nagara temples, leaving
the North proper to the Nagara shnnes exclusively

Vesara temples are to be built in the East and the West These two cardinal

directions they share with the Dravida Temples
, they should also be built in the

South-East and South-West leaving the South proper to the Dravida temples

exclusively as it is the Southern Indian Temple proper Besides these temples,

Sarvadesika temples may be built in all the directions (‘Kamikagama’ XLI!J^

124-127
, see chart, p 234)

In verse 132, ib ,
Vesara temples moreover are assigned to the centre, the four directions

and to the South-West Preference seems here given to the circular cupola, whereas m the

former passage the polygonal (octagonal, etc ) dome shape of the Dravida type was the most

widely recognised The latter may be built even at both sides of Soma (si 126)—and also

in the eight directions (si 13s) ,
cf p 233

, - 1 1

The earliest South Indian reference to the circular Wesara'-gnva and Sikhara and also to

‘DravidP is in the Waikhanasagama’ VI, lines 6-7

\
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